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• 

·A· THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

• • 

Honorable Carl Albert 
Speaker of the House 

of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

September 15, 1971 

I take great pride in sending you today the final report and recommenda-
tions of the Department's Northeast Corridor Transportation Project. You 
will recall that I submitted a status report on the Project on May 4, 1970 
which contained much valuable information, but no definite recommendations. 
Now the Project is complete and I commend its results to your attention. 

This study is certainly one of the most comprehensive analytical efforts 
ever undertaken in the field of transportation. The Department of Trans-
portation was created by the Congress to attack the types of multi-modal 
and inter-modal problems found in the Northeast Corridor and to encourage 
the application of the most advanced analytical techniques available in 
doing so. I believe that this report does just this. 

The Report and its recommendations represent five years of careful, 
thoughtful study. Various modes of air and ground transportation were 
examined. The analysis concludes that improving the rail system in the 
Boston-Washington corridor is necessary to meet the needs of inter-city 
public transportation in the 1970's. Important recommendations for im-
proved use of present highway capacity are also put forward and could be 
implemented early in this decade. 

The Report leaves open the alternatives for the 1980's and calls for a 
diversified and vigorous program of technological researd: and development 
to explore the possibilities. Decisions on the "next generation" systems 
must be made by 1976. 

A theme in the recommendations for the 1970's is the need to make more 
effective use of existing transportation systems ·capacity rather than 
introducing new technology systems that will require large and costly 
new facilities in densely populated areas. Avoiding the construction of 
such facilities is not only economical, but spares us the heavy environ-
mental and social costs often associated with the disruption of densely 
settled regions. 
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Although the Report's recommendations are moderate when viewed in the con-
text of the alternatives considered, substantial resources are involved, 
particularly for the improvement of the rail system. For this reason, 
the Report's recommendations require very careful consideration on the 
part of all concerned, especially the States and localities affected. 
Accordingly, the recommendations are not to be construed as legislative 
proposals on the part of the Administration for Federal action. Rather, 
the Report represents a study of problems and alternatives, proposing 
solutions for the several levels of government and the private sector to 
consider. For our part, the Northeast Corridor Report will assist the 
Department in the formulation and execution of transportation programs 
for this area. 

I look forward eagerly to a constructive public discussion which will en-
able the nation to take on an exciting challenge for the improvement of 
our transportatio.n system in this critical region. Furthermore, it is my 
hope that as this century progresses and population densities increase, 
the projects we undertake in the Northeast Corridor will serve as the pro-
logue to similar projects elsewhere in the country, albeit with appropriate 
regional variations. 

The Northeast Corridor Report contains the essentials needed for develop-
ment of public policy and program decisions which are both innovative and 
prudent. Transportation progress is no longer a subject to be discussed 
in abstract terms, but rather lies within our reach. We anticipate with 
enthusiasm the participation of the Congress, the States and municipalities, 
the private sector, and the public, joining with us to grasp this 
opportunity. 

Sincerely, 
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PREFACE 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project is recommending 
actions necessary to resolve the future short-haul intercity 
passenger transportation problems in the region . Conclusions, 
recommendations and supporting analyses are presented for two time 
periods : (1) an "interim" period covering the 1970's; and (2) a 
"long-term" period covering the 1980's . Emphasis has been placed 
on actions which must be taken immediately to insure relief of the 
most pressing problems and actions necessary now to insure adequate 
lead time for "long term" solutions.* 

The report is divided into three volumes: Volume 1, the 
Summary Report, Volume 2, the Main Report, and Volume 3, the 
Technical Appendices. The systems analyses contained in this report 
are the product of a government-industry team effort. The MITRE 
Corporation made very important contributions to the air and multi -
modal analyses. Significant contributions were also made by the 
National Bureau of Standards on high speed ground transportation; 
by Peat, Marwick, Mitche 11 and Co., on hi ghv1ay systems; and 
the Resource Management Corporation on environmental quality 
and impacts. Tracked Hovercraft Limited supplied input data for the 
tracked air cushion vehicle system cost estimates. The cover map 
was provided by the New York Regional Planning Association. 

*This report supersedes the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
Report, NECTP-209, April 1970 . NECTP-209 was a preliminary status 
report, contained no policy recommendations, and has been replaced 
bv the new analyses described in this report. 
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COUCLUSIOi4S ANU RECOMMENDATIOHS 

SU~MARY OF ACTION PROGRAMS 

-1-

The actions recommended for the Northeast Corridor are designed to meet the 
growing demand for short-haul transportation in the region, while minimizin~ the 
costs and adverse environmental impacts of rr,oving hrge numbers of people. 

To provide transportation service for the interim (1970's) period, actions 
beyond existing plans are called for to maximize the utilization of the 
Corridor's unique transportation assets, i.e., the large investments in existing 
facilities. The (1970's) action program consists of: 

1. Improvement of high speed rail service by reducing line haul tir.lc, 
improving passenger amenities, and increasing departure frequencies and 
schedules; 

2. iJevelopment and implementation of a real-time highway information system 
to assist intercity drivers in making route choice decisions; and 
improvement of highway connectivity to provide additional alternative 
routes during peak travel periods. 

To provide high speed common carrier service for the longer term (1930's) 
period, additional actions are recommended that r.1ust be performed nm·1, so thJ.t 
the required information will be on hand for the investment decisions concerning 
the 1980's. 

1. Immediate planning of a new high speed ground right,..of-way along the 
spine of the Corridor; 

2. Expansion and acceleration of research and development of tracked air 
cushion vehicles (TACV), with emphasis on developing an environmentally 
acceptable system; 

3. Orientation of short and vertical take-off and landing aircraft (STOL 
and VTOL) R&D toward requirements for the 80's emphasizing airport and 
air traffic control system capacity, safety, noise and air pollution 
abatement, and ride quality; 

4. Establishment of 1976 1/ as a definite decision year for a tlortheast 
Corridor '(i!EC) intercity transportation investment program in the 1980's 
based on the evaluation of the results of R&U and Improved High Speed 
Rail operations. 
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To provide sufficient highway capacity for the long term, the follot1ing 
actions are required now to provide alternatives to continued proliferation of 
conventional highways: 

1. Expansion of the automated highway research and development program to 
define and evaluate possible concepts; 

2. Preparation of proposed legislation for the Post Interstate Highway 
Program which will permit highways to be planned and built in such a way 
that accommodation to automated capability will be possible. 
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DETAILS OF ACTION PROGRAM 

Recommendations for the Interim Period (1970's) 

The iJortheast Corridor Transportation Project concludes that, in the near 
term, increasing congestion at urban Conventional Take-off and Landing (CTOL) 
air terminals will preclude sufficient growth of both long and short-haul 
traffic to meet the air travel demands. It further concludes that the provision 
of improved, expanded high-speed ground service for short-haul travel along the 
NEC spine can help to alleviate increasing CTOL congestion while meeting the 
rising demands for travel. Major factors influencing these conclusions are (1) 
the increasing public sensitivity to adverse environmental impacts of the 
current air system, wl1ich militates against expansion of the air system (acquir-
ing new land for airports, increasing operations), and (2) the increasing demand 
for long-haul domestic and overseas air service. Alternate air transportation 
concepts (such as STOL and VTOL) which could potentially provide improved ser-
vice for short-haul travel are not considered practical for application in this 
time frame for reasons discussed in the next paragraph. The only system capable 
of increasing the speed of travel and which can be rapidly implemented is 
improved high-speed rail which expands and improves the demonstration service 2/ 
on the existing right-of-way between Washington and Boston. -

. STOL and VTOL 

In the i~ortheast Corridor Transportation Project's study of short and ver-
tical take-off and landing (STOL and VTOL) aircraft for the '?O's the early 
analyse5 3/ were encouraging. However, the inclusion of more complete cost 
and environmental considerations raises serious doubts whether an effective and 
community acceptable city center system could be made operational during the 
'70's. Strong Federal fiscal support would be necessary to finance the urban 
STOL and VTOL terminals and air traffic control which are considered essential 
to fully exploiting the flexibility of these air systems. 

Air terQinal facilities are traditionally heavily supported by ~unicipal 
agencies. Community opposition to VTOLport and STOLport sites currently exists 
because of noise, air pollution and safety concerns to a degree that early 
acceptance and/or municipal financial support arc unlikely to materialize. The 
Hew York area is critical to transportation in the Northeast Corridor not only 
because it contains more than half of the population and it has a central 
position astride the Corridor spine, but also because more than 60 percent of 
all col!ITion carrier trips either begin or end in the i~ew York metropolitan· area. 
In this dominating part of the Corridor major opposition to new airports or 
expansion of existing airports has ~aterialized. In addition, interference of 
STOL or VTOL flights with the a 1 ready congested CTOL (both commerci a 1 and 
general aviation) ir traffic may not be preventable in the '70's. 
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A final difficulty arises because of the expected disparity in ride quality 
and comfort between present CTOL jets and the turboprop STOL or helicopter VTOL 
postulated for the '70's. If passengers regard STOL or VTOL as a serious step 
backward, then significant passenger diversion by these CTOL competitors is not 
likely. 

The NECTP recognizes that STOL and VTOL aircraft are presently providing 
limited feeder service to some Corridor CTOL airports. This is viewed as an 
adjunct to the conventional air system rather than a completely new alternative. 
The demonstration of improved technology on service of this kind could be the 
first step in testing user acceptance. 

Improved High-Speed Rail (IHSR) 

IHSR is a mode that could be developed out of the present Metroliner 
demonstrations, taking advantage of the resource savings resulting from using 
existing facilities with unused capacity. f·letrol i ner results plus ana lyti ca 1 
projections indicate that (a) more high-speed 11etroliner-type cars, (b) better 
passenger amenities, (c) stepped up frequency of schedules and (d) availability 
of non-reservation and some non-stop service would attract significant 
additional rail patronage in the New York-Washington, New York-Boston, and 
(their) intermediate markets, thereby providing some relief to CTOL airport 
congestion. 

Further improvements in speed 4/ should be achieved by upgrading the 
right-of-way. Expenditures of $100 million should be made for right-of-way 
improvements south of Ne\'1 York to permit approximately 2-hour nonstop 1-lew York-
Washington service; and an additional expenditure of $190 mil 1 ion should be made 
north of New York to permit approximately 2 3/4-hour nonstop New York-Boston 
service. Approximately $70 million for terminal improvements and $100 million 
for additional vehicles would complete the investment required for this level of 
service. Approximately three years after the decision to proceed, full 
operation of the Improved High Speed Rail (IHSR) service could be available to 
the Boston-Washington traveler. 

Capital will probably not be available for IHSR financing as a purely 
private enterprise. The existence of the quasi-public NRPC 5/ is the result of 
the inability and disinclination of private railroads to pursue the rail passen-
ger market. The llRPC, however, is unlikely to have resources to invest in the 
Hortheast Corridor, even if that corporation were to decide its most pressing 
problem lay there. The impetus must come from the Federal Government. Because 
the project is expected to be profitable, an outright grant is unnecessary. 
Federal support could take the form of a direct loan, guaranteed bonds or some 
similar arrangement. 

Following such investment and as the IHSR system begins to operate (and its 
ridership levels increase), further investments could be made which would boost 
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the capability of the IHSR to the level of 1 1/2 hours nonstop city center 
service f Jew York to ~fa sh i ngton, and 2 hours nonstop city center service flew York 
to Boston. 6/ Of rnajor significance is the distinct possibility that such 
"second stage" investments could be financed from the earnings of IHSR system 
once the first stage is completed. A decision regarding such additional 
investments should be made after obtaining the patronage response to the earlier 
improve~ents. In addition, the decision should be part of the broader long term 
decisions to be made in 1976. 

On the basis of the foregoing, the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
recommends that: 

. THE ADIUflISTRATIOf~ SUPPORT If.1PLEMEfffATION OF HlPROVED HIGl!-SPEED, 
:mil-l<ESEiWATIOil, HIGH FREQUEflCY RAIL SERVICE ALONG THE WASHI;JGTOiJ TO 
BOSTOi~ SPilJE. THE DEPARTf·1EfJT OF TRAiJSPORTATIOfl SHOULD SEEK LEGISLATION 
TO INSURE THAT IJECESSARY FUl~UiiJG FOR THIS EFFORT IS rlADE AVAILABLE 
(LOM:S, LOArl GUARAllTEES, ETC.) DOT POLICY SHOULD BE TO STIMULATE 
H1PiWVEL> llIGH SPEED RAIL SERVICE TO ATTRACT tiORE SHORT-HAUL PASSENGERS 
13EHJEE;J NHJ YORK - BOST0;1, WASHrnGTOi~ - NEH YORK, Aim IrffE~f·1EDIATE 
lHSTAiJCES ALDr~G THE SPIIJE OF TllE CORRIDOR. TOTAL ESTH1ATED COST IS $460 
fHLLIOfL 

Hi gtl\'lay 

With regard to highway travel in the 1970' s, the Northeast Corridor 
Transportation Project concludes that congestion problems will increase 
drastically over the next decade due to bottlenecks at the i:1etropolitan areas 
where intercity traffic interfaces with urban commuter and \'Jeek-end traffic. 
The existing and presently planned highHay network, however, offers broad 
capabilities for alternative routing of intercity traffic around urban 
congestion points. Interim period network and connectivity improvements have 
been identified that will partially relieve intercity highway travel congestion. 

But, full exploitation of the future capacity and flexibility of the 
Corridor highway network will require a capability for intercity drivers to make 
intelligent decisions concerning alternate routes based on actual traffic condi-
tions. The analyses show that a real-time highv1ay information system would 
provide the r.1otorist with substantial benefits in delay avoidance -- even if no 
further highway network connectivity improvements were made. On the other hand, 
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with further network connectivity improvements the existence of a real-time 
information system gives the motorist the opportunity to take advantage of a 
wider variety of uncongested route alternatives. Similarly, an alternate spinal 
route, which avoids the major metropolitan areas and which could be achieved by 
minor improvements to an existing route, would be .beneficial, especially at peak 
periods. In view of the large advantages to be gained from more intensive use 
of the existing highway network, the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
recor.mends both a real-time information system and network connectivity 
improvements as follows: 

• THE EARLY IMPLEMENTATIO!~ OF A REAL-TIME HIGHt~AY HIFORMATION SYSTEM 
FOR THE liAJOR HIGHWAYS OF THE CORRIDOR SHOULD 01:. A HIGH-PRIORITY 
DEPJ\RTf1EIHAL GOAL. FREEWAY-SURVEILLANCE AND RAl,1P-METERiflG COIHROL 
SYSTEMS SHOULD BE COORDINATED WITH THE HIGl!WAY INFORMATION SYSTEf1. 
TOTAL ESTIMATED HNESTMEilT COST IS $80 MILLION. 

• Ii·I ORDER TO FJ\CILITATE llHERCITY HIGHHAY MOVEMENTS ALONG THE 
CONGESTED BOSTON-TO-WASMrnGTON SPiilAL NETWORK, THE CONNECTIVITY OF TME 
EXISTiim Arm PLAiUlED NETWORK SHOULD BE IMPROVED, PARTICULARLY ARourm THE 
COHGESTED HETROPOLITAH AREAS, BY CONSTRUCTING ADDITIONAL SHORT SECTIONS 
OF FREEWAY BYPASSES AND WTERCHANGES. THE WFORMATION SYSTEfl WILL 
ENABLE DRIVERS TO GET i·1AXIMUM BENEFITS FROM THESE cormECTIVITY 
IMPROVEMENTS WHICH WOULD COST AN ESTIMATED $50 MILLION. 

• THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADr1liUSTRATION SHOULD STUDY ALTERNATIVE Lm! COST 
MEf\NS OF ACHIEVmG, m THE 1970 Is' THE CONSOLIDATION OF EXISTiflG 
HIGHWAYS INTO A NEW NORTH-SOUTH ROUTE WHICH WILL PASS OUTSIDE OF TME 
COUGESTED METROPOLITAN AREAS. OllE Lml-COST EXAMPLE COULD BE IMPLEMENTED 
BY JUST ONE 15-MILE NEW SECTION AND FURTHER UPGRADING OF EXISTING AND 
PLANNED FACILITIES AT Ari ESTIMATED HICREMENTAL COST OF $60 MILLIDrL 
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Recommendations for the Long Term Period (1980's) 

The Hortheast Corridor Transportation Project has performed a detailed 
examination of alternatives to meet the short-haul passenger transportation 
needs of the long-term periqd (1980's) and concludes that additional R&D is 
required to develop the necessary information to make investment decisions for 
the 1980's. The long-term action program, therefore, is designed to identify 
what must be done between now and a decision date (1976) to insure the 
availability of the information needed for rational decisions on long lead-time 
investments. 

The Project has examined the use of both new air and high-speed ground 
transportation systems along the Corridor spine and concludes that there are 
significant R&D risks associated with each. If the recommended R&D programs are 
successful, however, the transportation requirements can be met. The Project 
also concludes that the IllSR, which would be operatir.g in the 1970's, r.my be 
able to meet a significant portion of the 1980's requirements as well. 
Therefore, IHSR must be considered in the investment decisions to be made in 
1976. 

The prime alternatives considered for the long-term period include the 
tracked air cushion vehicle system (TACV), Improved High Speed Rail (IHSR), 
short take-off and landing aircraft (STOL), and vertical take-off and landing 
aircraft (VTOL). In addition, the potential of automated highways 
complementary to the above alternatives has been addressee:. 

• Tracked Air Cushion Vehicles (TACV) 

TACV offers the potential for very good reliability, comfort and safety; 
high capacity; and decreasing passenger-mile costs at high volume. Because the 
acquisition of a sufficiently straight, continuous right-of-way will be a diffi-
cult and long-lead item for any high-speed ground system, the Northeast Corridor 
Transportation Project recommends: 

. THE DEPARTMENT OF TRAfJSPORTATIOfJ SHOULD BEGIIJ AT ONCE TO EXPLORE 
POSSIBLE ROUTES FOR A RIGllT-OF-WAY SUITAGLE FOR A TRACKED AIR CUSHIOtJ 
VEHICLE SYSTEll AflD TO IfNESTIGATE POSSI8LE msTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
FOR AN OPERATiilG SYSTEM. 
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Research and development currently in progress on Tracked Air Cushion 
Vehicles is primarily aimed at problems of propulsion and cushion performance. 
In terms of environmental compatibility, the TACV powered by a linear induction 
motor has the potential for minimizing noise and air rollution (assuming the 
movement to nuclear generation of electric power continues at currently 
projected rate for the IJEC). 

Because of the great importance of alleviating noise and other environmental 
impacts, it is necessary that these factors be given added emphasis in the R&D 
program. A critical element in securing a TACV right-of-\·1ay will be its 
environmental acceptability. Accordingly, the riortheast Corridor Transportation 
Project recommends: 

• RESEARCH AHU DEVELOPfiUff EFFORTS FOR TACV SHOULD BE EXPANDED AHO 
ACCELERATEl..i Alm SHOULD mcLUDE HEAVY E11PllASIS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT OF THE SYSTEM (INCLUDING ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES}. 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project recognizes that technological 
risks exist in the research and development for the TACV system and that socio-
pol itical risks are involved in securing new rights-of-way and in achieving 
proper institutional arrangements. One of the risks is that the fixed 
investments in right-of-way preparation and guideway construction are large and 
not easily recoverable. In terms of capacity and passenger-mile costs for high 
volume spinal traffic, the TACV appears to have an advantage over air systems. 
Actual decisions regarding ride comfort, safety, reliability, and environmental 
compatibility r.iust await the results of research and development. 

STOL and VTOL 

The Project recognizes the value of the greater flexibility, speed and 
network connectivity of STOL and VTOL air systems under consideration for the 
1980's. The appropriate investment decision, however, hinges on the relative 
success of curbing environmental impacts through research and development 
efforts, as well as on the success of alternative measures. 
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The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project, therefore recorrmends 
that: 

• STOL AHO VTOL R&D, ORIEIHED TOWARD MEETING REQUIRHlErlTS FOR THE 
1980 Is, SHOULD cmnrnuE EflPHASIZIHG NOISE AND Am POLLUTION ABATEMENT, 
RIDE QUALITY, AIRPORT AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS, AND 
COMMUNITY AHO PASSENGER SAFETY. 

• ALTERNATE STOL AND VTOL SYSTEI~ PLANS SHOULD BE EXAMINED AND 
EVALUATED TO FACILITATE DECISIONS ON POSSIBLE FUTURE (1980 1 s) 
Ir-1PLH1ENTATIOU. 

• MAJOR INVESTr1ENT DECISIOl~S SHOULD BE DEFERRED urnIL THE REQUIREMErn 
IS ESTABLISHED TO GO BEYOND THE INTERIM RECOMMEUDATIONS AND UNTIL THE 
OUTCOMES OF THE TACV, STOL AND VTOL RESEARCH AIW DEVELOPMENT PROGRAf·1S 
ARE EVALUATED. A DEFii'HTE DATE SHOULD BE SET FOR SUCH EVALUATIOi~ AND 
THE R&D PROGRAMS ORIEiHED TOHARD MEETING SUCH A DATE (RECOMMEilD THE YEAR 
1976). 

• TO AID m THE EVALUATIOr~ OF THE TACV, STOL AND VTOL RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMEfff PROGRAMS, THE FEDERAL GOVERHMENT SHOULD MAKE A DETERMINED 
EFFORT TO ESTABLISH REALISTIC ENVIRONf1ENTAL ACCEPTABILITY CRITERIA AUD 
STANDARDS FOR COMMON CARRIER SYSTEMS. 

1 
• Automated Highway 

The Hortheast Corridor Transportation Project concludes that automation of 
highways and the resulting benefits could reach fruition \·lithin the operable 
life of highways built in the next decade. Because of the huge investment 
repr~sented by the highway system, it will be a serious mistake if Post-
Interstate highway planning and construction preclude later installation of 

' advanced technologies. Therefore, in recognition of the potential for high-
speed, high-density operation through automatic control and guidance of 
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individual vehicles, (and for operation both on and off controlled highways) the 
Northeast Corridor Transportation Project recommends: 

• EFFORT SHOULD BE EXPANDED AND ACCELERATED TO DEFINE AND ESTABLISH 
THE DESIRABILITY OF MOVWG TOWARD AUTOMATED HIGHWAYS. AFTER COMPLETION 
OF THE REQUIREMENTS PHASE, AND IF AFFIRMATIVE, A RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT 
AND n.1PLEHENTATION PROGRAt·1 SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED FOR AN AUTOMATED 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM IN THE CORRIDOR. THE RESULTS OF AUTOMATED llIGHWAY 
RESEARCH WILL DETERt.niJE APPROPRIATE FEDERAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS TO 
DIRECT THE POST INTERSTATE HIGHWAY PROGRAM SO THAT NEW CONVEfffIONAL 
HIGHWAYS MAY BE ADAPTED TO AUTOMATIOU WITH MiiHHUM EXPENDITURE. 

Supplementary Conclusions 

Additional conclusions are presented which resulted from the analyses and 
the experience and insights developed during the Northeast Corridor 
Transportation Project study. Although important to the overall improvement of 
intercity transportation, they represent tentative findings and identification 
of possible areas for further study. 

New York Hub Air Congestion 

The necessity to provide additional or expanded facilities for increasing 
long-haul domestic and international air travel demand will continue to impact 
on the airport capacity of the Northeast Corridor. Despite favorable assump-
tions regarding major improvements in air traffic control, the widespread use of 
high-capacity jets, better rationalization of airline operations, constraints on 
general aviation operations, and the diversion of Corridor short-haul air 
travelers to high speed ground modes, the Northeast Corridor Transportation 
Project concludes that, unless additional actions to divert CTOL passengers are 
undertaken, the New York Hub area will, in all likelihood, face severe and 
unmanageable air congestion problems in the 1980's. 

Northeast Corridor analyses indicate that one useful action would be to operate 
the three New York airports -- JFK, LaGuardia, and Newark--in a manner that equaliz· 
the delays at all three. This action would require scheduling operations into each 
airport proportional to its capacity and would result in some transfer of traffic 
from LaGuardia and Kennedy to Newark. But this action alone will not solve the 
New York hub problem. There could be substantial improvements in the efficiency 
of processinq travelers from these three airports by including in the spinal rail 
or TACV system a connection to Philadelphia International Airport and Bradley 
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Airport in Hartford, Connecticut, thus permitting operation as a regional air 
hub. Another approach to alleviate congestion is the diversion of some of the 
international travel, particularly that which is not specifically destined to 
the New York area. 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project, while not having made an 
exhaustive study of all possible means of adding to fJew York airport capacity, 
calls attention to the following tentative conclusions which require further 
study. 

-Service proportional to supply instead of .demand at the hub 
airports :an be accomplished and used to increase hub capacity. 

-A proportion of the benefits of a fourth New York jetport 
co~ld.be a:hieved by the alternative method of connecting 
existing a1rports (New York Three-Airport Hub, Philadelphia and 
Hartf?rd) to.a spinal high-speed ground system, thus forming 
a regional a1r hub. 

-Some international and long-haul flights should be diverted to 
other Corridor airports to avoid congesting New York hub air-
ports. 

Institutional Considerations 

The i~ECTP multi-modal approach to transportation analysis and planning has 
served to highlight serious inequities among the modes in regulatory and 
taxation policies, and in providing conmand and control, terminals and rights-
of-way. A high degree of cooperation among metropolitan, state, regional, and 
Federal governments (as well as cooperation within and coordination among modes) 
is needed to achieve efficient resource allocation in transportation. The 
attainment of the necessary cooperation and coordination is hampered by 
jurisdictional, legal, regulatory and other problems. 

-The Department of Transportation should press for and participate in 
reexamination of institutional, regulatory, tax and surport status 
policies of transportation to facilitate the multi-mode approach 
necessary for efficient resource allocation in Corridor transportation. 

Short-Haul Feeder and Off-Spine Service 

\Jhile the Project did not engage in an intensive study of feeder and off-
spine transportatior supplementary to spinal service, recognition is given to 
the flexibility a: network connectivity characteristics of the air system in 
general and the STOL and VTOL modes in particular. 

Consideration was given to a role for VTOL, STOL, CTOL short-range, and CTOL 
small-capacity air, as well as rail systems, for feeder and off-spine service. 
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All have potential for serving the feeder n;arket. The VTOL and STOL appear to 
serve more economically those dispersed cities where land costs are high; small 
CTOL where land is not valued at premium prices; and rail, where track exists. 

The Uortheast Corridor Transportation Project, therefore concludes: 

-A follow-on study should be made to determine the best modes for short-
haul feeder and off-spine type service as a supplement to the spinal 
Improved High-Speed Rail service in order to establish appropriate modal 
requirements for the interim and long-term periods. In this regard, 
early identification is needed of existing rail feeder lines to prevent 
possible preraature disposal of these rights-of-way. Such facilities 
cannot nm.,r and should not be disposed of \'!ithout prior consideration by 
the Interstate Commerce Commission. 

High-Speed Ground Transportation Research and Development 

Two high-speed ground modes requiring advanced technology are worthy of 
special mention, although they do not represent alternatives for the time period 
of the 1980's. The underground tube vehicle system has been eliminated as a 
feasible 1980's alternative because of the prohibitive cost of tunneling. If it 
becomes impossible to secure ground-level right-of-way, or a major breakthrough 
is made in reducing the cost of tunneling, underground high speed (tube) systems 
could prove a practical alternative in some spinal intercity as well as urban 
applications. In addition, tunneling into some cities will be required for the 
TACV alternative, and it may be even more necessary in the future as land use 
constraints and environmental pressures increase. Therefore, a major effort 
should be undertaken in tunneling technology to achieve a significant 
improve~ent in cost. 

The technological development of magnetically levitated vehicles has not 
been considered sufficient to warrant their inclusion as 1980's alternatives. 
In a broad sense, magnetic levitation could be very nearly interchangeable with 
air cushions for vehicle suspension, and the technology could possibly form a 
natural follow-on to TACV. Magnetic suspension also has great potential for 
evacuated tube-vehicle-type systems that preclude use of air-cushion suspension. 

The iJortheast Corridor Transportation Project thus concludes: 

-The ongoing research 
technology, as \'Je 11 as in 
development of a broad 
transportation. 

in tunneling and in magnetic levitation 
tube-vehicle systems, is necessary to the 
based future capability for high-speed ground 
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Continuing DOT Program for Implementation 

A continuing and concentrated evaluation effort will be required to insure 
that the foregoing recorrmendations are carried out in an effective manner: 

The relative progress of the TACV and STOL/VTOL R&D efforts must be 
monitored and evaluated; 

Study and analysis must continue on air-ground trade-offs; 

Data collection and evaluation are needed to examine investments 
incrementally and to determine if expectations are being achieved; 

Relationship of the transportation system to community acceptance needs 
to be continually assessed. 
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POPULATION GROWTH ANO DISTRIBUTION 

The Northeast Corridor megalopolis is the most extensively urbanized region 
in the nation, housing 44 million people (more than one-fifth of the nation's 
population) on less than two percent of the nation's land. The region's 
population has been projected by Census and DOT to increase to 47 million by 
1975 and 52 million in 1985. 

The most significant feature _to be derived from the Corridor's growth 
pattern is the large differences in population increases between urban and non-
urban areas. Presently, metropolitan centers contain almost 38 of the 
Corridor's 44 million residents. Between 1960-70, the region's metropolitan 
areas attracted four million people -- almost six times as many as its non-
metropolitan portion. Projections based on a continuation of this trend 
indicate that 6.5 million new residents will be added to these metropolitan 
centers over the next 15 years, in contrast to an additional 1.5 million in non-
metropolitan areas. 

Of particular importance for transportation improvements is the fact that 
about two-thirds of the metropolitan areas (including the major cities of 
Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York and Boston ) are located on -- or 
i"n close proximity to -- the linear spinal networks of the Corridor's major rail 
and highway facilities. These metropolitan centers account for a major share of 
the Corridor's intercity travel demand, and their central business districts 
represent the largest single points of geographical concentration for corrmon 
carrier travelers' trip ends. 

Continuation of population growth and distribution trends of the Northeast 
Corridor megalopolis with adjustments for anticipated changes in the birthrate 
.have been postulated in the absence of a national population concentration or 
distribution policy. The emphasis has been placed upon or~anizing the growth 
where it is likely to occur (in the major urban areas) and identifying intercity 
transportation service and environmental problems through-out the region at the 
point where they presently occur or are expected to occur. Not surprisingly, 
the areas in which opposition to environmental impairment is strongest and where 
travel demands are exceeding supply (measured by travel delay times) are 
precisely where population and development is the most dense and where growth is 
continuing to occur in greatest numbers -- along the Washington to Boston spine. 
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rRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS - THE HEED FOR ACTION 

The principal intercity traffic flows in the Corridor -in volumes unmatched 
lnywhere in the world -- move between the region's metropolitan areas lying 
llong the narrow Boston to Washington spine. Many intercity trips not only 
>Verlap and interfere with one another, but often become mired in urban traffic 
ts well. The disruption to the smooth flow of intercity highway travel is at 
its worst in the vast New York metropolitan area. Intercity highway traffic and 
lir, rail and bus terminal access travelers in the New York area must compete 
iith almost a million daily local trips to reach destinations within or beyond 
:he metropolitan area; 75 percent of Corridor air travelers are destined for New 
fork where they share limited air and terminal space with over three times as 
nany extra-Corridor and international air travelers; and even some through-rail 
>assengers must contend with an inter-terminal transfer made a 11 the more oner-
>us by local street congestion. Given that approximately 60 percent of all 
intercity trips within the Corridor either begin or end in New York, traffic 
:ongestion in this city exerts a dominant influence on intercity travel 
:hroughout the region. 
I The Corridor will be facing increasing demands for transportation services 
s a result of an expanding, ever more interdependent economy and an 
ncreasingly mobile and affluent society. Median family income, in constant 
ollars, is projected to increase at approximately the national rate reaching 
15,000 by 1985, compared with $10,000 today. Unless additional steps are taken 
over and above what is currently planned) to meet the future mobility needs, 
he ability of the Corridor's transportation networks to accommodate expected 
emands will be severely constrained. Our existing systems will operate with 
radually reduced effectiveness. Actual physical limits on expanding highways 
nd airports are already appearing. Problems are systems capacity constraints 
nd many limitations imposed by the heightened societal concern with air and 
oise pollution; public protests over land acquisition threatening forests, 
arklands and residential tranquility; the need to compete for land with an 
ncreasing number of non-transportation uses; concern for user and coll1Tlunity 
afety; and, finally, the scarcity of undeveloped urban land convenient to 
entral business districts and other established employment centers. To this 
ist must be added the increasing user, operator and government costs for 
ransportation (expenditures by transportation users are expected to double 
etween now and 1985); and the non-centralized nature of the political 
rganization in the region, characterized by the loose and largely uncoordinated 
ecision-making structure for transportation. The problem is not simply one of 
nowing that transportation facilities in the region need to be expanded and 
mproved, but in deciding what improvements should be recommended; where they 
hould be located; when they should be introduced; who will suffer; and who will 
enefit; and what actions are required to finance and manage the improvements. 
ach of these issues will be elaborated upon in the discussion which follows: 
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Air Congestion 

Airport investment and development in the 1960's have not kept pace with 
aviation demands. Flight operations in the Corridor are restricted and 
disrupted by technological limitations of the air system and environmental 
constraints. The most critical limiting elements are the inadequacy of present 
air traffic control capability to track all aircraft in congested metropolitan 
airspace (where most near midair collisions occur) the number and location of 
airport facilities constrained by noise restrictions and the inability of these 
facilities to accoJllTlodate peak hour flight demands. 

Aircraft and terminal delay increased nationally 20 percent in 1969. Five 
major Corridor airports accounted for almost 30 percent of the national delay 
figure. Air delays have declined somewhat in 1970 because the continuing impo-
sition of airport quotas and adverse business conditions. The long term trend 
indicates that demand and delays for air transportation will increase. The 
introduction of wide-bodied jets and the subsequent scheduled improvements in 
air traffic control will improve the situation somewhat. The Corridor airports 
-- especially those in the New York metropolitan area -- are operating at or 
near peak-hour saturation, not only in terms of the number of aircraft they can 
accept in the airways and on the runways, but also in terms of the overloads on 
the terminal building facilities, automobile parking areas and airport access. 
Unless relief can be found in the form of new or expanded airports or in diver-
sion of some of the demand pressure, passenger delays in the long-term period 
are likely to increase to very severe levels. In particular, the portion of the 
passengers processed during periods when the airports operate at or near 
saturation is likely to grow from 20 percent to 50 percent or more by 1985. 

Highway Congestion 

Between 1950 and the mid-1960's, substantial improvements to the Corridor's 
highway network led to a more than 30 percent reduction in travel time between 
Boston and New York and 40 percent reduction between New York and Washington. 
More recently, intercity travel times have begun to increase again due to 
traffic congestion along the Boston-New York-Washington spine, accentuated by 
critical gaps in the urban sections of I-95. It must be emphasized that conges-
tion on these facilities generally does not result from intercity travel pel ~' 
but from local commuter and weekend traffic in and around the major metropo itan 
areas. 

Corridor forecasts indicate a 65 percent increase in demand for intercity 
highway travel between 1970 and 1985. Most of this additional demand will occur 
along the Washington-Boston spine. The most significant portion of a planned 
$17 billion investment in Corridor highway construction between now and 1978 
will be spent on radial urban freeways and for rural and semi-rural freeways 
perpendicular to the spine. Relatively little of this new funding will be used 
to improve facilities along the I-95 spinal route. Therefore, it is expected 
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that there will be a general deterioration between 1970-85 in the average-day 
travel speed and reliability along this spinal route, and severe deterioration 
of service for significant numbers of intercity travelers who must pass through 
one or more congested metropolitan areas. Furthermore, during peak days, 
travelers will tend to encounter congestion on the rural and semi-rural portions 
of the spinal route as well. By 1985 congestion will have reached such severity 
that the Corridor's highway travel patterns, especially the routes, starting 
time of trips, and the decisions to make trips, will be significantly affected. 

Underutilization of Rail Capacity 

In contrast to the steady increase in travel on the air and highway modes, 
rail patronage in the Corridor has declined sharply since the early 1950's. 
Between 1955 and 1968, the number of non-colTllluter passengers carried on Corridor 
rail dropped 47 percent. The rate of decrease in rail patronage slowed down, 
however, between 1966 and 1969 averaging only 2 percent, compared with 17 
percent nationally. 

A steady decrease in the number of colTlllunities served and in the level of 
service provided has accompanied the decline in rail patronage. Since 1955, 
passenger service has been discontinued on 40 percer1t of the Corridor's roadbed. 
The longer trips have declined most sharply resulting in a 70-percent drop in 
passenger miles and a 60-percent reduction in gross revenues (in constant 
dollars). Consequently, there now exists considerable excess capacity in almost 
every section of the passenger rail system in the Corridor. Significantly 
greater numbers of passengers could be transported by rail without expansion of 
the fixed plant. The problem, however, is in the ability of conventional rail 
(excluding the high speed demonstration service) to attract patronage. 

The introduction of the Government-sponsored Metroliner demonstration has 
reduced the travel time between New York and Washington by an average of one 
hour and has rekindled interest in passenger train service. Load factors 
averaged 67 percent over the last six months of 1970. The insufficient 
reliability of equipment, however, resulted in a low utilization rate -- an 
unexpectedly large proportion of the cars have required extraordinary 
maintenance. The Metroliners appear to be more than covering their direct 
operating costs with preliminary first quarter 1971 revenues totaling $3.1 
million and direct operating costs of $2.1 million. Still the 11Metroliner 11 

service has not achieved its true operating potential because of speed 
restrictions on approximately 20 percent of the New York to Washington route. 
There are sharp curves, bad track alignment and several dangerous grade 
crossings in Maryland and Delaware. 
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Air Terminal and Access Problems 

Forecasts of 1985 peak-hour air demand indicate critical problems for most 
Corridor airports, involving terminal-access trip times, parking capacity and 
passenger and baggage handling. The implications for terminal access are 
particularly severe since trip times to and from terminals currently exceed the 
line-haul times for many short-haul air trips. This situation appears to have 
as its underlying causes the predominant use of highway vehicles for terminal 
trips and the high correspondence between air traffic peak hours and urban 
corrmuter peak hours. 

Urban freeways and city streets are already congested during morning and 
evening peak periods and these peaks are forecasted to get significantly longer 
and progressively more severe by 1985. Over 50 percent of airport-access travel 
is estimated to occur by 1985 during these periods of urban highway congestion, 
resulting in even longer access times and poor reliability of judging the 
arrival times for the majority of airport-access travelers. This projected 
deterioration in the level of service provided by the urban highway system for 
air travelers' terminal trips will compromise the level of air service which 
might otherwise by provided. 

The air terminal access problem is one of many facing urban transportation 
planners. Solutions are not separate unto themselves, but are part of the total 
urban transportation problem currently receiving high priority. 

Air Pollution 

Recent agency ratings from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
place eight NEC met?~opolitan areas among the top twenty nationally with the 
severest air pollution problems. Widespread episodes in Corridor cities during 
the last two surrmers involving photochemical smog are indications of a trend 
toward dangerous levels of nitrogen oxide and hydro-carbon emissions (two 
necessary components of smog} whose prime source is the gasoline powered 
vehicle. 

While transportation is cited as a major source of air pollution, highway 
vehicles used for urban trip purposes generate a much larger share of total 
metropolitan area emissions than those on intercity trips. Nevertheless, 
because today there is a pronounced concern over contamination from any source, 
greater emphasis must be given to the assessment of air pollution 
characteristics of alternative intercity transport technologies in comparing 
their suitability for application in densely settled regions such as the 
Northeast Corridor. 

Noise 

In the decade of the 1960 1 s, the measured levels and extent of urban noise 
rose significantly, as did the social awareness of noise and its discomforts. 
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Hoise is a problem with most modes of transportation, particularly in 
heavily settled areas such as the Northeast Corridor. Air transportation has 
received the sharpest criticisms and the greatest degree of control. Noise 
abatement regulations are enforced at almost all major Corridor airports, 
restricting runway utilization and operating capacities. Furthermore, aircraft 
noise currently acts as a constraint to expansion of the air system because 
public objection to noise severely limits the selection of new airport sites or 
curtails air operations in certain communities. 
Concerning the future, the Interagency Aircraft Noise Abatement Committee 
concludes ... "assuming continued growth in air demands, noise in the vicinity 
of lilany metropolitan CTOL airports will probably become worse in the next few 
years, and noise abatement operating procedures will do little more than chip 
away the rough edges of the problem." 7/ 

The problems of noise pollution and community acceptance of alternative 1975 
and 1985 air technologies and the ground system alternatives as well, had to 
receive particular emphasis in the Corridor evaluation to satisfy the provisions 
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, which states that plans for 
major Federal actions must be cognizant of the impact on the quality of the 
human environment. 

Land Requirements for Transportation 

Land values in the Corridor vary from about $1,000 to $10,000 per acre in 
rural areas depending on density and reach $500,000 per acre for densely 
populated urban land. Modern air and highway facilities require extensive 
amounts of land for safe and efficient operation. Current suggested standards 
for new jetports specify 14,000 to 20,000 acres, against which Dulles' 10,000 
acres shrinks to an almost modest scale. A search for a fourth jetport in New 
York was initiated some twelve years ago, and yet uncertainties still prevail 
today. 8/ 

Hew Corridor highway facilities would have to be accommodated into what is 
already the most intensively developed region in the country -- 14 percent of 
the nation's total network is concentrated within the Corridor on 2 percent of 
the nation's land area. It is debatable how many more lanes of highway can or 
should be added to the Jersey Turnpike; the newly widened section of that road 
already consumes 36 acres of land per mile in its 300 foot wide swath. Under 
present design standards, a 4-lane interstate highway in a rural area consumes 
40 acres of land per mile excluding interchanges. 

Nationally, major interstate highway (urban) route controversies rage in 11 
urban areas -- seven of the problem areas and four-fifths of the disputed route 
miles are located in the Corridor. Strong opposition has developed primarily 
because of the threatened displacement of residences and businesses, as well as 
environmental and aesthetic impairment of neighborhoods. 
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It is in the highly developed urban areas, that the most intense pressures 
of growth and development are being felt. Little vacant urban land is available 
for future development and open space is frequently inadequate. Communities 
will be hard pressed to make forceful decisions regarding future land use 
conversion, redevelopment, which may require relocation and disruption of 
existing urban facilities. 

Safety 

l~ational transportation fatality rates published by the tlational Safety 
Council are presented below. Both general aviation and automobile travel have 
rates which are orders-of-magnitude greater than those for the common carrier 
modes. 

In non-fatal injury rates (not shown in the table), the auto and bus modes 
are markedly higher than scheduled air or rail. 

l~ational Safety Council 
Transportation Accident Death Rates, 1969 

Passenger Deaths in: 

Passenger Automobiles and taxis 

Death Rate (per 100 
million Pass. Miles) 

(Drivers are considered passengers) 2.30 
Passenqer Automobiles on turnoikes* 1.20 
Buses 0.22 
Railroad Passenger Trains 0.07 
Scheduled Air (Domestic) 0.13 
General Aviation (Includes pilots and crew) 18.00 

*The turnpike death rate is considered a useful surrogate 
for fatality rates for intercity Corridor automobile trips. 

While efficiency, speed, comfort and dependability are desirable qualities 
for any transportation mode, safety must rank foremost in the ordering of 
priorities for expanding an<l improving the Corridor's transportation system. 

Aircraft not under control mixed with aircraft under control may pose 
a problem to the efficient and safe operation of co1T111ercial air service 
in the Northeast Corridor region, as suggested by the high rate of involve-
ment of such aircraft in midair near misses in the U.S. in 1968. 
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AVIATION INVOLVEMENT IN COLLISIONS {TOTAL 1965-68) 
AND NEAR MISSES {1968 ONLY) 

Total All Gen. Avn. vs. Gen. Avn. vs. Gen. Avn. Gen. Avn. 
Aviation Gen. Avn. Com. Avn. vs. Mil. Involvement 

Collisions 
In Terminal Areas 78 70 7 1 78 
En route 41 34 -- 6 40 

Hazare1ous Near 111 ss 
In Terminal Areas 719 190 271 174 635 
Enroute 409 93 65 129 287 
Critical* 

In Terminal 
Areas 189 45 71 54 170 
En route 128 28 16 38 82 

Potential** 
In Terminal 
Area 530 145 200 120 465 
Enroute 281 6S 49 91 205 

*Critical Near i·iiss - Collision avoidance was due to chlnce rather than an 
act on the part of the pilot. 

**Potential Near Hiss- Collision might have occurred if no action had been taken 
l>y either pilot. 

Source: Federal Aviation Administration, Near 1·1id Air Collision Report of 1963, 
Air Traffic and Flight Standards Technical Report; ~ 1969, pp. 119-1G3. 

General aviation is expected to become ever more dominant in the sky over 
the U.S.; grm'iing 89 percent from 1969 to 1981, while the connercial aircraft 
fleet is growing 40 percent for the same years. The percentages do not indicate 
ti1e real magnitude of the change shown in the following table: 

1969 Number 
Percent 

1981 Number 
Percent 

FLEET SIZE CHM~GES 1969-1981 

General Aviation 
124,237 
97.87 

235,000 
98.46 

Commercial Aviation 
2,700 

2 .13 
3.,300 
1.54 
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GENERAL ANALYTIC APPROACH 

The study of Northeast Corridor passenger transportation has required a high 
level of analytical activity. The scope has varied from calculating the 
magnitude of the growing problems (e.g. congestion) to determining the relative 
effectiveness of alternative solutions (e .g. TACV). 

The analyses in this report include (1) air and highway capacity and 
congestion projections; (2) comprehensive environmental impact analyses; (3) 
demand projections for both 1975 and 1985; and (4) computations of operator and 
government costs and revenues for air and high speed ground modes, 1970-1999. 
Computer analyses have been performed to simulate the supply and demand 
interaction in the market place for various competing modal mixes. By this 
means, the commercial viability of various transportation alternatives for the 
1970's and 1980's could be analytically tested. In addition, the analyses in 
th i s report have attempted to reflect the projected impacts of the substantial 
body of new legislation relating to transportation, e.g., the Airport and Airway 
Development and Revenue Act of 1970; the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970; the 
Urban l'lass Transportation Assistance Act of 1970; the Natiorial Air Quality 
Standards Act of 1970; the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970; and the National 
Envfronmental Quality Act of 1969. 

The impacts of the transportation system alternatives on five interest 
groups have been evaluated. These groups include the particular system users; 
other modal travelers; government agencies; private operators; and the 
community. The alternatives are compared with respect to the attributes shown 
in Table 1. Valuation of costs and benefits for users and operators is in 
dollar terms. Quantitative measurement in physical units is used for attributes 
such as speed, noise levels, air pollution, and land requirements. For some 
items, such as passenger comfort and degree of institutional disruption, 
descriptions of projected impacts are included although no quantification was 
attempted. After each alternative mode is rated for each attribute and for each 
affected group, dominant advantages and disadvantages for these modes are 
identified and used to derive conclusions concerning the relative desirability 
of each alternative. 

Results are presented separately for the two-time periods considered, i.e., 
the 1970 1s and the 1980's. In both cases, highway alternatives are considered 
separately from high-speed common-carrier modes, since UEC projections indicate 
that even the introduction of a major new high speed common carrier will not 
alter significantly the highway's share of the intercity travel market. 
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Table 1 

ATTRIBUTES CONSIDERED IN 
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

User 

1. Comfort 
2. Convenience; Personal Control 
3. Cost: Business Trips 
4. Cost: Non-Business Trips 
5. Line Haul Speed 
6. Door-to-Door Travel Time 
7. Travel Time Reliability 
8. Safety 
9. Connectivity of Network 

Other Travelers 

1. Impact on Airport and Airways Congestion 
2. Impact on Highway Congestion: Interurban 
3. Impact on Highway Congestion: Intraurban 

Community 

1. Noise 
2. Air Pollution 
3. Land Use 
4. Energy Requirements 
5. Community Safety 
6. Local service benefit 

Government Agencies 

1. Number of Local Government Agencies Involved 
2. Institutional Rearrangements Required 
3. Federal support Required 
4. Local Government Support Required (e.g., for Terminals) 
5. Time Streams of Costs and Revenues (Net Present Value) 
6. Competitive Effect on Other Modes 
7. Potential for Serving Projected Future Population Distribution 

Private t.Jperator 

1. Private Capital Requirements 
2. Profitability 
3. Degree of Risk in Patronage Projections 
4. Degree of Risk in R&D Program 
5. Labor Intensiveness 
6. Adaptability to Market Changes 
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ANALYSIS Arm EVALUATIOfl FOR THE rnTERIM PERIOD (1970's) 

ALTERUATIVES 

The modal alternatives analyzed for possible application in the '70's are 
classified into three broad categories: Air, including CTOL, STOL and VTOL; 
Rail, including conventional and improved high speed rail; and Highway, 
including auto and bus. Each alternative is described briefly in the following 
paragraphs. 

Air 

CTOL (Conventional Take-Off and Landing) aircraft presently provide almost 
all co1m1ercial intercity air service. The CTOL airports of the Northeast 
Corridor serve international and domestic long, medium and short-haul markets to 
points outside the Corridor in addition to short-haul service within the 
corridor. The general trend has been toward increasing air congestion and 
traffic delays at major Corridor airports, and this trend is expected to 
continue in the '70's. It was assumed that the approaches which will be taken 
for alleviating CTOL congestion include major improvement to a third generation 
air traffic control system plus added runways and facilities at existing 
airports. The former is going forward under the FAA but the latter - new 
runways and rum'lay extension - is meeting heavy opposition, particularly in fJew 
York. Another approach involves building wholly new airports; however, proposed 
new airport construction has been meeting strong opposition in New York and 
Boston. 

Long-haul CTOL facility improvements have not been fully studied for this 
report. which focuses on travel within the Northeast Corridor. The full 
benefits and costs of alternatives for overall CTOL facility improvement cannot 
be analyzed without extending the study beyond the geographical limits of the 
Corridor to include long-haul domestic and international operations. However, 
the interactions between the complete CTOL services and Corridor short-haul 
traffic have been analyzed. 

The introduction of Short and Vertical Take-Off-and-Landing aircraft (STOL 
and VTOL) have been studied for the 1970's in several aircraft types and 
terminal location combinations. STOL and VTOL have been viewed as "cooperative" 
traffic diverters of CTOL flights in the sense that present CTOL carriers would 
accede to the diversion by cutting back short-haul CTOL schedules. Modal 
designations for the '70's in STOL and VTOL were: 

STOL 75 Turboprop aircraft using extensive flaps and low wing-loading to 
reduce take-off and landing distance. Two state-of-the-art aircraft 
were considered -- a 48-passenger type designed for a nominal 2000-
foot runway and a 120 passenger type designed for a 1500-foot 
runway. The sets of terminal include a total of nine or ten sites 
in seven metropolitan are~s. Five were located at existing airports 
ard the remainder involve new construction. 
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Compound helicopter aircraft using turbine engines and propellers 
for forward propulsion in the cruise condition at 265 mph with an 
unloaded rotor. Capacity is 86 passengers with a nominal 318 mile 
range. The terminal set covered the same cities as the STOL 75 but 
all sites were considered as new VTOLport construction in favorable 
access locations. 

The use of STOL strips at existing metropolitan airports was considered 
feasible for the 70's provided air traffic control advances allowed operation on 
an independent and non-interfering basis with CTOL traffic. Location of STOL 
strips at major general aviation airports such as Teterboro was not considered 
because of the very large increases in traffic expected for general aviation. 
Most of the analysis for STOL and VTOL involved service among the major metro-
politan areas of the corridor. A limited evaluation was made of service 
extended to additional short-haul points within and outside the Corridor. 

ftail 

The possible rail options for the '70's fall into two broad classes --
conventional rail and improved rail. Conventional rail is typified by all the 
rail service currently beinn offered other than the demonstration Metroliners 
and Turbotrains. Convcntionalvrail cannot be considered as a new alternative 
and it appears highly unlikely that the conventional service along the spine 
would be viable if the i··1etroliners and Turbotrains were removed. 

IHSh (Improved High Speed Rail) as the rail alternative covers a range of 
possible configurations featuring improvements and higher speeds 
over the present service. The minimum level, called DEf.10 in 
previous reports, assumes use of equipment of the present 11etro 1 i ner 
and Turbotrain quality operating on expanded schedules over the 
present trackage between Washington and Boston. The maximum service 
level, called HSRA in .previous reports, involves extensive track, 
roadbed and ri9ht-of-\'1ay ir.;provements plus full electrification to 
allow realization of the 150-mph cruise-speed potential of the 
equipment. A nur.1ber of intermediate improvement levels have been 
analyzed. Nonstop trip times for DEfiO, one intermediate improvement 
level designated IHS:;-1, and HSRA, are shown in the following table: 

OHIO 

u;sR-1 

HSRA 

Trip Times (lion-Stop) 

New York-~Jashi ngton r~e\\I York-Boston 

2 1/2 hrs. 

2 hrs. 

1 1/2 hrs. 

3 1/2 hrs. 

2 3/4 hrs. 

2 hrs. 

Route alternatives for IHSR north of flew York include both the 
present Turbotrain route from New York through Providence, R. I. to 
Boston, and a variation which 0oes north from tlew Haven through 
Hartford, Conn. and Springfield, f.lassachusetts to Boston. 
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HighHay 

The highway alternatives focus on the use of conventional vehicles 
private auto and common carrier bus -- and emphasize improvements to the 
existing highway network. It is assumed that current rirogram plans for new 
construction and upgrading of conventional highways will be implemented. New 
options considered for the 1970's include: 

(1) Expansion of the system to include major ne\'/ primary or secondary 
highways, in addition to those presently planned. 

(2) Improvement of the utilization and efficiency of the existing and 
planned highway system including: 

(a) A surveillance and information system to provide intercity 
drivers with the realtime knowledge to select the fastest route 
based on actual travel conditions. 

(b) Limited new key highway sections to provide improved highway 
connectivity and effective alternate routes to avoid the 
existing Washington-to-Boston main spinal network. 
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RESULTS 

The development of recommendations for the 1 70 1 s encompasses two objectives: 
1) provide continuing capacity and services for the common carrier travelers uho 
have been encounterins increasing air terminal congestion and increasing travel 
time over the past few years; and 2) provide relief for the intercity high\·Jay 
travelers from increasingly severe congestion near the major metropolitan areas. 

For both objectives major consideration was given to the question of what 
can be done nm·J. For this reason the selection of candidate alternatives for 
the '70's Has restricted to the technologies no\'1 in hand -- trains, aircraft, 
and electronics systems that are within the present state-of-the-art. The more 
advanced technologies -- those still in the laboratory, on the drawing board or 
at the proving ground make up the alternatives for the next decade and beyond. 
Ideally, of course, a single set of recomnendations could solve the problem for 
now and the future. Recognizing that the ideal is not likely to be found, the 
NECTP attempted to ensure that the recommendations for the 1 70 1 s are compatible 
with the recommendations for the long-term reriod. 

The Hiah Speed Traveler 

Roughly 35 percent of the intercity trips in the Corridor are those in which 
the primary factor influencing selection of travel mode is time. The market is 
dominated by the one-day round trip for business but also includes all those 
trips whose purpose nakes speed desirable for persons with high income levels. 
The r.iarket has expanded rapidly over the past two decades, principally under the 
impetus of improving air service which made the one-day round trip any\.;here in 
the Corridor a practical reality. The traveler is not per se, an air traveler. 
He has a remarkable similarity of profile, riding the airline to Boston, the 
Metroliner to New York, and driving to Baltimore from Washington. He makes his 
decision on the basis of the services offered and he is d1vertible. 

A major problem affecting these travelers, however, is increasing travel 
times due to air service congestion. If new airport construction or major 
expansion cannot take place, particularly in New York, air travelers face 
increasing delays despite major improvement in air traffic control. (The short-
haul trip is in particular trouble since the delays affect its trip time most on 
a percentage basis; it forms the lowest-profit market for airlines with present 
jet aircraft; and its smaller aircraft sizes contribute disproportionately to 
the traffic congestion.) 

Thus it can be concluded that, precluding the expansion of overall CTOL 
capacity, diversion of short-haul demand from conventional air service is the 
best way to benefit both the diverted SFWrt-haul passengers and the remainTni.l 
CTOL travelers making longer trips. 
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Door-to-Door Trip Time 
The traveler's perception of trip time is not based only on vehicle speed or 

on the advertised schedule. He must add his access time to and from the terminal 
(or freeway interchange) and modify the result with consideration of the 
probable delay, the reliability of the service and the convenience of schedule. 
Access time depends on the location of the terminal relative to (1) the actual 
end points of the trip and (2) the urban transportation (primarily high\'ray) 
network. Figure 1 is based on Washington, D. C. but is generally representative 
of any city. A city with one terminal located near the central business dis-
trict (CBD) will achieve a Flinimum average access time for the entire 
metropolitan area. If it has several suburban terminals in addition to the CBD 
terminal, the average access time can be further reduced. 
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Figure 1. Average Access Time to Terminals in 
Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area 
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Early research by the NECTP indicated the importance of decreasing access 
titi1e in order to get full benefits from high-speed line-haul common carriers. 
Therefore, CBl..J terminals coupled with additional suburban terminals were used in 
the alternatives whenever the travel volumes justified them. 

Six metropolitan areas would be served by all the alternatives - IHSR, STOL, 
VTOL, and CTOL. These areas are Washington, Baltimore, Philadelnhia, r~ev: York, 
Providence, and Boston. In addition all the air modes serve Hartford, while 
IHSR has terminals at Wilmington, Trenton, and New Haven. 9/ The number and 
location of terminals is shown in Table 2. Variations in terminal number and 
sites were raade. In particular STOL was exarained using the CBD-oriented VTOL 
terminal locations. 

TAGLE 2 
Terminal Locations for Alternatives For the 70 1 s 

IHSR VTOL STOL 10/ CTOL 
~·Jashington 1 CBD; 1 CBD; 1 CIUL Ex1stins 

1 Suburban 1 Suburban Strip 
Baltimore 1 CBD 1 CBD 1 CTOL Existing 

Strip 
Philadelphia 1 CBO; 1 CBD 1 CTOL Existing 

') Suburban ll/ Strip '-
New York 1 CBD; 1 CBD; 1 CBD; Existing 

2 Suburban 3 Suburban 3 Suburban 
Hew Haven 1 CBD ---------- ---------- --------
Hartford ---------- 1 CBD 1 Suburban Existing 
Providence 1 CBD 1 CBD 1 CTOL Existing 

Strip 
Boston 1 CBD; 1 CBD; 1 CTOL Existing 

1 Suburban 1 Suburban Strip 

The air modes terminal sites were selected with the advice of the FAA and 
subsequent analysis indicates that the number of terminals is approximately as 
many as the 1975 (analysis year) demand will support. 

The average access times, estimated in detail for all the terminals, confirm 
the indication of Figure 1 above: 

All the new modes have better access times than CTOL; and IHSR has access 
times generally better than the STOL system (with landing strips at CTOL 
airports} and similar to VTOL for areas they both serve. 
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By combining line-haul and average access times with the expected delays, 
door-to-door times between representative city pairs have been constructed and 
are shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

AVERAGE DOOk-TO-DOOR TRAVEL Tll1ES 

Using Average Metropolitan Area Access Times 

Hi gln·1ay ~Minutes 
Distance 1975 

(Miles) CTOL STOL75 VTOL75 IHSR-1* 

i~shington-Baltimore 40 155 150 95 90 ··-
Hew York-Philadelphia 91 180 143 130 160 -
Philadelpllia-Hashington 136 180 165 130 165 

~ 

New York-Baltimore 187 195 160 140 185 -
liew York-Washington 227 195 155 150 200 - -
New York-Boston 230 185 145 140 235 - -
Philadelphia-Boston 304 190 185 165 310 --
Washington-Boston 456 205 205 180 350 - -... 

*IllSR-1 times assume non-stop line haul serv1ce, Uew York to Washington 
and New York to Boston; ar:d one stop in New York for Washington to 
Boston. All other times include all station stops. 
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The influence of access and delay are apparent: 

Auto dominates the very short trips (roughly under 50 miles); IHSR has 
shorter or virtually equal expected travel time compared with CTOL up to 
about 255 miles, v:hich includes the key ~lashington-Hew York market; and STOL 
75 and VTOL 75, using CBD terminals, have shortest times in the 150-350 mile 
range. 

Diversion from CTOL 

The major purpose of the Ii EC recommendations is to i r.1prove the capab i 1 i ty to 
move large numbers of j)assengers along the spine of the Corridor. There may be, 
in addition, decreased congestion at CTOL airports, and those time savings 
become extra benefits resulting from the transportation improve~ents. 

If the new modes can provide improved services over CTOL, what are the 
potential diversions possible? The New York hub is the critical traffic point 
and provides the best measure for assessing the improvements in delays. The hub 
serves all air markets: long and short-haul, domestic and international, 
Coridor spinal and non-spinal. Delay varies from day to day and hour to hour. 
The measure used in Figure 2 is the average passenger delay on the worst 36 days 
(decile) of the year. Currently, the delay on these days averages roughly 24 
minutes and by 1975 (with a 20% increase in capacity offset by a 63% increase in 
patronage} delay could rise to 32 minutes. Figure 2 shows the effect on delays 
according to the percentages diverted from CTOL. 
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Passenger Acceptance 

Will the traffic divert? Clearly, air passengers may ride the Metroliners--
20 percent of the passengers surveyed in 1970 had taken their most recent 
previous trip by air. Will they also ride STOL 75 or VTOL 75? 

The STOL 75 is a high-wing turbo-prop aircraft; a technological step 
backward to the previous Electras, Viscounts and F-27's in terms of power plant, 
and perhaps back to the earlier reciprocating engine aircraft (even to the DC-3) 
in low wing loading. Compared to the DC-9's, 727's and 737's, the STOL will be 
noisier internally, have a higher vibration level and at least twice the 
sensitivity to gusts. Almost all of the STOL flight paths will be at altitudes 
subject to atmospheric turbulence. 

The degree to which the disparity in comfort would deter CTOL passengers 
from diverting to STOL 75 in unknown. Certainly, if the airlines simply stopped 
flying CTOL on the Corridor routes and switched to STOL, many passengers would 
still fly. However, airline experience throughout the country has proved that 
turboprop equipment cannot successfully compete with jets flying the same 
routes. Therefore, the study concludes that, for diversion from CTOL to STOL 75 
to occur, .! marked improvement in level of serVTCe will be neecfed to-overcome 
the decrease in ride comfort. 

VTOL 75, a compound helicopter, may ride somewhat more comfortably than STOL 
75 but will not compare with the ride quality of jet aircraft. Added 
difficulties in achieving passenger acceptance may result from passengers' 
unfamiliarity with the rotor configuration and uncertainty concerning the 
vehicles' safety. No comparable competitive situation presently exists in 
airline experience and it can only be concluded that VTOL 75 will encounter much 
the same problems in passenger acceptance ~STOL 75.-- - -- --

Conmunity Acceptance 

The improved rail alternative operates on the existing Boston-to-Washington 
right-of-way and uses existing terminals for the most part. No affirmative 
community action is required to permit increased schedules of Metroliner-like 
trains or to upgrade track and roadbed. Elimination of grade crossings, long a 
community safety complaint, is scheduled as one of the early IHSR investments. 
Compared to diesels and freight, the new electric powered passenger equipment 
will be quiet and non-polluting. 

Corrununity acceptance of STOL and VTOL in the near future appears negative. 
Land acquisition for STOL and VTOL terminal ports poses a serious future 
constraint to these systems. Almost every attempt at new construction or 
expansion of conventional airports in the Corridor over the past decade has met 
with strong co1TUTiunity opposition. All attempts to establish a STOLport in 
Manhattan have failed. 
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The most frequent objections to airports are due to noise. STOL 75 and VTOL 
75 will be quieter than present jets, but they are still relatively noisy 
compared to the ground mode alternatives. The noise emitted from VTOL 75 is 
estimated at 113 PNdB at 500 feet and for STOL 75 at 95 PNdB to 100 PNdB or 
greater. The estimates of land area affected, based on the NEF 30 12/ 
criterion is much smaller than for CTOL. He note that the region between NEF30 
and NEF 25 is one in which " ... some noise complaints are possible and noise may 
interfere with some activities." 13/ A low level of complaints concerning 
additional noise at existing facilities cannot be equated to community accep-
tance of a new installation. 

Air pollution complaints are also levied against airports and airplanes. 
The new STOL and VTOL aircraft will avoid the visible particulate trials which 
have aroused opposition to jet pollution, but will produce invisible 
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen and sulfur. 

Safety is also a difficult point for aviation. The public tends to ignore 
the safety record of scheduled air service (which is 10 times better than auto) 
and perceives instead the disastrous crash potential of aircraft overflights. 
With the possible use of rooftop STOLports or VTOLports on center cities, a new 
hazard is created due to the large volume of aircraft operations and the 
quantities of aviation fuel present in confined areas. What would be a minor 
field emergency at a conventional airport could become a serious situation at a 
downtown STOLport. 

Terminal Financing 

The NECTP analyses have underscored the problems of financing STOLports and 
VTOLports. Under the provisions of the Airport and Airways Development Act of 
1960, 14/ a public authority (municipal) is required to provide more than half 
of the land and terminal construction costs. For a STOL system, investments 
could run in excess of $300 million for land and new terminal structures in only 
a few metropolitan areas. New STOLports in all major metropolitan areas would 
run well over $600 million. VTOLports are smaller and cheaper to build, but the 
VTOL 75 system involves new construction for all terminals, hence a possible 
$270 million municipal investment. 

The forecasted patronage levels indicate that the STOL 75 and VTOL 75 
revenues from terminal rentals and fees could pay off the high municipal 
investment and avoid any long run municipal net loss. 15/ However, a decision 
to invest municipal funds or to authorize a bond issue- usually requires an 
affirmative community action -- not likely to occur -- in view of opposition to 
noise, pollution, land acquisition, and safety hazards. 

The study concludes that the likelihood of affirmative connnunity action to 
approve and support STOLpor~or VTOLports'""Ts low, given the present attitudes 
toward aviation. 
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The initial investment levels for land and fixed facilities are nearly 
equivalent for STOL 75, VTOL 75 and IHSR-1, i.e. roughly $400 million depending 
on the particular situation. IHSR-1, however, requires roughly $100 million for 
vehicles, STOL 75 about $300 million and VTOL 75 nearly.$500 million. Thus, the 
total investment for the high-speed rail is in the neighborhood of half a 
billion dollars, while the air systems could cost three quarters of a billion or 
more. To keep up with demand, additional expenditures would be continually 
needed for STOL or VTOL systems since the terminal capacities are limited. IHSR 
has, except for possible freight train interference, a large enough capacity to 
meet the needs of the '70's. 

Decisions on making transportation investments are frequently based on net 
present-value considerations. For each alternative, the stream of costs and· 
investments over time is balanced against the expected revenues, and the amounts 
for each year discounted back to the present. Discounting emphasizes small 
near-term expenditures and rapid acquisition of revenues. It makes future net 
revenues less important than close-in net revenues. 

IHSR can start on the existing right-of-way -- with little lead time -- and 
accrue revenue while track upgrading, to attain higher speeds, proceeds. 
Operating costs are low and the various service levels of this alternative have 
positive net present values for even short periods of operation. 

In contrast, STOL 75 and VTOL 75 require larger investments with a longer 
lead time to build the needed terminals. Table 4 indicates that STOL 75 would 
have just paid itself off by 1985, and VTOL 75 would have a low positive present 
value, and IHSR would produce a very high present value. 
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TABLE 4 

Net Present Value, Fares, Patronage, Investment and Salvage Value of 
Interim Northeast Corridor Transportation Alternatives 

VTOL 75 STOL 75 DEMO IHSR-1 HSRA 

Fare NY-Wash 23.25 24.50 18.49 20.00 21.70 

Millions of Passengers 
1975 19 14 15 19 23 

Millions of Dollars 
Net Present Value 1985 67 1 418 432 -30 

Salvage Value at cut-off 
1985 56 27 0 60 248 

Initial Investment in 
$Millions (not discounted) 890 670 110 450 1630 

Federal Investment 

Under the provisions of the Airport and Airways Development and Revenue Acts 
of 1970, the Federal investment in STOL 75 and VTOL 75 would be roughtly $100 
million. The 8% ticket tax might be considered as paying for air traffic 
control operating and investment costs, although no provisions of the acts 
require such repayment. 

No provisions now exist for Federal support of IHSR other than possibly 
through the NRPC. Presumably, arrangements could be made to finance the IHSR 
investment and to retire the debt, especially in view of the favorable cost-
revenue projections for IHSR. The lack of a specific institutional arrangements 
could pose a source of delay in providing improved rail service. The large 
magnitude of funding required -- all of the fixed and vehicle investments -- may 
also delay action. 

What Would it Cost Society for ~ Competitive Spinal 
Short-Haul Transportation System? 

If the alternative decision were between implementing (1) an IHRS system 
alone or (2) IHSR plus a STOL-75 system, there would be costs to society 
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associated with each. The data presented in Table 5 are based on the following 
assumptions: 

(1) There is no induced demand whether operating IHSR alone or 
together with STOL 75; there is an annual total of 20 million passengers in 
either case. 

(2) The air mode cannot handle the entire movement of 20 million 
passengers along the spine, whereas the IHSR can. 

The results shown in Table 5 indicate that society would be paying $162 
million for moving 20 million passengers using IHSR alone. However, it would 
cost society $218 million to move 10 million passengers by STOL 75 (each saving 
3/4 hour in door-to-door time), and the movement of the remaining 10 million 
passengers by IHSR would cost $86 million. The annual additional cost to 
society for 7.5 million hours of the saving is $142 million or about $19 per 
hour saved. Any firm insisting on higher speed for its employees on the basis 
of $19 per hour value of time is in effect valuing employees at approximately 
$40,000 per year. 

Table 5 

IHSR and STOL 75 

Comparative Costs for IHSR and IHSR--STOL Systems 

STOL IHSR IHSR(alone) 

Mi 11 ions of Passengers 10 lO 20 

Cost Per Passenger Mile $. 14 $.075 $.06 

Door-to-Door Time 
New York-Wash (Minutes) 155 200 200 

Average Trip Length (Miles) 156 115 135 

Total Cost (Millions) $218 $86 $162 
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A Recommendation for the 1970's 

Clearly, in terms of service and CTOL traffic diversion, the travel time and 
flexibility of STOL and VTOL offer the greatest potential benefits. However, 
the uncertainty of passenger acceptance and the major problem of achieving 
community acceptance create serious doubt that these potential benefits can be 
realized in the '70's. The investment levels required are high and net present 
value is marginal compared to improved rail. If the expected patronage does not 
materialize, the financial problems could be serious. 

The improved rail alternative involves fewer uncertainties than STOL or VTOL 
in either passenger or community acceptance. By upgrading the existing 
demonstration service, IHSR can start in the near future and move ahead as the 
demand grows. Problems in implementing IHSR involve the institutional 
arrangements -- the lack of a private operator and the still formative nature of 
the HRPC. The major impetus for financing appears to fall to the Federal 
government. The risk of default on debt retirement appears low. 

The l~ECTP recommends on balance, the implementation of the improved rail 
alternative as the new Corridor spinal system for the --,-701"5. Subsequent 
sect1ons will discuss the recommended level of investment and some of the 
implementation strategies. 

The negative conclusions regarding STOL and VTOL implementation along the 
spine of the Corridor in the '?O's should not be construed as indicating that 
work on these technologies should be abandoned. On the contrary, vigorous 
efforts should continue to try and solve the critical problems of community 
acceptance, to find ways of insuring passenger acceptance, and to work out 
details of air traffic and operating procedures. The recommended STOL/VTOL R&D 
program will be discussed under alternatives for the '80's. 

Small aircraft with STOL and VTOL capabilities are now operating along 
Corridor air routes into many existing airports. At present these operations 
are in the air taxi category, are few in number, and are incapable of providing 
the mass transportation postulated for the Corridor's 1970's alternatives. The 
existing service is considered an adjunct to conventional air, rather than a 
wholly new mode capable of exploiting the full potential of the technology. 
Over the '?O's, however, these early STOL/VTOL services could, in a process of 
controlled evolution, grow into a demonstration of their potential. 

IHSR Investment Level 

The Improved High Speed Rail represents a range of possible investments from 
IJEMO (costing roughly a hundred million dollars for rolling stock and no right-
of-way improvements} to HSRA, with extensive right-of-way upgrading and total 
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investr;1ent of over a billion and a half dollars. As the recommended alternative 
for the '70's, what level of investment in IHSR should be selected and what 
should be the strategy in applying it? The primary service effect of investment 
is improvement in trip time. For analysis purposes, various IHSR investment 
possibilities were compared with the amount of time saved as shown in Figure 3. 
The Uorthern '(New York-Boston) and Southern (iJew York-Hashi ngton) routes are 
shown separately. In each case, the end points are DEMO (D) and HSRA (A). 
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Travel Time Improvement From Right-of-Way 
Improvement in IHSR 

Travel time, alone, presents only part of the picture. The largest 
population centers lie along the route south of New York and a vast majority of 
the traffic (70%) exists on the southern section of the line. Travel time 
improvements in the south produce the largest increases in patronage and 
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revenue. The net present va 1 ues (IJPV) were computed for different combinations 
of north and south investments indicated on Figure 3. Plotted on Figure 4 is 
NPV versus time reduction. In effect, this figure plots a profit measure 
against a service measure. An ordering of the investments is shown by the curve 
with higher investments, lower NPV, and faster times proceeding to the right. 
The optiraal point on the curve depends on the relative weighting of the two 
measures -- pure profit orientation would stop at the peak of the curve and 
service ori enta ti on might opt for a 1 ower l~PV. 
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Since the Federfl government will probably take the initiative in financing, 
service orientation is implied. However, a positive NPV is also desirable to 
allow for patronage and cost uncertainties, support of the NRPC or plow-back to 
better IHSR. For these reasons, the NECTP recommends an investment of 
approximately $460 million to reach the IHSR-1 point on the curve by 1975. The 
next steps - adding either S2 or N3 - would require additional investments and 
would be beyond the 11 knee 11 of the time - investment curves of Figure 3 for both 
the Northern and Southern routes. 

Strategy for HlSR 

The recommended investment in IHSR will permit the New York-Boston non-stop 
time to be . reduced to 2 3/4 hours and will cut the New York-Washington time to 
approximately two hours. 

Early consideration must be given to the solution of problems of commuter 
and freight interference as the schedule frequency builds up under IHSR. The 
problem exists at two levels: institutional -- since the intercity passenger, 
local comrauter and freight services will not be operated by the same corporate 
entity -- and physical. Preliminary analysis has indicated that the system can 
accept large increases in passenger traffic if adjustments can be made in the 
schedules and operating procedures of all three services. There will, however, 
be no substitute for examination and negotiation of the problems in detail as 
operations proceed. 

U:Sr~ Financing 

There is no present indication that capital will be available for IHSR 
financing as a purely private enterprise. The existence of the quasi-public 
imPc is in part the result of the inability and disinclination of Corridor 
railroads to pursue the rail passenger market. The rmPc, however, is unlikely 
to have resources to invest in the Northeast Corridor even if that corporation 
were to decide its most pressing problem lay there. The impetus must come from 
the Federal government. Because the project is expected to be profitable, an 
outright grant is unnecessary. Federal support could take the form of a direct 
loan, guaranteed bonds or some similar arrangement. 

Further Investment in IHSR 

Regardless of the precise form of the Federal support mechanism, it may be 
desirable that improvement of service in the Corridor continue beyond the level 
of this initial investment. The IHSR system could be set up as a profit center 
by the NRPC with part of the proceeds earmarked to be plowed back into the 
system and part to nationwide rail service. The arrangement with the NRPC 
should insure continued Federal and regional participation in decisions 
affecting IHSR service. A decision will be required in the future concerning 
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whether or not to add i ncrementa 1 investments to the IHSR sys tern; these 
additions could be paid for from operating surplus. 

The Higtw1ay Initiatives Through the '?O's and 1 80 1 s 

Highways represent the principal means of intercity travel in the Northeast 
Corridor. Automobiles and buses currently attract about 74 percent and 5 
percent, respectively, of all trips. In addition, nearly all air travelers, and 
a preponderance of rail and bus travelers, rely on the highways for the terminal 
access and egress segments of the intercity trips. The extensive demand and 
moda 1 preference analyses undertaken by the i~ECTP strongly suggest that the 
highway's dominance of the intercity travel market will continue in the future, 
even if a major new high-speed common carrier mode were introduced into the 
Corridor. The highHay market is composed of travelers who, by reason of large 
group size, low income or special convenience, select auto or bus for travel. 
Aside from the special sub-group, who need the auto to make multiple stops or to 
reach out-of-the "V1ay places, much of the highway demand group is price oriented. 
These travelers value time but make the final decision to drive on the basis of 
cost. The price of the high speed common carrier modes is substantially higher 
than the perceived 16/ cost of auto. Hhen cost considerations are combined 
with the convenience ofauto, substantial diversion of high\'1ay traffic appears 
unlikely. 

The driver in the '?O's will have available the excellent interstate 
network, newly completed. He will find, however, that his intercity trip will 
encounter increasing congestion in all the metropolitan areas where segments of 
the interstate system are part of the urban network. His speed on nominally 60 
mph-plus high"V1ays will slow to a crawl as he is caught in local rush hour 
traffic or the inevitable jam about an accident or stalled car. There is every 
indication that the urban commuter crush will continue to worsen before any 
relief from mass transit can arrive. 

The intercity driver caught in commuter traffic differs from the commuters 
in two important ways: 

He is basically unfamiliar with the road, the interchanges and local 
conditions. He may tend to add to congestion by slowing to read signs, 
lane switching for turn-off or general indecision. 

He really does not have to be there. Unless the congestion happens to 
be directly at his origin or destination, the highway network is 
extensive enough to permit his use of a route to avoid the problem if he 
knew of it in advance. Even for his end points, his timing may be 
TieXibTeenough to let him avoid the rush hour if he kne\'1 of it. 
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In both cases, the difference is information. The intercity driver has 
es sen ti ally a good highway network system available, but does not have the 
information to use it properly. The initiatives the rJECTP proposes for the 
highway aim at improving the effectiveness of the existing highway system by 
implementation of a real-time driver information system for intercity travelers. 
Such a system will: 

Continuously acquire data on traffic flow and other conditions for all 
major intercity highways in the iiortheast Corridor. 

Jinalyze these data to determine for drivers the optimal route beb:een 
major decision points and important final destinations. 

Communicate the information on the optimal route to the driver in time 
to make the route choice (message displays, radio broadcasts, electronic 
route guidance, etc.). 

Include drjver education and 
expected conditions, etc.) 
system. 

route planning service (updated maps, 
to prepare the driver to use the real-time 

The capital cost of an intercity information system would be approximately $50 
mi 11 ion. 

iietwork i1dditions 

In concert with the implementation of the infonnation syster.1, the flECTP also 
recommends a modest number of specific connectivity improvements in key decision 
areas. Typically these are short by-passes around obvious congestion points or 
connectors between r.1ajor systems not essential for "normal" flows, but highly 
desirable to provide alternate routes during peak flo\';s. The links are 
described in detail in Volume 2 and are estimated to cost $50 million. 

An Alternate Spinal koute 

A useful network addition is the upgrading of existing or planned routes to 
form an alternate spinal route parallel to I-95. A possible route is one 
passing west of the major 111ctropolitan areas. The only new construction 
required is approximately 15 miles in New Jersey; the remainder of the rroposed 
route already exists but would require upgrading. Estimated cost of these 
improvements is $60 million over planned expenditures. 

Surveillance and Control 

The final recommended action is for freeway surveillance and ramp metering 
control systems for congested facilities. Implementation would afford the 
greatest benefits to urban traffic, but the reduction of congestion would affect 
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both uruan and intercity travelers. The 1.ECTP includes the initiative for urban 
surveillance and control in its recommendations because close coordination with 
ti1e regional information system is essential. Data acquisition equipment would 
be comr,1on to i.ioth urban and intercity systems and integrated communication 
facilities will supplement ramp metering by providing a warning of the expected 
wait to urban drivers approaching metered ramps. Estimated capital costs are 
about ~30 million. 

Benefits From Highway Initiatives 

Table G sllows a measure of the effectiveness of the information system and 
nebiork irnprovenents for 1985 traffic levels. Assuming predicted levels of 
local congestion, the basic intercity highway network is expected to account for 
roughly 492 million annual person-hours of travel. If this congestion could be 
totally rerdovec.i, person-;1ours v1oul d drop to 400 mi 11 ion for the same number of 
trips, a potential saving of 92 million person-hours. 

TABLE 6 
uRIVER I1iFORl1ATIOii SYSTEi·i A:m fJETV!ORI( H1PROVEliErHS 

Annual Annual 
Total Vehicle Total Person 

Hours of Travel Hours of Travel 
in 1985 in 1985 

(f·li 11 ions) (l li 11 ions) 

Basic iJet\;ork 246 492 

Basic ;ietwork 
\''ith Information System 222 445 

Improved l~ebmrk 
with Information System 220 440 

Basic liet\'JOrk 
(Unuer perfect conditions 200 400 
of no congestion) 

Applying the driver information system alone to the basic net\\'ork achieves 
49~~ of the potential for time saving. The driver information system plus the 
neb1ork improv~ments achieve 55% of the potential savings in person hours lost 
to congestion. 
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AHALYSIS Aim EVALUATION FOR THE LONG-TERM PERIOD. (1980 1 s) 

ALTERi,ATIVES 

A lar.ge number of technologies were examined as potential alternatives for 
the 1980's. In the discussion which follows, those which were selected for 
further analysis will be mentioned only briefly and covered more completely 
under the later discussion of concepts. 

Automated Highway represents the general class of systems in which a 
specially equipped automobile can be automatically guided along a modified 
highway under central control. The vehicle may be operated under driver control 
on normal roads. The principal advantage of automation lies in the closer 
spacing between cars possible under the system and the consequent higher 
capacity from a given number of lanes. Depending on the system reaction time 
and safety requirement, maximum capacity may occur at higher speed than on 
conventional highways. 

The ~ECTP was unable to obtain a sufficiently precise definition of 
automated highway system characteristics to permit a complete evaluation. Full 
realization of automated highway as an intercity mode appears unlikely in time 
to qualify as an initiative for the '80's. Nevertheless, the UECTP has 
concluded that some form of highway automation may be necessary before the end 
of the century to avoid the continued proliferation of highway lanes under 
pressure of rising demand. Because of the very large portion of that demand 
which is unlikely to divert to other common carrier modes, it is essential that 
means be found to provide the expanded capacity. The very large and continuing 
investment in highways makes it mandatory that planning for new facilities 
inc 1 ude automation if the techno 1 ogy wi 11 permit. 

high Speed kail. Continued improvement of UISR to its 150 mph limit (HSRA) 
and a · possibly more advanced 200 mph system on a new right-of-way (HSRC) are 
considered as possible alternatives through the '80's. 

Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle (TACV) operating on a new rightof-way at speeds 
up to 300 mph is considered as an alternative for the '80's. 

STOL 85 and VTOL 85, vehicle types resulting from continued research and 
development over the '70's are considered as alternatives for the '80's. 

Conventional Air. It was projected that CTOL will continue to suffer from 
inability to expand airport facilities through the 'SO's. Under this restric-
tion, the best course is to try to attract the Northeast Corridor traffic to 
an alternative and conserve the CTOL facilities for longer haul domestic and 
overseas traffic which has no alternative. CTOL was not actively considered 
as a Corridor alternative. However, multimode combinations of CTOL with ground 
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technologies were considered as possibilities to ease the airport expansion 
restrictions. 

Underground Tube Vehicle systems which use partially evacuated tubes and 
gravity assist to attain very high speeds were considered as a possible 
technology. Uespite the attractiveness of the high speed and the freedom from 
community noise impacts which the system offers, the cost of tunne 1 s r.1akes it 
impractical over intercity distances. Unless operation on or above the surface 
is cor.1pletely impossible or major breakthroughs are made in tunneling 
techniques, underground tube vehicles will not be an alternative for the 180 1 s. 

1·1ag11etically Levitated Systems which use magnetic repulsive forces for 
vehicle support were judged to be further in the future as operating equipments 
than the 180 1 s. However, magnetic levitation lends itself particularly well to 
very high-speed ground systems, in evacuated tubes and on the surface, and must 
be considered as a longer range technology. Conceptually, magnetically 
levitated vehicles could provide a higher-speed, next-generation follow-on to 
TACV on essentially the same guideway. 

System Loncepts That \·Jere Analyzed for the 1980 1 s 

Continued IHSR. The improved high speed rail system recommended as the 
alternative in the '70's could be continued into the '30's. The basic route 
would remain the same but continued upgrading of the right-of-~Jay would move the 
system toward its 1 imit point (HSRA) with non-stop trip times of b:o hours, New 
York-to-Boston, and 1 1/2 hours, New York-to-Washington. The additional 
investment would be about $1.1 billion. 17/ Further additions might include 
two routes north from [~ew Haven to Boston, one via Hartford, Springfield and 
Worcester and the other via Providence. 

Advanced High Speed Rail (HSRC). The HSRC concept env1s10ns a new right-of-
way with greatly increased radii of curvature to permit rail vehicle speeds up to 
200 mph. the route analyzed serves the same metropolitan areas as IHSR (12 
stops) with minor changes in station location. The vehicles require additional 
R&u for stability, ride quality and safety at the higher speeds plus rropulsion 
performance. Trip time expected (with station stops) would be roughly 1 1/2 
hours from Hew York to either Washington or Goston. Initial investment cost 
would be approximately $2.4 billion. 

Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle (TACV). The TACV system concept env1s1ons air 
cushion vehicles capable of speeds up to 300 mph operatinq alonq a new riqht-of-
way between iJashington and Boston. For analysis, the .same right-of-way as llSRC 
was used, but trip times would be approxirilately one hour non-stop from Vie\'J York 
to either Hashington or Boston. The primary system analyzed used 100-p.assenger 
vehicles capable of being operated as trains running on an elevated box beam 
guiJeway. Initial investment cost is estimated at approximately $2.6 billion. 
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Short Take Off and Landing (STOL-85). The STOL concept for the 1 80 1 s makes 
use of aircraft resulting from R&D performed in the '70's. Aircraft 
characteristics include fanjet propulsion for cruise speeds of 500 mph or 
better, advanced structural techniques for improved payload-to-gross weight 
ratios, and advanced aerodynamic concepts for high lift coefficient for take-off 
and landing. The system concept envisions terminals located with very good 
access to population and business centers. The system analyzed used a basic 
rooftop STOLport design for urban locations with a single runway, costing 
bet~Jeen 40 and 200 r.ii 11 ion dollars depending on runway length, number of gates 
and land prices at the particular location. Aircraft cost varies from $2.5 to 
$5.2 million per vehicle, dependinq on capacity and take-off distance 
(capacities of 40, 80 and 120 were considered with take-off distances of 1500 
and 2500 feet). 

The system operating concept stresses multiple terminals with frequent 
service on a highly connective network. System investment for a broadly 
dispersed 1985 network (24 terminals) using small aircraft for high service 
frequency was estimated at $3.3 billion of which nearly $900 million was for 
aircraft. Because STOLport capacity is limited by operation on a single runway, 
the system requires continuing investment in new terminals as demand grows. 

Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL-85). The VTOL concept for the 180 1 s, 
like that for STOL, makes use of advanced aircraft design and performance 
resulting for R&D performed in the 1970's. The des1gn postulated for analysis 
is a turboprop-powered tilt-wing with a cruise speed of 465 mph. Cost per 
aircraft ranges from $3.6 million to $8.2 million, depending on capacity (40, 80 
and 120 passenger versions were considered). The system operating concept, like 
STOL 85, stresses multiple terminals, locations with good access to population 
and business centers, and connective network and schedules. The estimated 
terminal cost ranges from $6 million to $60 million depending on number of gates 
and land cost. System investment for a broadly dispersed 1985 network was $1.8 
billion, including $1.1 billion for aircraft. Because the concept envisions 
small vertiports limited by operations rate at a single pad, the system requires 
continuing investment in new terminals as the demand grows. 

CTOL - Multimode. This concept is not advanced as a shorthaul alternative 
but rather as an aid in overcoming airport capacity problems at the New York 
Huu. Under the concept, outlying existing airports are tied into New York by 
high speed ground links. using TACV, airfields as far away as Philadelphia or 
Bradley at Hartford can be linked to Manhattan with access times of about one 
half hour. 
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RESULTS 

The analysis and evaluation for the 1 80 1 s involved (1) examination of the 
technological risks inherent in each concept; (2) estimation of the demand for 
each of the concepts or combination of concepts; and finally, (3) on the 
assu~ption that the technological risks would be resolved, performance of 
investment analyses. The results of these analyses are described in the 
fo 11 owing pages. 

Technological and Operational Risks 

!HSI~ involves no technological risks as such. The guideway and vehicles are 
representative of present ('70's) state-of-the-art. 

A major operational risk however lies in the possibility of physical 
interference with freight and commuter traffic and eventual saturation of the 
right-of-way. As noted in the analysis for the '70's, the initial interference 
problem will be institutional, requiring the negotiation of schedule 
acco~odations among the operators. At some point in the 180 1 s however, the 
conbined growth of demand on all three services could result in traffic levels 
too high to be handled by any degree of schedule rearrangement. Because the 
date for saturation depends on growth projection for three separate demands, 
(and the degree to which schedule accommodation can be accomplished) no reliable 
estimates can be made now. Observation of operations during the 1 70 1 s should 
permit reasonable projections for the 180 1 s. 

One possible solution for IHSR saturation will be to shift freiqht 
operations to a parallel line such as ti~ Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Here, 
however, institutional and plant access difficulties may occur. 

A second risk occurs through the development of competing technologies in 
other regions. If newer technologies provide faster short-haul service in other 
regions, a comparative economic disadvantage may result for the Northeast 
Corridor. Over the long run, pressures will develop to implement the newer 
service in the corridor. Thus, even if IllSR capacity is not saturated and the 
system is operating profitably, it may suffer from its '70's technology, if more 
advanced systems exist elsewhere. 

USRC involves a technological risk in pushing the steel rail flanged wheel 
technology to higher speeds. Problems of truck "hunting", gyroscopic and 
centrifugal forces, cross-wind loads, track alignment, etc., all increase with 
speed. Ride quality and safety are both involved in the speed increase. 

The need for a new, straightened right-of-way poses a major land acquisition 
problem. The inability to detour easily may lead to extensive and expensive use 
of tunnels in urban areas. Railroads, although as a 11fait accompli, 11 are not 
opposed, may be considered as a blight on the landscape. Railroad embankments 
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form barriers in neighborhoods with possible "wrong side of the tracks" 
connotations. Therefore, institutional risk lies in obtaining community 
approval and land availability in contiguous parcels over the length of the 
corridor. -

TACV involves technological risk in obtaining the desired performance for 
the suspension and propulsion systems. Wayside power pickup at 300 mph will 
pose special difficulties as will the technique for switching the TACV 
guideways. These problems will . be addressed during the R&D phase and appear 
capable of solution although the effect on cost is uncertain. 

TACV will encounter much the same problem in obtaining a straight right-of-
way as would HSRC. The use of an elevated guideway reduces the right-of-way 
width needed to 100 feet and eliminates difficulties in creating a physical 
barrier through corrmunities. In so doing, however, the elevated guideway may 
encounter aesthetic opposition. Community safety is not a problem with an 
elevated guidway which avoids grade crossings, children on the· tracks, etc. The 
elevated guideway does tend to increase noise effects from the vehicle. 
However, the noise emission projections developed for the NECTP by the DOT 
Office of Noise Abatement indicate that TACV noise impacts, in terms of land 
area and population affected, could be reduced to very low levels by 1985. 18/ 
It should be stressed that these projections represent goals, which might be 
achieved by 1985, given agressive systems development and design efforts. 
Office of r~oise Abatement estimates also indicate that, if substantial 
technological improvements can be achieved, STOL-85 and VTOL-85 noise impacts 
could be reduced to relatively low levels. 19/ Assessments of the noise impacts 
of 1985 TACV, VTOL and STOL systems should be an important part of the decision 
process concerning a transportation investment program for the 1980's. As 
indicated earlier, it is recommended that these decisions be made in 1976, when 
tile progress of research and development efforts can be evaluated. 

Uhile projected TACV noise levels are low compared to CTOL aircraft, TACV 
right-of-way will run through non-urban areas where the ambient noise level is 
very low. As a result TACV may encounter corrmunity opposition from rural areas 
at a much lower absolute noise level than would be considered acceptable in 
urban areas. The R&D problem will be, first to determine acceptable noise 
levels and, then, to develop the vehicle/guidway/shielding combinations to meet 
the requirements. As with the previous technological problems, the uncertainty 
may lie in the cost associated with meeting the low noise criteria. TACV using 
U-shaped guideway at or below grade could require an investment in excess of 
$3.3 billion. 

TACV will use electric power for propulsion and suspension with little likelihood 
of objection to the vehicle on pollution grounds. The generating plant 
producing the power, as a new addition to the corridor grid, can take advantage 
of new technology. 
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STOL 85 will be the result of up to 10 years R&D and most of the 
uncertainties should have been resolved concerning the 1 75 aircraft. The use of 
turbofan engines should overcome passenger acceptance of internal noise and 
vibration associated ~ith propellers. Advanced, high lift technology should 
avoid the need for very low wing loading to achieve short field operation and 
some form of gust alleviating device may be perfected to reduce effects of 
atmospheric turbulence. Since neither the high lift nor gust alleviation 
devices are certainties, ride quality must remain a risk item. 

Turbofan propulsion will increase the difficulty of reducing external noise 
for community acceptance. Intensive efforts will be expended in quiet jPt 
engine R&D for all aircraft but the high power to weight ratio needed for STOL 
could make it proportionately more noisy than conventional aircraft. If the 
design must be altered to turboprop to achieve noise acceptance, then passenger 
acceptance problems will increase. 

Community acceptance for noise will remain a STOL risk; in part because of 
uncertainties as to just what noise levels communities will accept. To some 
extent the toleration of noise annoyance might be tempered by the level of 
benefits the service can bring to the community. The STOL 85 concept of many 
sma 11 STOL ports with frequent schedules to short-haul points is based on the 
principle of sizing the terminal to the needs of the local community rather thn 
creating a regional terminal which forces disproportionate disbenefits on the 
community. 

A small size terminal served by small aircraft tends to be inefficient in 
terms of cost and air pollution. The smaller aircraft require more take-offs 
and landings for a given demand level and emit somewhat more pollutants. It 
should be pointed out that STOL air pollution emissions are of significance, 
primarily because of local concentrations, even though NEC projections indicate 
that STOL emissions would represent an insignificant percentage of total 
regional emissions from all transportation and non-transportation sources, in 
1985. 

A major problem in the operational concept is whether a satisfactory balance 
can be found among community benefits and di sbenefi ts which wi 11 win overa 11 
approva 1. 

An additional risk is that STOL 85 has the distinct possibility of adding to 
the already severe loads for air traffic control. If STOL 85 were successful in 
diverting the Northeast Corridor short-haul CTOL traffic and induced the 
expected new demand, as many as 3500 STOL operations a day might replace 1000 
diverted CTOL operations in the r~ew York Hub. With the remaining CTOL, New York 
hub air traffic could peak above 400 operations an hour. Clearly stacking space 
is inadequate and the load on the metering, scheduling and terminal control 
facilities would be severe in maintaining a smooth flow. An added problem will 
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be the much greater use by STOL of altitudes now used primarily by general 
aviation, creating an additional safety hazard. 

Hhether sufficient air traffic control capacity in the hub area can be 
developed to handle the very large loads STOL may create will remain a risk 
item. 

VTOL 85 as a system concept is similar to STOL 85 and will carry much the 
same risks. The aircraft analyzed is a tilt wing turboprop which entails a 
some~hat higher level of risk in passenger acceptance plus additional aircraft 
transitional control problems not encountered vith STOL. 

On the credit side, VTOL will use a smaller terminal, involving a lower 
investment commitment from communities and hence a better chance of overall 
acceptance. VTOL, by being less sensitive to wind direction has greater 
flexibility in arranging takeoff and approach patterns to minimize noise impacts 
and safety hazards. 

In general, the air traffic control problems, and therefore the risks, for 
VTOL 85 will be the same as for STOL 35. 

CTOL - Multimode as a system concept envisions a TACV line connecting 
outlying airports to Hew York City. The principal risks are those associated 
with implementing a tracked air cushion vehicle as an intercity mode. The 
investment required for a TACV system will be too large to justify 
implementation exclusively for long-distance airport access and must also move 
large numbers of Corridor travelers. The marginal cost of a slightly expanded 
TACV route adding interconnecting spurs would be much less than the cost of new 
airport construction. 

The effect of the concept is to create a larger rlew York regional hub. If 
Philadelphia and Hartford were tied into New York, the average CTOL delay time 
for New York would drop from 14 minutes to 4 minutes (as compared to 3 minutes 
for the addition of a 4th jet port). An institutional risk would be whether 
Philadelphia and Hartford would want the extra traffic which would raise their 
delay from about 1 minute to 4 minutes. An additional risk will be whether the 
institutional problems in arranging connecting schedules between long-haul CTOL 
flights and short-haul TACV can be surmounted. 

uemand Estimates and Investment Analysis 

The benefits from any of the alternatives of the '80's will vary directly --
although not necessarily linearly -- with the level of demand served by the 
alternative. The discussion for CTOL stressed the need to provide relief from 
congestion by attracting Corridor short-haul passengers to an alternative mode. 
In addition, the special connectivity provided by each of the new systems will 
produce a new level of demand beyond that which CTOL would have attracted. 
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The level of patronage for each 1985 alternative will depend strongly on the 
trip tiraes it offers and the locations it serves. STOL 85 and VTOL 85 have an 
advantage in speed and in number of terminals served. TACV has a speed 
competitive with that of the air modes, and a special advantage in that service 
frequency is high for all stations it serves. The air modes, on the other hand, 
serve the terminals having smaller patronage rather infrequently. The rail 
modes, IHSR, MSRA and HSRC have lower speeds than TACV and can consequently 
expect lower demand. 

The decisions for the 180 1 s will include the following alternatives. 

Retain IHSR 

Upgrade IHSR to HSRA 

Shift to new right-of-way and HSRC 

Shift to new right-of-way and TACV 

Retain IHSR and add STOL 85 

Retain IHSR and add VTOL 85 

Shift to TACV and add STOL 85 (or VTOL 85) 

Decisions to retain and/or upgrade IHSR depend on the absence of serious 
interference difficulties with freight or commuter service. The decision to 
retain IHSR and add an air mode would provide the added benefit of new fast 
service. The air mode would also tend to suppress further growth in demand for 
rail, thus reducing the probability of freight-passenger interference. If IHSR 
were in danger of being crowded off the rails, then a shift to a new right-of-
way would be indicated, resulting in either TACV or HSRC. Finally if the desire 
were to maximize the benefit as represented by patronage, a new high speed 
ground r.10de and a new air mode might both be selected. 

The decision in favor of any long-term alternative cannot be made separately 
from the resource expenditures. The monetary cost of moving people is not 
independent of the volumes carried. In fact, as Figure 5 shows, the cost per 
mile varies quite markedly with the demand level. The curves of Figure 5 
reflect the different basic expense characteristics of air and high speed ground 
modes: 

The ground modes, especially HSRC and TACV, require very large fixed 
investments before any passengers are carried. The cost of this 
investment -- amortization and annual return required by the investor ~
is independent of the volume carried. Operating expense for the ground 
mode is relatively low and very nearly constant per passenger mile. The 
annualized total is the sum of the investment costs and the operating 
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expenses spread over the volume of passengers carried -- expressed as 
cents per passenger mile, it approaches operating expense at high 
volumes. 

The air modes have smaller fixed expenditures than TACV or HSRC, but in 
the STOL 85 concepts, terminals and aircraft must be added as volume 
increases. Thus, for air, the investment total rises as volume 
increases. Operating expenses for the aircraft are relatively high 
because of the special performance and short range involved. The 
annualized cost per passenger mile of each additional passenger reflects 
the operating expenses plus the added investment in aircraft and 
terminals to carry him. 

20 

HSRA ---------I HS R 

40 60 

Annual Patronage, Millions 
(Passenger Trips) 

STOL 85 

VTOL 85 

TACV 

HSRC 

80 

Figure 5: Annualized Cost for 1985 Alternative 
High Speed Modes 
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Figure 5 above is based on a 10% rate of return as recorrmended by the Office 
f i"1anagement and Budget on all costs including government expenditures (Federal 
r local). (Private investors without such intervention would require a higher 
ate of return before taxes.) Air is the lowest cost mode at low volumes and 
TOL 85 is cheaper than STOL 85 because of the smaller terminals. Ground modes 
ave lower costs than air at high volumes. The crossover point depends on the 
ate of return, the number of passengers, and on the final vehicle and system 
esign. 

Table 7 combines demand and annualized cost extimates for the seven decision 
lternatives. The range in demand reflects uncertainty in population and 
conomic projections as well as in estimated levels of induced demand. 

TABLE 7 

PATRONAGE AND COST ESTIMATES 

1985 1985 
Nominal Patronage Annualized * Investment 
Block Range Cost at Reguired 
Time (million/year) Patronage for 1985 

ong Term i~Y-Wash (Passenger Level (cents/ Patronage 
l ternati ves (minutes) Trips) pass-miles) $Billions 

HSR 125 19-25** 6-5.6 0.5 
SRA 105 22-30** 11-9 1.6 
SkC 75 33-50 11-8 2.5 
l\CV 55 40-60 10-7.5 2.7 
:roL 85 40 40-60 11-8.5 1.5-2. 3 
~ IHSR 
WGL 85 35 40-60 13-9.5 2.7-3.7 
II IHSR 
OL 85 35 44-70 14-12 4.3-5.3 

*Includes both investment and operating costs. 

**CTOL carries additional patronage for these alternatives. 
Since CTOL costs are not calculated, this patronage has not been included. 

Table 7 is presented only to indicate the range of patronage and costs 
~ssible with the various decisions. It does not imply conclusions regarding 
~e optimum decision. On the contrary, the UECTP concluded that it would be an 
Ktremely precarious decision if reached now from estlriiafes of the type 
~esented in the table. The critical decision variables are so strongly 
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dependent on the outcome of the technological and operational risk items that an 
11 optimum11 decision could turn out very badly in the years to come. 

It is significant to note from Table 7 that if the TACV system can ~arry 60 
million passengers when operating alone, the cost is $.075 per passenger mile 
but when TACV and STOL compete with each other and divide the 70 million 
passenger market evenly between them, the marginal cost of carrying the 10 
million additional passengers (1,600 million passenger miles) is $.37 per 
passenger mile. The average trip distance for TACV alone is 150 miles; when 
STOL competes with TACV, average length of trip is 180 miles for STOL and 130 
miles for TACV. 

Table 8 assumes 60 million total riders whether TACV is operated alone or in 
competition with STOL 85. Each mode splits the market in 1985. Society would 
be paying $488 million for the 1/3 hour of average time saving obtained by the 
30 million STOL 35 passengers, i.e., value of time is almost $49 per hour. The 
premium firms would be paying for speedier service implies that each employee 
(who travels) is worth $101,000 per year to the company. 

Table 3 

TACV and STOL 85 

Comparative Costs of 60 million Annual Trips 
Using TACV vs. TACV and STOL 

STOL TACV 

Millions of Passengers 30 30 

Cost Per Passenger Mile $.125 $.125 
Door-to-Door Time 
Washington-New York (Minutes) 107 127 

Average Trip Length (Miles) 180 130 

Total Cost (Millions) $675 $488 
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Recommendations for the 1980 1 s 

The r~ECTP recommends that R&D continue with special emphasis on those items 
particularly environmental, community and passenger acceptance -- noted as 

technological and operational risks. All the alternatives should be included in 
the R&D program for the following reasons: 

Air -- STOL and VTOL -- because it promises a high level of benefits 
combined \<1ith flexibility for Corridor use. 

High speed rail because of its role in the 1 70 1 s and as a backup in case 
of failure in the TACV, STOL, or VTOL R&D. 

TACV because if offers the potential of very attractive service and low 
unit cost at the high volume levels likely in the Corridor. 

The fJECTP recommends that a definite date be set for reaching a decision for 
the 180 1 s. The timing should be soon enough to allow implementation of any of 
the alternatives and late enough to complete the R&D programs. The NECTP 
suggests 1976 as meeting both these criteria. 

One very long lead-time item should receive early priority: selection of a 
route and acquisition of a new high speed ground (TACV or HSRC) right-of-way are 
so critical to those modes and so time consuming that preliminary actions should 
begin i1iUllediately. f·1ajor conmitment of funds r.iay be delayed until after the 
decision date but sufficient explorations should be completed by then to 
ascertain whether any route will be feasible and what its cost will be. 
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FOOTrmTES 

1J The decision year represents a compromise between the time required for 
R&D and the lead time for 1980's operational system. 

2/ 11Metroliner 11 and "Turbo Train." 

3/ See Preliminary Report, NECTP-209, April 1970. In that report, STOL was 
treated as an adjunct of conventional air service with incomplete 
accounting for indirect operating costs and for construction and 
operation of STOLports. Rate of return for STOL and VTOL did not make 
allowance for adequate before-taxes profits. 

4/ Average speeds of 110 mph -- maximum speeds of 135 mph (with 
improvements). 

5/ National Rail Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK)~ 

6/ Defined as "high Speed Rail A". 

7/ First Federal Aircraft Noise Abatement Plan, FY 1969-701U.S. GPO, pg.7 

8/ Active consideration of Stewart Field Military Reservation for use as 
fourth jetport is now underway. 

IHSR could have terminals at Hartford, Springfield, 
Worchester, Mass., instead of Providence . 

Mass., and 

.lQ/ STOL strips are used at existing CTOL airports. 

11/ 

12/ 

Wilmington and Trenton terminals are considered suburban terminals for 
the Philadelphia area since they are on commuter rail lines. In 
addition they serve their own metropolitan areas. 

The concept of Noise Exposure Forecasts (r~EF) was developed for 
evaluation of excessive noise from conventional airports. The NEF 
criterion combines estimates of subjective response to noise in EPNdb 
with penalty factors for numerical frequencies of day-time and night-
time operations. 

Noise Exposure Forecasts as Indicators of Conmunity Response, Paper by 
Dr. Wm. J. Galloway (of Bolt, Beranek, & Newman) presented at the 
SAE/DOT Conference on Aircraft and the Environment, February, 1971. 
The analyses assume that the provisions of the Airport and Airways 
Uevelopment and 1-{evenue Acts of 1970 apply to VTOL and STOL facilities 
and operations, as well as to conventional air. 
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There is an assumption implicit in the analysis that the STOL and VTOL 
port building -- the top of which becomes the landing strip -- will be 
built and paid for at no cost to the municipal agency or the air 
carrier; instead being paid for by parking fees. 

Most auto owners consider the purchase price as charged off against day-
to-day convenience and the local urban trips. Depreciation of autos is 
primarily by year rather than by mileage. Therefore, the driver tends 
to consider only out-of-pocket fuel, tools and on-the-road maintenance 
costs as applicable to the infrequent intercity trip. He may, in fact, 
think of the long trip mileage as increasing his utilization per year 
and decreasing his overall cost per mile. 

17/ All investments have been estimated in constant 1970 dollars. 

The 1985 projections by the Office of Noise Abatement indicate that TACY 
noise levels will be as follows: at-grade U-shaped guideway, 96 PNdB at 
50 feet from the vehicle; elevated box-beam guideway, 111 PNdB at 50 
feet from the vehicle. --

19/ Based on Office of Noise Abatement data, a noise level of 88 PfJdB at 500 
feet for small (40-80 passenger) STOL and VTOL aircraft was projected-. -

G G 0 917·375 
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

Honorable Carl Albert 
Speaker of the House 

of Representatives 
Washi~gton, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

September 15, 1971 

I take great pride in sending you today the final report and recommenda-
tions of the Department's Northeast Corridor Transportation Project. You 
will recall that I submitted a status report on the Project on May 4, 1970 
which contained much valuable infonnation, but no definite recommendations. 
Now the Project is complete and I commend its results to your attention. 

This study is certainly one of the most comprehensive analytical efforts 
ever undertaken in the field of transportation. The Department of Trans-
portation was created by the Congress to attack the types of multi-modal 
and inter-modal problems found in the Northeast Corridor and to encourage 
the application of the most advanced analytical techniques available in 
doing so. I believe that this report does just this. 

The Report and its recommendations represent five years of careful, 
thoughtful study. Various modes of air and ground transportation were 
examined. The analysis concludes that improving the rail system in the 
Boston-Washington corridor is necessary to meet the needs of inter-city 
public transportation in the 1970's. Important recommendations for im-
proved use of present highway capacity are also put forward and could be 
implemented early in this decade. 

The Report leaves open the alternatives for the 1980's and calls for a 
diversified and vigorous program of technological researct. and development 
to explore the possibilities. Decisions on the "next generation" systems 
must be made by 1976. 

A theme in the recommendations for the 1970's is the need to make more 
effective use of existing transportation systems capacity rather than 
introducing new technology systems that will require large and costly 
new facilities in densely populated areas. Avoiding the construction of 
such facilities is not only economical, but spares us the heavy environ-
mental and social costs often associated with the disruption of densely 
settled regions. 
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Although the Report's recommendations are moderate when viewed in the con-
text of the alternatives considered, substantial resources~ involved, 
particularly for the improvement of the rail system. For this reason, 
the Report's recol1Dllendations require very careful consideration on the 
part of all concerned, especially the States and localities affected. 
Accordingly, the recol1Dllendations are not to be construed as legislative 
proposals on the part of the Administration for Federal action. Rather, 
the Report represents a study of problems and alternatives, proposing 
solutions for the several levels of government and the private sector to 
consider. For our part, the Northeast Corridor Report will assist the 
Department in the formulation and execution of transportation programs 
for this area. 

I look forward eagerly to a constructive public discussion which will en-
able the nation to take on an exciting challenge for the improvement of 
our transportation system in this critical region. Furthermore, it is my 
hope that as this century progresses and population densities increase, 
the projects we undertake in the Northeast Corridor will serve as the pro-
logue to similar projects elsewhere in the country, albeit with appropriate 
regional variations. 

The Northeast Corridor Report contains the essentials needed for develop-
ment of public policy and program decisions which are both innovative and 
prudent. Transportation progress is no longer a subject to be discussed 
in abstract terms, but rather lies within our reach. We anticipate with 
enthusiasm the participation of the Congress, the States and municipalities, 
the private sector, and the public, joining with us to grasp this 
opportunity. 

Sincerely, 
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PREFACE 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project is reconmena1ng 
actions necessary to resolve the future short-haul intercity 
passenger transportation problems in the region. Conclusions, 
reco11111endations and supporting analyses are presented for two time 
periods: (1) an "interim" period covering the 1970's; and (2) a 
"long-term" period covering the 1980's. Emphasis has been placed 
on actions which must be taken inmediately to insure relief of the 
most pressing problems and actions necessary now to insure adequate 
lead time for "long term" solutions.* 

The report is divided into three volumes: Volume 1, the 
Sunmary Report, Volume 2, the Main Report, and Volume 3, the 
Technical Appendices. The systems analyses contained in this repo.rt 
are the product of a government-industry team effort. The MITRE 
Corporation made very important contributions to the air and multi-
modal analyses. Significant contributions were also made by the 
National Bureau of Standards on high speed ground transportation; 
by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., on highway s.vstems; and 
the Resource Management Corporation on environmental quality 
and impacts. Tracked Hovercraft Limited supplied input data for the 
tracked air cushion vehicle system cost estimates. The cover map 
was provided by the New York Regional Planning Association. 

*This report supersedes the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
Report, NECTP-209, April 1970. NECTP-209 was d preliminary status 
report, contained no poli~y reconmendations, and has been replaced 
by the new anal.vses described in this report. 
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CHAPTER I 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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COtlCLUSIOi~S ANO RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUI·ll~ARY OF ACTION PROGRAMS 

1-1 

The actions recommended for the Northeast Corridor are designed to meet the 
growing demand for short-haul transportation in the region, while minimizing the 
costs and adverse environmental impacts of moving large numbers of people, 

To provide transportation service for the interim (1970's) period, actions 
beyond existing plans are called for to maximize the utilization of the 
Corridor's unique transportation assets, i.e., the large investments in existing 
facilities. The (1970's) action program consists of: 

1. Improvement of high speed rail service by reducing line haul time, 
improving passenger amenities, and increasing departure frequencies and 
schedules; 

2. Development and implementation of a real-time highway information system 
to assist intercity drivers in making route choice decisions; and 
improvement of highway construction to provide additional alternative 
routes during peak travel periods. ' 

To provide high speed common carrier service for the longer term (1980's) 
period, additional actions are recommended that must be performed nm·1, so th~t 
the required information will be on hand for the investment decisions concerning 
the 1980's. 

1. Immediate planning of a new high speed ground right~of-way along the 
spine of the Corridor; 

2. Expansion and acceleration of research and development of tracked air 
cushion vehicles (TACV), with emphasis on developing an environmentally 
acceptable system; 

3. Orientation of short and vertical take-off and landing aircraft (STOL 
and VTOL) R&D toward requirements for the 80's emphasizing a.irport and 
air traffic control system capacity, safety, noise and air pollution 
abatement, and ride quality; 

4. Establishment of 1976 * as a definite decision year for a Northeast 
Corridor (HEC) intercity transportation investment program in the 1980's 
based on the evaluation of the results of R&D and Improved High Speed 
Rail operations. 

*The decision year represents a compromise between the time required for R&D and 
the lead time for 1980's operational system. 
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To provide sufficient highway capacity for the long term, the follovtins 
actions are required now to provide alternatives to continued proliferation of 
conventional highways: 

1. Expansion of the automated highway research and development program to 
define and evaluate possible concepts; 

2. Preparation of proposed legislation for the Post Interstate Highv:ay 
Program which will permit highways to be planned and built in such a way 
that accommodation to automated capability will be possible. 
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DETAILS OF ACTION PROGRAM 

Recommendations for the Interim Period (1970's) 

The Uortheast Corridor Transportation Project concludes that, in the near 
term, increasing congestion at urban Conventional Take-off and Landing (CTOL) 
air terminals will preclude sufficient growth of both long and short-haul 
traffic to meet the air travel' demands. It further concludes that the provision 
of improved, expanded high-speed ground service for short-haul travel along the 
NEC spine can help to alleviate increasing CTOL congestion while meeting the 
rising demands for travel. Major factors influencing these conclusions are (1) 
the increasing public sensitivity to adverse environmental impacts of the 
current air system, which militates against expansion of the air system (acquir-
ing new land for airports, increasing operations}, and (2) the increasing demand 
for long-haul domestic and overseas air service. Alternate air transportation 
concepts (such as STOL and VTOL) which could potentially provide improved ser-
vice for short-haul travel are not considered practical for application in this 
time frame for reasons discussed in the next paragraph. The only system capable 
of increasing the speed of travel and which can be rapidly implemented is 

!
improved high-speed rail which expands and improves the demonstration service * 
on the existing right-of-way between Washington and Boston • 

• STOL and VTOL 

In the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project's study of short and ver-
tical take-off and landing (STOL and VTOL) aircraft for the '70's the early 
analyses ** were encouraging. Hm·1ever, the inclusion of more complete cost 
and environmental considerations raises serious doubts whether an effective and 
community acceptable city center system could be made operational during the 
'70's. Strong Federal fiscal support would be necessary to finance the urban 
STOL and VTOL terminals and air traffic control which are considered essential 
to fully exploiting the flexibility of these air systems. 

Air terminal facilities are traditionally heavily supported by municipal 
agenc1es. Community opposition to VTOLport and STOlport sites currently exists 
because of noise, air pollution and safety concerns to a degree that early 
acceptance and/or municipal financial support are unlikely to materialize. The 
New York area is critical to transportation in the Northeast Corridor not only 
because it contains more than half of the population and it has a central 
position astride the Corridor spine, but also because mo?'e than 60 percent of 
all common carrier trips either begin or end in the ifow York metropolitan area. 
In this dominating part of the Corridor major opposition to new airports or 
expansion of existing airports has naterialized. In addition, interference of 
STOL or VTOL flights with the already congested CTOL (both commercial and 
general aviation) air traffic may not be preventable in the '70's. 

* "Metroliner" and "Turbo Train." 
**See Preliminary Report, NECTP-209, April 1970. In that report, STO~ was tr~at~d 

as an adjunct of conventional air service with incomplete account1ng for 1nd1-
rect operating costs and for construction and operation of STOlports. Rate of 
return for STOL and VTOL did not make allowance for adequate before-taxes pro-
fits. 
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A final difficulty arises because of the expected disparity in ride quality 
and comfort between present CTOL jets and the turboprop STOL or helicopter VTOL 
postulated for the 1 70 1s. If passengers regard STOL or VTOL as a serious step 
backward, then significant passenger diversion by these CTOL competitors is not 
likely. 

The NECTP recognizes that STOL and VTOL aircraft are presently providing 
limited feeder service to some Corridor CTOL airports. This is viewed as an 
adjunct to the conventional air system rather than a completely new alternative. 
The demonstration of improved technology on service of this kind could be the 
first step in testing user acceptance. 

Improved High-Speed Rail (IHSR) 

IHSR is a mode that could be developed out of the present Metroliner 
demonstrations, taking advantage of the res9urce savings resulting from using 
existing facilities with unused capacity. f·letroliner results plus analytical 
projections indicate that (a) more high-speed 1'1etroliner-type cars, (b) better 
passenger amenities, (c) stepped up frequency of schedules and (d) availability 1 

of non-reservation and some non-stop service would attract significant 
additional rail patronage in the New York-Washington, New York-Boston, and 
(their) intermediate markets, thereby providing some relief to CTOL airport 
congestion. 

Further improvements in speed * should be achieved by upgrading the 
right-of-\'Jay. Expenditures of $100 million should be made for right-of-way 
improvements south of Hew York to permit approximately 2-hour nonstop New York-
Washington service; and an additional expenditure of $190 million should be made 
north of New York to permit approximately 2 3/4-hour nonstop New York-Boston 
service. Approximately $70 million for terminal ir.1provements and $100 million 
for additional vehicles would complete the investment required for this level of 
service. Approximately three years after the decision to proceed, full 
operation of the Improved High Speed Rail (IHSR) service could be available to 
the Boston-Washington traveler. 

Capital will probably not be available for IHSR financing as a purely 
private enterprise. The existence of the quasi-public NRPC ** is the result of 
the inability and disinclination of private railroads to pursue the rail passen-
ger market. The URPC, however, is unlikely to have resources to invest in the 
Northeast Corridor, even if that corporation \Jere to decide its most pressing 
problem lay there. The impetus must come from the Federal Gover.nment. Because 
the project is expected to l'e profitable, an outright grant is unnecessary. 
Federal support could take the form of a direct loan, guaranteed bonds or some 
siillilar arrangement. 

Following such investment and as the IHSR system begins to operate (and itsl 
ridership levels increase), further investments could be made which would boost 

I 

*Average speeds of 110 mph -- maximum speeds of 135 mph (with improvements) 1 
I **National Rail Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK). 1 
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the capability of the IHSR to the level of 1 1/2 hours nonstop city center 
service Nc\"J York to Washington, and 2 hours nonstop city center service Uew York 
to Boston. * Of major significance is the distinct possibility that such 
"second stage'' investments could be financed from the earnings of IHSR system 
once the first stage is completed. A decision regarding such additional 
investments should be made after obtaining the patronage response to the earlier 
improvements. In addition, the decision shculd be part of the broader long term 
decisions to be made in 1976. 

On the basis of the foregoing, the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
reco1TU11ends that: 

• THE ADMifHSTRATION SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPROVED HIGH-SPEED, 
NON-RESERVATION, HIGH FREQUErlCY RAIL SERVICE ALONG THE WASHE~GTOH TO 
BOSTON SPHJE. THE DEPARTf.lEHT OF TRAi~SPORTATIOiJ SHOULD SEEK LEGISLATION 
TO INSURE THAT NECESSARY FUNDIHG FOR THIS EFFORT IS HADE AVAILABLE 
(LOAUS, LOAH GUARAiffEES, ETC.) DOT POLICY SHOULD BE TO STH1ULATE 
IMPROVED UIGH SPEED RAIL SERVICE TO ATTRACT f:lORE SHORT-HAUL PASSENGERS 
BETHEEi~ NH./ YORK - BOSTOiJ, WASHIHGTOi~ - NEW YORK, AND IfffERMEDIATE 
DISTANCES ALOHG THE SPHJE OF THE CORRIDOR. TOTAL ESTIMATED COST IS $460 
MILLION. 

• Hi gh\·1ay 

With regard to highway travel in the 1970's, the ~ortheast ~orridor 
Transportation Project concludes that congestion problems will 1ncrease 
drastically over the next decade due to bottlenecks at the metropolitan areas 
where intercity traffic interfaces with urban commuter and week-end traffic. 
The existing and presently planned highway network, however, offers broad 
capabilities for alternative routing of intercity traffic around urban 
congestion points. Interim period network and connectivity improvements have 
been identified that will partially relieve intercity highway travel congestion. 

But, full exploitation of the future capacity and flexibility of the 
Corr1dor highlf1ay network \·Jill require a capability for intercity drivers to make 
intelligent decisions concerning alternate routes based on actual traffic condi-
tions. The analyses show that a real-time hif!hway information system would 
provide the motorist with substantial benefits in delay avoidance -- even if no 
further highway network connectivity improvements were made. On the other hand, 

*Defined as "high Speed Rail A". 
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with further network connectivity improvements the existence of a real-time 
information system gives the motorist the opportunity to take advantage of a 
wider variety of uncongested route alternatives. Similarly, an alternate spinal 
route, which avoids the major metropolitan areas and which could be achieved by 
minor improvements to an existing route, would be beneficial, especially -at peak 
periods. In view of the large advantages to be gained from more intensive use 
of the existing highway network, the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
recor.JT1ends both a real-time information system and network connectivity 
improvements as follows: 

• THE EARLY IMPLEMENTATION OF A REAL-TIME HIGHWAY IUFORMATION SYSTEM 
FOR THE MAJOR HIGHWAYS OF THE CORRIDOR SHOULD Bl: A HIGH-PRIORITY 
DEPARTMEfffAL GOAL. FREEWAY-SURVEILLANCE AND RAMP-ViETERIUG COfffROL 
SYSTEMS SHOULD BE COORDINATED WlTH THE HIGHWAY INFORMATION SYSTEM. 
TOTAL ESTIMATED INVESTMEtlT COST IS $80 MlLLION. 

• IN ORDER TO FACILITATE INTERCITY HIGHWAY MOVEMENTS ALONG THE 
CONGESTED BOSTON-TO-WASIHHGTON SPHIAL NETHORK, THE CONNECTIVITY OF THE 
EXISTIUG Arm PLAUHED NETWORK SHOULD BE IMPROVED, PARTlCULARL y ARourm THE 
CONGESTED METROPOLITAN AREAS, BY COHSTRUCTING ADDITIOHAL SHORT SECTIONS 
OF FREEHAY BYPASSES ANO IUTERCUANGES. THE WFORMATION SYSTEfl WILL 
ENABLE DRIVERS TO GET l·iAXH1UM BENEFITS FROM THESE COHNECTIVITY 
IMPROVEMENTS lmICH WOULD COST Ar~ ESTIMATED $50 MILLION. 

• THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION SHOULD STUDY ALTERNATIVE LOW COST 
MEANS OF ACHIEVING, IN THE · 197o•s, THE COtlSOLIDATION OF EXISTING 
HIGHWAYS INTO A NEW NORTH-SOUTH ROUTE WHICH WILL PASS OUTSIDE OF THE 
COUGESTED METROPOLITAN AREAS. QUE LOW-COST EXAMPLE COULD BE IMPLEilENTED 
BY JUST ONE 15-MILE r~H/ SECTION AND FURTHER UPGRADING OF EXISTHIG AND 
PLANNED FACILITIES AT AN ESTIMATED mcRE!1ENTAL COST OF $60 MILLIOU. 
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Recommendations for the Long Term Period (1980's) 

The Hortheast Corridor Transportation Project has performed a detailed 
examination of alternatives to meet the short-haul passenger transportation 
needs of the long-term period (1980's) and concludes that additional R&D is 
required to develop the necessary information to make inve$tment decisions for 
the 1980's. The long-term action program, therefore, is designed to identify 
what must be cione between now and a decision date (1976) to insure the 
availability of the information needed for rational decisions on long lead-time 
investments. 

The Project has examined the use of both new air and high-speed ground 
transportation systems along the Corridor spine and concludes that there are 
significant R&D risks associated with each. If the recommended R&D programs are 
successful, however, the transportation requirements can be met. The Project 
also concludes that the IUSR, which would be operating in the 1970's, t1ay be 
able to meet a significant portion of 'the . 1980's requirements as well. 
Therefore, IHSR must be considered in the investment decisions to be made in 
1976. 

The prime alternatives considered for the long-term period include the 
tracked air cushion vehicle system tTACV}, Improved High Speed Rail (IHSR), 
short take-off and landing aircraft (STOL), and vertical take-off and landing 
aircraft (VTOL). In addition, the potential of a·utomated highways 
complementary to the above alternatives has been addressed. 

• Tracked Air Cushion Vehicles (TACV) 

TACV offers the potential for very good reliability, comfort and safety; 
high capacity; and decreasing passenger-mile costs at high volume. Because the 
acquisition of a sufficiently straight, continuous right-of-way will be a diffi-
cult and long-lead item for any high-speed ground system, the Northeast Corridor 

·Transportation Project recommends: 

• THE . DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIOU SHOULD BEGIN AT ONCE TO EXPLORE 
POSSIBLE ROUTES FOR A RIGHT-OF-WAY SUITABLE FOR A TRACKED AIR CUSHION 
VEHICLE SYSTEH AMO TO IUVESTIGATE POSSIHLE INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
FOR AN OPERATiiJG SYSTEM. 
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Research and development currently in progress on Tracked Air Cushion 
Vehicles is primarily aimed at problems of propulsion and cushion performance. 
In terms of environmental compatibility, the TACV powered by a linear induction 
motor has the potential for minimizing noise and air pollution (assuming the 
movement to nuclear generation of electric power continues at currently 
projected rate for the HEC). 

Because of the great importance of alleviating noise and other environmental 
impacts, it is necessary that these factors be given added emphasis in the R&D 
program. A critical element in securing a TACV right-of-way will be its 
environmental acceptability. Accordingly, the Northeast Corridor Transportation 
Project recommends: 

• RESEARCH AHD DEVELOPfiGJT EFFORTS FOR TACV SHOULD BE EXPANDED Arm 
ACCELERATED Arm SHOULD INCLUDE HEAVY EMPHASIS ON THE EMVIROWIE:!TAL 
IMPACT OF THE SYSTEM (INCLUDHJG ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES). 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project recognizes that technological 
risks exist in the research and development for the TACV system and that socio-
political risks are involved in securing new rights-of-way and in achieving 
proper institutional arrangements. One of the risks is that the fixed 
investments in right-of-way preparation and guideway construction are large and 
not easily recoverable. In terms of capacity and passenger-mile costs for high 
volume spinal traffic, the TACV appears to have an advantage over air systems. 
Actual decisions regarding ride comfort, safety, reliabili.ty, and environrnental 
compatibility must await the results of research and development. 

STOL and VTOL 

The Project recognizes the value of the greater flexibility, speed and 
net\·1ork connectivity of STOL and VTOL air systems under consideration for the 
1980's. The appropriate investment decision, however, hinges on the relative 
success of curbing environmental impacts through research and development 
efforts, as well as on the success of alternative measures. 
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The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project, therefore recommends 
that: 

• STOL Arm VTOL R&D, ORIEIHED TOWARD MEETING REQUIRHlErlTS FOR THE 
1980' s' SHOULD COiffliWE EtlPHASIZHlG NOISE Arm AIR POLLUTION ABATHlEllT, 
RIDE QUALITY, AIRPORT AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS, AND 
COMMUNITY AHO PASSHlGER SAFETY. 

• ALTERNATE STOL AND VTOL SYSTEM PLANS SHOULD BE EXAMINED Atm 
EVALUATED TO FACILITATE DECISIONS OH POSSIBLE FUTURE (1980' s) 
IMPLEMENTATION. 

• MAJOR INVESll1ENT DECISIOHS SHOULD BE DEFERRED U!fflL THE REQUIREMEilT 
IS ESTABLISHED TO GO BEYOND THE INTERIM RECOi~MEUDATIOflS AND UrJTIL THE 
OUTCOMES OF THE TACV, STOL AND VTOL RESEARCH Alm DEVELOPMENT PROGRAt;S 
ARE EVALUATED. A DEFINITE DATE SHOULD BE SET FOR SUCH EVALUATIO~ AND 
TUE R&D PROGRAMS ORIEiHED TOWARD MEETING SUCH A DATE (RECOHME:m Tl!E YEAR 
1976}. 

• TO AID rn THE EVALUATior~ OF THE TACV' STOL AtlD VTOL RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMEIH PROGRAMS, THE FEDERAL GOVERW.IENT SHOULD MAKE A DETERMrnED 
EFFORT TO ESTABLISH REALISTIC EfJVIROIJf~ENTAL ACCEPTABILITY CRITERil\ Arm 
STANDARDS FOR COf·iMOU CARRIER SYSTEMS. 

• Automated Highway 

The "ortheast Corridor Transportation Project concludes that automation of 
highways and the resulting benefits could reach fruition \·1ithin the operable 
life of highways built in the next decade. Because of the huge investr;1ent 
represented by the highway system, it will be a serious mistake if Post-
Interstate 11ighway planning and construction preclude later installation of 
advanced technologies. Therefore, in recognition of the potential for high-
speed, higl1-density operation through automatic control and guidance of 
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individual vehicles, (and for operation both on and off controlled highways) the 
Northeast Corridor Transportation Project reconmends: 

• EFFORT SHOULD BE EXPANDED AND ACCELERATED TO DEFINE AND ESTABLISH 
THE DESIRABILITY OF MOVIiJG TOHARD AUTOMATED HIGHWAYS. AFTER COMPLETION 
OF THE REQUIREMENTS PHASE, AUD IF AFFIRMATIVE, A RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT 
AND IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED FOR AN AUTOMATED 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM IN THE CORRIDOR. THE RESULTS OF AUTOMATED llIGHWAY 
RESEARCH WILL DETERMWE APPROPRIATE FEDERAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS TO 
DIRECT THE POST INTERSTATE HIGliHAY PROGRAM so THAT NEW CONVrnnor~AL 
HJGHWAYS "1AY BE ADAPTED TO AUTOMATION WITH MirHMUf.1 EXPEtlDITURE. 

Supplementary Conclusions 

Additional conclusions are presented which resulted from the analyses and 
the experience and insights developed during the Northeast Corridor 
Transportation Project study. Although important to the overall improvement of 
intercity transportation, they represent tentative findings and identification 
of possible areas for further study. 

New York Hub Air Congestion 

The necessity to provide additional or expanded facilities for increasing 
long-haul domestic and international air travel demand will continue to impact 
on the airport capacity of the Northeast Corridor. Despite favorable assump-
tions regarding major improvements in air traffic control, the widespread use of 
high-capacity jets, better rationalization of airline operations, constraints on 
general aviation operations, and the diversion of Corridor short-haul air 
travelers to high speed ground modes, the Northeast Corridor Transportation 
Project concludes that, unless additional actions to divert CTOL passengers are 
undertaken, the New York Hub area wi 11 , in a 11 like 1 i hood, face severe and 
unmanageable air congestion problems in the 1980's. 

Northeast Corridor analyses indicate that one useful action would be to operate 
the three Hew York airports -- JFK, LaGuardia, and Newark --in a manner that 
equalizes the delays at all three. This action would require scheduling operations 
into each airport proportional to its capacity and would result in some transfer 
of traffic from La Guardia and Kennedy to Newark. But this action alone will not 
solve the New York hub problem. There could be substantial improvements fn the 
efficiency of processing travelers from these three airports by including in the spit 
rail or TACV system a connection to Philadelphia International Airport and Bradley · 
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Airport in Hartford, Connecticut, thus permitting operation as a regional air 
hub. Another approach to alleviate congestion is the diversion of some of the 
international travel, particularly that which is not specifically destined to 
the New York area. 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project, while not having made an 
exhaustive study of all possible means of adding to Uew York airport capacity, 
calls attention to the following tentative conclusions which require further 
study. · 

-Service proportional to supply instead of demand at the hub airports can 
be accomplished and used to increase hub capacity. 

-A proportion of the benefits of a fourth New York jetport could be achieved 
by the alternative method of connecting existing airports (New York Three-
Airport Hub, Philadelphia and Hartford) to a spinal high-speed ground 
svstem, thus formina a reqional air hub. 

-Some international and long-haul flights should be diverted to other 
Corridor airports to avoid congesting New York hub airports. 

Institutional Considerations 

The NECTP multi-modal approach to transportation analysis and planning has 
served to highlight serious inequities among the modes in regulatory and 
taxation policies, and in providing conmand and control, terminals and rights-
of-way. A high degree of cooperation among metropolitan, state, regional, ~nd 
Federal governments (as well as cooperation within and coordination among modes) 
is needed to achieve efficient resource allocation in transportation. The 
attainment of the necessary cooperation and coordination is hampered by 
jurisdictional, legal, regulatory and other problems. 

-The Department of Transportation should press for and participate in 
reexamination of institutional, regulatory, tax and support status 
policies of transportation to facilitate the multi-mode approach 
necessary for efficient resource allocation in Corridor transportation. 

Short-Haul Feeder and Off-Spine Service 

While the Project did not engage in an intensive study of feeder and off-
spinc transportation supplementary to spinal service, recognition is given to 
the flexibility and network connectivity characteristics of the air system in 
general and the STOL and VTOL modes in particular. 

Consideration was given to a role for VTOL, STOL, CTOL short-range, and CTOL 
small-capacity air, as well as rail systems, for feeder and off-spine service. 
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All have potential for serving the feeder market. The VTOL and STOL appear to 
serve more economically those dispersed cities where land costs are high; small 
CTOL where land is not valued at premium prices; and rail, where track exists. 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project, therefore concludes: 

-A follow-on study should be made to determine the best modes for short-
haul feeder and off-spine type service as a supplement to the spinal 
Improved High-Speed Rail service in order to establish appropriate modal 
requirements for the interim and long-term periods. In this regard, 
early identification is needed of existing rail feeder lines to pravent 
possible premature disposal of these rights-of-way. Such facilities 
canr1ot now and should not be disposed of without prior consideration by 
the Interstate Commerce Commission. 

High-Speed Ground Transportation Research and Development 

Two hi gh-·speed ground modes requiring (ldvanced technology are worthy of 
special mention, although they do not represent alternatives for the time period 
of the 1980's. The undergrouryd tube vehicle system has been eliminated as a 
feasible 1980's alternative because of the prohibitive cost of tunneling. If it 
becomes impossible to secure ground-level right-of-way, or a major breakthrough 
is made in reducing the cost of tunneling, underground high speed (tube) systems 
could prove a practical alternative in some spinal intercity as well as urban 
applications. In addition, tunneling into some cities will be required for the 
TACV alternative, and it may be even more necessary in the future as land use 
constraints and environmental pressures increase. Therefore, a major effort 
should be undertaken in tunneling technology to achieve a significant 
improveaent in cost. 

The technological development of magnetically levitated vehicles has not 
been considered sufficient to warrant their inclusion as 1980's alternatives. 
In a broad sense, magnetic levitation could be very nearly interchangeable with 
air cushions for vehicle suspension, and the technology could possibly form a 
natural follow-on to TACV. Magnetic suspension also has great potential for 
evacuated tube-vehicle-type systems that preclude use of air-cushion suspension. 

The Hortheast Corridor Transportation Project thus concludes: 

-The ongoing research 
technology, as \·Je 11 as in 
development of a broad 
transportation. 

in tunneling and in magnetic levitation 
tube-vehicle systems, is necessary to the 
based future capability for high-speed ground 
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Continuing DOT Program for Implementation 

A continuing and concentrated evaluation effort will be required to insure 
.hat the foregoing recommendations are carried out in an effective manner: 

The relative progress of the TACV and STOL/VTOL R&D efforts must be 
monitored and evaluated; 

Study and analysis must continue on air-ground trade-offs; 

Data collection and evaluation are needed to examine investments 
incrementally and to determine if expectations are being achieved; 

Relationship of the transportation system to corrununity acceptance needs 
to be continually assessed. 
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II. THE NEC: 1975, 1985 AND BEYOND 

This chapter describes projected socio-economic characteristics of 
the Northeast Corridor region, in order to provide the context within 
which alternative future transportation systems are to be evaluated. 
Included are discussions of population size and growth; urban 
population and employment distribution; regional transportation and 
settlement patterns; income levels; and the stratification of demand 
for intercity travel. 

The Corridor region includes all of five states, the District of 
Columbia, and parts of five additional states. It is almost 800 miles 
long, extending from Manchester, New Hampshire to Norfolk, Virginia. 
The region reaches inland some 80 to 120 miles from the Atlantic Ocean 
westward to such interior cities as Albany in the north, Harrisburg 
in its mid-section, and Richmond in the south. 

For planning purposes, a Northeast Corridor spinal "core" area was 
designated and includes 98 counties and independent cities between 
Washington and Boston. The remainder of the region is called the 
"NEC fringe" area and consists of an additional 68 counties and independent 
cities. The total Northeast Corridor region, with the "core" and "fringe" 
areas outlined separately, is shown in Figure 2-1. 

A. Population Growth and Distribution 
The Northeast Corridor is the most extensive urbanized area in 

the world. Today the Corridor's 67,500 square miles contain the homes and 
work places of approximately 44 million people; more than 20 percent 
of the nation's population concentrated on less than two percent of the 
nation 1 s land. 

Using state control totals ad.iusted to 11. s. Rureau of the 
Census Series II-D projections* the Northeast Corridor's oooulation is 
projected to be slightly over 46 million in 1975, 52 million in 1985, 
and almost 60 million by 1995. These figures represent increases of 
5 percen~, 18 pe~cen~, and 35 percent respectively, over 1970 levels. 
The Corridor pr0Ject1ons reflect the lower growth rate recentlv 
established by the Bureau of the Census for the nation as a whole.** These 

*U.S. Department of Transportation, National Transportation Planning 
Manual A (1970-1990} July 1970. 

'**The Bureau of the Census has recently lowered its entire range of 
projections, reflecting the steady drop in fertility rates occurring in 
the United States. The Census' range of projections were altered by 
dropping its highest forecast Series A based on fertility rates of 3.35 
children per woman (rates of the 1950's} and adding a new Series E forecast 
of 2.11 children per woman. The latter series would eventually produce a 
stable population size in seventy years or so. The Department of 
Transportation, in compliance with an Office of Management and Budget request, 
has adopted the Census projection Series II-D on which to base its transpor-
tation planning. The Census D series assumes a fertility rate of 2.45 
children per woman. 
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Figure 2-1 
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projections indicate that the Corridor region will retain its current 
share of the total national population in the future. Current and 
projected population data for the Corridor are presented in Tables 2-1 
and 2-2. 

The most significant feature of the Corridor's growth pattern 
is the large difference between population increases in urban vs. non-
urban areas. Presently, metropolitan centers contain almost 38 million 
of the Corridor's 44 million residents. Between 1960-70, the region's 
metropolitan areas attracted four million people -- almost six times as 
many as its non-metropolitan portion. Projections based on a continuation 
of this trend indicate that 6.5 million new residents will be added to 
these metropolitan centers over the next fifteen years, in contrast to 
an additional 1.5 million in non-metropolitan areas. 

Of particular importance for transportation improvements is the 
fact that about two-thirds of the metropolitan areas (including the major 
cities of Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York and Boston) are 
located on -- or in close proximity to -- the linear spinal networks of 
the Corridor's major rail and highway facilities. These metropolitan 
centers account for a major share of the Corridor's intercity travel 
demand, and the central business districts of their major cities represent 
the largest single points of geographical concentration for conmon carrier 
travelers' trip ends. 

B. Center City Versus Suburban and Exurban Growth 

The NEC region accounts for nearly 30 percent of the nation's 
total metropolitan population and only 8 percent of the national non-
metropol itan population. Since 1950, almost all Corridor central cities 
have been losing population due to the out-migration of middle income 
whites to the metropolitan area suburbs. Between 1960 and 1970, NEC 
central cities lost, on the average, 2.6 percent of their population. 
Over the same 1960-1970 period, suburban population increased by 22.5 
percent. In 1970 suburban population accounted for over 55 percent of 
the total Corridor population, compared to 49 percent in 1960. The 
influx of people to suburban areas over the past decade, both in the 
Corridor region and the remainder of the U.S., has caused suburban 
populations to exceed the total number of people living in SMSA central 
cities. The emigration from central cities has been partially offset 
by non-white irnnigration, resulting in a steeply rising percentage of 
non-white residents in the central cities, e.g., between 1960 and 1968, 
the non-white share of the population climbed from 15 to over 20 percent 
in New York City, 15 to 24 percent in New Haven, from 34 to 52 percent in 
Newark, and from 50 to 70 percent in the District of Columbia. 

11 Exurban 11 counties ringing the edge of the built-up suburbs 
represent about 10 percent of total 1970 Corridor population. These 
counties registered the highest Corridor growth rates between 1960-70, 
with an overall increase of 25.3 percent. This "exurban fringe, 11 

characterized by spreading residential lots and scattered non-residential 
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Table 2-1 

Northeast Corridor Population by State and Census Region: 
1960; Preliminary 1970 Counts and Estimates for 1985, 1990 and 1995 

(In thousands) 

REGION & STATES 

NEW ENGLAND 

Connecticut 
Massachusetts 
New Hampshire (part) 
Rhode Island 

Total 

MIDDLE ATLANTIC 

1960* 

2,535 
5,149 

448 
860 

8,992 

New Jersey 6,067 
New York (part) 11,986 
Pennsylvania (part) 5,327 

Total 23,380 
SOUTH ATLANTIC 

Del aware 
Dist. of Columbia 
Maryland (part) 
Virginia (part) 

Total 

446 
764 

2,905 
2,356 
6,471 

1970* 

3,032 
5,689 

567 
947 

10,235 

7, 168 
13,027 
5,791 

25,986 

548 
757 

3,713 
2,932 
7,950 

1975** 

3,236 
5,883 

623 
965 

l0,707 

7,645 
13,628 
6,023 

27,296 

590 
788 

3,958 
3,169 
8,505 

GRAND 
TOTAL 

38,843 44,171 46,508 

1985** 

3,694 
6,311 

755 
1,004 

11,764 

8,788 
15,233 
6,562 

30,583 

683 
855 

4,550 
3,785 
9,873 

52,220 NEC 

U.S. 179,300 203,185 215,588 240,925 

1995** 

4,225 
6,799 

917 
1,047 

i2,9aa 

10,258 
17 ,619 
7,217 

35,094 

791 
927 

5,310 
4,662 

11,5ga 

59,772 

267,951 

*From Bureau of the Census report PC(Vl)-1, February 1971 (Final 
Population Counts, Advance Reports). 

**Anual growth rates were computed for each state for the period 
1970-1990 and applied to obtain 1985 and 1995 estimates. State 
populations for 1990 were used as control totals and were obtained 
from Appendix A, DOT National Transportation Planning Manual A. 
U.S. totals for 1975, 1985, and 1995 from U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 448 August 6, 1970. 
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facilities, creates a pattern of development that is neither city nor 
suburb nor rural - rather it has been dubbed as "spread city," and 
"urban sprawl." Rising land and development costs are pushing "spread 
city" further and further out, with isolated new houses and small sub-
divisions dotted along rural roads 50 to 80 miles away from central cities. 
At the same time that the population and residential location have been 
pushing toward decentralization within each metropolitan area, changes 
were underway in many industrial plants that tended to take them to the 
suburbs also. As a result, industrial employment has declined in the 
older core sections of many cities. Location near major express highways 
today provides advantages that once were associated with proximity to 
railroad networks and terminals. 

The central business districts {CBD) in many NEC cities are no 
longer main locations for manufacturing and retailing; instead, the role 
of the city as a "comunications center" appears to have increased in 
importance. The postwar boom in comunications technology has not 
replaced the desire of men for face-to-face comunications in business 
transactions. As a result, there has been more concentration of activities 
of a managerial and "commercial-service" nature in the center cities, and 
an expansion of employment in 11white collar occupations." The downtown 
districts of many of the larger NEC cities have experienced a boom in 
office building, reflecting the new emphasis on "communications oriented" 
center city functions. 

If current urban and employment growth trends continue for the 
Corridor, the following developments appear likely: 

• A continuation of urban growth concentration in suburban, 
exurban and outlying fringes of metropolitan areas, 
resulting in a further decrease in overall population 
density • 

• The largest metropolitan areas exhibit clear signs of becoming 
"multi-nucleated" -- with numerous subcenters in their 
mass • 

• In the high density zones of the region, competion for 
limited resources -- water and land -- will become much 
more intense • 

• Industry and manufacturing plants will continue to 
move to the suburbs and outlying areas -- increasing the 
gap between the economies of central cities and their 
surrounding suburbs, and increasing the separation of 
many central city residents from expanding job 
opportunities • 

• White collar workers will continue to comute from the suburbs 
to downtown office buildings, while blue collar workers may 
live in the older residential areas of the city and commute 
to suburban jobs, or reside in one suburb and comute to 
another. 
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C. NEC Regional Structure 

Geography played a major role in structuring the transportation 
region defined as the NEC. Within the 98 county "core .. area" of the region, 
geographic conditions fostered the evolution of distinctive transportation 
network geometries within the New York, New England, and Philadelphia-
Washington"sub-regions.11 In turn, these very different network 
geometries helped to shape differences in the overall pattern of settle-
ments within each sub-region. Together, geography and transportation, over 
the past two centuries, produced a linear pattern of settlement in the 
southern portion of the core-region; a "radial-concentric" pattern in the 
central portion about New York City; and a "grid" pattern of settlement 
in the northern portion of the core-region. The three generalized 
transportation network and settlement patterns within the NEC are 
depicted in Figure 2-2. 

The present day spatial structure of settlements within the 
Northeast Corridor exhibits two disparate aspects of urbanization. 
On the one hand when one looks at the low end of the exurban gross 
density pattern (100 people per square mile, or 1 family to 22 acres) 
the region appears to be a continuous unbroken belt of development --
from which the term "Strip-City" evolved. If the lower end of the 
mature suburban density pattern is used as a baseline (1000 people 
per square mile) then a different picture emerges -- The region then 
appears to be a chain of discrete metropolitan areas. On a local 
municipal basis, (below the county level) there are large stretches 
of open land between the principal cities of the Corridor. According 
to recent estimates* only 10 percent of the entire area in the region 
in 1970 fell into the category of "totally developed land."** Of the 
98 counties in the NEC "core", almost 15 percent of the land is 
currently developed and is projected to increase to over 17 percent 
by 1985. As shown in Figure 2-3, depending on the threshold densities 
used, it can be concluded that (1) the Corridor is seemingly a continuous 
belt of man-created environments, or (2) it is still a regio~ charftcterized 
by several large aggregations in an otherwise sparsely settled region. 

*See Volume 3, Appendix C. 

**Land covered by urban uses such as residential, commercial, industrial 
and institutional lots, and rights-of-way of transportation facilities 
and utilities. 
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Figure 2-2 

GENERALIZED 'IRANSPORTATION - SETTIEMENT PATIERNS 
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Despite these differences in interpretation, it is clear that 
problems in land allocation exist now in and near the city centers 
of the region's metropolitan areas, and these problems could become 
more severe in the future. It is in these urban centers that a very 
high proportion (50-80 percent) of the available land has already 
been developed, and open space is frequently inadequate. In the New York 
area, for example, developed land densities in 1960-64 ranged from 
1,000 people per developed square mile in places zoned for acre lots, 
to 160,000 people per square mile on the west side of Manhattan; this 
range is concealed by an average density of 8,900 for the Tri-State 
area as a whole.* 

The highly developed areas of the NEC feel the most intense 
pressures of growth and urbanization. Little vacant land is avail-
able for future development, and c011111unities will be hard pressed 
to make forceful decisions regarding land use conversion, redevelopment, 
relocation, and disruption of existing urban functions. 

·•Pushkarev, Boris, "The Atlantic Urban Seaboard: Development Issues and 
Strategies," Regional Planning News, No. 90, Sept. 1969. 
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D. New Towns and Other Urban Patterns 

Assuming that the trends of the past decade continue, the three 
sectors of the "Core" region shown in Figure 2-2 will retain their 
relative shares of total Corridor population (see Table 2-2). One-half 
will live in the central sector, 20 percent in the northern sector and 
30 percent in the southern sector. Central cities in both the northern 
and southern sectors will become less important for residential purposes, 
as greater amounts of land are converted to non-residential uses. New 
mass transit systems which are now being planned and built in several 
of the metropolitan areas in these two sectors may hasten this 
process of conversion by providing rapid travel and greater time savings 
from suburban residences to city center employment. The central cities 
of the greater New York region, on the other hand, will still be major 
residential locations. It will take at least the next decade or longer 
before the number of people living in the suburbs of the New York sector 
will equal those in the area's central cities - to match the conditions 
which exist in most other metropolitan regions now. 

However, there are a number of activities underway which could change 
the trends described above. Several state governments in the Corridor 
have recently enacted institutional changes which permit coordinated 
planning and more rational co111J1unity development. If attempts at 
community planning prove successful, there may be new settlement patterns 
emerging within the Corridor; a few examples are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 

In the southern sector, there have been several efforts, in specific 
local areas -- Reston, Virginia; Columbia, Maryland; and St. Charles 
11 Co111J1unities, 11 Maryland* -- to reshape existing patterns of settlement 
by channelling population growth into "new towns." However, there is a 
considerable gulf between what is supposed to be accomplished by "new 
towns" and what actually results in practice. None of the developments 
mentioned represent t~ massive investment which would be required to 
create truly self-sufficient co111J1unities patterned after the Swedish 
example. Truly self-sufficient new towns would require quick and 
frequent transportation connections to adjacent central cities without 
intervening stops -- otherwise continued metropolitan sprawl would soon 
engulf them. Suburban engulfment is fast overtaking the Reston, Columbia, 
and St. Charles developments. 

In the northern sector of the NEC, self-sufficient "new communities" 
are not the critical issue in obtaining a more rational settlement pattern. 
The New England area between New York and Boston is already covered with 
numerous small and medium sized co111J1unities each of which could become 

*St. Charles "Communities" was recently selected by the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, under the provisions of the new town loan 
guarantee program, as one of the first of several developments throughout 
the U.S. to be planned as satellite communities to major metropolitan areas. 
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Table 2-2 

Population Projections for Regional Sectors 
Of the Northeast Corridor for 1985 and 1995 

(In Thousands) 

Percent 
Increase 

REGIONAL SECTOR 1960 1970 Over '60 . 1985 
NORTHERN: Grid Settlement 7595.6 8663.6 14.l 10303.1 

16 SMSA's 6666.2 7485.9 IT:3 8801.1 
Central Cities 2743.2 2664.2 (-2.9) 2538.6 
Suburbs 3923.0 4821. 7 22.9 6262.4 

Non-SMSA 929.4 1177.7 26.7 1502.2 
-- --- ---

NEW YORK: Raaial Settlement 
7 SMSA's 

Central Cities 
Suburbs 

Non-SMSA 
SOUTHERN: Spinal settlement 9J:31.4 roars. 1 -- -ra--:4-

5 SMSA's 8866.4 10440.7 17.8 
Central Cities 3915.5 3795.9 (-3.1) 
Suburbs 4950.9 6644.8 34.2 

Non-SMSA 265.0 374.4 41.2 

TOTA1,, 3 SECTORS ABOVE 32605.9 36945.6 
28 SMSA's 30152.5 33669.2 

Central Cities 15719.0 15597.5 
Suburbs 14433.5 18071.7 

Non-SMSA 2453.4 3276.4 

REMAINDER OF NEC 6237.8 7225.5 15.8 8528.9 
NEC TOTAL 38843.7 44171.1 13.7 52220.0 

Percent Percent 
Increase Increase 
Over '70 1995 Over '70 

18.9 11965.4 38.1 
Il.6 10187.2 36.T 

( -4. 7) 2470.6 (-7.3) 
29.9 7716.6 60.0 
27.6 1778.2 51.0 

-- --

.2 
39.7 

(-2.2) 
63.7 

109.3 

18.0 9520.4 31. 8 
18.2 59772.0 35.3 
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the nucleus for larger centers of planned growth. In fact, the 
situation in New England {outside the Boston area) resembles the 
Los Angeles metropolitan region--an area having many scattered business 
centers, none of which is large enough to function as a principal regional 
center. Several concepts have been advanced to foster a dominant regional 
center in this area of the NEC. A number of the proposals involve induce-
ments due to transportation advantages, e.g., proximity to a proposed 
major airport serving both New York and Boston. 

In the New York sector of the region, where the CBD populations 
are holding their own, plans are now in progress which may prevent future 
suburban population from overtaking CBD population. One example is the 
New Jersey state legislation which created a corporation for development 
of the New Jersey Meadows, west of Manhattan, near Secaucus.* Because 
of its proximity to Manhattan, the Meadows development could become an 
extension of the New York central city, using the trans-Hudson trans-
portation capital improvements now being progra11111ed. A successful 
effort on the part of state and private enterprise in the Meadows could 
be the forerunner of similar projects elsewhere in New York City and the 
other greater New York SMSA's. These 11 new.yrban centers" could spark 
a resurgence of center city living for the greater New York Sector of 
the Corridor. 

The combined influences affecting intercity transportation discussed 
thus far -- especially geographic constraints on the growth and 
distribution of settelements in relation to channels of transportation 
and governmental action in urban development -- would appear to mitigate 
any expectations that a single new mode or system of intercity trans-
portation could adequately serve the diverse situations existing in 
all three sub-regions of the NEC. 

E. Income: 1970 and 1985 

Based on a 15 year continuation of 1960-70 economic trends, the 
Bureau of the Census predicts the American family's median income will 
rise from $8,600 today to $l5.000 in 1985, measured i1a dolldrs of constant 
1968 purchasing power and before the deduction of taxes. At present, 
approximately one-third of total income is received by families in 
the $15,000 income range, and the highest concentration of affluence 
in the nation is to be found in the mature suburbs of the NEC. By 
1985, families at the $15,000 income level nationwide will receive nearly 
three-fourths of total income. The following chart shows projected 
changes in family income distribution: 

*State of New Jersey, Hackensack Meadowland and Development Act, 1968. 
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Expected Changes in Income 
Distributions -- 1968 -- 1985* 

(% of Families) 

1968 1985 
Over $15,000 15% 49% 

$10-15,000 25 23 
5-10,000 38 18 

5,000 or less 22 10 
Median Family Income $8,600 $14,700 

Total family income would grow by more than 100 percent during 
the next 15 years -- from $500 billion in 1965 to over $1 trillion 
(1968 dollars) in 1985. Thus, the net effects of projected 1985 
gains in real income regionwide and nation-wide would mean a society 
of an affluent majority. 

As indicated by Herman Miller**·these major increases in income would 
have tremendous implications for transportation: 

••• "If we continue to use this growing affluence 
largely to satisfy our private needs - we are 
likely to be faced with more intense problems of 
pollution and transportation than we now have, 
even if our population stopped growing. According 
to estimates I have made, expenditures for housing, 
transportation and recreation will double by 1985, 
using dollars of constant purchasing power. Only 
about 30 percent of the increase is due to 
population growth; most of the rise is due to 
affluence -- higher incomes and greater demand 
for more, and for more luxurious goods and services. 
The great bulk of the rise in expenditures for these items 
-- and the concomitant increase in pollution, 
transportation and other problems that will accompany 
it -- would take place even if our population stopped 
growing tomorrow, but we continued our past income 
growth and we continued to spend our money in the 
same old way. 11 

*Miller, Hennan P., (Chief, Population Division, Bureau of the Census) 
"The Future Population of the U.S.," March 9, 1970. The data are for 
families only - unrelated individuals are not included. 

**Miller, op. cit. 
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F. Demand Characteristics of NEC Intercity Travel 
Based on demand and modal preference analyses undertaken by the 

Northeast Corridor Project during the past five years, some general obser-
vations concerning the characteristics of intercity travel demand in the 
Corridor can be made: 

• the intercity travel market is not homogeneous, but rather is 
composed of strata of travelers with varying travel preferences 
and requirements; and 

• the relationship of demand to various transportation system 
characteristics is different for each stratum 

• the current stratification of the market makes it clear that 
each of the modes tends to serve primarily one or more sectors 
of the market. Thus, nQ one new mode or system will provide 
a panacea which will alleviate the intercity transportation 
problems of all groups 

Figure 2-4 and Table 2-3 show the current divisions of the intercity 
travel market in the NEC. Six major submarkets are identified. The major 
stratification is between business and non-business travelers. Business 
travelers are relatively more CBD oriented than non-business travelers, 
and primarily require transportation with short travel times, reliability 
and conveniently accessible terminals. Because of their time sensitivity 
as well as their general insensitivity to cost, business travelers divide 
into two submarkets on a basis of trip length. Short trips (150 miles 
or less) are made by automobile with a small proportion using rail, while 
medium and long trips (over 150 miles) are primarily made by air. 

Non-business travelers are generally cost conscious, take trips of 
longer duration, and are concerned about flexibility of routing, scheduling 
and baggage handling. The non-business travelers, because of high 
sensitivity to cost, have been divided into three income groups. The 
medium income group, the largest and most sensitive to cost, is further 
stratified by size of travel party. Multiple-person trips primarily use 
automobiles regardless of trip length. Single party travelers, in the 
middle income group, behave much as higher income non-business travelers 
using automobiles primarily for short and medium length trips, and air for 
longer trips. Lower income travelers use automobiles but a significant 
number also use the lower cost public transportation modes, rail and bus. 

Auto is the dominant preference of four out of six sub-markets; the 
other two use air. Rail and bus serve fractional portions of most of these 
markets. Rail attracts evenly from all markets and bus is more oriented 
towards the non-business travel market. 
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FIGURE 2-4 

MARKET ANALYSIS OF NORTHEAST CORRIDOR INTERCITY TRAVEL 
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TABLE 2-3 
Northeast Corridor Intercity Travel Submarkets 

Cells Represent Percent of Total Market 

Mode I II III IV v VI Total 

Air 8 4 12 

Auto 16 17 38 3 74 

Rail 2 1 2 1 1 1 8 

Bus 3 2 1 6 

Total 18 9 22 5 41 5 100 
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Changes are forecast which will have an impact on the intercity 
travel market (e.g., increasing real incomes). The present stratification 
of traveler trips provides a partial basis for examining the potential 
impact of such a change. For example, increases in real .income could 
(1) increase the number of non-business trips, by increasing the high and 
medium-income submarkets where most of these trips occur; and (2) in-
crease the use of common carriers for non-business trips, especially 
for single-passenger trips and for Corridor trips involving distances over 
250 miles. 

G. Geographical Distribution of NEC Travelers' 
Origins and Destinations 

1. Air 
Almost 75 percent of all Corridor air trips involve the 

New York hub, while 40 percent involve the Washington hub. The 
geographical distributions of air travelers origins and destinations 
for these two predominant hubs are nearly balanced between urban•versus 
suburban locations. Most air travelers have at least one end of their 
trip in high density areas, usually the central business districts (CBD's) 
cities, while the other trip end is in low residential density suburban 
areas. 

Because of the high proportion (65-76 percent) of Corridor 
air travel for business purposes, the CBD's of the major metropolitan 
areas are the single most concentrated final origins and destinations 
for Corridor air travelers. Almost 50 percent of airport access travel 
at National and Dulles is to and from the District of Columbia central 
city -- 26 percent of this travel is concentrated within the Washington 
CBD (bounded on the east and· west by 23 St. NW., and 8th St., NW., and from 
Independence Ave. north to R St.) 

Compared with the two Washington airports, La Guardia has an 
even stronger profile of center city concentration, with 55 percent of 
arriving travelers destined for Manhattan. One-third of the destinations 
are in Mid-town Manhattan (between 27th and 6lst Streets). A significant 
remainder of the origins and destinations for both New York and Washington 
tend to be scattered throughout the suburbs and exurbs of these metropoli-
tan areas. 

While the percentages of origin and destinations of air 
travelers to the central cities tend to be lower for other Corridor 
airports e.g., Baltimore's Friendship (23 percent) and Philadelphia 
International (34 percent), the central business districts of these 
cities still represent the largest single points of concentration. 
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2. Rail and Bus 
Washington and New York survey data are more limited for 

bus and rail patron~ origins and destinations. Comparisons with air 
traveler profiles, however, indicate that the single most concentrated 
final origins and destinations for bus and rail are also in the central 
business districts. 

Between Washington and New York, origin and destination 
tabulations show that 52 percent of business trips are between CBD's 
while an additional 31.5 percent are between CBD's and suburban areas. 
Thus, of all business travelers using bus and rail between New York 
and Washington, almost 84 percent have at least one end of their trip 
in the downtown areas of either New York or Washington.* 

For non-business travelers between New York and Washington, 
the percentages of central city concentration are also considerable. 
Thirty-six percent of their trips originate and terminate in the central 
business districts; an additional 37 percent have one trip-end in the 
central business district. 

*Business travel accounts for one-third of the rail trips and only one-tenth 
of the bus trips. 
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III. Transportation Problems, Current and Future 
A. Congestion 

l. Highway Congestion 

Between 1950 and mid-1960 substantial improvements to the 
Corridor highway network led to a more than 30 percent reduction in travel 
time between Boston and New York and a 40 percent reduction between 
New York and Washington. In recent years, however, travel times have 
begun to increase gradually due to traffic congestion in and around 
urban areas. 

Forecasts indicate that intercity highway travel in the Northeast 
Corridor will increase by at least 65 percent in the period between 
1970 and 1985. Although there is a trend toward increasing dispersion 
in the origins and destinations of intercity travel in the Northeast 
Corridor, the dominant intercity movement in the 1970 to 1985 time 
period will continue to be along the Boston-New York-Philadelphia-
Baltimore-Washington spine of the Corridor. Although approximately 
$17 billion of highway construction is planned for the Northeast Corridor 
in the 1970 to 1980 time period, the most significant portion of this 
investment will be used for radial urban freeways and for rural and semi-
rural freeways moving perpendicular to the spine. Relatively little 
funding will be used to improve facilities along the I-95 spine.* 
Finally, it must be emphasized that congestion on intercity highway 
facilities generally does not result from intercity travel per se, 
but from local traffic in and around the metropolitan areas. 

The NEC analysis of intercity highway travel indicates that 
for the average day, there will be a general deterioration between 1970 
and 1985 in the travel speed and reliability provided to the intercity 
traveler along the Northeast Corridor spine. Specifically, the 1985 
projections show that: 

• significant numbers of Northeast Corrisor travelers must 
pass through one or more major metropolitan areas; 
during an average day in 1985, intercity travel will 
significantly deteriorate because of metropolitan 
area congestion, in particular: 

. New York severe highway congestion, compounded 
by the geographical barrier created by the Hudson 
River, will constitute a considerable impediment 
to Northeast Corridor intercity travelers whose 
trips must traverse, originate or terminate 
in this area; if the I-84 bridge over the Hudson 
River is widened from two to four lanes, I-84 
will provide a less congested but long bypass 

*Exceptions to this generalization include the construction of I-95 between 
Washington and Baltimore and between Philadelphia and New York, selected 
urban circumferential facilities, and selected widening projects for 
existing rural or semi-rural freeways. 
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route around the New York metropolitan area; 
no other highways are presently planned to 
facilitate traversing the New York Metropolitan 
area; 

• Baltimore - in 1985, severe highway congestion, 
compounded by the geographical barrier of the 
Baltimore Harbor, will constitute an impediment 
to through intercity travelers; the U.S. 301 -
Chesapeake Bay Bridge route will increasingly 
serve as a bypass for the Baltimore area; 

• Hartford and Providence - ability of the Northeast 
Corridor traveler to bypass these metropolitan 
areas is dependent on the construction of new 
facilities, some of which are currently the 
subject of controversies; 

• In. 1985? intercity travelers during peak days 
will experience significant deterioration in 
speed and reliability on the rural and semi-
rural portions of the spinal route; 

. Congestion will be sufficiently severe during 
1985 peak travel periods that highway travel 
patterns, especially the route, start time 
of the trip, and the decision to make a trip, 
will be altered. 

2. Air Congestion 

Airport investment and development in the l960 1 s have not kept 
pace with aviation demands. Flight operations in the Corridor are 
restricted and disrupted by technological limitations of the air system 
and environmental constraints. The most critical limiting elements 
are the inadequacy of present air traffic control capability to track 
all aircraft in congested metropolitan airspace (where most near midair 
collisions occur}; the number and location of airport facilities con-
strained by noise restrictions and the inability of these facilities 
to accommodate peak hour flight demands. 

Aircraft and terminal delays nationally increased 20 percent 
between 1968 and 1969. Almost 30 percent of this delay was registered 
at five major Corridor airports. Air delays have declined somewhat in 
1970 due to the continuing imposition of airport quotas and because 
of adverse business conditions. However, the long term trend indicates 
that demand and delays for air transportation will increase. The 
immediate effects of the introduction of wide-bodied jets and the 
subsequent scheduled improvements in air traffic control will improve 
the situation somewhat. However, the Corridor airports, especially 
those in the New York metropolitan area, are operating at or near 
peak-hour saturation--not only in terms of the number of aircraft they 
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can accept in the airways and on the runways, but also in terms of 
overloads on terminal building facilities, automobile parking areas 
and airport access. Unless relief can be found in the form of new 
or expanded airports, or in diversion of some of the demand pressure, 
passenger delays in the long term period are likely to increase to 
very severe levels. 

3. Terminal Access Congestion 

Underlying many of the difficulties faced by travelers in the 
Northeast Corridor is the problem of access to intercity transportation 
facilities. This problem is most apparent in the case of intercity 
trips by bus, air and rail, but even the auto trave 1 er must pass through 
the urban traffic gauntlet on his way to the open road. Slow access/ 
egress, particularly for short-haul airtrips, has nullified substantial 
reductions in line-haul time. 

While the central business districts of the major metropolitan 
areas are the single most concentrated final origins and destinations 
for intercity travelers, the increasing spread of population and 
employment to the suburbs and ex-urban fringes of metropolitan areas 
will further complicate the access problem by additional scattering of 
actual points of origin and destination of many intercity travelers. 
At least one end point of the majority of common carrier intercity trips 
(predominantly air) are virtually inaccessible to passenger terminals 
except by auto, since many terminals are poorly located with respect 
to the markets they serve. Downtown rail and bus terminals are 
convenient for walking and using public transit in central business 
districts, but they have little or no parking nearby and are often not 
accessible to expressways for suburban access trips. Airports, in 
contrast, are removed from central urban areas; and access travelers 
are almost totally dependent on private automobiles, rented cars, 
taxis, schedules coaches or limousines. 

Considerable highway construction is currently programmed 
for the major metropolitan areas of the Northeast Corridor for the 1970 
to 1980 time frame, in particular, for the Washington, Baltimore, 
Philadelphia, Northern New Jersey, Hartford, Providence and Boston 
metropolitan areas. Construction of these facilities would tend to 
facilitate access to common carrier terminals. However, construction 
of many of these facilities is currently the subject of major controversies. 

Finally, it must be emphasized that the peak period for 
afternoon access travel, particularly to airports, coincides with the 
afternoon commuter peak hour period. Hence, the service provided by 
the existing highway system, expecially for airport access travelers, 
deteriorates, in terms of both the travel speed and the travel reliability, 
during the peak period. 
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The NEC airport access projections for 1985,* assuming continuation 
of present trends, indicate that: 

• the high proportions of air travel which originate in 
or are destined to the expanding low density areas 
will encourage the continued dominance of the highway 
vehicle as the major mode of access to airports; 

. the traffic usage of urban freeways will increase 
between 1970 and 1985 and, since the facilities 
are currently congested during the peak periods, 
the added traffic will occur during what are now 
off-peak periods adjacent to the peak hours, thus 
prolonging the hours of the day during which urban 
highways are congested; 

. over 50 percent of airport access travel will occur 
during these expanding periods of urban highway 
congestion, thus resulting in maximum travel 
times and minimum reliability for the majority of 
airport access travelers; and 

. the projected deterioration in the level of service 
provided by the urban highway system to airport 
access travel will have a significant impact on the 
functioning of the airport itself. 

B. Air Pollution 

Recent ratings place eight NEC metropolitan areas among the 20 U.S. 
metropolitan areas having the most severe air pollution problems. nation-
wide. Transportation is a major source of air pollution, and intracity 
transportation because of the much greater volume of traffic flows 
involved, is generally a much larger contributor to pollution than 
intercity transportation. However, given the growing concern over 
contamination from any source, greater emphasis will have to be given 
to the air polluting characteristics of alternative intercity transport 
technologies in assessing their relative suitability for application 
in heavily settled regions such as the Northeast Corridor. 

Within the Corridor, the amount and variety of human activity creates 
current and potential air pollution problems of all kinds. Emissions 
that are of concern include sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, particulates, 
nitrogen oxides, non-methane hydrocarbons (as sources of photochemical 
oxidants), lead, carbon dioxide, and objectionable odors. Transportation-
related activities (fuel combustion in vehicles and for electric power 
production) weigh heavily in the production of may of these emissions. 
The effects of increasing levels of carbon dioxide on the thermal 
properties of the world's atmosphere are uncertain, and no firm con-
clusions on this problem can be reached. Dangers from increasing 

* See Volume 3, Appendix A. 
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lead concentrations (due primarily to the use of lead additives in 
gasoline) have evoked substantial concern, and programs have been 
initiated which are expected to result in substantially lower emissions 
of lead over the next fifteen years. 

The U.S. Government, through the Clean Air Act, the Air Quality 
Act, and administrative actions, has made progress in defining the 
nature and extent of air pollution problems and, together with the 
States and local authorities, has initiated actions to control existing 
problems. Investigations into the effects of air pollution by the 
National Air Pollution Control Administration (NAPCA) and others have 
served as the basis for establishing air quality standards. · 

NAPCA data on total annual emissions for NEC areas, and the ranges 
of concentration of sulfur oxides, particulates and carbon monoxide 
indicate that sectors of several metropolitan areas in the Northeast 
Corridor exceed standards and criteria for annual concentrations of 
sulfur dioxides and particulates. Shorter duration peaks of CO concen-
trations are of more ·importance than annual means, and these have been 
found to range to high values in some Northeast Corridor central city 
areas. Widespread air pollution episodes in cities in the Northeast 
Corridor during the past two summers involving photochemical smog are 
indications of a trend toward dangerous levels of nitrogen oxide and 
hydrocarbon emissions, two necessary components of smog production. 

Table 3-1 summarizes the nature of the air pollution problem in 
the Northeast Corridor and indicates which transportation-related 
sources are associated with each of the five pollutants. 

Analysis of the present levels of emissions in the Northeast Corridor 
of five substances (sulfur oxides, particulates, carbon monoxide, 
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides) was conducted using available 
published data. Emissions, in units of 1,000 tons/year, were used as 
indicators of the severity of the pollution problems, as proxies for 
concentration levels. The purpose was to show the relative importance 
of transportation sources of emissions in the overall picture of air 
pollution in the Northeast Corridor. Trends in rates of emissions were 
obtained from hearings, technical publications and administrative actions. 
These trends were applied to the 1970 levels of emissions and projections 
to 1985 were made. 

Briefly stated, the estimates indicate that the Northeast Corridor 
will see a continuing increase in sulfur oxide emissions in the next 
15 years, due primarily to increases in the production of electric power 
by fossil fuels, in other stationary fuel combustion and in industrial 
processes. Transportation activities will continue to play a very small 
part in sulfur oxide production. 

Over-all levels of particulate emissions are expected to decrease 
substantially by 1985, under the influence of intense abatement activity 
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TABLE 3-1 

CURRENT AIR POLLUTION PROBLEMS IN THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR 

Pollutant Evidence of Problems Transportation-related 
Source 

Sulfur oxides High mean annual concentra- Electric power producti 
tiGns, indicating potential using fossil fuels 
adverse health effects --
several NEC cities. 

Particulates High mean annual concentra- Fossil-fuels used for 
tions, indicating potential electric power producti 
adverse health effects -- fuel-burning vehicles. 
several NEC cities. 

Carbon monoxide High peak hour concentra- Gasoline powered vehicl 
tions -- at least one NEC 
city. 

Hydrocarbons Increases in photochemical Gasoline powered vehicl 
smog episodes in the NEC 

Nitrogen oxides Increases in photochemical Gasoline powered vehicl 
smog episodes in the NEC. fossil-fuls used in 

electric power producti 
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for stationary sources. At the same time, however, increases in air 
and automobile activity will cause a 73 percent increase in the level 
of emissions from transportation, and transportation's contribution 
to the resulting particulate emission levels will shift from 13 percent 
to 66 percent of total NEC emissions. 

Carbon monoxide emissions will continue to be dominated by the 
internal combustion engine, but very strict controls now being adopted 
should cause a net reduction of emission levels of about 80 percent 
from present levels.* 

Hydrocarbons will face a similar reduction, due both to regulations 
on gasoline-fueled vehicles and to controls on some stationary sources. 
In 1985 transportation will account for more than 64 percent of all 
hydrocarbon emissions (up from about half at the present time). 

Nitrogen oxides will decline by about 34 percent between now and 
1985. Anticipated tight control on motor vehicle emissions will account 
for most of this decline, and the contribution to nitrogen oxide emissions 
from transportation will drop from 44 percent to 13 percent. 

C. Thermal Pollution 

All activities which involve energy transfers necessarily entail 
energy losses due to inefficiencies. Thermal pollution has recently 
become a major concern of environmentalists, and legitimate concern 
exists over the sizable heat outputs of electric power generating 
and industrial processing plants. Fish kills and other changes in 
a body of water's ecological balance are potential consequences of 
the use of available waters for cooling. Release of heat to the 
atmosphere can produce local weather changes and may contribute to 
longer term global effects. The effects of heat releases are still 
being investigated and there is not a consistent body of opinion among 
investigators. 

It is assumed here that increases in current levels of thermal 
releases have negative effects on the environment, and that concentrations 
of thermal outputs, such as those from power plants, are a great deal 
more serious than those distributed over a large area, such as those 
associated with international combustion engine exhausts. Over the next 
three decades, electric power generation will become dominated by nuclear 
sources of heat production. Present-day conventional fission reactors 
have thermal efficiencies considerably lower than fossil-fueled power 
plants. Although breeder reactors and fusion reactors should have 
thermal efficiencies about equal to fossil-fueled plants, these devices 
will not be available until the late 1980's, at the earliest. Thus, 

*The projections of automobile emissions are based on the assumption that 
current goals will be substantially achieved, despite current uncertainty 
concerning the technology which will be used to accomplish the reductions 
in emission rates required. 
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electric power will become more thermally pol1uting into the 1985 
time period. 

However, it should be pointed out that electrified intercity 
transportation modes are unlikely to be major contributors to thermal 
pollution in the Corridor. Using the electric-powered Tracked Air-
Cushion Vehicle {TACV) as an example, it is estimated that its power 
requirements {projected fo§ 1985) would be about 3,560,000 ki1owatt-
hours daily, or 1.298 X 10 kwh/year. This compares with projected 
total power usage in the Northeast Corridor of about 560 X 109 kwh/year.* 
Thus, the TACV mode would contribute 1ess than 0.25 percent of the 
total electricity-re1ated thermal pollution in the Northeast Corridor, 
or about 8.28 X 1012 BTU/year. 

D. Noise 

In the decade of the 1960's, the measured levels and extent of urban 
noise rose significantly, as did the social awareness of noise and the 
discomforts caused by it. Noise currently is a problem with most modes 
of transportation, particularly in heavily settled areas. Of all the 
existing intercity modes, air transportation has the most obvious noise 
impact and has, therefore, been the subject of the sharpest criticism 
and the greatest degree of control. Aircraft noise acts as a constraint 
to expansion of the air industry because public objection severely 
limits the selection of sites for airports or curtails operations in 
certain communities. 

Operations at practically all major Corridor airports are restricted 
due to enforcement of approach and departure procedures designed to 
minimize noise levels over residential areas. In New York City 
opposition to high noise levels was a factor in the discontinuance of 
helicopter operations at the Pan Am Building and has impeded the 
development of a STOL-port on the west side of Manhattan. Rather than 
isolated cases, these examples are a manifestation of a deep-seated 
public reaction which could seriously inhibit the future utility of 
air modes in Corridor use. 

Concerning the future, the Interagency Aircraft Noise Abatement 
Corrdinating Co11111ittee has indicated that: 

"There is no basis for optimism that technology 
applied to a reduction of aircraft noise at 
the source will come forth with the total solution 
and produce a quiet aircraft. Nor can it be 
presumed that operating procedures such as perferred 
runways, turns from heavily populated communities, 
noise abatement takeoff procedures, and high angle 

*From study by the National Coal Policy-Conference, Inc., on per capita 
electric power usage, reported in Hearin~s on the Environmental Effects 
of Producing Electric Power, 1970, Part , Vol. I, p. 1760 
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approaches to landings will do more than chip away 
the rough edges of the problem even though they are 
an integral part of our approach to noise abatement. 
Assuming that there will be continued growth in 
air traffic, aircraft noise in the vicinity of 
many of our metropolitan airports will probably 
become worse in the next few years unless continued 
efforts are made to reduce significantly the 
engine noise characteristics of aircraft in the 
operating inventory. 11* 

The Interagency Committee concluded that there do not appear to be 
quick and simple solutions to the problem of aircraft noise, and that 
noise problems will not become any less severe for a number of years.** 

E. Safety 

1. Highway 

The growing role of the automobile has led to increased vulner-
ability for travelers on the nations' highways. Fatalities involving 
automobiles in 1960 numbered approximately 38,000 and increased to an 
unprecedented 57,400 persons killed (nearly 150 daily) in 1969 - compared 
to 47,000 U.S. military deaths or an average annual death rate of 4,600 
over the total period of the Vietnamese War. 

Nationwide in 1969, the motor vehicle death rate as estimated by 
National Safety Council was 5.3 per 100 million vehicle miles. Rates 
for the eight states of the Northeast Corridor and the District of 
Columbia fell below the national average, varying from 2.6 to 4.9. 
Approximately 65 percent of fatal accidents nationwide occurred in rural 
areas, while 64 percent of 1,300,000 injury accidents and 73 percent 
of 14,200,000 property damage accidents took place in urban areas, with 
cities of 250,000 to 1 million having the largest numbers. For specific 
types of accidents, however, the urban/rural proportions vary considerably, 
e.g., of total deaths, about one-third occur in urban areas, but nearly 
two-thirds of the pedestrian deaths occur in urban places. 

2. Commercial Air 

The decade of the sixties has witnessed a marked reduction in 
total domestic scheduled airline fatalities. The number of passenger 
deaths decreased from 297 in 1960 to 131 in 1969. total accidents (both 
injury and non-injury) for domestic and international carriers numbered 
51 in 1969. 

* First Federal Aircraft Noise Abatement Plan, FY 1969-70, U.S. GPO, p. 7 
**Op. cit., p. 8. 
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3. General Aviation 

Nationwide in 1969, National Transportation Safety Board 
preliminary reports show 1,413 persons killed in general aviation 
accidents and a total of 4,767 injury and non-injury accidents. 

4. Railroads 

Rail continues to be the safest of all passenger modes, recording 
nine passenger fatalities nationally in 1969, as compared to 20 in 1961. 
The Bureau of Rail Safety reports 245 accidents involving passenger trains 
during 1969 with a total of 61 (passenger and other) fatalities and 362 
injuries. More inclusive data show that the largest number of all 
fatalities occurred in the rail/highway grade crossing category, with 
1,548 persons killed. 

5. Comparison of Modal Fatality Rates 

National fatality rates published by the National Safety Council 
are presented below. Both general aviation and automobile travel have 
rates which are orders-of-magnitude greater than those for the common 
carrier modes. Aircraft not under control mixed with aircraft under 
control may pose a problem to the efficient and safe operation of commer-
cial air service in the Northeast Corridor region, as suggested by the 
high rate of involvement of such aircraft in midair near misses in the 
U.S. in 1968. 

In non-fatal injury rates (not shown in the table), the auto and 
bus modes are markedly higher than scheduled air or rail. 

National Safety Council 
Transportation Accident Death Rates, 1969 

Passenger Deaths in: 
Passenger Automobiles and taxis (Drivers are considered 

passengers) 
Passenger Automobiles on turnpikes* 
Buses 
Railroad Passenger Trains 
Scheduled Air (Domestic) 
General Aviation (Includes pilots and crew) 

Death Rate (per 100 
million Pass. Miles) 

2.30 
1.20 
0.22 
0.07 
0 .13 

18.00 

*The turnpike death rate is considered a useful surrogate for fatality 
rates for intercity Corridor automobiles trips. 
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F. Land Requirements for Transportation 

Land values in the Corridor vary from about $1,000 to 10,000 per 
acre in rural areas depending on density and reach $500,000 per acre for 
densely populated urban land. Modern air and highway facilities require 
extensive amounts of land for safe and efficient operation. Current 
suggested standards for new jetports specify 14,000 to 20,000 acres, 
against which Dulles' 10,000 acres shrinks to an almost modest scale. 
A search for a fourth jetport in New York was initiated some twelve 
years ago, and yet, today, uncertainties over a suitable location site 
sti 11 prevail. 

New highway facilities would have to be accommodated into what is 
already the most intensively developed region in the country -- 14 
percent of the nation's total road network is concentrated within the 
Corridor. It is debatable how many more lanes of highway can or should 
be added to the Jersey Turnpike; the newly widened section of that 
road already consumes 36 acres of land per mile in its 300 foot wide 
swath. At present design standards, a 4-land interstate highway in a 
rural area consumes 40 acres of land per mile excluding interchanges. 

Nationally, major interstate (urban) route controversies rage in 11 
urban areas -- seven of the problem areas and four-fifths of the 
disputed route miles are located in the Corridor. Strong opposition 
has developed primarily because of the threatened displacement of 
residences and businesses, as well as environmental and aesthetic 
impainnent of neighborhoods. 

It is in the highly developed urban areas, where almost 30 of 
the Corridor's 44 million residents live, that the most intense 
pressures of growth and development are being felt. Little vacant 
land is available for future development and open space is frequently 
inadequate. Communities will be hard pressed to make forceful 
decisions regarding future land use conversion, redevelopment, 
relocation and disruption of existing urban functions. 

G. Costs (User-Operator-Government) 

Intercity common carrier fares have increased substantially over the 
past decade. In terms of unit prices (national average revenue per 
passenger mile), Class I railroad coach travel costs have increased 
29 percent, 1959 to 1969; Class I motor bus travel costs have increased 
29 percent; and domestic scheduled airline coach travel costs have increased 
15 percent over the same period.* This compares with an increase in the 
price level of the total personal income component of the National Income 
Accounts of approximately 22 percent. Thus, rail and bus fares have 
increased faster than the general price level for total personal income 
expenditures. Airline unit prices (revenue per passenger mile) declined 
fairly steadily until 1969 because of the numerous discount and promotional 

*First Federal Aircraft Noise Abatement Plan, FY 1969-70 U.S. GPO, pg. 7 
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fares introduced in the early l960's. As soon as CAB approval was 
obtained in the late 1960's, air fares have moved sharply upward, and 
unit prices show substantial increases in both 1969 and 1970. Automobile 
ownership and operating costs are likely to increase substantially 
over the next decade, as changes in design are made to increase safety 
and decrease pollution, and as leadfree fuel comes into general use. 
Increases in highway congestion also could add to automobile user costs. 

Common carrier operator costs also have been increasing sharply over 
the past few years. In the case of the airlines, airport and airways 
delays have added to costs, primarily by increasing fuel requirements 
and crew time; steps to decrease aircraft noise and air pollution have 
resulted in rapidly incurred costs; wage and salary costs per employee, 
and landing fees, are moving sharply upward in 1969-70. The increased 
cost of capital has affected all modes, particularly the railroads and 
airlines; and increasing labor costs have constituted an important 
problem for the labor-intensive intercity bus companies. 

The substantial increases in Federal, state, and local government 
funding of transportation investment programmed and proposed for the 
1970-1985 time period make the achievement of rational resoaurce alloca-
tion policies imperative. Approximately $16.7 billion was programmed 
to be spent on major highways in the Northeast Corridor through 1978, 
as of 1969. Of this total, $6.8 billion is to be expended on Interstate 
facilities, and $9.9 billion on other expressways and arterial highways. 
Any post-Interstate highway program could add substantially to these 
totals, during the 1978-1985 period. Portions of the more than $7.5 
billions planned for national airports and airways over the next decade, 
of the $10 billion planned for Federal grants for Urban Mass Transit, 
and of the Federal funding for the National Rail Passenger Corporation 
will affect NEC intercity transportation, as will government funds 
expended for transportation-related pollution control. 

H. Institutional 

1. Problems of Coordination 

A major barrier to achieving a more effective NEC intercity 
passenger transportation system is the region's loose and largely un-
coordinated decision-making structure for transportation. Ten States 
plus the District of Columbia and well over a dozen major regional 
agencies have responsibility and authority for transportation planning 
and investment in the Corridor. To the authority and responsibilities 
which these agencies have, must be added the interests of the Federal 
Government and a myriad of private firms. Few statutory procedures 
exist which could bring coordination to the planning of transportation 
improvements in the Corridor. The result is that decisions are often 
made in one jurisdiction without adequate consideration of their effects 
on other jurisdictions. It is reasonable to assume that the bottlenecks 
and discontinuities in the Corridor transportation system today will not 
be dealt with satisfactorily without increased attention devoted to 
coordination between agencies in the Corridor involved in transportation. 
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A report prepared for the Civil Aviation Research and Development 
Policy Study,* discusses the broad range of institutional obstacles facing 
civil aviation development, and many of these same barriers are also 
applicable to improvements in other intercity transport modes: 

"Institutional obstacles form a wall between civil aviation 
system needs and effective demand for these systems. The wall is a 
highly complex structure of legislative, regulatory, financial, 
managerial and attitudinal factors. While this wall is most obvious 
and most effective today in major metropolitan conters, future growth 
in civil aviation will inevitably increase both the substance and 
visibility of the problem." 

"Faced with the politically painful and factually complex problem 
of possible institutional restructuring to remove the barriers between 
needs and effective demand, there has been a tendency to opt for the 
hope that somehow science and technology will solve the problem. This 
is an almost impossible assignment for the R&D conmunity which as currently 
structured, can be fully responsive only if an effective demand exists or 
can be made to exist for its products." 

"Lacking recognizable markets that offer a profit potential 
commensurate with the risk involved, private industry has behaved in an 
entirely rational manner in its general failure to direct its resources 
toward the "airways market, 11 the "short haul market, 11 the airport access 
market, 11 etc., because these 11markets 11 do not exist as markets in terms of 
recognizable customers and/or enough customers to justify market entry. 
They remain, for the most part, as needs--not markets. 11 

2. Problems of Capacity Utilization 

In contrast to the steady increase in travel on the air and highway 
modes, rail passenger travel in the C.Orridor has declined sharply since 
the early 1950 1s. Between 1955 and 1968 the number of non-conmuter 
passengers carried by railroads serving the Northeast Corridor dropped 
by 47 percent. This decrease in patronage slowed down between 1966 
through 1969 with the Corridor's rail patronage showing only a 2 percent 
decline. For this same four year period, the numbers of rail passengers 
declined nationally by 17 percent. 

The decline in rail patronage has been matched by a steady decrease 
in the number of communities served by rail and in the level of service 
provided. 

Since 1955, rail passenger service has been discontinued on 40 
percent of the roadbed miles then in use in the Corridor. Longer trips 
fell off more rapidly than shorter trips, with the result that the number of 

*Civil Aviation Research and Development Policy Study, Management/Finance 
Option Analyses, unpublished report, Sept. 1970 
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passenger-miles drop,ped by almost 70 percent and gross revenues {in 
constant dollars} were reduced by approximately 60 percent.* As a 
consequence of the steady shrinkage of service and patronage which has 
taken place over the last twenty years, there now exists considerable 
excess capacity in almost every section of the Corridor rail system. 

Significantly greater numbers of passengers could be transported 
by rail without expansion of the fixed plant. The problem, however, lies 
not with the capacity of the Corridor rail system to carry passengers, 
but in the ability of this mode to attract patronage in the face of 
strong competition from air and highways. 

The introduction of the Penn Central 's Metroliner service with 
new rail equipment and improved roadbeds rekindled interest in passenger 
trains. Survey results from a 1 percent sample of Metroliners travelers 
from inauguration of the service to January 1970 shows 27 percent of the 
patronage to be induced demand and an additional 54 percent diverted 
from auto {18 percent}, conventional rail {19 percent}, air {14 percent} 
and bus {3 percent}. The present service operating between Washington 
and New York has reduced the travel time between the two cities by an 
average of one hour compared to conventional train time. Still the 
"Metroliner" equipment cannot achieve its true potential on the existing 
Penn Central tracks due to numerous speed restrictions - in the form of 
sharp curves, alignment and track conditions on about 20 percent of 
the roadbed, movable-span bridges and several grade crossings in Maryland. 
Since their introduction in January 1969 the Metroliners have attracted 
large numbers of revenue passengers, averaging 67 percent load factors 
during the last six months of 1970. During the same time period, however, 
poor equipment has caused problems resulting in low utilization of vehicles 
because of high maintenance rates. Penn Central reported that out of a 
Metroliner fleet of 49 cars, a daily average of 40 percent were in the 
shop for repairs. 

Passenger response to Boston-New York Turbine powered train 
service has been encouraging, although the trains have not been tested 
in a large enough market to prove the service conmercially viable. An 
average load factor of 65 percent has been recorded over the two years 
of operation. Only one daily round trip is provided, however, and travel 
time is reduced by only 35 minutes over the fastest conventional train 
time since Turbo speeds above 100 mph are permitted on only one-quarter 
of the route. The greatest obstacle facing the institution of long-term 
Turbo or other high speed service is the capital requirement for roadbed 
improvements to allow higher speeds. There is no conmitment or future 
plan for this expenditure. 

*Figures include some data for trips outside the Corridor on Penn 
Central and Baltimore and Ohio Railroads. 
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3. Co11111on Carrier Financial Problems 

While the Penn-Central crisis has focused attention on railroad 
financial and liquidity problems, many other national and NEC regional 
conrnon carriers appear to be in serious trouble, as well. Recently, the 
cost of money for almost every transportation company that can get 
it at all, has been at least 10 percent, yet the return on invested 
capital from their transportation operations is generally below 5 percent 
Nationally, the railroads' rate of return on net investment declined to 
2.38 percent in 1969, the lowest since the recession year of 1961. In 
the ICC's Eastern district, which includes the Northeast Corridor area 
the 1969 rate of return is only 1.16 percent. Railroads as a whole have 
not earned a return of as much as 4 percent since 1955.* 

The earnings performance of transportation industries has been 
worsening in recent years. In 1969 transportation earnings suffered 
relatively more than those of most other industry groups -- scheduled 
airline earnings dropped 74 percent, 1968 to 1969; railroad earnings 
declined by almost 18 percent; and intercity bus company earnings in-
creased by only 1.6 percent. These changes compare with an increase 
of 6 percent in earnings of electric utility companies over the same 
period and a 3.7 percent increase in earnings of all manufacturing 
industries.** 

The airlines' earnings performance deteriorated further in 
early 1970 : 

"In the first quarter of 1970, the scheduled airlines 
recorded their largest quarterly loss in history. The 
12 major airlines as a group had losses of $43 million; 
6 of the 12 individually suffered losses; all 9 regional 
airlines had losses totaling $36 million; and all 3 
cargo airlines had losses totaling $11 million. Pre-
liminary data for the first six months of 1970 indicates 
an industry loss of $58 million, the worst half-year 
results in history. 11** 

The figures above do not include the "third level" air taxi and 
co11111uter air operators. These carriers do not operate with subsidies, 
route protection or CAB certification (with the one exception of TAG 
Airlines in Detroit, Michigan) and are thus extremely vulnerable to 
financial problems. Of approximately 200 commuter air carriers in the 
U. S., only four or five appear profitable.*** Seventeen air taxi 

*AAR, Yearbook of Railroad Facts, 1970 Edition, April 1970, p. 24. 

**Air Transport Association, op. cit., pp. 1,2. 

***CARD Policy Study, "Short Haul Interurban Systems" Draft Report, 
Nov. 6, 1970, p. 10, and unpublished data prepared for the CARD 
Policy Study. 
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operators who are members of the National Air Traffic Conference 
declared bankruptcy in 1970. 

While some of the reasons for c0R1110n carrier problems appear 
to be temporary in nature, at least in their present severe form, other 
problems appear to be related to the structure and organization of the 
transportation industries. The economic slowdown, which has limited the 
growth of traffic, and the high rate of inflation, which has increased 
carrier costs, appear to be in the former category. In the latter 
category are factors such as the controversial issues of (1) regulatory 
imbalances; (2) the common carrier principle, under which regulated 
transportation companies must serve both profitable and unprofitable 
markets, with high-profit operations within each carrier expected to 
subsidize uneconomic but necessary services; (3) questions of the appli-
cations of anti-trust laws to intermodal transportation companies and 
to reduction of competition on air routes that will not support numerous 
operators or too-frequent flights. Other structural problems are associ-
ated with the capital-intensive nature of railroad operations; the 
tendency of the air transport industry to create overcapacity during 
major re-equipment cycles; the lack of integrated responsibility for 
flight equipment, airport terminal facilities and air traffic control 
equipment; and the impact of increasing labor costs in labor intensive 
transportation operations such as intercity bus companies. 
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IV. NATIONAL GOALS AND TRANSPORTATION EVALUATION 

This chapter describes, in general outline, (1) the assumptions of 
this report concerning national and regional goals and policies which 
relate, directly or indirectly to transp_ortation plans for the Corridor 
and (2) the evaluation methodoiogy used in assessing transportation policy 
options. 

A. National Goals 

Transportation planning and development for the NEC should be performed 
within the context of broad national and regional goals in the economic, 
social, and environmental areas. However, establishing this broad 
policy context is extremely difficult. The movement irom "program-oriented" 
to "pol i cy-oriented 11 government has become discernible only recently, 
and the development of explicit policy statements for many transportation-
related areas has only recently been initiated. Thus, Moynihan could 
write in 1969: 

11 The United States does not now have an urban policy. 
The idea that there might be such a policy is new; so 
also is the Urban Affairs Council, established by 
President Nixon on January 23, 1969, as the first 
official act of his administration, to advise and 
assist with respect to urban affairs, 'specifically' 
in the development of a national urban policy, having 
regard both to immediate and long range concer:ns, and 
to priorities among them. 11* 

Similarly, the work of the President's National Goa·ls Res.e.a·rch St:a::ff 
represents only an initial'step in establishing national goals and 
policies. The Staff did not have the function of setting goals; instea·d,, 
its purpose was 11 to pull together analyses into a comprehensive, Tong-
range view of policy alternatives that can serve as an aid in the 
process of decision, 11 and to contribute to "constructive public dis·cuss:fon· 
of alternative goals, priorities and policies."** 

While the development of explicit policy statements is not well 
advanced, it seems clear that, given the interconnections in a complex 
society, most government programs (or recommendations for programs) have 
significant national policy implications. These implications may be implicit, 
unintended and unr~cognized, but real nonetheless.*** 

*Moynihan, Daniel, Toward a National Urban Policy, Basic Books Inc., 
New York, 1970, pp. 11-12 

**National Goals Research Staff, Toward Balanced Growth: Quantity and 
Quality, USGPO, Washington, D. C., July 4, 1970, pp. 20, 32. 

***Moynihan, D., "Goals, Systems, and Hidden Policies, 11 The Futurist, 
August 1970, p. 119. 
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The following paragraphs attempt to delineate the assumptions 
concerning national and regional goals which underlie the recommendations 
in this study. The discussion covers (1) population size and distribution; 
(2) economic growth and innovation; (3) environmental improvement; 
{4) responsiveness of government and private institutions; {5) leisure 
opportunities; and {6) equity considerations. In the second section 
of this chapter, the relationship of intercity transportation to these 
general goals is reflected in the transportation evaluation criteria 
presented. 

1. Population Size and Distribution. Policies toward population 
size, population distribution, land use, and urban and regional patterns 
of growth are obviously of critical importance to effective planning 
of future transportation systems. The Report of the National Goals 
Research Staff indicates that: 

"We have before us a set of decisions. One which appears 
not to be urgent is that of overall-size of the 
population - even after the effects of a considerable 
amount of irrrnigration are taken into account.* Apropos 
of population distribution, we need to decide on whether 
or not we will adopt a deliberate strategy to encourage 
internal migration to negate the forecasts of ever-
growing urban congestion in a few megalopoli. A viable 
option for such an alternative strategy is a policy 
of encouraging growth in alternate growth centers 
away from the large urban masses, coupled with a 
complementary effort of the use of new towns. 11 

The Goals Staff states that the growing concentration of U.S. 
population in large urban masses has resulted in negative effects 
on the quality of life, both within and outside the major metropolitan 
areas. The report discusses three possible strategies to promote 
more balanced demographic growth: (1) attempting to keep population 
in the countryside and small towns; {2) fostering the growth of middle-
sized communities (25,000 to 50,000 or greater population) outside 
the congested metropolitan belts; and (3) building completely new 
cities outside the large urbanized regions. However, the Goals Staff 
apparently sees little hope that any of these strategies would effect 
major changes in the trends of population distribution in the U.S. 
over the next 30 years, partly because of (1) the tremendous commit-
ment of resources (both public and private) which would be required; 
{2) institutional limitations; and {3) the need to learn more about 
what constitutes satisfactory levels and rates of chan~e in population 
in various parts of the country. 

*The report points out that the rate of U.S. population growth has been 
declining substantially in recent years. 
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Our assumption concerning population distribution policy is that, 
at least for the planning period of this report, the Northeast Corridor 
megalopolis (and other major metropolitan areas) will continue to 
grow, and that national and regional policies will place more emphasis 
on organizing growth where it occurs, than on ·attempting any massive 
effort to induce shifts in growth to the less densely populated parts 
of the country. 

In addition to the question of population distribution between 
large urban concentrations and more sparsely settled areas of the U.S., 
a second policy issue relates to population distribution within major 
metropolitan areas. In recent years, practically all of the 
population growth in U.S. metropolitan areas has occurred in suburban 
and exurban rings. Since 1960, central cities, as a whole, grew only 
about five percent while suburban population increased by 25 percent. 
As of 1970, more than one-half of the total population in U.S. 
metropolitan areas resided outside the central cities, and the Census 
Bureau states that there is every reason to believe that this fraction 
will grow in the future.* The continuing development of 11 sp~ead c1Ues 11 

creates a great number of problems concerning efficient land use, 
provision of transportation and utilities, and political and social 
organization. 

Despite these problems, however, we have assumed that suburbia 
will continue to be deeply entrenched in the U.S. value system, and 
that national, regional and local policies will be directed toward 
making suburbanization work better through incremental changes,** 
rather than toward wholesale restructuring of entire metropolitan 
areas, or attempting to convert the Northeast Corridor to an historical 
European-style high density inner city urban culture.*** 

2. Economic Growth and Innovation. The President proposed the 
conscious adoption of a national growth policy in his 1970 State of the 
Union message. However, as the National Goals Report points out, 
unless the increasing national concern with the second-order consequences 
of technology, and the apparent commitment to extreme caution concerning 
the introduction of new technology, is carefully and appropriately 
implemented, "there is a danger of stifling technology and hence growth, 
both in economic and other senses. 11 The report states that 11we may 
have to accelerate our efforts to detect new benign technological 
opportunities and facilitate their rapid introduction to offset the 
impact (on economic growth) of inhibiting the introduction and use of 
harmful technology. 11 

*Brown, George, Director U.S. Bureau of the Census, 11 1985, 11 speech 
delivered at the Downtown Economists Club, New York, October 7, 1970. 

**E.g., more flexible uses of zoning; collective action by groups of 
suburban corrrnunities concerning pollution, congestion, and crime. 

***See "Where the Cities Meet the Suburbs, 11 Business Week, October 17, 1970. 
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With the exception of the airlines, which have benefited from 
military aircraft development programs, passenger transportation has 
been an area in which new technology has been introduced very slowly. 
Because opportunities for innovation have not been exploited in the past, 
intercity passenger transportation appears to provide a fertile area 
for what the Goals Report advocates -- an accelerated effort to identify 
socially desirable technological opportunities and encouragement of 
their rapid introduction. 

3. Environmental Improvement and Safety. There are clear 
indications in the activities of citizens' groups and in numerous 
legislative and administrative actions by Federal, state and local 
governments, of a consensus that air, water and noise pollution are 
exacting a higher price than we, as a nation, want to pay. There is a 
particular message here for NEC transportation planning, since (1) the 
highly urbanized areas of the Corridor are particularly susceptible 
to environmental pollution, and (2) current transportation systems play 
a major role in the production of air pollution and noise. The land 
requirements of transportation facilities represent another aspect of 
the total environmental impact problem. In addition, increasing national 
attention is being focused on the deaths, injuries and property damage, 
affecting both users and the community, associated with transportat~oA
related accodents. It is assumed that the prevention and mitigation 
of these transportation-associated costs will continue to represent 
national objectives. Thus, transport systems evaluation must be 
performed on the basis of the total social costs and benefits of 
alternatives, with attention on the cost side to the external costs 
associated with environmental damage and to accident-related user and 
conmunity costs. 

4. Responsiveness of Government and Corporate Institutions. The 
increasing size and complexity of the economy, coupled with growing 
expectations concerning the responsiveness of government and management 
to social concerns, will make great demands on the capabilities of 
Federal, state and local government and private management over the next 
fifteen years. While it obviously cannot solve all of the problems in 
this area, transportation can contribute substantially to improving 
government and management effectiveness via increased mobility for 
business travel. While potential developments in communications technology 
(e.g., economical videophone service) could make some business travel 
unnecessary, it is expected that, in general the need for mobility 
for government and business purposes will continue to grow. 

Another factor which affects government responsiveness to 
public concerns, in transportation as well as many other areas, is the 
current fragmentation of regional and local government authority. As 
mentioned earlier, ten states plus the District of Columbia and well 
over a dozen major regional agencies have responsibility for transportation 
planning and investment in the Northeast Corridor. There are some 1400 
local government units in the New York metropolitan area alone. This 
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situation impedes not only transportation planning and implementation, 
but also effective approaches to many other problems which transcend 
narrow boundaries -- land use, pollution, low income housing, and 
others. General goals concerning metropolitan government have been 
proposed by the Committee for Economic Development and others --
including the creation of 11multi-level 11 governments, with large regional 
units which permit solutions to areawide problems, and smaller-scale 
units which allow communities to manage their own affairs and maintain 
their own identities.* Moynihan suggests that "the Federal government 
should discourage the creation of 11 paragovernments 11 designed to deal 
with special problems by evading or avoiding the jurisdiction of established 
local authorities---. 11** He also indicates that 11a primary object of 
Federal urban policy should be to restore the fiscal vitality of urban 
government" and that "the P'ederal government must develop and put into 
practice far more effective incentive systems than now exist whereby 
state and local governments and private interests can be led to achieve 
the goa 1 s of Federa 1 programs. 11*** 

5. Increased Opportunities For Use of Leisure. With the projected 
growth of a "society of the affluent majority," it would appear that 
there will be an increased interest in recreational opportunities. This 
could result from either increased leisure time, or more 11 intensive 11 use 
of leisure, i.e., more active (and expensive) recreational pursuits, 
or some combination of both. The Census Bureau has predicted a 
doubling of national expenditures for recreation (in constant dollars}, 
between 1970 and 1985. For the Northeast Corridor it would appear 
that preservation and expansion of open space close to megalopolis 
will be important; unique cultur·al opportunities in the various cities 
of the Corridor will be further developed; and transportation to these 
areas will become increasingly important. 

6. Equity Considerations. National income distribution goals 
reflect concern with concepts of equity and justice in the distribution 
of material goods. Income redistribution objectives are pursued directly 
through tax policy, through programs for assistance to the poor, and by 

*"Where the Cities Meet the Suburbs," op. cit., p. 86. 
**Moynihan, Toward A National Urban Policy, op. cit., p. 12. 

***Moynihan, op. cit., pp. 15, 19, 20. With respect to incentives for 
rational urban development programs, Moynihan points out that while 
city governments have been attempting to direct investment in 
accordance with zoning codes and city plans for more than fifty years, 
during this same time the tax laws have provided much greater incentive 
in the opposite direction. As evidence, he cites estimates that 
returns from land speculation based on zoning code changes incur, on 
the average, half the tax load of returns from investment in physical 
improvements. 
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provision of services on a subsidized basis. While transportation 
programs do not have a major role in effecting national goals in 
this area, specific programs may serve the government's redistribution 
objectives when relevant.* The Doyle Report on National Transportation 
Policy,** published in 1961, discussed equity in another context, 
indicating that all transportation modes should receive equitable 
treatment from all levels of government. Other factors to be considered 
are (1) equitable allocation of the costs of transportation; and (2) 
equity in the provision of transportation service, i.e., some transpor-
tation facilities should be available to all geographic areas, income 
groups and age groups. 

*Department of Transportation, Objectives, Problems, Programs and 
Priorities (Draft), January 10, 1968, p. 3. 

**Special Study Group on Transportation Policies in the United States, 
National Transportation Policy, Preliminary Draft prepared for the 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. U.S. Senate, USGPO. 1961. 
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B. Evaluation Methodology 

The Northeast Corridor evaluation of alternatives has included 
a number of measures of effectiveness. The alternatives have been 
compared with respect to the attributes presented in Table 4-1. The 
approach used recognizes that various groups of affected individuals 
are concerned with different aspects of alternative transportation 
modes. Each interest group (each individual in fact) accords emphasis 
to the different attributes according to its particular concerns and 
ideas of relative importance. The decision-maker has to deal with 
members of the interest groups who have, indeed, their own approaches 
to the choice. The problem is how to weigh and trade-off the concerns 
of these factions. The attempt here has been to structure the analysis 
of benefits and costs so that the results can assist in making decisions 
which have to be made in the political context. 

1. Valuation of Benefits and Costs 

Attributes of alternatives can generally be valued in one of three 
ways. They can be estimated in monetary terms. Construction and operating 
costs, revenues, taxes can all be measured in dollars. Secondly, some 
attributes can be valued in quantitative (non-monetary) units. Noise 
can be measured in PNdB at the source,or in number of people or acres 
within an area experiencing a specific PNdB level. Travel time can be 
measured in hours. Safety can be measured in number of accidents per 
year. The third evaluation method is descriptive. Comfort and institu-
tional rearrangements are two diverse attributes for which no quantitative 
measures can be assigned. 

2. Enumeration of Benefits and Costs 

Among the many possible groupings of individuals in the Corridor, 
the four interest groups selected are: (1) the users of transportation 
modes; (2) the local communities; (3) governments, local, State and Federal; 
and, (4) the operators of transportation services. The interest groups 
and their concerns are shown in Table 4-1. 

The primary user concerns considered in this evaluation are (1) 
travel time, and (2) price or cost. The evaluation process also 
considered travel .time reliability, i.e., the degree of uncertainty 
associated w1th travel t1me for terminal access modes as well as 
uncertainty associated with terminal and en-route delays. Comfort 
and safety are also included in the users' calculus for decision making. 

An attribute which has not been quantified but which is of great 
importance to the traveler is the concept of personal control during the 
trip. Autos are popular not just for reasons of time, cost, comfort, etc., 
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Table 4-1 

ATTRIBUTES CONSIDERED IN 
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

User 

1. Comfort 
2. Convenience; Personal Control 
3. Cost: Business Trips 
4. Cost: Non-Business Trips 
5. Line Haul Speed 
6. Door-to-Door Travel Time 
7. Travel Time Reliability 
8. Safety 
9. Connectivity of Network 

Other Travelers 

1. Impact of Airport and Airways Congestion 
2. Impact on Highway Congestion: Interurban 
3. Impact on Highway Congestion: Intraurban 

Conmunity 

1. Noise 
2. Air Pollution 
3. Land Use 
4. Energy Requirements 
5. Conmunity Safety 

Government Agencies 

1. Number of Local Government Agencies Involved 
2. Institutional Rearrangements Required 
3. Federal Support Required 
4. Local Government Support Required (e.g., for Tenninals) 
5. Time Streams of Costs and Revenues (Net Present Value) 
6. Competitive Effect on Other Modes 
7. Potential for Serving Projected Future Population Distribution 

Private Operator 

1. Private Capital Requirements 
2. Profitability 
3. Degree of Risk in Patronage Projections 
4. ~gree of Risk in R&D Program 
5. Labor Intensiveness 
6. Adaptability to Market Changes 
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but because the driver (and his passengers) can go when he wants, where 
he wants, stop when he wants, and can personally try to avoid any delays 
along the way. Perhaps the most exasperating situation for the auto 
driver occurs when he is in the middle of a traffic jam and the situa-
tion is out of his personal control. 

The local populations which are neighbors to transportation 
facilities are generally concerned, as a group, about the environmental 
effects and resource uses within their conmunities. Environmental effects 
which have been getting increasing attention by conmunity groups are air 
and water pollution and noise. Scarce resources used by transportation 
include labor, capital, ground space and energy. There are always com-
peting demands for ground space in urban areas for other than transportation 
uses. There will generally be interest in diverting the least amount of 
ground space possible to transportation from industria\ conmercial, 
residential, and public recreational uses. 

Government agencies have an interest in many aspects of transportation. 
As legal entities, they have the power to raise and spend money on transpor-
tation. Therefore, governments at all levels are interested in the financial 
support, implicit or explicit, which may be expected or required for any 
transportation improvements. Governments are also involved when laws or 
codes affecting transportation are changed or newly adopted. The greater 
the number of jurisdictions which have to pass laws or give explicit agree-
ment to new transport services, the greater the difficulty of implementing 
the service as planned . Since transportation services are either provided 
publicly or publicily regulated, the Federal government must be concerned 
with the effect of new public investment on competitive modes. Government 
agencies, of course, serve as representatives of the public and therefore 
have concerns for the environmental and safety aspects mentioned earlier. 

The government agencies are concerned with economic and social develop-
ment of the nation, regions, and subareas. There must be a conscious aware-
ness of the relationship between the transportation system and the geographic 
distribution of populations and economic activities. There must be aware-
ness in particular, of the effect which transport improvements may have on 
these distributions. Previous investigations have shown that intercity 
passenger systems generally will not alter the growth trends otherwise 
occurring. But proposed systems must be compatible with the distribution 
of the activities they are intended to serve. 

Operators of transport systems are of course interested in profits and 
market growth. Initial capital investment requirements will determine the 
capability of private investors to develop a system. An operator interested 
in minimizing risk will be concerned with the research and development 
requirements, adaptability of the system to market changes, and labor in-
tensiveness of the systems. 
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Consideration was given to direct costs, both investment and operating 
and the incidence on both the government and private sector. Both the net 
present value (revenue and costs), at a discount rate of 10 percent, and 
the annualized cost and revenues for particular years are used to indicate 
the coownercial viability of the transportation modes. Modes which have 
high present value and low investment cost could probably be developed by 
private investment. But any other situation will have too high a risk for 
private development. Various types of public involvement were considered 
for modes involving the latter situation. 

3. Comparison of ~ttributes and Interest Groups 

In sunmary, the impacts of the system alternatives on several interest 
groups were evaluated. These groups include the particular system users; 
other modal travelers; government agencies; private operators; and the 
conmunity. The alternatives were compared with respect to the attributes 
shown in Table 4-1. After each alternative mode was rated for each attri-
bute and for each affected group, dominant advantages and disadvantages 
for these modes were identified and used to derive conclusions concerning 
the relative desirability of each alternative. 

A satisfactory, if not optimal, situation would occur if a mix of 
modes, were developed which could satisfy the constraints each interest 
group might place on the system. Balancing the possible perfonnance 
characteristics of each mode against the expectations of each group is the 
crux of the planning process. By trading-off the service characteristics 
which might be provided and the degree to which constraints could be met, 
reconmendations were developed. 

As shown in Chapter II, there are many sub-markets for inter-city 
Corridor travel. These are segregated by trip purpose, traveler income, 
and travel party size. No one mode can provide the best service for all 
these sub-markets. The evaluation procedure had the objective of satis-
fying each sub-market, within the environmental constraints. 
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V. Analyses 

This chapter presents the results of analyses performed to 
support the evaluation of alternatives. The discussion is 
divided into five major sections. The first three sections 
present descriptions of alternatives, and cost-benefit analyses 
in three modal categories: (1) high-speed rail and tracked air 
cushion vehicle systems; (2) short take-off and landing (STOL) 
and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft; and (3) highway 
systems. The fourth section examines the environmental impacts 
(noise and air pollution) of alternative transportation modes. 
The final section discusses current and projected airport and air-
ways congestion, and examines the degree to which alternative 
actions would alleviate air congestion in the New York metropolitan 
area which is projected to reach critical levels in the l980's. 
Additional analysis results, and descriptions of methodology, are 
presented in the appendices in Volume 3. 
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A. Rail-HSGT-Systems. 

1. Madal Background 

Nationally, railroad passenger patronage has slumped a g,reat deal 
faster than has been· the case in the Northeast Corridor. Tlf.fs: d~ff.fe-JPence 
is due primarily to tile short'-haul nature of the service offered in· the'. 
Corridor. From the· standpoint· of railroad service, the only bright. spot 
in the passenger picture is the capability of the Metroliners to d.ivert. 
patronage from the congested airways and highways. 

The ran mode is the only uncongested mode in the Corridor and thus 
has the capacity to handle· Targe numbers. of travelers who now tnve-1 on· 
the congested airways and the highways. Presently, some divers:i-on o,f 
passengers to rail is indicated by the on-board passenger surveys takerr· 
on the Metroliners. There is indication that nominal air-ran door•to-
door time differences fo favor of air between some city pairs in the: 
Corridor are compensated, in the traveler's mind, by the phenomena.1 on-
time record (reliability factor) and the assumed better safety record: 
of the high speed trains. This suggests that convenient and frequent 
departures together with fares lower than airlines would result irr 
substantial patronage gai'ns for rail over the next several years. 

The following section analyzes several high speed rail alternatives--.• 
This analysis includes forecasting demand, determining the annual 
operating and investmen~ costs over the life cycle of the transportation 
system, and evaluating the revenues and cost on a "net present value" 
basis. 
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2. High Speed Ground System Alternatives* 

During the period of investigation by the NECTP several generic 
classes of high speed ground transportation systems have been identified 
and reviewed: 

• rolling support systems, which include all conventional or 
new rail-type systems; 

. tracked levitated systems having air cushions, air films, 
or magnetic suspension rather than conventional wheels; 

. tube vehicle systems, where the vehicle travels in an 
encapsulated mode such as a pneumatic tube; and 

• continuous capacity systems such as conveyor belt concepts. 

The most feasible and promising alternatives among these generic 
classes have been isolated for more comprehensive study. For the study 
period selected for consideration of economic and technological feasibility -
construction starting in the mid 1970's - the tracked levitation systems 
and rolling support systems offer the highest likelihood for success. When 
considering ground transportation within these classes the technological 
alternatives fall into two areas; those illlllediately obtainable (interim 
alternatives) with a minimum of research effort and right-of-way 
modifications, and those requiring substantial research and major land 
acquisition and construction projects, thus requiring sizable increments 
of time (long term alternatives). 

a. Technological Alternatives 
(1) Interim: The rolling support systems selected as interim 

alternatives have a range of service levels. The lowest level is similar 
to the Metroliner and Turbotrain service presently available in the 
Washington to Boston Corridor known as the demonstration train (DEMO). 
As·ide from an investment in vehicle development, testing and procurement 
and an expansion of the maintenance facilities to acconmodate the increased 
number of vehicles, no major investments are required for implementation of 
the DEMO system. A top cruise speed of 120 miles per hour could be realized 
where continuous welded track and straight alignment permit. 

* The material in this section is based on NECTP Report No. 214, where a 
more detailed discussion of the HSRA and HSRC systems may be found. The 
TACV system configuration described is different from the one presented 
in Report No. 214. 
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The highest level for improved rail would require major work to 
upgrade track, signal systems and catenary to permit operation at 150 
miles per hour (e.g., new bridges, curve easements, continuous welded 
rails, new catenary systems and complete electrification). This 
alternative, high speed rail "A" (HSRA), would use self-propelled, 
multiple-unit electric cars similar to the present Metroliners. 

The DEMO and HSRA systems are the extremes for upgrading 
passenger service on the present right of way. The investment projects 
required to implement DEMO are minimal. HSRA, on the other hand, requires 
extensive investments for numerous improvements along the network and 
in the terminals. Compromise systems using the present right-of-way 
with more investment in construction projects than DEMO but less than 
HSRA are also definite possibilities. Three such systems, Improved High 
Speed Rails (IHSR-1, IHSR- 2, and IHSR- 3 ) , have been designated for 
analysis based upon cost and time savings associated with work projects 
detailed by engineering surveys of the conditions of the existing rail 
guideways. 

(2) Long-Term: The long-term wheel-rail system, high speed 
rail "C" (HSRC), is conceptually similar to the Japanese New Tokaido Line, 
but with higher speed. A new right of way reducing curvature to allow for 
high speed would be required for implementation of this alternative. The 
HSRC system will use the same type of cars as the HSRA, but with increased 
tractive power. Two exterior configurations will be used: A-units with 
a streamlined nose and a control cab, and B-units to serve as intermediate 
cars. The maximum feasible size for a train appears to be ten cars of 
which eight are B-units with a capacity of 70 persons and two are A-units 
with a capacity of 64 persons. The system would be completely electrified 
using an overhead catenary system with the roadbed on a concrete slab or 
beam structure designed for speeds not in excess of 200 mph because of 
the wheel-rail interaction and power pick-up problems which occur beyond 
200 mph. 

The tracked levitation systems have been studied and a system 
was defined for detailed analysis: the tracked air cushion vehicle 
system (TACV). The vehicle is supported by forcing air between the 
vehicle and the guideway with sufficient pressure to lift the vehicle 
thus eliminating mechanical contact. Air cushions are also employed 
which act against vertical surfaces to constrain the vehicle to one 
degree of freedom. The concept is inherently suitable for higher speeds 
than rail and can be designed for a 300 mph cruise speed. The propulsion 
for TACY is provided by linear 1nduct1on motors. The TACY considered 
has a vehicle capacity of 100 passengers and operates on a box beam guide-
way. The entire routeway will be elevated providing a twin-track within 
a 100 foot width. The TACV system would require a new right of way and 
a substantial construction effort in addition to extensive research and 
development prior to producing a suitable configuration for guideway and 
vehicle procurement. Thus, the TACV system is considered a long term 
alternative. Some of the characteristics for the interim and long-term 
alternatives are described in Table SA-1. 
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Table SA-1 

Ground Systems 'Characteristics 

Interim {Existing Right-of-Way) Long-term (New Right-of-Way) 

DEMO IHSR/HSRA HSRC TACY 

Maximum Cruise 
Speed ,(MPH) 120 150 '200 300 

No. of 'Seats Per Car 67-70 64-70 64-70 100 

Max. No. of Cars 
Per Train 6 10 10 9 

Ri~ht of Way Width 
ft.) 200 200 200 100 
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b. Network Alternatives 

Network alternatives specific to the Northeast Corridor region 
have also been considered in addition to the general technological alter-
natives. A representative sample of such network alternatives includes: 

a priori. 

. the present network served by the Washington to Boston 
intercity trains, namely, Washington, Baltimore, 
Wilmington, Philadelphia, Trenton, Newark, New York, 
New Haven, Providence and Boston • 

• a network similar to above but excluding New Haven, and 
including Hartford, Connecticut • 

. a network further inland for north of New York through 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and Worcester to Boston . 

. a suburban oriented network which runs tangential to the 
beltways of the major cities proceeding through their 
suburbs and avoiding all city centers. Such a 
modification is applicable to any of the network 
alternatives previously described. 

These alternatives are all plausible, and none can be eliminated 

The following discussion ties each of the technologies previously 
defined to a specific network in the NEC for the purpose of estimating 
costs, potential patronage and revenues. Each of the ground technologies 
which was studied follows a route substantially similar to the present 
rail passenger network in the NEC. 

(1) Interim: The DEMO system, as previously described, expands 
the present Metroliner and Turbotrain service offered in the NEC. The 
network includes stations shown in Table 5A-2. The speed between stations 
for the DEMO as defined averages 71 miles per hour. This slow speed (50 
miles per hour slower than the maximum cruise speed) is attributable to 
the acceleration and deceleration between stations, curvature in the 
track,and speed limitations imposed by the condition of the conventional 
rail over much of the route. 
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Table 5A-2 

High Speed Ground System Terminal Locations* 

Area DEMO, IHSR & HSRA HSRC and TACV 

Washington Existing Existing 

Washington Existing (Lanham, Md.} Lanham, Md. 

Baltimore Existing Underground 

Wilmington Existing Downtown 

Philadelphia Existinq Underground 

Trenton Existing Downtown 

Northern N.J. Existing (Metropark) Jersey Meadows 

Manhattan Existing Existing 

Westchester Co. New Rochelle New Rochelle 

New Haven Existing Milford, Conn. 
Providence Existing Downtown 

Boston Existing (Rte 128) Rte 128 

Boston Existing Existing 

* Improvement levels beyond the DEMO system include station 
improvements to meet the anticipated increases in passenger 
demand for the higher speed systems. 
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Seven improvement projects are defined in Table 5A-3 on the following 
page -- three between Washington and New York (southern leg) and four between 
New York and Boston (northern leg). The completion of all seven projects 
results in HSRA. Table 5A-3 summarizes the project definitions and system 
characteristics. Each of the IHSR ~ystems is a step-by-step upgrading of 
the existing Penn Central guideways to permit operation at the increased 
speed (e.g., new bridges, curve easements, continuous welded rails, new 
catenary systems, and electrification extended from New Haven to Boston). 
The three IHSR systems consist of the following combinations of individual 
projects: 

IHSR-l: Sl' Nl' N2 
J.liSR-2: s1 , N1 , N2, s2 
IHSR-3: s1, N1, N2, s2, N3 

IHSR-1 reduces terminal-to-terminal travel time from Washinaton 
to New York and New York to BostcJ11 by 31 minutes and 40 minutes 
respectively. IHSR-2 further reduces the Washington to New York travel 
time by 13 minutes while IHSR-3 further reduces the New York to Boston 
time by 16 minutes. Average terminal-to-terminal speeds for IHSR systems 
are 82, 90, and 95 mph respectively. 

Finally, the HSRA system upgrades the route sufficiently to permit 
the trains to carry passengers at 150 mph while the average speed between 
stations for HSRA would be 114 miles per hour. Allowing for station 
stops, the travel time from Washington to New York would be about 2 hours. 
The time saved over the Metroliner is 1 hour from Washington to New York 
and about l hour and 25 minutes over the present Turbotrain from New York 
to Boston. A summary of non-stop travel times for interim modes is given 
in Tab.le 5A-4a while the travel times with station stops are given in 
Table 5A-4b. 

Table 5A-4a 

Non-Stop Terminal-to-Terminal Travel Time 
for the Interim Alternatives 

(Hours: Minutes) 
DEMO IHSR-1 IHSR-2 IHSR-3 HSRA 

Wash.-N.Y. 2 30 2 00 1 : 46 1 45 1 : 32 

Bos.- N.Y. 3 25 2 46 2 : 46 2 30 2 : 06 
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Table 5A-3: Improvement Projects: Washington to Boston 

Washington to New York (south) I Cost Cumulative Time Cumulative Stop Non-stop 
6 Cost Saved Time Saved Service Service 

Level Projects I ($10 > ($106) (Mins.) (Mins.) (Hrs.: Mins.) (Hrs . : Mi ns. ) 

Sl General roadway improvements*, I 94.5 94.5 30.7 30.7 2:28 2:00 
grade crossings and curve 
straightening 

S2 Hackensack, Bush & Susquehanna I 187 .o 281.5 13.4 44.1 2:15 1:46 
River Bridges; general roadway 
improvements, grade crossings 
and curve straightening 

HSRA(S) Baltimore tunnel & station, I 240.1 521.6 13.9 58.0 2:01 1: 32 
and curve straightening 

New York to Boston (north) I Cost Cumulative Time Cumulative Stop Non-stoo 
($106) Cost Saved Time Saved Service Service 

Level Projects ($106) (Mins.) (Mins.) (Hrs.: Mins.) (Hrs.: Mins.) 

0 
<6" Nl Electrification, grade crossings, 114.4 114.4 26.4 26.4 3:13 2:59 ;::;: 
i'i" general roadway improvements (0 
a.. 
0- and curve straightening 
'< 

CJ N2 Providence tunnel and general I 80.7 195.1 13.2 39.6 2:59 2:46 
0 roadway improvements 
0 I 181.4 00 N3 Bridgeport by-pass and curve 376.5 15. 9 55.5 2:43 2:30 
"""'"'" s trai ghteni ng rv 

HSRA(N) New London, New Haven and I s13.3 889.8 25.5 81.0 2:18 2:06 
Old Saybrook by-passes; Midland 
Branch rehabilitation and curve 
s tra i ghteni ng 

*"General roadway improvements" includes laying of welded rail and general track work; revisions to signal, catenary, 
and_electrlc QQ_wer systems, new conmunication equipment; fences; etc. 
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Table 5A-4b 

Travel Times with Station Stops for the Interim Alternatives 

(Hours: Minutes) 

Metroliner 
(Turbotrain) DEMO IHSR-1 IHSR-2 IHSR-3 

1 : 15 1 : 15 0 : 55 0 : 50 0 : 50 

1 : 43 1 : 43 1 : 32 1 : 24 1 : 24 

3 : 00 2 : 59 2 : 28 2 : 15 2 : 15 

3 : 44 3 : 39 2 : 59 2 : 59 2 : 43 

7 : 03 6 : 40 5 : 30 5 : 16 5 : 00 
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(2) Long-Term: The HSRC system with a maximum cruise speed 
of 200 miles per hour approaches the present state of the art in wheel-
rail technology. The HSRC would serve the centers of nine major 
Northeast Corridor cities and four suburban park-and-ride terminals near 
major highways as shown in Table 5A-2. The new system would utilize 
existing terminals at Washington, New York and Boston, but the right-of-
way would be entirely new. New underground stations would be built at 
Baltimore and Philadelphia, as well as surface stations at Lanham, · 
Maryland; Wilmington, Delaware; Trenton, New Jersey; New Rochelle, New York; 
Milford, Connecticut; Providence, Rhode Island; and Route 128, Massachusetts. 

The route from Washington to New York would not deviate significantly 
from the present one. To avoid the excessive curvature which plagues 
the present route north of New Yor~ the route would run further inland, 
and some tunneling would be required. New tunnels under the Hudson and 
East Rivers are also required for the new service. 

Although 200 miles per hour is the anticipated maximum cruising 
speed, both physical limitations of the guideways and scheduled stops 
reduce average speed to about 159 mph. HSRC trains could operate as 
often as every 15 minutes during peak hours on the new system. Commuter 
type trips between the suburban and adjacent downtown stations or between 
New York and Meadows would not be allowed on HSRC. 

The TACV configuration considered in this analysis differs from the 
TACV system considered in previous Northeast Corridor Project analyses in 
order to decrease investment costs. The TACV changes included modifications in 
vehicle size (100 passengers versus the previous 150), less expensive guide-
way configuration (box beam versus channel concept), and the narrower right-
of-way required for a~ all elevated system (100 feet avera~e width versus 
200 feet for at-grade guideway). 

Although a smaller width right-of-way is required for the TACV 
system than for the HSRC, the same route and terminal locations are utilized. 
The superior terminal-to-terminal speed of 212 mph for TACV allows for trips 
from Washington to New York in one hour twelve minutes, and from New York to 
Boston in one hour and seven minutes including stops at stations along the 
route. As with HSRC, commutation trips between New York and Meadows and 
downtown and adjacent suburban stations are not allowed. 

Table 5A-5 summarizes the service measures for the long-term ground 
transportation systems being analyzed. The service characteristics in 
Table 5A-5 may be compared with current Metroliner service which operates 
nine round trips daily between Washington and New York, and requires three 
hours travel time, Washington to New York. 
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Table 5A-5 

Long-Term Mode Travel Times 
With Station StOP.S 

(Hours: Minutes) 

Metroliner 
(Turbotrain) HSRC TACV -- --

l : 15 0:37 0:30 

l :43 0:52 0:40 

3:00 l: 31 l : 11 

3:44 l: 25 l :07 

7:03 2:58 2: 19 

A further comparison of the various HSGT alternatives is afforded 
by a closer examination of the travel time statistics for these modes. 
Table 5A-6 presents data on a Corridor-wide basis, for all major city 
pairs, for both interim and long-term systems. The first set of data 
indicates the percent of city pairs in the Corridor with terminal-to-
terminal travel times of less than 1 hour, 2 hours, or 3 hours; the 
second set of data is for door-to-door travel times reflecting the 
influence of intraurban travel time. The difference between the two 
sets of data clearly demonstrates the effect of intraurban travel times 
that tend to average about one-half hour on each trip end. 

DEMO 
IHSR-1 
IHSR-2 
IHSR-3 
HSRA 
HSRC 
TACV 

Table 5A-6 
Travel Time Statistics 
Percent of City Pairs Served 

Terminal-to-Terminal Times Door-to-Door Times 
l hour 2 hours 3 hours 1 hour 2 hours 3 hours 

21% 43% 68% 0% 17% 43% 
28 58 77 0 21 57 
28 62 81 0 26 57 
30 62 83 0 32 60 
36 70 87 0 30 66 
50 86 98 2 47 83 
64 94 100 2 58 96 
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Thus the percentages for the 2 hour range of door-to-door travel times 
are reasonably comparable with the 1 hour range for tenninal-to-terminal 
travel times. Similarly, the 3 hour range of door-to-door travel times 
are comparable with the 2 hour range for terminal-to-terminal travel times. 

These data reveal the apparent lack of distinction among the 
IHSR alternatives. Although there is a decided travel time benefit 
derived from improving DEMO, improvement from one IHSR level to the 
next offers only a small increase in accessibility within the Corridor 
with respect to travel time. Moreover, the data reflect the more 
considerable advances achieved by the long-term alternatives. Whereas 
among interim alternatives IHSR-1 shows a clear but modest improvement 
over DEMO, the introduction of the long-tenn alternatives, in particular 
the TACV, would achieve a pronounced improvement over the travel times 
of the interim alternatives. From the data presented it can be seen 
that TACV could provide almost two-thirds of the major cities in the 
Corridor with terminal-to-terminal travel times of less than an hour 
and could serve all major city pairs in less than three hours. 

The service benefits of the various systems defined in the preceding 
discussion have excluded the costs associated with such services. The 
following sections will attempt to combine in an analytical framework the 
service criteria with the expected costs and revenues for the respective 
systems to assess their profitability expectations. 
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3. Analytical Procedures and Results 

a. Demand Forecasts 

In 1968 there were about 150 million intercity passenger trips 
made within the Northeast Corridor region and of these about 6 percent of 
the trips were made by rail. By 1985 the number of intercity trips being 
made within the region could increase to about 300 million per year. This 
estimate results from an assumed growth rate of 4 percent, which corresponds 
to the national annual transportation growth rate experienced during the 
period 1950 to 1965. Under this circumstance, if the rail mode were to 
maintain its current share of the travel market, a reversal of previous 
trends, approximately 17 million trips would be made by rail. It should be 
pointed out, however, that considering only co1111lon carrier travel, excluding 
the dominating influence of the tremendous increase in auto travel, the 
national growth rate for this portion of the travel market has been only 
about 2 percent per year during the past decade. This more conservative 
rate results in an estimated 12.5 million trips by rail in 1985. It would 
appear, therefore, that if it is possible to retain the present share of 
the market, the rail mode could be expected to experience a demand of 
between 12.5 and 17 million by 1985. These figures reflect the possibilities 
of rail transportation maintained at almost the nadir of rail demand. 

Modification of the existing rail service between Washington, D. C. 
and New York City in the southern portion of the corridor and between 
New York City and Boston in the northern portion, to include a full 
complement of Metroliner service and Turbotrains on an upgraded right-of-
way, the so-called "demonstration" trains, could considerably enhance the 
attractiveness of the rail mode. This could possibly result in patronage 
levels well in excess of what might otherwise be expected. The introduction 
of even more pronounced changes, such as completely replacing the present 
service with a more advanced form of technology, e.g., the tracked air 
cushion vehicle operating on a wholly new right-of-way, could stimulate 
patronage to increase to an even higher level than that conceivable for 
the demonstration service. From 1950 to 1965 air patronage increased 
five-fold during a period of rapid technological innovation which included 
conversion to jet aircraft. If development and operation of an advanced 
high speed ground transport system had a similar effect and, as a result, 
the rail mode's patronage increased four or five-fold over the next fifteen 
years, the current annual figure of nine million intercity rail passengers 
in the corridor could become between 36 and 45 million by the mid 1980's. 
The potential demand for an attractive high speed ground transport mode 
could be great. Whether, or to what extent, this potential demand can be 
realized is in part a matter for speculation. The following discussion 
attempts to supplant as much of this speculation as possible by providing 
some degree of analytic basis for the formulation of public policy with 
respect to the future of intercity rail passenger travel in the Northeast 
Corridor. 
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Simple trend analysis is a useful and reasonably accurate method 
of short-term forecasting. This method, however, is dependent upon the 
assumption of "all relationships remaining equal, 11 i.e., that the changes 
taking place over time are those that are the result of a natural evolution 
from previous circumstances. The degree to which this equivalence of 
relationships does not hold is often a strong indication of the degree to 
which the trend forecast is likely to be inaccurate, and this is very much 
the case with respect to forecasting the demand for new transportation modes. 
To circumvent this problem, the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
(NECTP) chose to formulate a mathematical demand model which combines vari-
ables describing the demographic nature of the Corridor region with variables 
describing the transportation services available in the region. The diffi-
culties and hazards in doing this are well-recognized and the results of 
such computations must be used with a great deal of caution*. The estimates 
that are presented below, data drawn from NECTP analyses, are offered within 
this spirit of reservation. 

The data used in this report are primarily from two sources. 
One set of data is derived from extensive analyses ~erformed by the NECTP 
during 1969. The focus of these analyses was the evaluation of transportation 
system performance in the horizon year 1975 with some lesser amount of 
attention being given to evaluations for the year 1985. The second set of 
data comes from analyses performed by the NECTP in 1970. These analyses are 
divided between the years 1975 and 1985. It should be oointed out that the 
mathematical models used in these two sets of analyses are somewhat different, 
with those used in 1970 being improved versions of those used in the 1969 
analyses. The differences in results obtained, however, were not substantial. 
The analyses conducted in 1969 showed demands of 12.4, 14.3, and 14.6 million 
passengers per year for DEMO services in 1975 with the differences resultinq 
from different sets of assumed circumstances. The more recent analyses 
estimated annual DEMO demand for the year 1975 to be about 18 million with 
slight variations depending on the circumstances assumed. In view of the 
fact that projections of current demand levels using 2 percent and 4 oercent 
growth rates, which would be appropriate if the traditional services were 
to be maintained., result in estimated annual patronage in 1975 of .between 
10 and 11.5 millfon passengers, it was decided to use a 14.8 million .estimate 
as a reasonable value for ·what demands might be realized from the improvements 
associated with ~DEMO service. 

The :HSRA system was subjected to fewer analytic variations than 
the DEMO i ·n th.e 1:96.9 analyses. Estimates of ·patrona-ge for the HSRA sy.stem 
in 1975 ranged .between 20 .. 4 million a.nd 23.6 ·million oas.sengers i.n the 1969 
and 1970 .analyses • . :A ¥alue of 2.2.7 was .selected as .represe.ntative of 
potential HSAA dema·nd. The Improved High Sp.eed :Rail systems wbich provide 
service 1eve1 s between DEMO and lilSRA were not examined in 1969 as present 1 y 
defined: recent estimates of demand for 1975 led to the following values 
being utilized in subsequent analyses.: 19.2 for IHSR-1, 20.3 for IHSR-2 
and 20. 7 for IHSR-3. 

* For a partial elaboration on this subject, see "Modeling for the NECTP" 
by NBS, NECTP Report No. 213, Department of Transoortation, May, 1970. 
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Since the HSRC and TACV systems are not likely to become ooera-
tional for another decade, it was decided to choose 1985 as the base year 
for demand estimates for these modes. An estimate of 35.3 million HSRC 
passengers in 1985 derived in the 1969 analyses was selected as indicative 
of a demand level possibly attainable by the HSRC system. As to TACV 
projections, estimates available from the 1969 analyses indicated annual 
demands of between 36.3 and 42.7 million passengers, the former figure 
arising under conditions of more intense competition from air services than 
those assumed for the latter value. The ·analyses performed in 1970 resulted 
in estimates of between 44 and 48 million passengers for TACV in the forecast 
year of 1985. However, more recently completed analyses resulted in a lower 
figure of about 38 million passengers. In light of these various estimates, 
a representative value of 40 million patrons per year was selected for use 
as the base point for TACV demand. 

Table 5A-7 1 ists the demand projections derived from the base 
point estimates using a 3 percent growth rate assumed as a compromise 
between the more conservative 2 percent (corresponding to oooulation growth} 
and 4 percent (corresponding to economic growth} rates. These projections 
are implicit in the analyses that follow.* 

* The. success o.f the Japanes.e Toka i de trains is the resu 1 t:- of their abll i:tv 
to attract large ~tronage wbich in 1968 amouAted to 181 .oo.o passengers 
per day or 66 mi l1 ion per year-. A 1 thoug~ the J:apanese experience suggests 
the possibility of success in the Northeast Corridor, some basic cfiffer.en-c.es 
between the two areas should not be overlooked.. The Tokyo-Osaka Corridor, 
in particular, is characterized by a less developed highway system. with 
a smaller percentage of car ownership, easier access and egress to and from 
the center city terminals from the suburbs, and higher level of train 
services even prior to the introduction of the super express trains. 
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Table SA- 7 

Annual Demand Projections (in millions) 

( 3% annual growth ) 

IHSR-1 IHSR-2 IHSR-3 

16. 5 17.5 17 .8 

19. 2 20.3 20.7 

22.2 23.5 24.0 

25.7 27.3 27 .8 

29.8 31.6 32.2 

34.5 36.6 37.4 

HSRA HSRC TACV -
19.6 0 0 

~ 
22.7 0 0 I -O'\ 

26.3 0 0 

30.5 35.3 40.0 

35.3 40.9 46.4 

41.0 47.4 53.8 
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b. Cost Analyses 

The costs required to implement the ground transportation 
systems described have been documented in a previous NECTP document.* 
Comparison of the costs of the systems becomes difficult because of the 
considerable differences in technology, timing, and cost infonnation 
available; e.g., although the Interim Rail systems can be described in 
detail (similar vehicles have been built and are operating, and the 
right-of-way is known to within a few feet), the HSRC and TACY systems 
are in conceptual stage at present (the right-of-way can only be described 
by a general route on a map, and the effects of high speed on vehicle 
and guideway maintenance can be estimated but with uncertainty). The 
comparison of the systems, however, requires that cost estimates be as 
consistent as possible. The cost estimates which have been developed 
are suitable for relative comparisons and long-range planning studies, 
but should not be viewed as firm estimates of actual cost. 

(1) Investment Costs: Investment costs for each of the 
HSGT modes are estimated for the following categories: (1) fixed 
plant; research, development, test and evaluation, guideway construc-
tion, guideway electrification, commann, co~trol an1 cor.tnunication, 
terminal construction, and yards and shops (2) land acquisition, and 
(3) vehicle procurement. 

The terminal construction costs are based upon serving future 
passenger demands for each of the systems and, therefore, account for 
greater capacity than is initially required. The investment in the vehicle 
fleet, however, is based upon the number of vehicles required for the 
passenger demand experienced during the first year of operation. Unlike 
terminal capacity, the vehicle fleet is allowed to grow to accommodate 
increasing demand, and the cost for the additional vehicles is incorporated 
into the analysis on a marginal cost basis. 

The DEMO's fixed investment costs consist of a $30.0 million 
investment in development and testing of vehicle equipment in order to 
increase operational efficiency and limit maintenance costs. Presently, 
multiple-unit cars operated by the Penn Central are repaired at tnree 
shop locations. None of these shops is adequate either in capacity or 
condition to handle the anticipated fleet of cars. An investment of $2.0 
million would be required to maintain between 190 and 215 cars. 

The investment costs utilized in the evaluation of each of the 
ground transportation systems are compiled in TAble 5A-8. 

* NECTP Report No. 222, "Cost Analyses for NECTP, Volume I, High Speed Ground 
Modes," Department of Transportation, December, 1969. The TACV system 
configuration and costs presented in NECTP-222 have been revised in this 
study (see Tables 5A-8 and 5A-9). 
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Land 
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Total Investment 

Table 5A-8 
Investment Costs for Ground Transoortation ~ystems 

(millions of 1970 dollars) 

DEMO IHSR-1 IHSR-2 IHSR-3 HSRA 

32 357 499 663 1330 

154 281 44E 1050 

61 71 71 71 

72 77 77 77 

2 2 

;30 30 
- ··- - . -

70 70 70 100 
. -· ····--- ·- ···-·-- . .... --.. 

3 48 65 214 
. . 

78 92 94 92 90 

110 452 641 820 1634 
I 

HSRC TACV 
1964 2265 

1459 1593 
q3 211 

148 106 

34 42 

60 113 

180 200 

472 261 

84 165 

2520 2691 

* The vehicle investment is b!l.sed Qn the demand expected in the first year of operation (1972 for DE"'tO; 1975 for 
IHSR 1, 2, 3 and HSRA; and 1965 fpr HS~C and TACV). Each additional mil lion passengers requires an investment 
of $5.75 mill ion (M) fQr OEMO, $4J32f1 f9r _IHSR~l, $4.65M for IHSR-2, $4.45M for IHSR-3, $3.97M for HSRA, $2.0lM 
for HSRC and $3.38M for TACY~ 

** No terminal construction Wi$ ~$i~me§ f9r D~~Q 

~ 
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(2) Oaerating Costs: A transportation system's operating 
costs can be divi ed into direct and indirect costs. Direct operating 
costs can be defined as those costs incurred as a result of, and directly 
related to, operating a vehicle. Indirect operating costs are not related 
directly to running a vehicle, but are costs incurred in providing 
service. Direct operating costs have been segregated into energy, 
crew, vehicle maintenance, guideway maintenance, power and control 
maintenance, terminal operation and maintenance, and maintenance burden 
costs. Estimates have been developed of the unit costs associated 
with operation of HSRA, HSRC and TACV based upon engineering studies of 
the systems.* Table 5A-9 sun111arizes these operating .cost parameters. 

Estimates of indirect operating costs for the modes are derived 
from the experience of the airline industry. Airline indirect operating 
costs have been modified by adjusting them to eliminate items related 
solely to aircraft operations and to exclude costs already included 
elsewhere. Indirect operatina cost oarameters related to Passenqer 
load factors and average block speeds have been calculated on a per-
passenger-mile basis. As seen in Table 5A-9 increasing the block speed 
decreases the indirect operating cost per passenger mile. A level of 
customer service for the HSGT modes has been assumed which is an 
improvement over existing railroad service but falls short of the current 
airline operations. One attendant per car has been allowed for the 
Interim Rail Systems while for the long term alternatives there are two 
attendants per car. A minimum food and beverage service is included with 
revenues assumed to cover costs. Costs not included in the indirect 
operating costs are conmissions to travel agents, and promotional 
advertising and publicity. 

The direct and indirect operating cost parameters specified in 
Table 5A-9 were used in the NECTP analyses as cost parameters in a trans-
portation system optimizatton model**'. Equations for total operating 
costs were derived from using this model with several different variations 
of the high speed ground systems. The resulting equations are shown in 
Table SA-10. 

* NECTP Report No. 222, op. cit. 

** NECTP Report No. 214, op. cit. 
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Direct Operating Cost 

Energy (Average) 
$.01 per kwh 

Crew 

Vehicle Maintenance 

Guideway Maintenance 

Power & Control Maintenance 

Terminal Operation & 
Maintenance 

Maintenance Burden 

Indirect Operating Costs 

Table 5A-9 
Operating Cost Parameters 

(in 1970 dollars) 

HSRA* 

.04/car mile 

.90/train mile 

.20/car mile 

.04/car mile 

1.88 million per year 
** 

66% of vehicle and 
power and control 
maintenance cost 

.017/passenger mile 

HSRC 

.054/car mile 

.20/train mile 

.20/car mile 

.09/car mile & 
2,000/track mile 

4.60 million per year 
** 

66% of vehicle and 
oower and control 
maintenance cost 

.015/passenger mile 

TACV 

.163/car mile 

.17/train mile 

.66/car mile 
~ 

7 ,600/track mile 

13.0 million ner vear 

6.0 million oer year 

I 
N 
0 

included in maintenance 
cost estimates 

.013/nassenqer m1le 

* For HSRA there is included a charge of 9 percent of the total annual operating cost as an estimate of the 
payment to the rai 1 road for use of the right-of-way. 

** Included in Indirect Operating Costs. 
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Table 5A-10 

Generalized Cost Estimating Relationships 

Annual Operating Costs (Millions of 1970 Dollars) 

DEMO c = $3.40 + $4.587 p 

IHSR-1 c = $5.04 + $4.085 p 

IHSR-2 c = $6.09 + $3.994 p 

IHSR-3 c = $7.11 + $3.885 p 

HSRA c = $11.36 + $3.614 p 

HSRC c = $14.78 + $3.239 p 

TACV c = $34.48 + $3.362 p 

where C = cost, P = passengers 

This optimization model takes the technological specifications 
such as power requirements and speed limitations and fixed network 
properties for a high speed ground mode and determines the optimal 
level of service to be provided within the constraints. The model 
determines the passenger demand for the mode and the total system 
costs as a function of the level of service in such a way that, under 
the specified constraints, an objective function (which can be changed) 
is optimized. The optimization, which reflects the trade-off between 
supply and demand factors, can be stated variously as the maximization 
of return on investment or, alternately, as the maximization of patronage. 
The model includes the investment costs for the system components such 
as guideways, vehicles, and terminals in terms of three investment 
categories: fixed plant, vehicles, and land acquisition. The model 
computes the total investment and operational costs from the exogenously 
supplied cost parameters and from those variables which are determined 
as providing the optimal level of service in terms of train-miles 
per year, vehicle-miles per year, fleet size, peak service frequency, 
etc. The direct operating cost includes the costs for crew; vehicle, 
guideway, and power and control system maintenance; and energy and fuel 
consumption. Each of these costs results, as appropriate, from one or 
more of the variables which define the level of service. 
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The 1969 analyses together with the updated cost information 
presented in Tables SA-8 and SA-9 provide the basis for deriving the 
generalized operating cost equations used in·subsequent portions of 
this analysis. A number of sensitivity analyses were made with the 
optimization model in which service and external parameters such as 
fares, terminal access-egress times, and demographic data were varied. 
The sensitivity analyses provided several levels of passenger demand 
and associated costs for HSRA, HSRC, and TACV. For the HSRA and HSRC 
cases, operating costs are taken directly without further modification. 
The cost relationships for the DEMO system are derived from an analysis 
using the present network of stations and assuming direct operating 
costs equal to the HSRA cost estimating relationships in Table SA-9. 
Indirect operating costs are adjusted to reflect the slower block speeds 
and lower load factors used in the analysis. The generalized cost esti-
mating relationships for the three IHSR levels between DEt-D and HSRA 
were derived from an interpolation taking into consideration the effects 
of investment and increased speeds on the annual operating costs. The 
interim systems have included a charge of 9 percent of their annual 
operating costs as an estimate of the payment to the railroad for use 
of the right-of-way. Table SA-10 includes these results which are used 
in the multi-period analysis.* 

The model documentation provides a sufficient range of opera-
ting costs and passenger demand data to establish the nature of the 
relationship between the two. It appears reasonable to postulate a 
linear relationship and therefore to apply linear regression techniques 
to obtain its parameters. 

The operating cost equations derived from the regression 
(Table SA-10) are of the form C=a+bP, where C designates operating cost, 
P is the demand, a is the fixed annual operating cost associated with 
certain maintenance functions such as power and control system main-
tenance and b is the marginal cost per passenger which includes components 
varying with demand, e.g., energy cost, crew cost, vehicle maintenance. 

(3) Annualized Costs: Annualized cost equations, shown in 
Table SA-11, were developed from the optimization model. Annualized 
investment was calculated by applying the appropriate capital recovery 
factors, assuming an interest rate of 10 percent and an economic life 
of 35 years for fixed plant, 14 years for vehicles, and an infinite 
horizon for land. The interim systems assume a three year gestation 
period for construction prior to full operation while the more extensive 

*The model's indicators of system utilization, i.e., passengers, 
passenger-miles, train-miles, vehicle-miles and vehicles and the 
revised costs estimates shown in Table SA-9 have been utilized to 
generate operating costs for the modified TACV system. 
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construction and land acquisition related to the HSRC and TACV systems 
assume a seven year effort. Jhe annual operating costs are added to 
the annualized investments to obtain the total annualized system costs. 
Taxes are not included in the costs. 

Table 5A-ll 

Total Annualized Costs 

(¢/Passenger Mile) 

DEMO c = 4.73 + 5f>92 

IHSR-1 c = 4.01 + 38p75 

IHSR-2 c = 3.88 + 57p39 

IHSR-3 c = 3.74 + 75p34 

HSRA c = 3.38 + 15~.31 

HSRC c = 2.75 + 28g~1a 

TACV c = 2.84 + 29~.20 

where C = cost (¢/passenger mile}, P = passengers/year (millions) 

Figure 5A-l gives curves showing the annualized cost per 
passenger mile using the relationships in Table 5A-ll for each of the 
high speed ground modes. The passenger levels can be compared with the 
patronage forecasts in Table 5A-7 to indicate where the most likely range 
of costs might be expected. 
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Figure SA-1 
Annualized Costs 
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c. Net Present Value Calculations 

The preceding sections defined various rail and HSGT improve-
ment alternatives in terms of interim and long-term categories and pre-
sented demand projections as well as cost estimates associated with the 
alternatives. It is possible, with the given information, to calculate 
the profitability of each alternative and summarize the results in com-
parable units. The year 1985 will be chosen as the dividing point of 
interim and long-term periods with the latter period ending in 1999. To 
make the analysis complete, salvage values of vehicles and fixed plant 
will be calculated at the termination of services for each alternative 
system. In what follows, the interim improvement alternatives will be 
analyzed first, followed by a brief summary of the analysis of long-term 
alternatives; the discussion ends with an analysis of the interrelation-
ships between the interim and long-term alternatives. 

{l) Interim Period: System profitability is measured by 
the calculation of net present value {NPV), i.e., present value of 
revenues less present value of costs. For the analysis of interim 
alterRatives, the f-0llowing set of specifications or assumptions was 
maintained: a 3 percent annual growth of demand, a fare level of $1.50 
per passenger plus $0.075 per passenger mile {or $18.00 from New York to 
Washington), and a 10 percent discount ratP. 

Except for DEMO, which for analysis purposes is assumed to 
begin operation in 1972, other interim rail possibilities are assumed to 
require three years for their realization. It is assumed, however, that 
these interim rail possibilities are alternatives to one another from 
among which a selection must be made now. Therefore, only one of the 
systems (DEMO, IHSR-1, IHSR-2, IHSR-3, or HSRA) would be operated beyond 
1975 until it was replaced by a long-term HSGT system. In order to put 
the net present values on a comparable basis, each of the improved rail 
modes receives a credit for the DEMO operation from 1972 to 1974 result-
ing from a surplus in revenues relative to costs and the salvage value 
of rolling stock. Table 5A-12 presents the net present values of interim 
systems . for the interim period (1972-1985) as well as for the interim and 
long-term periods combined (1972-1999). 

It is apparent in Table SA-12 that a clear pattern of 
inverse relationships exists between profitability as expressed by the 
net present values and improvement in services, underscoring the basic 
problem facing HSGT modes, that is, that high costs for investment in 
fixed plant and land are not offset by the additional revenues generated. 
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Table 5A-12 

Present Value of Improved Rail Systems* 
(millions of 1970 dollars) 

System Net Present Value Components of NPV 

NPV** NPV(s*f* f R c If Iv sv 

DEMO 
1972-1985 449 449 1067 509 29 80 7 
1972-1999 640 640 1483 709 29 109 4 

IHSR-1 
1972-1985 378 435 998 415 268 69 12 
1972-1999 679 685 1564 647 268 95 5 

IHSR-2 
1972-1985 281 373 1063 434 409 71 12 
1972-1999 609 629 '1666 676 409 97 5 

IHSR-3 
1972-1985 175 296 1092 435 545 69 12 
1972-1999 519 534 1711 677 545 95 5 

HSRA 

1972-1985 -341 - 72 1220 462 1163 67 11 
1972-1999 65 102 1912 716 1163 93 5 

* The basic structure of net present value is given by the following 
rel at ion 

where 
NPV = the net present value 

R = the discounted annual revenue stream 
C = the cumulative discounted annual operating costs 

sf 

0 
0 

57 
6 

92 
12 

121 
15 

269 
37 

If= the discounted total investment in fixed facilities and land 
Iv = the discounted vehicle investment 
Sv = the discounted vehicle salvage value. 

**Since the IHSR and HSRA systems do not initiate full operation until 
1975, the period from 1972-1974 includes DEMO operation which adds 120 
million dollars to each of the IHSR and HSRA NPV's and is reflected 
in the table. . *** NPV(Sf)=NPV·plus Sf, where Sf equals the discounted salvage value of fixed 
plant and land. 
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One question that may be raised from reviewing the results 
concerns the feasibility of continuing to operate the IHSR systems until 
1999. A possible objection is the dubiousness of sustaining the assumed 
3 percent annual growth of demand for these systems, especially DEMO and 
IHSR-1, beyond the 1980-1985 period,with improvements in other trans-
portation modes making an improved rail mode relatively less attractive 
in the period beyond 1985. It is also possible to consider the converse 
case, i.e., overcrowding of highways and airways might become so extreme 
that an improved rail system would become an even more attractive alter-
native. The more likely prospect seems to be that competitive improve-
ments would be made if the improved rail alternatives were the only HSGT 
improvement contemplated, in which case the sustained annual growth in 
demand by the 3 percent rate may turn out to be difficult to realize. 

The inverse relationship between profitability and service 
levels can be represented more clearly if the improvement in service is 
restricted to savings in travel time. Figure 5A-2 portrays the relation-
ships between profitability and time savingsfor the. interim rail modes 
operating to 1985 and to 1999. Because of the consideration stated in 
the preceding paragraph, however, the points representing the 1972-1999 
period should be interpreted with some reservation in mind. 

The points in Figure 5A-2 represent several trade-off possi-
bilities between two types of benefits that are difficult to compare 
directly. Moreover, the recipients of the respective benefits are differ-
ent groups: profits by the operators and the savings in time by the users. 
A decision based solely upon net present values and thus profitability 
considerations would prompt selection of the DEMO alternative. However, 
this achieves only the lowest level of improvement in performance of the 
HSGT modes. HSRA, on the other hand, while realizing a 35 percent re-
duction in block time, appears to give a substantially negative net 
present value (-$341 million} for the short-term through 1985. This 
suggests a choice somewhere between DEMO and HSRA would permit a reasonable 
trade-off between improved service (reduced travel time} and net present 
value. 

The extent to which planning decisions can be based on the 
results presented depends on the degree of confidence associated with 
the data. However, a precise set of confidence limits cannot be associated 
with the estimates of net present value and, therefore, the level of 
investment being risked bears heavily upon the ranking of alternatives. 
Essentially, as the investment is increased, a reduction of block time is 
obtained, but at the expense of a decreasing net present value. The 
magnitude of the investments in fixed plant and land should again be 
mentioned: IHSR-1 requires a $360 million commitment, IHSR-2 $547 million, 
and IHSR-3 $728 million~ One approach to the question of which level of 
investment to select involves a process of selective variation of 
critical elements in the net present value analysis and observing the 
results. 
*The figures are for fixed plant investment, and exclude investment in 
vehicles. 
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In the present analysis, the critical elements are those 
associated with revenue--level of demand and fare structure--and with 
costs--level of investment for fixed plant and land. Three levels of 
estimates are assumed for demand and investment costs: the nominal 
estimate with plus and minus 20 percent levels for the demand, and the 
nominal estimate with plus 75 percent and minus 25 percent levels for 
the investment variables. As for the fare structure, only two levels 
are considered: the nominal level of $1.50 per passenger plus $0.075 
per passenger mile {corresponding to $18.00 from Washington to New York) 
and a higher level of $3.00 per passenger plus $0.085 per passenger mile 
(corresponding to $21.70 from Washington to New York). 

In the analysis, both DEMO and IHSR-1 continue to achieve 
profitability under the most conservative set of assumptions. For example, 
IHSR-1 achieves a net present value of $103 million under the conditions of 
the low demand and fare levels and the high investment level. Therefore, 
DEMO and IHSR-1 will not be considered any further in the variational 
analysis. 

The relationship between net present value and investment 
in fixed plant and land is plotted in Figures 5A-3 t'hrough 5A-6. (In the 
figures, the origin of the horizontal axis corresponds to the nominal 
investment level.) Each line connects the points with the same levels of 
demand and fare. The negative slopes of the lines are as expected since 
higher investment costs reduce net present values. The linear and parallel 
nature of the relationships suggests that net present values associated 
with values of the critical variables different from the levels specified 
above can be read from the graphs. In Figure 5A-3, for example, the net 
present value of IHSR-2 associated with nominal demand and high fare is 
$550 million at the nominal investment level, but decreases to $290 million 
at the high investment level. Even when the nominal fare and demand are 
assumed with the high investment level, a slightly positive net present 
value is maintained. IHSR-2 therefore appears to be a relatively low risk 
alternative. 

Figure 5A-4 contains the values plotted for IHSR-3. Compared 
with IHSR-2 in Figure 5A-3, IHSR-3 shows lower net present values for the 
same sets of assumptions. For example, the high investment level (175 
percent level) results in negative net present values except for the case 
where demands are assumed nominal with the high fare values. However, with 
the high fare and an assumed lower demand, an increase of 50 percent in 
investment can be tolerated with a positive net present value. The amount 
of risk for IHSR-3 is definitely greater than that of IHSR-2. 

In the HSRA case of operation through 1985, Figure 5A-5 
shows that except when the most liberal assumptions are allowed the 
net present values are substantially negative. The risk is very hi9h 
for this system. If HSRA were to operate through 1999 {Figure SA-6), 
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the situation improves to a point where the nominal set of assumptions for 
demand, fare and investment yields a surplus of $65 million in net present 
value. As more liberal assumptions are made, the net present value increases. 
With higher fares and a lower demand, investment could exceed the nominal 
value by as much as 18 percent and net present value would still remain 
positive. The HSRA system is evidently the highest risk alternative of the 
improved rail systems considered. 

The discussion to this point concerning the interim systems was 
restricted to the choice of any one system operating from 1972 to 1985. 
A conservative approach to scheduling of investments is possible such that 
risks associated with the investments can be minimized. That is, surplus 
from a given improvement level can be used to finance the construction 
necessary to advance the system to the next improvement level. The 
particular scheduling may be considered to minimize risk in the sense 
that the improvement of any service level can be set contingent upon the 
generation of revenues by the preceding level of service. 

It can be shown that all three IHSR systems can be constructed 
through this process by 1981. In the initial stage, DEMO is operated 
from 1972 to 1974 accompanied by the undertaking of the IHSR-1 improvement. 
At the end of 1974, the operation would show a net indebtedness of 148 
million as shown below. (To facilitate the discussion, all revenues and 
costs are discounted back to 1970.} 

Revenues from DEMO 
operation, 1972-1974 

Costs of improvements 

$120 mill ion 

for IHSR-1, 1972-1974 -$268 million 
Net indebtedness -$148 million 

The above deficit can be almost made up in the next three years 
through the operation of IHSR-1 as follows: 

Surplus from IHSR-1: 1975 $14 million 
1976 $66 million 
1977 $61 million 

Total $141 million 

That is, the operation at the end of 1977 would be in deficit by only 
$7 million. If, at this stage, IHSR-1 were to be continued until 1985, 
revenues would accumulate successively until 1985. 

Alternatively, the improvements for IHSR-2 could start in 1977 
with the accumulating revenues of IHSR-1 from 1978 being used to improve 
the guideways so that IHSR-2 service could be initiated in 1981. 
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Because the accumulating surpluses from the operation of IHSR-1 would be 
greater than improvement costs for IHSR-2, the net surplus by the end of 
1980 would amount to $88 million. 

Another possibility is to complete improvements for both IHSR-2 
and IHSR-3 by 1980 since the latter improvement could be made in the years 
1979 and 1980. In this case, the service of IHSR-2 would be bypassed and 
IHSR-3 service would begin in 1981. (It should be noted that IHSR-3 was 
defined as adding one more set of improvements between New York to Boston 
to the IHSR-2 system.) Compared to the $88 million surplus generated by 
IHSR-2, the combined IHSR-2 and IHSR-3 improvements would accrue only 
$17 million surplus by the end of 1980. 

What was shown in the above analysis may be sunmarized: it 
would be feasible to schedule the interim rail improvements, except HSRA, 
over the years such that the surpluses from operating any given system 
could be used to finance improvements associated with the systems with 
better service characteristics. The entire operation would entail a 
minimal amount of borrowing, up to $150 million, that could be liquidated 
in four years. On the other hand, the operation would accrue a cash 
surplus by 1985 even if IHSR-3 service were provided between 1981 and 1985. 

(2) Long-term Period: It is also possible to view each of the 
interim rail improvements, including HSRA, in a long-term perspective. 
As a practical matter, however, these systems do not appear to be capable 
of serving the potential volume of passengers anticipated for the long-
term future. For example, the demand projections in Table 5A-7 show DEMO 
patronage to be about 50 percent, and that of HSRA about 70 percent, of 
the TACV patronage in 1985. Since relieving congestion in the transportation 
of intercity passengers is a major governmental goal and a primary reason 
for considering the development of high speed ground transportation modes, 
the effects of introducing more efficient systems for the long-term future 
should be evaluated carefully. 

Two candidate systems that may be considered for the long-term 
future are HSRC and TACV. Both systems require long lead times in research 
and development, land acquisition, and construction. Table 5A-13 presents 
the characteristics of the two systems used in the analysis. Other 
assumptions of the analysis are the same as in the cases of the interim 
rail improvements, e.g., 10 percent discount rate and 3 percent annual 
growth in patronage. 
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Table SA-13 

System Characteristics of HSRC and TACV 

Development 
Period 

Years of Operation 

Demand in 1985* 

HSRC 

1978-1984 

1985-1999 

35.3 million 

TACV 

1978-1984 

1985-1999 

40.0 million 

Fares** $3.00 fixed portion,+ 
$0.085 per mile 

$3.00 fixed portion,+ 
$0.085 per mile 

* From Table SA-7 
**Yields a New York to Washington fare of $21.70 

In Table SA-14 below, TACV shows a slight advantage in the net present 
value figures; however, the two systems can be said to give almost identical 
results,as the differences between the systems are insignificant in relation 
to the magnitudes of the revenue and cost figures. Although research and 
development will be required to reduce TACV noise levels, TACV appears to 
have advantages over HSRC in a number of respects such as speed, safety, 
and the level of passenger comfort. The safety problem especially, appears 
to be a difficulty for HSRC which represents the technological limit of the 
steel-flanged wheel vehicle. It can be concluded that the various non-monetar 
considerations make TACV a better alternative; therefore, TACV will be 
considered as the candidate system for the long-term improvement. 

HSRC 

TACV 

Table SA-14 

Net Present Values of the Long-term Modes 
(millions of 1970 dollars) 

NET PRESENT VALUE COMPONENTS OF NPV 
NPV NPV(Sf) R 

-38 60 1153 299 869 30 

30 124 1363 385 902 58 
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It should be observed in Table 5A-14 that the systems for the 
long-tenn future show much smaller net present values than do the interim 
modes. The reason for this is simply the reflection of large investment 
costs relative to revenues. In particular, the inability to generate 
large revenues is more pronounced for the New York to Boston segment, 
because of the absence of large intervening cities in the north, like 
Philadelphia and Baltimore in the south. 

As in the case of interim modes, a variational analysis has been 
performed for the TACV modes. The analysis was focused mainly on demand 
and fare variations: demand was chosen because of the high degree of 
uncertainty associated with its estimation whereas fare was chosen because 
of its flexibility as an instrument to adjust the profit levels of the 
system. 

In Figure 5A-7, the graphs represent changes in net present 
value when the demand level changes from 40 million in 1985 to 60 and 
20 million, or plus and minus 50 percent from the estimated level of 
40 million. The range of demand level specified in the present analysis 
may appear exaggerated; 60 million after all is three times the low level 
of 20 million. The numbers should, however, be interpreted with respect 
to the original estimate of 40 million for TACV. The 40 million estimate 
was derived from the 1970 NECTP analysis as well as extrapolating trends 
under the existing institutional structures. The 20 million level is 
derived by extrapolating past rail patronage levels using the 3 percent 
annual growth rate. The 60 million level, on the other hand, corresponds 
to what would be the combined patronage of HSGT and future air modes, and 
hence would correspond to a TACV patronage level in the absence of competing 
air modes. Therefore, 20 and 60 million levels should be viewed as 
conservative and liberal extremes of TACV patronage estimates for 1985. 
The fare levels chosen, $1.50 per passenger plus $0.075 per passenger mile, 
$3.00 per passenger plus $0.085 per passenger mile, and $3.00 per passenger 
plus $0.095 per passenger mile, are designated by the corresponding New York 
to Washington Fares, $18.00, $21.70, and $24.00 respectively. 

The lines in Figure 5A-7 are all straight so that one can infer 
net present values associated with demands between 20 and 60 million 
passengers in 1985 for the specified fares. For example, the break-even 
(i.e., zero net present value) patronage levels in 1985 vary from 52, 38, 
and 34 million for the fare levels which correspond to New York to 
Washington fares of $18.00, $21.70, and $24.00 respectively. That is, 
relatively small fare increases can compensate for the underestimation of 
the future patronage-level~ If, on the other hand, the $24.00 fare level 
is chosen, any patronage level greater than 34 million implies profitable 
operation of the TACV system. In short, the ability to control fares within 
a reasonable range is seen to be a potent instrument in influencing the 
profitability of the operation of a TACV mode. 

* It is assumed for the fare variation analysis that the demand functions 
are inelastic because most of the trips are for business purposes. 
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Another variation analyzed for TACV involved increasing the 
investment cost for fixed plant and land by 50 percent. This increase 
had a highly detrimental effect on the overall net present value results 
such that positive net present values are associated only with the 60 
million patronage level. Taking the case of 40 million demand and $21.70 
fare, for example, the net present value at the 40 million passenger level 
falls to -$420 million from $30 million, and at the 60 million passenger 
level falls to $83 million from $534 million when the investment cost is 
raised by 50 percent . The more significant effect of varying the invest-
ment cost shown by the TACV system compared to the interim rail systems 
reflects the greater burden of such cost for the TACV system where the 
construction of an entirely new guideway is required. 

(3) Interim and Long-term Interrelationships: The improve-
ments for the interim and long-term periods have been treated independently 
so far~ because of the differences in technologies involved, this was 
convenient. The planning decisions, however, cannot be compartment-
alized so neatly because of the long lead time associated with the 
construction phase of the systems contemplated. This final section on 
HSGT modes will consider the interrelationships between the interim and 
long-term improvements within the context of a unified planning framewor~. 

The division of interim and long-term periods implicitly 
takes into account the necessity to improve service levels beyond what 
the current rail technology can offer. In this sense, the interim and 
long-term decisions to improve should be independent of each other since 
the primary goal of transportation planning is to make the best use of 
the avai 1ab1 e techno 1 ogy. It was shown, however, that the consideration 
of profitability could not be disassocicted in the system selection process, 
and the ultimate selection must be some balance between the two factors. 

When the interim modes, especially IHSR-2, IHSR-3, and 
HSRA, are viewed as potential candidate systems for the long-term period, 
the decisions on interim and long-term system selection no longer remain 
independent of each other. The service characteristics and profitability 
considerations must be stated more explicitly since the IHSR, HSRA, and 
TACV systems become compet.ing candidates. The selection process may 
stress the benefits for the interim period or for the long-term period; 
one of the IHSR modes may be chosen in the former case whereas DEMO and 
TACV combination may be chosen for the latter case. In any case, the 
need for undertaking TACV investment far ahead of its operation date 
means that the selection of the mode for the interim and long-term 
periods should be made not too far into the future. 

It was also shown in the previous discussions that the 
interim improvements could be made sequentially in order to minimize 
investment risks. In that case, the decision to improve from IHSR-1 
to IHSR-2 would occur around 1976 or 1977. The initial selection of 
IHSR-1, therefore, adds flexibility to the planning process: the deci-
sion whether to improve IHSR further or to introduce TACV for the long-
term period can be made in 1976 or 1977. 
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B. STOL and VTOL Analysis 

1. Introduction 

58-1 

Short Take Off and Landing (STOL) and Vertical Take Off and 
Landing (VTOL) systems represent wholly new modes embodying more than just 
different vehicles. STOL, in particular, is ·usually associated with a self-
contained navigation system (area navigation) assumed to make it independent 
and non-interfering with enroute CTOL traffic. Slow STOL landing speeds and 
good maneuverability are assumed to make STOL capable of using short runways 
at existing airports simultaneously with CTOL operations. Separate STOL 
approach radar is required. For center city locations, STOL is usually 
envisioned as operating from a rooftop runway, frequently at a waterfront 
location to allow unimpeded approach. 

VTOL, because of its very short runway requirement, is often 
envisioned in a rooftop pad context. For this study VTOL was assumed to 
have the same area navigation and all-weather landing capabilities as STOL. 

The Northeast Corridor Project Model System has been used to 
investigate STOL and VTOL systems for 1975 and 1985. The air vehicles 
postulated for 1985 differ from those for 1975 in their perfonnance/cost 
characteristics to account for the expected evolution to a second generation 
of V/STOL aircraft. The air tenninals differ in the two time periods only 
in size, due to different aircraft dimensions or different demand. The 1985 
tenninal sets include larger numbers of tenninals in the expectation that 
higher demand will require more tenninals. 

Passenger demand for STOL and VTOL services has been estimated in 
tenns of trip cost, trip time and frequency of service. For this analysis, 
STOL and VTOL systems are regarded as identical to CTOL in all other charac-
teristics. This assumption does not imply a prediction that STOL and VTOL 
systems can be made as acceptable as CTOL. The problems of passenger accep-
tance and comnunity acceptance will be discussed later in this section. 

This section describes the specific VTOL and STOL system 
configurations studied and presents sumnary data on the characteristics 
of the configurations after they have responded to the simulated NEC 
competitive environment. 
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2. Description of STOL and VTOL Alternatives 

a. STOL and VTOL Vehicle Characteristics for 1975 

The three vehicles, which were considered to be characteristic 
of vehicles available for 1975 implementation and which were therefore 
selected for investigation, are: 

• The Sikorsky S-65, a compound helicopter VTOL 

• The McDonnell Douglas 210G, a deflected-slipstream STOL 

• The DeHavilland Aircraft of Canada DHC-7, a turbo-prop 
STOL vehicle of more conventional design 

The major characteristics of each aircraft described below 
are based on the manufacturers' estimates for the designs. None of these 
vehicles have yet been built or operated, but the basic configurations and 
some of the primary elements have been produced in tested prototypes and 
in other aircraft presently flying in regular operations. None of the three 
are adjudged to exceed the current state-of-the-art, but commitment to pro-
duction of any one will require some minimum number of firm orders and an 
established body of certification rules. 

(1) VTOL Aircraft Characteristics The Sikorsky S-65, an 
86 passenger compound helicopter, was selected as represen·tative of a 
1975 state-of-the-art vertical takeoff and landing vehicle. The S-65 
commercial compound helicopter design is a single-rotor, high-wing, 
propeller-augmented aircraft. It utilizes three turbo-shaft engines 
geared to two conventional propellers for forward flight and to the 
rotor for vertical lift. 

(2) STOL (MDC) Aircraft Characteristics The McDonnell Douglas 
210G was chosen as representative of the 1975 fixed-wing, short takeoff and 
landing technology. The MDC 210G is a 122 passenger advanced STOL aircraft, 
designed for short-haul commercial service. It is a deflected-slipstream 
STOL with a fully immersed wing. This, along with its highly-deflected, 
full-span flaps and cross-shafted propeller system, provides symmetrically-
powered lift with maximum safety. The interconnected propeller system is 
powered by four 3600 horsepower turbo-shaft engines. 

(3) STOL DHC Aircraft Characteristics The second fixed-wing 
vehicle considered 1st e -passenger DeHav1 an IllC-7. The vehicle was 
selected as an example of a small STOL that could be available by 1975 for 
which performance estimates are available. The IllC-7 is powered by four 
United Aircraft of Canada PT6A-50 turbo-prop engines which drive Hamilton 
Standard 24 PF-301 propellers. It is capable of operating from a 2000 foot 
sea-level airfield. 

The principal characteristics of the 1975 VTOL and STOL 
aircraft are summarized in Table 58-1. 
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TABLE SB-1 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 1975 STOL AND VTOL AIRCRAFT 

Sikorsky S-65 MDC 2106 OOC-7 

Maximum Speed 287 mph 403 mph 

Cruise Speed 265 mph 368 mph 276 mph 

Cruise Altitude 8,000 feet 20,000 ft. 15,000 ft. 

Maximum No. of Seats 86 122 48 

Range (at Max takeoff wt.) 315 miles 532 miles l ,250 miles 

Take-off distance 810 feet l ,500 ft. 

Cost $Mi 11 ions 5.32 7.462 1.674 

b. STOL and VTOL Vehicle Characteristics for 1985 

The aircraft designs for 1985 presume a number of advances in 
vehicle structure, powerplant and aerodynamics. The methodology developed 
by the Mission Analysis Division (MAD) of NASA was employed to estimate 
vehicle characteristics. It is basically the same for VTOL and STOL aircraft 
with adaptations as necessary to account for particular configurations. 

include--
Areas of technological improvement over current standards 

• reductions in: 

profile drag by 10% 
powerplant weight by 30% to 50% 
structure weight by 30% to 36% 
equipment weight by 15% to 30% 
rotor noise by 10 PNdB 
engine noise by 15 PNdB 
avionic equipment volume to .01 
air maneuver times 
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• increases in: 

drag divergence Mach number by 10% 
speed for same comfort level by 20% 
lift coefficient for STOL by 100% + 
rotor aircraft lift-to-drag ratio by 100% 
avionic equipment reliability 2000 fold 
reliability (life and time between overhaul 

of lift components) 

No fuel consumption improvement is postulated. Further detail 
on the assumptions is available in the NASA report.* 

The approach used by MAD guarantees a consistent relationship 
between the several different sizes of the same aircraft type. This made 
the comparison of results for the 1985 vehicles more valid than was the 
case with the different sizes of 1975 aircraft which were based on different 
design concepts. 

STOL type aircraft include two separate vehicle series having 
different takeoff and landing capabilities. One set of vehicles was designed 
to operate from 2500 foot strips, while the other could use 1500 foot strips. 
The 1500 foot vehicles have more on-board power than the comparable 2500 foot 
aircraft. Higher installed power gives the 1500 foot aircraft higher cruise 
speeds and steeper climb and descent rates, which reduces block times. 

Each of the aircraft specified for the 1985 study are described 
in Table 58-2. The inputs used by the NECTP model include estimated unit 
costs and consumption rates (for fuel, etc). The aircraft are identified 
by referring to their characteristics (e.g., 2500', 40 pax STOL). 

NASA CR-986 "Study of Aircraft in Short Haul Transportation System", 
prepared by the BOEING COMPANY, January 1968. 
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2500 1 1500 1 

STOL STOL 

120 80 40 120 80 40 
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c. Line Haul Times 

Line haul times for CTOL, VTOL and STOL systems are compared 
in Figure 58-1. The shorter takeoff and landing times of VTOL and STOL 
systems make them competitive with the faster CTOL vehicles at short range. 
For 1975 vehicles, VTOL (S-65) is competitive with CTOL only up to about 
40 miles whereas STOL (MDC 210-G) is competitive up to 125 miles. By 1985 
the projected development of VTOL and STOL aircraft gives VTOL an edge over 
CTOL up to 125 miles and STOL an edge up to 180 miles. 

d. Terminal Design and Locations 

Specially designed STOL and VTOL rooftop-runway terminals 
were assumed for all new construction STOLports and VTOLports for the 
19701 s and 1980 1s. 

STOLports are rectangular and are provided with a single 
runway, 100 feet wide and the length required by the STOL vehicle plus 
a 300 foot safety margin. The runway length determines the length of the 
building which is thus 1800 feet or 2800 feet long for 1500 foot or 2500 
foot STOL vehicles. The width of the building is 600 feet which provides 
sufficient maneuvering area for the vehicles. Jhe number of gates provided 
is a function of the expected peak traffic demand. The limit is 20 gates 
for the runway capacity of 60 operations (takeoff or landing) per hour. 
Parking and passenger handling facilities are provided in the building 
below the flight deck. 

VTOLports are similar in principle to the STOLports but are 
T-shaped instead of rectangular. The length of the building is only 750 
feet and the gate and maneuvering area is 400 feet wide. A single landing 
pad, 400 feet long by 200 feet wide, juts out from the side of the flight 
deck, giving the building its T-shape. VTOLports can have up to 20 gates 
for a capacity of 60 operations per hour. 

The set of 12 VTOL terminals for 1975 includes four sites in 
the New York area, one in Philadelphia, two for the Washington area and 
two for the Boston area. There are two terminal sets for STOL in 1975 
which differ only by the location of sites in the New York area. One set 
of ten terminals includes a terminal in Manhattan. A second set, of nine 
terminals, avoids the high cost of, and public opposition to, a Manhattan 
site. It provides a location to serve the New York CBD at Secaucus, in 
New Jersey. Such a site is under active consideration by the Port of 
New York Authority and other parties. A rail connection might ultimately 
be possible, similar to the connection being implemented to J. F. Kennedy 
airport, which would provide access trips of 20 minutes or less from Penn 
Station. The analysis did not assume such a connection, however, and used 
access times and costs based on auto travel to and from the terminal. The 
Secaucus port replaces the Manhattan terminal, as well as the suburban 
terminal near Patterson, New Jersey. 
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FIGURE 58-1. LINEHAUL TIME VS. DISTANCE FOR AIR P«>DES 
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Three new tenninal sets were defined for the 1985 time frame. 
One is an 18-terminal set for VTOL. Most of the sites are located near 
the CBD, giving the VTOL system favorable access times and costs. A second 
set of 24 locations was developed for STOL use. The sites are generally 
placed in suburban areas, removed from central cities. The third set 
consists of 24 tenninals located nearer the CBD's of major NEC cities and 
is intended for STOL and VTOL use. The average access time, over the entire 
NEC, is 26 minutes less with this set of 24 CBD terminals than with the 
preceeding set of 24 suburban terminals. 

The actual number of terminal facilities constructed was usually 
greater than the number of terminals. When the patronage calculated for a 
tenninal facility exceeded its capacity it was assumed that a second facility 
would be built, separate from the first facility but in the same general 
location. In this case the tenninal was regarded as comprising both 
facilities. 

The various terminal sets are summarized in Table 5B-3. 

The effect of terminal locations on access/egress times is 
illustrated in Table 5B-4 which gives the 1985 distribution of average total 
trip time, for four tenninal sets, into access/egress, takeoff and landing, 
and cruise portions. The 10 CBD access/egress times would also be typical 
of 1975 terminal sets. The 10 CBD set had, in fact, only one CBD tenninal, 
in the New York Metropolitan area, together with 9 CTOL terminals in other 
cities. The longest access/egress times are associated with the 10 CBD and 
the 24 Suburban tenninal sets. The 24 CBD terminal set has the most favor-
able overall times and the lowest percentage for access/egress. The 18 CBD 
set has about 10% longer times than the 24 CBD set with about the same 
distribution. 

New VTOLports and STOLports will be expensive, particularly if 
they must be built on land in center city areas. Characteristic costs in 
1970 dollars for VTOL and STOL suburban ports are shown in Table 5B-5. 

e. System Investment and Operation 

For purposes of this analysis, a STOL or VTOL system was 
treated as operated by a single carrier with route structure wholly 
within the corridor. As a new-mode carrier, the STOL (or VTOL) operator 
is not bound by precedent and can lay out routes, develop schedules and 
set rates to maximize return on his investment within regulatory limits. 
At the same time, this new operator receives no legacy of land, buildings 
or equipment from the past so that the cost analysis must include all the 
costs of setting up and running the system. 
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TABLE 58-3 
TERMINAL LOCATIONS 

85 STOL 
75 STOL 75 STOL I I 85 VTOL I 24 Suburban I 85 VTOL/STOL 

{Manhattan) {Secaucus) VTOL 18 Tenn1nals Tenn1nals 24 Tenn1nals 

Washington * 1 Strip I 1 CBD; 1 CBD; 1 Strip 3 Suburban 2 Suburban 
1 Suburban 1 Suburban 1 CBD 

Baltimore 1 Str1p 1 Strip 1 CBD 1 CBD 1 Suburban 1 CBD 
Wilmington -- -- -- 1 Suburban I -- I 1 CBD 
Philadelphia 1 Strip 1 Strip 1 CBD 1 CBD; I 5 Suburban 11 CBD; 

1 Suburban 2 Suburban 
c.n 

Trenton I I 1 CBD to -- -- -- -- -- I 

'° New York 1 CBD; 3 Suburban 1 CBD; 3 CBD 7 Suburban 3 CBD; 
3 Suburban 3 Suburban 4 Suburban 4 Suburban 

Bridgeport -- -- -- 1 CBD 1 Suburban 1 CBD 

Hartford 1 Suburban 1 Suburban 1 CBD 1 CBD 1 Suburban l CBD 
0 o· Providence 1 Strip 

11 s::1p 
I 1 CBD I 1 CBD I 1 Suburban I 1 CBD ;:::;: 

;::r 
(I) 
a. Springfield I I -- I 1 Suburban I 1 Suburban er --
'< 

CJ Worcester -- I -- I I -- I 1 Suburban I 1 CBC 
0 Boston 1 Strip 11 Strip 11 CBD 11 CBD I 3 Suburban 11 CBD 
~ 1 Suburban 1 Suburban 2 Suburban 

,...._ rv * Strip • STOL runway at existing CTOL tenninal 



0 
<C" 
;::<.: ;;::;· 
CD 
Q_ 

~ 

(') 
0 
~ ,....... 
rv 

l 0 CBD -* 

18 CBD -

24 CBD 

24 Sub. 

Total 

TABLE 5B-4 

BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL TRIP TIME BY TERMINAL SET 
1985 AVERAGES 

Access/Egress Take-off + Landing 
Minutes Minutes % Minutes % 

135 100 74. l 14 10.4 

113 82 72.5 11 9.8 

101 73 72.2 10 9.9 

127 99 78.0 10 7.9 

Cruise 
Minutes "% 

21 15.5 

20 17. 7 

18 17.9 

18 14.2 

*CBD in New York Metropolitan Area only. Longer takeoff and landing times are caused 
by delays at CTOL airports in other cities. 

U1 
tJ1 
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TABLE 58-5 

SELECTED STOL AND VTOL PORT COST AND INVESTMENTS 

TERMINAL LOCATION !MANHATTAN SECAUCUS NEWARK MANHATTAN HARTFORD ALBION* YONKERS OfESTER HOPKINTONIPATTERSON 
N.Y. N.J. N.J. N.Y. CONN. N.J. N.Y. PA. MASS. N.J. 

TYPE STOL STOL STOL VTOL STOL STOL STOL STOL STOL VTOL 

Vehicle Capacity 122 122 40 86 120 40 120 120 120 I 120 

Runway Length (Feet) I 1500 I 1500 I 1500 I - I 2500 I 2500 I 1500 I 2500 I 2500 

Average Patronage I I I 611 I I I I I I I I <.n 
in the Peak Hour 1424 2223 1053 428 343 348 354 60 70 CX1 

I __, 
Land Cost $/Sq. Ft. I 89.50 I 3.50 I 16.56 I 89.50 I 3.50 I 3.5o I 3.50 I 3.5o I I 

__, 
3.50 3.50 

Investment 

- Flight Deck ($ M) I 52.8 I 65.7 I 29.5 I 24.4 I 40.2 I 39.4 I 27.6 I 40.2 I 37.7 I 3.6 

- Passenger Deck 15.1 I 23.0 I 7. 1 I 22.4 I 5.2 I 4.4 I 4.4 I 4.5 I 1.5 I 1.6 

- Parking 

I 

3.9 

I 

6. 1 I 1. 1 I 5.8 

I 
1.2 

I 
.9 

I 
1.0 

I 
1.0 

I 
.2 I .2 

0 - Land 123.6 5.9 16.8 65.6 6.4 5.5 4.1 6.4 6.4 I .3 o· 
;:::;: 
;::r - Equipment I .3 I .4 I .4 I 0 I .4 I .4 I .3 I .3 I .4 I 0 (I) 
a. 
er 
'< Total Tenninal CJ Investment I 195.7 I 101. 1 I 55. 5 I 118. 7 I 53.4 I 50.6 I 37.4 I 52.4 I 46.2 I 5.7 
0 
~ * Albion is a suburban port southeast of Philadelphia ,...._ rv 
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In the analysis of 1975 alternatives, several schemes for 
financing STOL and VTOLport construction were tested in the NECTP model 
system. The "Manhattan" STOL terminal set involves five new construction 
STOLports at a total cost for land and structures of roughly $500,000,000. 
If the carrier is forced to build them with his own capital, the fare 
formula required to yield 10% rate of return after taxes is so high as to 
discourage demand. In seeking an equilibrium of supply and demand, the 
situation is, in fact, divergent, i •. e., the operator continually raises 
prices in an attempt to cover large fixed expenses with constantly diminish-
ing demand. On the other hand, if the operator were given the use of the 
ports, with no fee required, he could drop prices below current air fares 
and serve a large demand. 

A more realistic financing scheme assuming application of the 
Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 to VTOL and STOL systems was 
adopted. STOL or VTOLports were considered to be built by municipal 
authorities with Federal support from the Trust Fund for 50% of the land 
cost and 50% of the portion of the structure which is equivalent to runways 
and taxiways. Parking garages would be below the terminal structure and 
were assumed to be self-supporting. The carrier investment was principally 
in aircraft with only office and maintenance structures added. In setting 
fares, the carrier return on investment was based on this smaller investment. 
A carrier payment to the municipal authority was treated as a cost item and 
set to cover principal (over 35 years) and interest (at 10%) on the assumed 
municipal bonds. An 8% transportation tax was added to the fare. 

No direct Federal subsidy is involved, although in several 
situations the 8% ticket tax is insufficient to pay off the Trust Fund at 
the same rate, principal and interest, as on the municipal investment. 
Federal corporate profit tax is based only on the carrier's return and if 
the municipal bonds are tax free, the Federal government may be foregoing 
some taxes compared to other ways of financing. Similarly, the operator 
fees for use of the terminal include an amount equivalent to the municipal 
real estate tax on the land but not on the structure. The municipality may 
be foregoing the higher taxes it would realize if the land were occupied by 
a successful c011111ercial enterprise. 

No allowance has been made for the possibility of leasing 
portions of the STOL or VTOLport building to other comnercial tenants in 
order to help cover the costs. Conventional airports realize considerable 
revenue from shops, bars, restaurants and services to the captive waiting 
passenger. The downtown terminal should have much less of a captive passen-
ger, however, since the aim of the short-haul service should be for tight 
schedules and rapid terminal throughput. The short-haul traveJer on a 
one-day round trip is not likely to be oriented toward the usual airport 
ancillary services. 
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For co11111ercial enterprises not aimed at the passengers, 
space at the tenninal will be somewhat less desirable than similar 
space in a building not subject to the annoyance and danger of air 
operations overhead. Thus, while the municipal authority can probably 
fill excess space at the terminal by offering favorable rates and while 
some passenger service concessions will be present, neither are likely 
to contribute significantly to offset the cost of the structure. 

3. Economic Analysis of Alternatives 

a. Interim Alternatives 

Table 5B-6 shows the results of simulated operations of the 
1975 STOL and VTOL alternatives. The following observations are made, 
based on the results: 

. STOL or VTOL, with 7 to 9% of the total demand, was 
better patronized than CTOL which drew 6% under the 
same circumstances, in separate simulations. 

. STOL appears commercially viable at either the Manhattan 
or Secaucus site. However, the investment in land and 
structures was about 120 million dollars less at the 
Secaucus site. 

• The STOL system using the 48 passenger DHC-7 had about 
the same patronage (8%) in both the Manhattan and 
Secaucus networks. Operator profits were better on 
the Secaucus network. 

. The VTOL system using the 86-passenger S-65 had better 
patronage (9%) than either of the STOL aircraft. On 
the Manhattan network, it was more profitable and had 
a better Federal balance than the best of the STOL 
alternatives. 
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TABLE 58-6 

SUMMARY OF STOL AND VTOL SIMULATIONS - 1975 

SITUATION DESCRIPTION 
Vehicle Mode STOL-75 STOL-75 STOL-75 STOL-75 VTOL-75 VTOL-75 
Designation MDC-210C MDC-210G ll-IC-7 lllC-7 S-65 S-65 
Seating Capacity 122 122 48 48 86 86 
Runway Length (feet) 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 
Tenninal Set Manhattan Secaucus Manhattan Secaucus Manhattan! Manhattan 

RESULTS 
Annual Air Demand (Mil.) 14.8 16.8 15.4 16.4 18.8 14.8 
% of Total Demand 7 8 8 8 9 7 
Annual Passenger Miles {Mil.) 2,463 2,884 2,460 2 ,671 2,934 2,337 
Investment - Operator{$ Mil.) 328 386 303 315 532 454 

- Municipal ($Mil.) 303 209 363 229 373 170 
- Federal ($Mil.) 136 103 167 122 83 38 

I 
<J'I cg 

Gross Revenue ($Mil.) 263 285 278 273 362 290 I __, 
.p. 

Annual Operator Profit($ Mil.) 23 28 22 23 38 32 
Annual Operator Costs*($ Mil.) 165 186 137 183 202 169 

0 Annual Municipal Charges for c.0· 
;:::;: Investment($ Mil.) I 32 I 22 I 76 I 24 I 57 I 35 ;:;;· 
CD 
Q. Annual O)erator Corporate Tax CT 
'< ($ Mil. I 23 I 28 I 22 I 23 I 38 I 32 0 Annual Transportation Tax 
0 ($ Mi 1.) I 20 I 21 I 21 I 20 I 27 I 22 

~ Annual Equivalent Trust Fund 
,..._ Charge**($ Mil.) I 37 I 33 I 43 I 38 I 30 I 27 
(\) 

* Including charges for operator investment but excluding charges for municipal investment paid by 
operator but listed separately. 

** Equivalent Trust Fund Charge is the capital recovery factor for 10% return over 20 years applied to 
the total Trust Fund investment. The treatment is exactly the same as for municipal charges except 
that the operator is not required to pay. 
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• VTOL aircraft operating from the Manhattan STOL network 
of terminals drew slightly less patronage (7%) than STOL, 
confirming that the higher patronage for the VTOL system 
was due to the better locations of VTOL sites and the 
lower associated terminal costs. The VTOL network was 
composed entirely of new construction terminals in CBD 
locations so that access/egress time was most favorable 
for this alternative. 

It is noteworthy that in none of the above simulations was the 
8% transportation tax sufficient to pay off the investment from the Trust 
Fund at the same rate of return used for the municipal investment. In one 
case, DHC-7 on the Manhattan network, the transportation tax~ the corpo-
ration profits tax were barely sufficient to repay the Trust Fl.iiiCf. 

b. Long Term Alternatives 

The 1985 alternatives are characterized by a family of advanced 
high-performance aircraft designs and greatly expanded tenninal sets. Almost 
all the 1985 terminals are new construction STOL or VTOLports so that the 
terminal cost problem is intensified in the long range alternatives. Typically, 
investment in land and structures for a 24 CBD STOL network is in excess of 
two billion dollars and for a VTOL system, nearly one billion dollars. 

Two other factors of importance in the 1985 situation are the 
increased population which leads to greater potential demand; and the assumed 
presence of a spinal tracked air cushion vehicle system offering frequent 
rapid and competitively priced service. 

Table 5B-7 su11111arizes a number of 1985 simulations. Only a 
fraction of the possible combinations of aircraft types and terminal sets 
were tested but several clear trends emerge as discussed below • 

• The suburban terminal set was generally unsuccessful. 
The first test with a 2500', 120 passenger STOL on 
the suburban terminal set a~ainst TACV competition 
attracted little patronage (only 2% of the demand). 
The same vehicle when tested in the Manhattan network, 
updated from 1975, drew 13% of the demand, indicating 
that the problem lay with the terminal locations rather 
than with the vehicle. 
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TABLE 58-7 
SUMMARY OF STOL AND VTOL SIMULATIONS - 1985 

SITUATION DESCRIPTION 
Vehicle Mode STOL STOL STOL STOL STOL STOL VTOL (t-w) VTOL STOL I VTOL 
Seating Capacity 120 120 80 40 120 40 120 120 40 40 
Runway Length (feet) 2500 2500 2500 2500 1500 1500 - - 1500 
Terminal Set Suburban Suburban Suburban Suburban Suburban CBD CBD I CBD 
Notes TACY No TACY TACY TACY No TACY TACY TACY No TACY TACY TACY 

RESULTS 
Annual Afr Demand (Mil.) 6.9 15.9 16.9 21.9 29.0 23.6 30.5 42.0 44.7 42.0 
% of Total Demand 2 7 5 7 13 8 10 17 14 13 
Annual Passenger Hiles (Mil•) 1,316 2,480 2,934 3.444 5.ooo 3.664 4.883 6,584 6.885 6.167 
Investment - Operator($ Mil.) 317 415 388 541 585 561 740 891 1,054 1,270 I U'1 

- ttin1. ($ Mil.) 513 562 583 632 455 489 423 540 1.427 411 to 
I -- Federal ($ M11.) 404 415 424 456 174 323 138 158 836 138 0\ 

Gross Revenue ($Mil.) 241 324 358 507 470 552 602 754 1, 120 1.053 
Annual O~erator Profit 

($ Mil. I 23 I 30 I 28 I 39 I 42 I 40 I 53 I 64 I 76 I 91 
0 Annual Operator Cost*($ Mil.) 124 181 215 325 304 380 407 514 737 750 c.0· 
;:::;: ;:;;· Annual Municipal Charges for CD 

I 56 I I Q. Investment ($Mil.) I 53 I 59 I 61 I 66 I 47 I 51 I 44 148 43 CT 
'< Annual Operator Corporate 0 Tax ($Mil.) I 23 I 30 I 28 I 39 I 42 I 40 I 53 I 64 I 76 I 91 
0 Transportation Tax($ Mil.) 18 24 26 38 35 41 45 56 83 78 

~ E1uivalent Trust Fund Charge 
I I I I 44 I I I 42 I 113 I 41 $ Mil.) I 68 69 71 75 61 40 ,..._ 

(\) 
* Including charges for operator i.nvestment but excluding charges for municipal investment paid by operator but listed 
separately. 
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• The 1500 1 STOL vehicle was superior to the 2500' STOL 
on all counts. The increased cost of the higher thrust 
engines on the 1500' vehicle was more than offset by 
lower tenninal costs of the shorter runway. The higher 
thrust engines also yield a somewhat higher climb and 
cruise speed, hence slightly better trip times. 

• The smaller STOL vehicles (40 passenger) were superior 
to 120 or 80 passenger STOL on the 24 tenninal network. 
The best patronage (14%) was achieved by the 40 passenger, 
1500' STOL on the 24 tenninal CBD network. 

• VTOL, on either the 18 or 24 tenninal CBD network, was 
slightly inferior in patronage to the best STOL (13% 
vs. 14%). From the operator standpoint, however, VTOL 
had higher profit than STOL and from the Federal stand-
point, VTOL was the only 1985 air alternative in which 
the transportation tax yield exceeded the nominal desired 
payoff to the Trust Fund. 

• VTOL was equally viable either with the 120 passenger 
vehicle on the 18 tenninal network or with the 40 
passenger vehicle on the 24 terminal network. The 
80 passenger VTOL was not tested. 

• TACY generally drew about 13% of the demand, on a par 
with the best of the air alternatives. 

• The poor results which generally obtained when using 
the 24 suburban tenninal set indicated that the failure 
to obtain CBD tenninal sites for VTOL or STOL will greatly 
reduce the usefulness and attractiveness of these systems. 
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c. Present Value Analysis 

The simulations for 1975 and 1985 deal only with single 
points in time and neglect problems associated with system growth over 
the years. In particular, the single point analyses neglect the necessary 
lag between the commitment of funds for fixed investment in tenninals and 
the payoff from the operating revenues of the system. If the 10% discount 
rate recommended by the Office of Manpower and Budget (OMB) is used, 
investments made early in the life of the system are very difficult to 
offset by distant future profits. 

Precise analysis of a mode over time requires a year-by-year 
treatment of investments, costs and revenues--in effect, a cash flow record 
by year. Approximate analyses of STOL and VTOL over time were made using 
1975 and 1985 simulation results as reference (control) points. Eight 
cases have been analyzed--four STOL and four VTOL. 

Four Northeast Corridor Model runs were used as reference 
points. The salient features of the systems simulated in these model 
runs are: 

1975 STOL 

Competition--Demo Rail, Auto, Bus 
Fleet size--142 DHC-7 turboprop aircraft 
Annual passengers--16.4 million 
9 cities served, 9 tenninals (Secaucus network) 

1975 VTOL 
Competition--Demo Rail, Auto, Bus 
Fleet size--89 SK-65-200 turboshaft compound helicopter 
Annual passengers--18.8 million 
10 cities served, 12 tenninals (Manhattan network} 

1985 STOL 

Competition--TACV, Auto, Bus 
Fleet size--282 Deflected Slipstream turbojet aircraft 
Annual passengers--44.65 million 
17 cities served, 24 CBD tenninals 

1985 VTOL 

Competition--TACV, Auto, Bus 
Fleet size--274 Tilt-Wing turboshaft aircraft 
Annual passengers--31.6 million 
17 cities served, 24 CBD tenninals 
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The various STOL and VTOL mode present value analyses are 
summarized as follows: 

STOL 1 

STOL 1 is analyzed from 1971 through 1999. A system is built 
up between 1971 and 1975 based on the 1975 STOL. This system 
is converted by 1985 to one based on the 1985 STOL which is 
operated through 1999. The STOL I System Chronology is 
described in Table 5B-8. System buildup is illustrated in 
Figure 5B-2. 

Land and structures investments through 1975 are relatively 
low since the Secaucus network contains only four new construc-
tion sites out of a total of nine. In 1975, however, the net 
income is about $100 million while the outgo from the system 
is almost $180 million. 

In the 1975 - 1985 period, land and structures costs are high 
since 20 new construction sites are being built over 10 years, 
all in high-land-cost locations. By 1985 the income is nearly 
$380 million, for the first time in excess of outgo at $360 
million. Subsequent to 1985, income exceeds outgo by from 
$300 to $500 million. 

Figure 5B-10 shows the value of STOL I by year, discounted 
back to 1970 at the 10% rate recommended by OMB. The effect 
of discounting is to emphasize the early outgo over the 
subsequent income. STOL I is a striking example of the 
discounting effect: the cumulative discounted deficit by 
1985 has risen to almost $800 million as a result of all the 
early years of excess outgo. Although income exceeds outgo 
by a very large margin after 1985, the discounted value 
barely creeps above zero by the year 2000. Salvage value 
was not computed and is not included in Figure 5B-10. 

STOL 2 

STOL 2 investigates the financial feasibility of a STOL 
system, based on the 1975 STOL technology, independently 
of a follow-on system based on a 1985 technology system. 
The system begins operation in 1973 and terminates opera-
tion at the end of 1984. The System Chronology is shown 
in Table 5B-9. 
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TABLE 58-8 

STOL 1 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1971 Begin investment in 1975 STOL tenninal set 

1973 Begin investment in 142 ll!C-7 STOL aircraft 
Begin investment in equipment 
Connnence system operation 

1975 Complete investment in 1975 STOL tenninals 
Complete investment in 142 ll!C-7 STOL aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Demand has built up to 16.4 million passengers/year 

1976 Begin investment towards 1985 STOL tenninal set 
Begin buildup of equipment 
Begin buildup of aircraft 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1975 through 1985--10.5% 

1980 End buildup of 1975 STOL aircraft 

1981 Begin phase-out of 1975 STOL aircraft 
Begin investment in 282 Deflected-Slipstream STOL aircraft 

1985 Complete investment in 1985 STOL tenninal set 
Complete investment in 1985 STOL aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Begin first replacement of equipment 
Demand has built up to 44.65 million passengers/year 

1986 Begin buildup of STOL tenninals 
Begin buildup of STOL aircraft 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1985 through 2000--3% 
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FIGURE 58-2. SYSTEM BUILDUP FOR STOL 1 
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TABLE 5B-9 

STOL 2 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1971 Begin investment in STOL tenninals 

1973 Complete investment in STOL tenninals 
Begin investment in 142 lliC-7 aircraft 
Begin investment in equipment 
Commence system operation 

1975 Complete investment in ll!C-7 aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Demand has built up to 16.4 million passengers/year 

1976 Begin buildup of aircraft and equipment 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1975 through 1985--3% 

FIGURE 5B-3. SYSTEM BUILDUP FOR STOL 2 
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Figure 58-3 shows the system buildup for STOL 2. The system 
begins to show a profit by 1976 but the accumulated present 
value deficit is not quite eliminated before 1985. The 
deficit is $63 million in 1984 and the salvage value of 
investments in 1985 is $113 million which reduces the present 
value deficit to $36 million. The discounted value is shown 
in Figure 58-11 through 1984, without salvage value. 

Ille to the short operating period of the system, 1973 through 
1984, no replacement of aircraft or equipment is required. 

STOL 3 

STOL 3 investigates the operation of a STOL system, based on 
1975 technology only, through to the year 1999. Operation 
begins in 1973 and builds up to a full operating system in 
1975. An initial growth rate of 3% per year is used but it 
is assumed that, after 1989, the operation of an obsolete 
system will not attract any further growth in demand. 
Aircraft and equipment are replaced after a 12-year life but 
structures do not need replacing during the life of the system. 
The System Chronology is shown in Table 58-10. 

System buildup is depicted in Figure 58-4. A profit is made 
by 1976 but the accumulated present value does not become 
positive until 1990. There follows a modest growth to a 
discounted value of $86 million in 1999. Salvage value is 
$352 million in 2000 which, however, increases the discounted 
worth only to $106 million. The discounted value is shown in 
Figure 58-11 exclusive of salvage value. 

STOL 4 

STOL 4 investigates the operation of a STOL system based on 
1985 STOL technology only. The investment in aircraft and 
equipment is deferred until 1985 when the complete purchase 
is made and the system starts to operate the same year. 
The last year of operation is 1999. Some replacement of 
aircraft and equipment takes place between 1997 and 1999. 
The System Chronology is shown in Table 58-11. 

System buildup is illustrated in Figure 58-5. The system 
starts to make a profit in 1986 but does not quite eliminate 
its discounted deficit. The present value deficit is $53 
million in 1999. The salvage value of aircraft and equipment 
is $1907 million in 2000 which discounts to $109 million in 
1970 and converts the discounted deficit to a surplus of $56 
million. The present value of the system is shown in 
Figure 58-11 exclusive of salvage value. 
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TABLE 5B-10 

STOL 3 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1971 Begin investment in STOL tenninals 
1973 Complete investment in STOL tenninals 

Begin investment in 142 DHC-7 aircraft 
Begin investment in equipment 
Commence system operation 

1975 Complete investment in 142 DHC-7 aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Demand has built up to 16.4 million passengers/year 

1976 Begin buildup of aircraft and equipment 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1975 through 1989--3% 
1990 through 1999--0 

1985 Begin first replacement of aircraft and equipment 

1989 Complete buildup of aircraft and equipment 

1997 Begin second replacement of aircraft and equipment 

FIGURE 5B-4. SYSTEM BUILDUP FOR STOL 3 
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TABLE 5B-11 

STOL 4 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1982 Begin investment in STOL tenninals 

1984 Complete investment in STOL tenninals 

1985 Purchase 282 Deflected-Slipstream STOL aircraft 
Purchase equipment 
Comnence system operation 
Demand is 44.65 million passengers/year 

1986 Begin buildup of aircraft and equipment 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1986 through 1999--3% 
1997 Begin replacement of aircraft and equipment 

FIGURE 58-5. SYSTEM BUILDUP FOR STOL 4 
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VTOL l 

VTOL l is an analogous investigation to STOL l except that 
the 1975 reference point is the Sikorsky SK-65-200 on the 
Manhattan tenninal network and the 1985 reference point is 
the 40-passenger tilt-wing VTOL aircraft on the 24 terminal 
CBD network. The System Chronology 1s shown in Table 5B-12. 

Figure 5B-6 shows the system buildup for the VTOL 1 system. 
Investment in VTOLports through 1975 is almost the same as 
for the STOL 1 system, but for VTOL the sum buys 12 new 
construction sites including four of the most expensive 
New York locations and CBD tenninals in Washington, Baltimore, 
Philadelphia, Providence and Boston. As a result, the land 
and structures investment from 1975 to 1985 for VTOLports is 
very low. In 1975, the VTOL 1 system outgo is about $200 
million compared to income of only $120 million. Outgo drops 
sharply in 1975 and for everh year thereafter, income exceeds 
outgo. Figure 5B-10 shows t e discounted value of the VTOL 1 
system excluding salvage which was not computed. A discounted 
surplus is generated by 1990 and by 1999 the present value of 
the surplus has grown to $392 million. 

VTOL 2 

VTOL 2 is an analogous investigation to STOL 2 and analyzes 
a 1975 VTOL system through 1985. System Chronology is shown 
in Table 5B-13. 

System buildup is shown in Figure 58-7. The system develops 
a present value surplus of $68 million by 1984. Salvage 
value is $233 million in 1985 which increases the present 
value surplus to $124 million. The discounted value is 
shown in Table 5B-12 exclusive of salvage. 

VTOL 3 

VTOL 3 is analogous to STOL 3 and investigates a 1975 VTOL 
system through 1999. The System Chronology is shown in 
Table 5B-14. 

System buildup is depicted in Figure 5B-8. The present 
value becomes positive in 1983 and increases to $293 
million by 1999. Salvage is worth $652 million in 2000 
which increases the present value surplus to $331 million. 
The discounted value is shown in Figure 5B-12 exclusive 
of salvage. 
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TABLE.5B-12 

VTOL 1 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1971 Begin investment in VTOL tenninal set 

1973 Begin investment in 89 SK-65-200 aircraft 
Begin investment in equipment 
Commence system operation 

1975 Complete investment in 1975 VTOL terminals 
Complete investment in 89 SK-65-200 aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Demand has built up to 18.8 million passengers/year 

1976 Begin investment towards 1985 VTOL tenninal set 
Begin buildup of equipment 
Begin buildup of aircraft 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1975 through 1985--8.4% 

1980 End build-up of 1975 STOL aircraft 

1981 Begin phase-out of 1975 VTOL aircraft 
Begin investment in 274 Tilt-Wing VTOL aircraft 

1985 Complete investment in 1985 VTOL tenninal set 
Complete investment in 274 Tilt-Wing STOL aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Begin first replacement of equipment 
Demand has built up to 42.2 million passengers/year 

1986 Begin buildup of VTOL tenninals 
Begin buildup of VTOL aircraft 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1985 through 2000--3% 
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TABLE 58-13 

VTOL 2 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1971 Begin investment in VTOL tenninals 

1973 Complete investment in VTOL tenninals 
Begin investment in 89 SK-65-200 aircraft 
Begin investment in equipment 
Conmence system operation 

1975 Complete investment in SK-65-200 aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Demand has built up to 18.8 million passengers/year 

1976 Begin buildup of aircraft and equipment 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1975 through 1985--3% 

FIGURE 5B-7. SYSTEM BUILDUP FOR VTOL 2 
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TABLE 5B-14 

VTOL 3 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1971 Begin investment in VTOL tenninals 

1973 Complete investment in VTOL tenninals 
Begin investment in 89 SK-65-200 aircraft 
Begin investw~nt in equipment 
COl81lence system operation 

1975 Complete investment in. 89 SK-65-200 aircraft 
Complete investment in equipment 
Demand has built up to 18.8 million passengers/year 

1976 Begin buildup of aircraft and equipment 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues, operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1975 through 1989--3% 
1990 through 1999--0 

1985 Begin first replacement of aircraft and equipment 

1989 Complete buildup of aircraft and equipment 

1997 Begin second replacement of aircraft and equipment 

FIGURE 5B-8. SYSTEM BUILDUP FOR VTOL 3 
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VTOL 4 

VTOL 4 is an analogous investigation to STOL 4 and analyzes 
a 1985 VTOL system through 1999. System Chronology is shown 
in Table 58-15. 

System buildup is shown in Figure 58-9. The discounted value 
becomes a surplus in 1992 and increases to $220 million by 
1999. Salvage value is $1418 million in 2000 which increases 
the present worth to $300 million. The discounted value is 
shown in Figure 58-12 exclusive of salvage. 

The discounted value analysis is made for the total air system--
operator, municipality and federal shares combined. A positive present value 
does not necessarily mean that all parties are satisfied since there is no 
guarantee of an equitable division of the income. However, a positive 
present value holds hope that all parties could be satisfied. By the same 
reasoning a negative present value means that at least one of the partici-
pants must be unsatisfied from a monetary standpoint. Only the private 
operator has an absolute requirement to achieve a positive present value; 
the municipality and the federal interests could substitute social benefits 
for monetary profit. 

Present value thus cannot be an absolute criterion for acceptance 
or rejection of a system. As a comparative measure, however, systems may be 
ranked for financial feasibility on the basis of present value. VTOL ranks 
above STOL in all cases tested. 

4. STOL/VTOL Uncertainties 

a. Passenger and Conmunity Acceptance 

The analysis of the STOL and VTOL systems depends critically 
on the reliability of the patronage estimates. The transportation attributes 
used to estimate patronage are door-to-door trip time, perceived door-to-door 
trip cost, mode convenience as measured by the frequency of scheduled service 
during the day, and a mode-specific constant. Combined into a "demand model" 
these attributes provided a satisfactory estimate of patronage when compared 
with measured levels. The use of a single mode-specific parameter implies 
that the influence of many other modal characteristics, such as Comfort, 
Reliability, Safety and Hassle*, which traveler interview surveys indicate 
are important, can be grouped into a single constant. 

Hassle is a general tenn used to indicate the accumulation of minor 
annoyances in getting tickets, confirming reservations, standing in 
line, unexplained waiting, finding seats, handling baggage, searching 
for taxis, dealing with clerks, etc. 
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TABLE 5B-15 

VTOL 4 SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY 

1982 Begin investment in VTOL tenninals 

1984 Complete investment in VTOL tenninals 

1985 Purchase 274 Tilt-Wing VTOL aircraft 
Purchase equipment 
Commence system operation 
Demand is 31.6 million passengers/year 

1986 Begin buildup of aircraft and equipment 

Approximate annual growth rate for revenues. operating costs, 
investments in aircraft and equipment: 

1985 through 1999--3% 

1997 Begin replacement of aircraft and equipment 

FIGURE 5B-9. SYSTEM BUILDUP FOR VTOL 4 
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Of particular concern is the problem of passenger acceptance 
of STOL or VTOL in tenns of these implicit choice factors. The data used 
to estimate the model parameters are based primarily on jet equipment with 
the attendant ride quality, low vibration, low cabin noise, and the passen-
ger services comnon to trunk line carriers. The 1975 STOL and VTOL aircraft 
are propeller-driven STOL and helicopter VTOL types which will have more 
flight roughness, vibration and internal noise than jets. The short-haul 
system costs are based on a spartan level of in-flight passenger services 
and rapid throughput in the tenninal. Passenger acceptance of the postu-
lated STOL and VTOL service is thus a matter of uncertainty which cannot 
be established from historical data. It is noteworthy, however, that 
propeller-driven scheduled air service has generally been unable to survive 
on routes in direct competition with jets and that local helicopter carriers 
are generally in trouble. 

If propeller and rotorcraft vehicles turn out to be unaccept-
able to passengers, then no interim candidate exists for either the STOL 
or VTOL mode and the 1985 VTOL, a turboprop tilt-wing type, is open to 
serious question. Furthennore, the 1985 jet STOL are still designed around 
somewhat lower wing loadings than are present CTOL jets. There is clearly 
an urgent need for authoritative data which will pennit detennination of 
the trade-off in passenger acceptance between the implicit subjective factors 
of comfort, reliability, safety, hassle, etc., and the explicit factors of 
short trip time, convenient schedules and good connectivity that STOL and 
VTOL can offer. 

The analyses for 1975 have considered 9, 10 or 12 tenninals 
while those for 1985 have used 18 or 24. The results with suburban versus 
CBD locations have indicated the great advantage of placing the tenninals 
at the population centers--the CBD's. By so doing, the access times to 
the tenninal are minimized and the convenience of the service is maximized. 

In the present climate of public opinion, central city STOLport 
or VTOLport tenninals are virtually impossible. In most cities, proposals 
to extend existing airports have met with stonns of protest. Efforts to 
establish a STOLport in Manhattan have been unsuccessful. Aircraft noise 
is the constant objection, plus air pollution and the safety hazard. While 
the focus of objection is on jet noise, helicopter noise has also been 
protested. If strong groups in the c011111unity are willing to block action 
by an airport authority, it is highly unlikely that a bond issue to build 
a new STOLport could be passed. 

The STOL and VTOL analyses appear, therefore, to lead to a 
series of contradictions: 

The most likely configuration to gain passenger acceptance 
for ride quality is a large jet-powered STOL--the least 
likely for comnunity acceptance. 
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• The most likely configuration for community 
acceptance is a fairly small turboprop STOL--
which will be unlikely for passenger acceptance. 

• The most flexible, lowest-total-cost configuration 
is the VTOL--not favored by most of the airlines 
now flying the routes. 

• The best service is given by small aircraft on 
frequent schedules--which may lead to excessive 
air traffic. 

The analyses based on demand estimation contain the 
implicit assumption that the air traffic problems will be solved and 
that an aircraft configuration will be developed which is passenger-
acceptable and community-acceptable and flexible and low-cost. 

b. VTOLport and STOLport Congestion 

The analyses have postulated an optimally sized terminal 
design. Not only are the facilities sized to the demand but a compact 
overall design is used to minimize structure and land costs. By their 
nature, neither the STOLport nor the VTOLport can affort to waste space. 
In particular, these CBD terminals will have little out-of-the-way space 
to stack aircraft waiting to takeoff. Essentially, once all gate positions 
are filled the port is unable to land more aircraft. On short-haul, low-
altitude routes, fuel reserves may not permit extensive in-flight stacking. 

The short-haul STOL or VTOL system requires a level of 
reliability and of precision in schedule adherence not presently developed 
for conventional airlines. Some form of real-time dynamic scheduling may 
be needed to cope with emergencies. 

A final problem may occur for general aviation. The runway 
lengths expected for STOL are well adapted for small general aviation 
aircraft.* Personal helicopters are not uncorrmon. Thus, any center city 
terminal will be an attractive destination for private executive and air 
taxi service. Potentially, then, the STOLports and VTOLports are liable 
to the same traffic problems as are conventional airports, a liability 
heightened by the lack of extra space and tight scheduling necessary for 
connective short-haul schedules. The regulatory agencies will face the 
same difficulties with the rights of general aviation to use municipal 
facilities versus the inefficiencies of tying up expensive time and space 
with small aircraft. 

* The Helioplane, which flew in 1949, was a four-seat personal STOL aircraft 
capable of takeoff in 300 feet. Currently the only VTOL and STOL aircraft 
flying are of the general aviation type. 
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c. Air Traffic Loads 

The initial assumption was made that, since NEC short-haul 
air travel passenger volumes are only a small fraction of the total 
volumes, no serious air traffic load is likely to exist. The analysis 
for 1985, however, introduces uncertainties into this assumption. The 
40-passenger STOL system on the 24-CBD tenninal network carries more 
passengers than had been projected for the NEC portion of the CTOL 
volume. The STOL aircraft is only one-third the capacity of the expected 
1985 CTOL aircraft which means that the region may experience more than 
three times as many STOL or VTOL short-haul air operations as had been 
projected for CTOL. For the New York Hub (Newark, LaGuardia and Kennedy) 
the expected number of air operations consistent with the CTOL congestion 
analysis (Table 5E-l is 5500 per per day, of which 1040 were considered 
as divertible NEC traffiC:--For the best patronage situation, 40-passenger 
1500' STOL on the 24-CBD tenninal set (Table 5E-7), the seven New York 
STOLports handled 3450 aircraft operations per day. 

Thus while the number of CTOL operations decreased by 1040, 
the addition of 3450 STOL operations brings the total up to 7910 for the 
New York Hub, an increase of 44%. From the standpoint of traffic control, 
the situation may be worse than a simple increase in operations would 
indicate. The STOL system for 1985 envisioned seven STOLports for the 
New York Hub for a total of ten conrnercial airports, an increase of 333%. 
These facilities, together with Islip, Teterboro, Westchester and whatever 
other facilities may be added for general aviation, will pose a fonnidable 
problem in working out approach and departure patterns and setting up 
control procedures. While the task may not be too complex for a fully-
automated tenninal control system, it deserves detailed technical considera-
tion before any conclusion can be drawn about the practicality of inserting 
STOL into the complex New York Hub. 
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C. Analysis of Highway System Alternatives 

1. Modal Background 

Highways represent the principal means of intercity travel in 
the Northeast Corridor (NEC). As indicated in Table SC-1, automobiles 
and buses currently attract about 74 percent and 5 percent, respectively, 
of these trips. In addition, nearly all air travelers, and a preponder-
ance of rail and bus travelers, rely on the highways for the access and 
egress segments of intercity trips. A map of the existing NEC intercity 
highway system (including improvements planned for implementation prior 
to 1980) is presented in Figure 5C-l. The existing freeway system pro-
vides relatively dense network coverage to travelers moving along the 
spine of the NEC, and the planned 1980 system will provide relatively 
good coverage to travelers moving across the spine. Nevertheless, in-
creasing congestion is expected to contribute to a general deterioration 
of intercity travel conditions in the NEC between 1970 and 1985. Travel 
speeds and reliability will decline, congested driving conditions will 
be encountered more frequently, and decisions regarding trip making, 
starting time, and travel route selection, will be affected. 

This congestion encountered on the highways by intercity trav-
elers can be attributed primarily to two factors: 

• congestion of freeways near and within metropolitan area.s 
which will result from intra-urban traffic; and 

the sharp peaking character of intercity highway travel. 

One-third of the intercity automobile travelers must bypass one or more 
metropolitan areas. Yet, intercity NEC movements account for substan-
tially less than half of the total traffic on most highways, particularly 
those in metropolitan areas. For example, a maximum of 15 percent of the 
vehicle-miles of travel on the highways shown in Figure 5C-1 results from 
intercity trips. Congestion on these facilities, rather, results from 
ambient traffic, which consists predominantly of local traffic. (.See 
Figure 5C-2). 

In addition, intercity travel is characterized by much sharper 
peaking than is intra-urban travel, resulting in a less even distribution 
of peak travel days throughout the year on rural (intercity) freeways. 
than on urban freeways. In general, over 20 percent of all intercity 
travel takes place during the 10 percent of the days of the year charac-
terized by the highest traffic volumes (See, for example, Figure 5C-3). 

2. Highway Policy Options 

The extensive demand and modal preference analyses undertaken by 
the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project (NECTP) strongly suggest 
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TABLE 5C-l 

1968 Intercitx Trips within the Northeast Corridor: 
Distribution by Travel Modes and Purpose 

Mode Trip Purpose 

Business Non-Business Total 

Person Trips (Per Cent) Person Trips (Per Cent) Person Trips (Per Cent) 
in 1968 in 1968 in 1968 
<opp's) (OOO~s) (OOO's) 

Auto 2,827.0 (14.8) 11,340.5 (59.2) 14,167.5 (74.0) U'1 
n 
I 

N 

Bus 119.7 ( 0.6) 776.9 ( 4.1) 896.6 ( 4. 7) 

Rail 746.8 ( 3.9) 1,265.3 ( 6.6) 2 ,012. 1 (10.5) 
0 Air 1,528.1 ( 8.0) 538.5 ( 2.8) 2,066.6 (10.8) c0· 
;::;: 
N 
(!) 
Cl. 
CJ 
'< 

C) All 
0 Modes 5,221.6 (27.3) 13,921.2 (72. 7) 19,142.8 (100.0) 

~ -rv Source: Northeast Corridor Travel Survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census 
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that the highway's dominance of the intercity travel market will continue 
in the future, unless drastic policy changes were instituted. Even the 
introduction in the NEC of a major new high-speed common carrier is not 
expected to alter significantly the highway's share of the intercity 
travel market. For example, assuming some form of High Speed Rail 
system were to be in operation in 1975, the NECTP's investigations 
indicate that automobiles would still capture approximately 70 percent 
of the total person trips, while buses would attract an additional four 
percent of the market. 

Alternative courses which can be charted for the development 
of the highway system in the Northeast Corridor involve the following 
major policy options: 

• maintenance of the current program implying construction 
and upgrading of conventional highways in accordance with 
present plans and programs; 

• expansion of the system, to include major new primary 
and/or secondary facilities beyond those, presently programmed; 
and 

• improvement of the utilization and efficiency of the 
existing {and planned) system. 

Although these alternatives are not all mutually exclusive, the establish-
ment of highway policy in the NEC will have to place primary emphasis on 
one of these options. 

Due to the enormous costs .of building major new facilities--
especially through heavily developed areas where these facilities would 
be most needed--substantial expansion of the existing/planned highway 
system does not appear to be a feasible option to improve the service 
provided to the intercity traveler by the highway system in the Northeast 
Corridor. Therefore, primary attention in this study was given to 
methods for improving the utilization of the existing/planned network. 

Land is a precious and limited commodity, for which a growing 
population will continue to exert greater demands; consequently, it is 
imperative that expanded efforts be directed towards a more efficient 
utilization of land devoted to transportation functions. Conventional 
highway facilities, while serving a very useful function, do not do so 
in a particularly efficient manner with regard to land utilization. 
Furthermore, as noted, the demand for facilities is greatest in the higher-
density areas--exactly where land is most scarce. 

Highway planning can be oriented to programs and projects which 
increase the utilization and efficiency of existing and progranmed faci-
lities. Emphasis would be placed on increasing the capability of the 
existing and currently planned highways to serve increasing traffic 
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volumes without significantly degrading the level of service, while at 
the same time minimizing the land requirements for additional highways. 

Toward this end, examples of various alternative interim and 
long-term options are presented in Table SC-2. These alternatives are 
all mutually compatible, and all are feasible program activities which 
could be pursued during the near and intermediate future. Examples of 
possible individual activities, plus some additional long-term actions, 
are discussed further in this section. It should be emphasized that the 
analysis of these options has been developed primarily from the viewpoint 
of the intercity traveler and that further analysis from the viewpoint 
of other affected parties is required. 

3. Interim Alternatives 

a. Intercity Highway Information System 

As a result of the increasing interconnection of the inter-
city highway system in the Northeast Corridor, many intercity drivers 
will have to make multiple route selection decisions. For example, 
between Boston and Washington, the driver could make as many as ten route 
selection decisions (see Figure SC-4). If these decisions were made 
11 correctly 11 on the more heavily traveled days of the year, the speed and 
ease of the intercity trip would be considerably improved. 

At present, essentially no guidance in route selection is 
provided to the intercity highway traveler in the NEC. In order to take 
full advantage of the NEC highway network by distributing traffic among 
all available routes in an "optimal" manner, it would appear necessary to 
provide drivers with guidance in route selection. To be fully effective, 
such a system would have to have the real time capability to: 

. continuously acquire data on traffic flow and other 
conditions for all major intercity highways in the NEC; 

. analyze this data to determine the "optimal route 11 

between major route decision points and important final 
destinations, considering not only what the conditions 
are at the current point in time but what they will be as 
the intercity traveler uses each route to drive to his 
final destination; and 

• communicate the information to the driver about the 
11 optimal route 11 to his final destination. 

It should be noted that an intercity highway information system designed 
to achieve these objectives would significantly increase the usefulness 
of the network improvements proposed subsequently. 
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TABLE 5C-2 

INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE THE EFFECTIVENESS 
OF THE HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

INTERIM 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A REAL-TIME HIGHWAY ROUTE 
INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR INTERCITY TRAVELERS; 

. NETWORK CONNECTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS; 

. DEVELOPMENT OF AN UPGRADED ALTERNATIVE 
SPINAL ROUTE BYPASSING MAJOR METROPOLI-
TAN AREAS; AND 

INSTALLATION OF FREEWAY SURVEILLANCE 
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR CONGESTED 
FACILITIES. 

LONG-TERM 

AUTOMATED HIGHWAY/DUAL MODE SYSTEMS 
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It is important for the purposes of this discussion to dis-
tinguish between two classes of highway traffic congestion: 

• freeway traffic congestion resulting from the heavy 
volume of vehicles using each facility; and 

• congestion caused by unusual incidents such as 
accidents, spilled truck loads, stalled vehicles, and 
highway repairs. 

It should be emphasized that the benefits analysis for the intercity 
highway information system only considers the first of these because of 
the difficulty of appropriately considering the second type of congestion 
within the network simulation analysis used in this study. Yet, it has 
been suggested* that while accurate estimates are not available, the 
congestion delay caused by unusual incidents may be as great as delay 
caused by heavy traffic volumes. Thus, it is envisioned that the intercity 
highway information system would provide route guidance information to 
intercity travelers to enable them to more effectively respond to both 
types of freeway congestion, that caused by heavy traffic volumes and that 
caused by unusual incidents. 

Although a real time intercity highway information system 
does not presently exist, the requisite technology is within the state-of-
the-art. Data on existing traffic and other conditions in non-urban areas 
could be provided by the combination of an electronic surveillance system, 
composed of traffic sensors/detectors and telemetering equipment; airborne 
surveillance, possibly coupled with 11 live" closed circuit television trans-
mission from the aircraft; and police ground patrol. It is anticipated 
that the data acquired by the urban freeway surveillance systems. discussed 
in the next section would be used directly. These data would be input to 
a control center which would have the necessary computer systems, display 
equipment, and trained staff to allow the center either automatically or 
manually to determine the "optimal" routes between each decision point 
and important final destinations. 

Multiple techniques are available for conmunicating route 
guidance information to the driver. theseinclude freeway-size changeable 
message signs, roadside radio, and the improvement of conmercial radio 
advisories. Results of an initial study** in the Chicago metropolitan 
area suggest that motorists prefer the changeable message sign as a com-
munications medium; such signs exist currently on highways in the states 
of New Jersey and California. 

* West, John, "California Makes Its Move, 11 Traffic Engineering, 
Volume 41, No. 4, January 1971, pp. 12-18. 

** Hoff, Gerald, "A Comparison Between Selected Traffic Information Devices," 
Report No. 22, Chicago Area Expressway Surveillance Project, Chicago, 
111 inoi s, October, 1969. 
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The cost of an intercity driver information system is 
dependent on its level of sophistication and the extent of the system. 
The cost could vary from $5 million to $60 million depending on its 
actual design. Preliminary design studies are required in order to 
develop more precise estimates of the system cost. 

b. Network Connectivity Improvements 
A number of relatively low-cost improvements designed to 

increase the connectivity of the highway network, and to thereby facili-
tate intercity movement at key points, are considered. The analysis 
results presented in a subsequent section suggest that intercity ~ighway 
travel will deteriorate in 1985, largely because of urban congestion, 
particularly in the New York, Baltimore, Hartford, and Wilmington 
metropolitan areas. The following examples, as sketched in Figures 5c .... 5 
through 5C-10, illustrate connectivity improvements at critical points 
on intercity routes which could assist the intercity traveler in 
avoiding metropolitan area congestion, especially if these were imple-
mented in conjunction with a highway information system. 

c. Alternate Spinal Route Concept 
Severe highway congestion in the New York metropolitan area, 

compounded by the barrier created by the Hudson River, will constitute a 
considerable impediment to intercity NEC travelers who must traverse this 
area. Similar, though less significant, hindrances are presented b.v the 
Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore metropolitan areas. Hence, there 
are readily apparent advantages to a freeway route which, essentially 
utilizing existing freeway links, would completely bypass these metro-
politan areas. 

An alternate spinal route, sucb as the Inland Spinal Route 
lISRl concept shown in figure 5C-ll, should be investigated. This 
concept involves the consolidatfon and improvement of existing highways 
into a new north-soutft route which wfll pass outside of the congested 
metropolitan areas. From nortft to south, the ISR shown in the example 
would consist of: currently planned Connecticut 66 from I-91 to I-84; 
I-84 from Connecticut 66 to the Delaware River; the currently planned 
extension of New Jersey Route 31 (to be known as the "Foothil 1 s Freeway"), 
between I-84 and U.S. 46; a new fifteen-mile connector between the 
current terminus of New Jersey 31 at U.S. 46, and I-78 at Phillipsburg-
Easton; relocated 1-78 (south of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) 
to U.S. 222; U.S. 222, which Pennsylvania plans to upgrade in the near 
future, to Lancaster; U.S. 30, which Pennsylvania also plans to upgrade 
to I-83; and finally, .I-83 to the Baltimore Beltway, I-695. The only 
entirely new link within this route would be the connection between the 
•'foothills Freeway" and I-78. Connectfons from the ISR would be provided 
to Washington, D.C. via I-695 to I-95; to Balti111Jre via I-83; and to 
Philadelphia via tfle planned Pennsylvania 115/U.S. 611, Pennsylvania 
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5C-13 
FIGURE SC-6 

1-95/1-495/1-295/Rt. 301 CONNECTIVITY IMPROVEMENT 
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As currently planned in the Wilmington area, the new Route 301 will 
connect with 1-95 at a point about 10 miles south of the interchange 
where I-295, 1-495, and I-95 presently converge. Current problems 
caused by the merging of traffic from these other major intercity 
routes onto I-95 are compounded by Wilmington metropolitan area traffic. 
If the new Route 301 is constructed as planned, its four lanes of 
traffic will further congest this bottleneck. Alternatives to the new 
planned Route 301 connection should be studied, so that Route 301 will 
provide an effective bypass of the congested Baltimore metropolitan area. 
In one suggested alternative, Route 301 would connect directly with the 
1-95/1-295/I-495 interchange, while in another, the six-lane section 
of I-95 between this interchange and the Route 301 connection would be 
widened. From the point of view of intercity travel, there appears 
to be a need for improvement; a location study, however, is needed 
to determine the best solution to this problem. Depending on the 
solution, this improvement will cost an additional $10 to $20 million.* 

* Based on average costs for similar facilities, and not on studies 
of these specific projects. 
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FIGURE SC-7 

NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE/I-95/I-287 CONNECTIVITY IMPROVEMENT 
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As currently planned, it is estimated that the advantage of I-287 
as a bypass route for the New York metropolitan area cannot be fully 
exploited because of deficient connections among I-287, I-95, and 
the New Jersey Turnpike. At present, the State of New Jersey plans 
a freeway connector linking the New Jersey Turnpike at Interchange 8 
with the I-95/U.S. 206 interchange. However, beyond that interchange 
the State plans only the dualization of U.S. 206, and does not intend 
to upgrade it to freeway standards. Upgrading of this section of 
U.S. 206 to full freeway standards would provide unhindered connec-
tions among I-287, I-95, and the New Jersey Turnpike. It is estimated 
that this improvement will cost about $20 to $30 million above cur-
rently planned expenditures.* 

* Based on average costs for similar facilities, and not on studies 
of these specific projects. 
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FIGURE 5C-8 

PLANNED BYPASSES OF HARTFORD CBD 
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Hartford is an important junction point for intercity 
travel in the NEC, since I-91, 1-84, and I-86 will 
intersect in that metropolitan area. The State of 
Connecticut has plans for an extensive freeway system 
in the Hartford metropolitan area. However, adequate 
intercity service hinges on implementation of most of 
this plan. Since it is possible that some links may 
not be built due to local opposition, it may be neces-
sary to provide an alternative in the form of a south-
ern circumferential route for Hartford between I-84 
and 1-86. It would be assumed that money allocated to 
the deleted links would be available for any alternati:v.e-; 
thus no additional funds should be required. 
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5C-16 
FIGURE 5C-9 

INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS 

'PEllllSYI.VANIA TlllUIPIU - I-95 
CONllBCTIVITY IltPaovDIDIT 

NEW JUSBY TURNPIJtE-
PHILADELPHIA COllHECTION 

IltPROViMENTS 

Toll road authorities have traditionally been reluctant to provide 
convenient connections with potentially competing routes. Although 
this outlook has changed in recent years, previous deficiencies 
remain to be rectified. Among others, the following connections 
could be considered: the New Jersey Turnpike with the Philadelphia 
metropolitan area, by means of an additional interchange at N.J. 42 
which would provide more direct access via I-76; the New York 
Thruway (I-87) with I-84; the Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) with 1-91; 
and the Pennsylvania Turnpike (I-276) with I-95 (for northbound 
traffic on 1-95 heading east on I-276--for southbound traffic, this 
connection would provide an alternative route into the Philadelphia 
metropolitan area). It is estimated that these improvements would 
cost between $8 and $12 million.* 

* Based on average costs for similar facilities, and not on studies 
of these specific projects. 
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FIGURE 5C-10 

I-84 HUDSON RIVER BRIDGE 

NEC au99eata 
better connection 

As described below, I-84 is an important link in an inland 
spinal route which the NECTP suggests as an alternative to 
relieve forecasted congestion on I-95, the main spinal 
route. To fulfill this role, the I-84 bridge crossing the 
Hudson River should be widened from a two-lane to a four-
or six-lane facility. Although this improvement is included 
in the Interstate plan, the bridge is owned and operated by 
a toll authority and, hence, federal funds may not be avail-
able for the widening project. The addition of two lanes 
which would cost approximately $25 million is currently in-
cluded in the Interstate program. 
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09, or the Northeastern extension of the Pennsylvania Turnpike. The ISR 
oncept could be even more useful if adequate signing and, preferably 
nique identification of the total route, were provided. 

As noted above, current state plans appear to provide for a 
reeway-level facility along most of the ISR and its connections, 
xcept for a fifteen-mile connector along the Delaware River in New Jersey. 
t is therefore estimated that this concept could be implemented for as 
ittle as $50 to $60 million in additional funding, including a11 neces-
ary further upgradings as well as construction of the fifteen-mile 
onnector link. Implementation time for an uncontroversial highway 
onstruction project of this nature is generally a minimum of 5 to 7 years. 

d. Freeway Surveillance, Conmunications and Control 

The basic concept of freeway surveillance and control is cur-
ently being applied in the form of ramp metering and/or closure in the 
ities of Houston, Los Angeles, and Chicago, among others. The hardware, 
ontro1 strategies and programs, are a11 operational and can be immediately 
mp1emented in many congested intra-city freeways in the Northeast Corridor. 
mplementation of these surveillance systems could not only provide relief 
rom freeway congestion but could also provide part of the input data 
ecessary for an information systemfor intercity travelers. Development 
nd implementation of such a system can be considered in two steps: 

feasibility investigation of and implementation of 
surveillance modes, and 

selection of control philosophies. 

Surveillance involves the application of methods for acquiring 
ighway system data and the use of this data as input to the control system. 
hree major areas of surveillance strategy must be considered: 

measurement of traffic flow; 

identification of emergency occurrences; and 

detection of environmental conditions. 

Vehi.cle-detectors are presently available in a number of types--
ressure pads, radar, sonic devices, induction loops and magnetometers. 
he latter two types have the ability to measure not only volumes but also 

·ehicle speeds, lane occupancy and other traffic characteristics which fonn 
he basic data input for ramp-metering systems. However, there are reasons 
o believe that surveillance should not be limited to vehicle-detectors. 
ost important, the performance of vehicle-detectors is such that the 
esponse time to emergency occurrences, such .as accidents, is relatively long. 
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Further, the vehicle-detectors would not provide the central control 
center with information on the nature of the occurrences; it would only 
indicate lower vehicle speeds and higher occupancies and not the reasons 
for this result. Finally, operational detection devices for environmental 
conditions such as fog, ice, and snow. do not presently exist. This sug-
gests other forms of traffic flow surveillance involving human observation, 
such as police patrol, television surveillance, and helicopter surveillance. 
Choices among these surveillance modes would depend on the costs and effec-
tiveness of each in a particular application which. in turn, would be 
related to the level of traffic on a particular route. 

Implementation of surveillance systems has far greater 
benefits if the system is able to incorporate the data into meaningful 
control strategies. From the viewpoint of the intercity traveler within 
the NEC, the most tangible benefits would be derived from the intercity 
driver information system discussed in a previous section. However, 
there are a number of feasible applications which should be investigated. 
They include: 

traffic-diverting systems, 

short-range peak-traffic controls. 

emergency service, and 

data acquisition for continuing planning and 
evaluation systems. 

Data on traffic volumes, speeds, weather, accidents, usable 
highway facilities, and so forth could be continually monitored in a traf-
fic surveillance and control center to determine which, if any, control 
strategies should be selected for a given system condition. As much as 
possible, control strategies would be developed for repetitive events 
(e.g., Sunday night traffic) as well as unusual conditions (e.g., Lincoln 
Tunnel closed). Manual control could, of course, override any system 
directive. 

Various levels of control, varying in the degree to which a 
choice is imposed on the driver, could be developed. The most passive 
level of control would involve the corrmunication of information to the 
driver with the driver having the option to pursue the routing recorrmenda-
tions ·contained in the information. This is the level of control implicit 
in the intercity highway information system. Ramp control, in which the 
driver is legally (or perhaps physically) constrained from entering a 
facility until the appropriate signal is given, involves a more active 
level of control. While such systems could be criticized on the grounds 
that they are selectively discriminatory, the systems are design to 
improve the travel service to the population of drivers and not to deprive a 
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particular component of this population of service. Further, the infor-
mation acquired by the surveillance systems generally relates to the 
characteristics of a particular vehicle. Hence, the privacy of the 
driver of the vehicle is generally not infringed upon by the surveillance 
techniques discussed a6ove. 

Systems for co11111unicating information to drivers include: 

message-displaying devices; 

radio broadcasts; and 

electronic route guidance concept. 

Compliance to messages would normally be optional, although it may be 
mandatory during emergencies, such as serious route blockage, when lanes 
or ramps could be closed to traffic. 

Short-range peak traffic control is the standard application 
of freeway surveillance and control techniques, and is well documented in 
the literature. It would include such items as: 

ramp-metering and/or closure; 

police traffic supervision; 

reversible lane-control; 

bridge and tunnel control; and 

signal system adjustments. 

The concept of freeway ramp control, as currently being 
practiced, is the most i11111ediately promising development in the field of 
traffic surveillance and control. Although the techniques vary, the basic 
principle is the same in all applications. The rate at which vehicles 
enter the freeway is controlled by signals on the entrance ramps so that 
the capacity of the freeway downstream of the entrance is not exceeded. 
Ramp control increases the throughput in the corridor, where throughput 
is defined as the rate of accommodating vehicle-miles of travel. Ramp 
control does not increase the capacity of the freeway but by diverting 
or storing traffic that wants to come in "at the head of the line, 11 it 
allows more traffic to use the freeway upstream of that point. 

A report which described and su11111arized research and experi-
mentation on traffic surveillance, co11111unication, and control, identified 
promising and non-promising areas, and noted voids or gaps in the state-
of-the-art~ was recently completed by the National Cooperative Highway 
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Research Program.* The report concludes that "freeway ramp control pro-
jects do increase system throughput, but this increase is limited to the 
amount by which present throughput falls short of capacity or demand, 
whichever is least". Further, the report concludes that "because of the 
relatively low cost of ramp control, it is likely that the unit cost of 
reducing delay or of increasing throughput that can be achieved by ramp 
control where it is practical would be considerably less than the unit 
cost of throughput obtainable by new freeway construction". 

Another recent research study** examined the cost-effective-
ness of alternative freeway merging control systems for an eight-ramp 
system on the Gulf Freeway in Houston. Considering the benefits of 
reduction in travel time, accidents, and motor vehicle operating costs, 
the study concluded that for the lowest two levels of control, the annual 
incremental benefits resulting from the systems significantly exceeded 
the annual incremental costs. The study concluded that: "The results 
indicate that substantial improvements in freeway operation can be 
realized by implementation of a merging control system at the first 
level of control. This suggests that highway administrators should 
consider implementation of a system at this level of control as an imme-
diate step toward improving freeway operations where known major problems 
exist. Consideration should also be given to immediate application where 
accident experience on entrance ramps is high. This level of control 
constitutes a very basic system which can be increased in sophistication 
at a later date if the need exists." 

. A pattern of increasing congestion on a substantial propor-
tion or the urban freeway network. for significant proportions of the day 
is repeated in all major metropolitan areas of the Northeast Corridor. 
On the basis of the research findings summarized above, it would appear 
that some form of freeway ramp control is required to maintain traffic 
movement and make more efficient use of congested urban freeways. 

* Analysis and Projection of Research on Traffic Surveillance, 
Communication, and Control, Report 84, National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program, Highway Research Board, Washington, 
D.C., 1970. 

** "Cost-Effectiveness of Freeway Merging Control," by Conrad 
L. Dudek and W. R. Mccasland, paper presented at the 50th 
annual meeting of the Highway Research Board, Washington, 
D.C., January, 1971. 
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Implementation of surveillance systems could thus provide some relief 
from freeway congestion if ramp control were also implemented and would 
offer the added advantage of providing the real-time data inputs neces-
sary for an information system for intercity travelers. Such systems 
would also be the source of important information (data) on the charac-
teristics of freeway traffic. Finally, a control €enter cowl.d .. play an 
important role in the dispatch of emergen~y services, such as medical, 
debris removal, and police services. 

Current experience indicates that the implementation time 
for a freeway surveillance and control project is approximately three 
years. 

Since most of the intercity highways within the NEC are being 
used predominantly for non-intercity NEC travel, it is evident that the 
benefits associated with improving these facilities would accrue to non-
intercity travelers even more than to the intercity travelers. Clearly, 
the distribution of the benefits is related to the nature of the option. 
The information system, for example, would tend to focus on the intercity 
travelers whereas the freeway surveillance and control systems would tend 
to focus on the non-intercity travelers, inasmuch as the relative use of 
the facilities for intercity NEC travel is lowest for those urban facili-
ties on which freeway surveillance and control systems would be implemented. 

Nonetheless, there are persuasive reasons for considering 
surveillance and control of urban freeways as one option for improving 
intercity highway travel within the NEC. First, to achieve the objectives 
of the information system, it is important that accurate and timely infor-
mation on the status of urban freeways be input to the control center for 
the information system. Without such information, the central controller 
does not have a basis for deciding which routes to recommend to the inter-
city highway travelers. Although surveillance of urban freeways might be' 
less costly if the information were used solely as input to an information 
system, economies of scale may exist if the surveillance data were used 
for both freeway and route guidance. 

Second, the nature of freeway control, as it has been imple-
mented in existing ramp control systems, is that the freeway user benefits 
from being allowed to maintain a relatively constant speed of 20 to 30 mph, 
while the traveler seeking to enter the freeway is delayed. Hence, free-
way control systems tend to benefit those making longer trips more than 
those making shorter trips. Although lonqer than most urban trips, inter-
city trips within th.e NEC are relatively short (see ff~ures 5C·l3 and 
5C-14) and often link adjacent ci:ties. Most intercity trips would 
use the candidate urban facilities during those portions of the trtps 
within the metropolitan areas. Although the extent to which intercity 
travelers would benefit from implementation of freeway surveillance 
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and control systems would depend upon the temporal patterns of the inter-
city trips, it would appear that the proportion of the benefits which 
would accrue to the intercity travelers might be greater than their 
corresponding proportion of the total vehicle-miles of usage of these 
facilities. 

4. Long-Term Highway Development 

In addition to the interim alternatives, long-term initiatives 
to develop advanced transportation systems which more efficiently utilize 
highway rights-of-way should be considered. In particular, a systems 
engineering study performed for the Office of High Speed Ground Transpor-
tation* concluded that an evolutionary automated highway system (AHS) is 
technically feasible within the foreseeable future, and can greatly improve 
safety, capacity, and travel time. As it is unlikely that an AHS of sig-
nificant size could be in operation by 1985, demand studies or cost-
benefit analyses for such a system have not been conducted. 

It seems clear that there could be a strong demand for the type 
of service provided by an automated highway/dual-mode** system. Travelers 
in the future will undoubtedly be reluctant to accept today's concept of 
highway travel--representing an obsolete technology--and, instead, will 
demand far greater standards of speed, safety,. convenience, and comfort. 
In addition, as noted, the land utilized for existing highways represents 
too valuable a resource to be ignored in the implementation of more 
advanced systems. 

Many organizations, partfcul arly the Office of High Speed Ground 
Tranportation, have begun to investigate and analyze innovative transpor-
tation technologies pertaining to these systems as well as to other modes 
of high-speed intercity transportation. Because major congestion on inter-
city highways occurs near the major metropolitan areas, and is due mostly 
to intra-urban travel, the evolution of intra-urban transportation modes 
may be even more critical to the developing role of highways. These 
modes will affect highway utilization not only by competing with highways 

* 11Automated Highway Systems," prepared by TRW Systems Group, 
April , 1970. 

** A dual-mode system assumes vehicles operated under automated 
control along a fixed guideway; off the guideway, the vehicle 
would be operated manually similarly to conventional automobiles 
and buses. One example of a dual-mode system is a system of 
captive guideway pallets onto which conventional vehicles are 
loaded prior to automated transportation of the vehicle and its 
passengers on guideways. 
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for intra-urban travel, but also probably by interfacing with highways 
on inter-urban travel. However~ it should be noted that consideration 
of intra-urban travel* was beyond the scope of the present study. 

The evolution of these new modes of inter- and intra-urban 
transportation will have a great impact on the future characteristics and 
functions of highways. It is noted that early assessments of the poten-
tial of alternative concepts for advanced automated highway/dual-mode 
systems would help ensure the most appropriate directions for long-term 
highway development. These assessments would not only provide guidelines 
for the allocation of resources for future research, but also would help 
ensure that highway facilities built during the near and intermediate 
future be adaptable to the needs of long-range systems. For example, 
a "pallet" system may prove to represent a feasible and appropriate mode 
of interdty transportation, and it ~.Y be desirable to build such a 
system on existing highway rights-of-way .. In this case, it should be 
ensured that any new major highway faCilities which in .the future might 
be converted to the new system have alignments (curvatures and grades) 
suitable for the speeds and equipment of the pallet system. 

5. Analytical Procedures 

a. Overview 

The preceding sections presented and discussed four initiatives 
for improving intercity highway service in the Northeast Corridor. The 
proposed solutions were designed to take maximal advantage of the existing 
and currently planned highway system without undertaking major capital 
expenditures. It is desirable to determine consistently an order of 
magnitude of the benefits accruing from these initiatives. It was felt 
that a simple simulation procedure would be an appropriate means for 
meeting this objective. 

As noted previously, the NEC intercity highway network pro-
vides adequate "off-peak" service. The two main problems were attributed 
to the congestion of freeways within metropolitan areas and the sharp 
peaking character of intercity highway travel. To measure the degree to 
which the alternative improvements respond to these problems, it is neces-
sary to incorporate these phenomena within the simulation procedure. 
Intercity trips, unlike their urban counterparts, are of substantial 
duration and involve various ambient traffic patterns. When a trip lasts 
several hours, it seldom faces all peak or all off-peak conditions; the 
traffic conditions encountered by the intercity traveler are related to 
the day and time of his trip. For example, the traveler leaving Boston 
on a Monday and destined to Washington encounters morning rush-hour 
traffic at his origin, mid-day traffic in the New York area, and finally, 
evening peak-hour traffic at his destination. 

The above example clearly illustrates that the intercity 

*Except as related to intercity common carrier access travel. 
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traveler cannot expect free-flow traffic conditions during his entire 
trip. Roads have limited traffic-handling capacities: as traffic volumes 
increase toward these capacities, travel speed decreases. To conduct the 
analysis under more realistic assumptions, the relationship between the 
volume of traffic on the facility at the time that the facility is being 
used by the intercity traveler and the level of service provided to the 
intercity traveler must be considered. 

Specifically, the simulation model incorporates a minimum-
time path algorithm which determines minimum-time paths in a network in 
which travel speeds are continuously updated according to the total volume 
of traffic using a given link at a given time. The major inputs to this 
algorithm consist of: 

. estimates of intercity travel demand on both 
geographic and temporal bases; and 

. estimates of ambient traffic volumes which in turn 
determine the speed on a given link at a given time. 

The major Interstate and non-Interstate highways existing or 
planned for construction in the Northeast Corridor between 1970 and 1980 
are presented in Figure 5C-1. Published reports and surveys of transpor-
tation agencies in the Northeast Corridor served as the primary sources 
for identifying the proposed improvements. Only those additions or 
improvements that are now programmed or that have a high probability of 
being completed prior to 1980 were included in the analysis. 

It should be noted that not all of the urban Interstate routes 
identified in Figure 5C-l may ultimately be constructed. Numerous political 
controversies have developed throughout the country with regard to the loca-
tion and design of major urban freeways. In a recent hearing before the 
United States Senate*, the Federal Highway Administration indicated that 
there are major Interstate System route controversies in 11 urban areas, 
involving about 105 miles of highway within route sections totaling 148 
miles. Seven of these 11 areas and 85 of the 105 miles are located in the 
most congested metropolitan areas of the Northeast Corridor. There is 
strong reason to believe that some of these controversial segments may 
eventually be deleted from the Interstate System, thus tending to intensify 
the traffic load on segments of the system which are or will be completed. 

In view of the difficulty of estimating whether currently 
progranuned segments of the Interstate System will eventually be con-
structed, it is not surprising that considerable difficulties were 

* "Report on the Status of the Federal-Aid Highway Program" Hearing Before 
the Subcommittee on Roads of the Committee of Public Works, United 
States Senate, Ninety-First Congress, April 15, 1970, Appendix I, 
"Stewardship Report on Administration of th~ Federal-Aid Highway Program, 
1956-70, 11 by the Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Adminis-
tration, April 1970, pp. 92-114. 
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encountered in specifying detailed assumptions regarding highway con-
struction in the 1980-85 time frame. Examination of the 1970 National 
Hi9hwal Needs Report* suggests a possible future connnitment to an expanded 
Fe era -aid urban highway program. To some degree, such a program would 
be used to finance freeways which were included as part of the compre-
hensive plans prepared by the metropolitan transportation planning agencies. 
Thus, the effect of the 1980-85 highway construction program has been 
implicitly introduced into this analysis since the forecasts of ambient 
traffic for 1985 which are used in this study were predicated on the 
assumption that specific additional highway facilities would be built 
in the 1980-85 time period.** 

The intercity highway network considered in this analysis is 
depicted in Figure 5C-12. This network contains existing freeways, 
selected high grade intercity arterials, and Interstate and other selected 
freeways which have a reasonable probability of being constructed. 

b. Scenarios Considered 

The implications of the "basic" 1980 NEC highway system and 
those of each alternative were evaluated by simulating the movement of 
1985 intercity highway trips on the highway network. Traffic--estimated 
assuming the existence of the "basic" network--was assigned onto this 
network by: 

• assuming 11 free-flow 11 road conditions (i.e., unlimited 
capacities, and vehicular speeds unaffected by other 
vehicles in the traffic streams); 

. tracing minimum-time paths or routes between each 
pair of districts for which travel demands were 
estimated; and 

• assigning each origin-destination demand to the 
appropriate minimum-time route. 

To conduct the analysis under more realistic traffic assumptions, two sets 
of assignments of 1985 intercity highway travel demands to the basic 
network were made based on the assumption that the highways were congested 
with traffic. The assignments made for each set include: 

*1970 National Highw1* Needs Report, Cormtittee Print 91-27 
U. S. Government Pr nting Office, Washington, D. C. 1970 

**See Volume 3, Appendix B, for a detailed description of 
methodo 1 ogy. 
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. traffic for the peak or "worst" day of the year 
(i.e., having the highest intercity traffic volumes--
generally, the Sunday after Thanksgiving), 9 A.M. 
start time for all trips; 

• traffic for the worst day, with a 2 P.M. 
start time; 

• traffic for the "median-traveler" day (i.e., 
the day such that half the intercity travelers 
experience worse conditions, and half experience 
better), with a 9 A.M. start time; and 

. traffic for the "median-traveler" day, with 
a 5 P.M. start time. 

The first set of assignments was made to the minimum time paths 
determined under free-flow conditions, but with the link travel times for 
these paths changed to reflect the conditions encountered starting at the 
hour and on the day specified. This first set represents a system where 
the intercity traveler chooses the most direct route to his destination 
without respect to, or with no anticipation of congestion to be encoun-
tered. The second set of assignments was made to the minimum-time paths 
developed for the network under the conditions encountered starting at 
the hour and on the day specified. This second .set represents a system 
where the intercity traveler can anticipate the best route or minimum-
time path to his destination as he could with an information system. To 
help evaluate alternative improvements, appropriate links were coded and 
added to the "basic" network, thereby creating an "improved" network. 
The same series of 1985 assignments was then made to the improved network 
as had been made to the basic network. 

6. Results of Analysis 

a. 1985 Intercity Automobile Demand Estimates 

Demand forecasts indicate that, on the average day, approxi-
mately 302,000 one-way vehicle trips will take place in the NEC in 1985, 
and that about 335,000 and 766,000 one-way vehicle trips will take place 
on the "median-traveler" and "worst" days respectively. As may be noted 
from the 1985 trip-length frequency distributions presented in Figures 
5C-13 and 5C-14, most of the intercity trips are relatively short: the 
mean trip-distance is less than 100 miles and the mean travel-time is less 
than two hours. 

Forecasts of the average daily intercity one-way vehicle trips 
in 1985 among six major metropolitan areas are presented in Table 5C-3. 
Of the six metropolitan areas considered, New York has the largest number 
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TABLE 5C-3 

1985 INTERCITY AUTOMOBILE VEHICLE TRIPS 

Daily One-Way Trips 

Between Washington Philadelphia New York Hartford Providence Boston TOTAL 

Washington - 1,558 1,203 60 20 81 2,922 U'1 n 
I w 

Philadelphia 1,558 - 9,382 222 61 232 11 ,455 ...... 

New York 1,203 9,382 - 2,241 371 l ,715 14.912 

Hartford 60 222 2,241 - 307 1,077 3,707 
0 

c.Q' Providence 20 61 371 307 1,028 1,787 ;::;.- -i'j" 
(]) 
Q_ 

CY Boston 81 232 l ,715 1,077 1,028 - 4'133 '< 

C) 
0 
~ TOTAL 2,922 11,455 14,912 3,707 1,787 4,133 38,916 
~ rv 
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of origins and destinations. The volume of trips between New York and 
Philadelphia is over four times greater than the next largest entry in 
the table. 

b. Network-Level Results 

Aggregate travel characteristics for each of the 14 network/ 
information system alternatives tested are presented in Table 5C-4. This 
discussion of the results focuses on the following: 

• the improvement in intercity travel which would 
result from implementation of an information system 
in conjunction with the "basic" network; and 

• the improvement which would result from implemen-
tation of an information system in conjunction with 
the implementation of the connectivity improvements 
and the Inland Spinal Route. 

On the median-traveler day, implementation of an information 
system in conjunction with the "basic" network reduces the vehicle-hours 
of travel by 14,000 and 50,000 hours, or 2 and 7 percent respectively, 
assuming starting times of 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. On the worst day, the level 
of benefits associated with an information system increases significantly: 
reductions of 238,000 and 888,000 vehicle hours of travel, or 13 and 28 
percent, are achieved assuming starting times of 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. re-
spectively. The reductions of 19 and 69 minutes in the average trip-time 
for the 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. start times, are benefits which could definitely 
be perceived by the driver. In general, these benefits result from the 
fact that the infonnation system diverts intercity drivers around the con-
gested metropolitan areas and away from the most widely known and heavily 
used intercity routes. Examination of the table indicates that the bene-
fits associated with an information system are clearly non-linear with 
respect to congestion on that day. 

Further reduction in travel time is achieved by implementation 
of the limited network improvements identified previously in conjunction 
with the information system. On the median-traveler day, implementation 
of the improved network in conjunction with the infonnation system reduces 
the vehicle-hours of travel by 18,000 and 55,000 hours, or 3 and 7.5 per-
cent, assuming start times of 9 A.M. and 5 P.M., respectively. As in the 
previous case, the level of benefits increases significantly on the worst 
day: reductions of 258,000 and 942,000 vehicle-hours of travel, or 15 and 
30 percent, are achieved, assuming start times of 9 A.M. and 2 P.M., 
respectively. 

At the network level, it is evident that the benefits asso-
ciated with the information system exceed those associated with the 
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TABLE 5C-4 

AGGREGATE TRAVEL CMARACTERISTICS 

AGGREGATE TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS 
Condition Day Start Tiine vehicle-trips vehicle-miles veliicle•hours Average Trip-length Average Trip-time Average Speed 

(thousands) (million) (thousands) (miles) (minutes) (mph) 

BASIC NETWORK 

Average Day Free-Flow 302 28.0 546 92.6 108 51.3 

Without Information System median 9 AM 335 31.0 651 92.6 116 47.6 
median 5 PM 335 31.0 736 92.6 131 42.1 
worst 9 AM 766 71.1 1795 92.6 140 39.6 U"I 
worst 2 PM 766 71.1 3136 92.6 245 22.7 ('") 

I w 
With Information System median 9 AM 335 31.1 637 92.9 113 48.9 w 

median 5 PM 335 31.9 686 95.1 122 46.5 
worst 9 PM 766 72. 6 1557 94.7 121 46.6 
worst 2 PM 766 77.8 2248 101. 6 176 34.6 

0 
c6" 
;::<.: IMPROVED NETWORK ;;::;· 
CD 
Q_ Average Day Free-Flow 302 27.9 CJ" 542 92.l 107 51.4 
'< 

(') 
0 With Information System median 9 AM 335 31.0 632 92.3 113 49.0 

~ 
median 5 PM 335 31.8 681 94.7 121 46.6 
worst 9 AM 766 72.3 1537 94.4 120 47.0 ,....... worst 2 PM 766 79.0 2194 103.1 171 36.0 

rv 
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network improvements. On the median-traveler day, the incremental 
reduction in vehicle-hours of travel resulting from the implementation of 
the network improvements within the basic network are 4,000 and 5,000 
vehicle-hours for the 9 A.M. and the 5 P.M. start times, respectively. 
On the worst day, the corresponding incremental reductions are 20,000 and 
54,000 vehicle-hours for the 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. start time, respectively. 
These results are not surprising inasmuch as the information system 
improves travel throughout the network whereas the network improvements 
favorably affect specific ori~ins and destinations for a more limited 
period within the year. Later in this section, the impacts of the net-
work improvements will be evaluated by examining the traffic volumes on 
the affected links. 

The results described above relate to three particular days 
of the year; the "worst" day, the 11median-traveler 11 day, and a day on 
which the intercity highway facilities are not congested with other traffic. 
To develop an estimate of the annual benefits associated with the network 
improvements and the intercity highway information system, it is necessary t 
interpolate these results to determine the benefits on the other days of 
the year. Using the results described above, a parabolic relationship 
was calibrated between the average travel time per trip and the total 
number of intercity automobile trips for each of the alternative systems. 
Since the relationship between the ·total number of intercity automobile 
trips and the cumulative percents of the days of the year had already 
been established (see Figure 5C-3), it was then possible to estimate the 
total vehicle-hours of travel as related to the cumulative percents of 
the days of the year. The results, presented in Figure 5C-15, are the 
distributions of the daily vehicle-hours of travel throughout 1975 and 
1985 for four systems: 

(1) the basic network which is currently planned; 

(2) the basic network augmented by an intercity 
hiqhway information system; 

(3) an improved network (consisting of the basic 
network, connectivity improvements, and an 
alternate spinal route) augmented by an 
intercity highway information system; and 

(4) an 11 ideal 11 system f-0r which it is assumed that 
highways are not congested with traffic. 

Th~ analysis for System 4 estimates the total travel time required if all 
tr1ps were made without any congestion. Under these conditions the distri-
butions of trip origins and destinations, and trip routing remain the same 
from day-to-day, and total travel time is directly proportional to total 
travel. 

The results on an annual basis are surrmarized in Table 5C-5. 
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TABLE 5C-5 

ANNUAL INTERCITY AUTOMOBILE VEHICLE AND PERSON-HOURS OF TRAVEL 

Total Vehicle-Hours Total Person-Hours of Travel (thousands) 
of Travel (thousands) (Assume average of 2 persons/automobile) 

1975 1985 1975 1985 

Basic Network 147,600 245,800 295,200 491,600 
U1 

Basic Network with ("") 
I 

Information System 141,400 222,600 282,800 445,200 w 
O"I 

Improved Network with 
Information System 140,400 220,300 280,800 440,600 

Basic Network Assuming 
No Traffic Congestion 134,600 199,300 269,200 398,600 
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The difference between 1 and 4, approximately 93,000,000 person-hours in 
1985, is an estimate of the time lost by intercity travelers due to high-
way congestion. It can be seen that this "congestion loss" can be re-
duced by 46% and 55%·· if Systems 2 and 3 respectively were implemented. 
Systems 2 and 3 would result in a savings of 46,400,000 and 51,000,000 
person hours per year respectively. 

It sheuld be noted that benefits identified above are con-
servative in the sense that only those travel time benefits which result 
from the avoidance of traffic congestion have been considered. Incidents, 
such as accidents, can and do occur on heavily used highways. These 
incidents can cause considerable additional delays to travelers. An 
intercity highway infonnation system, utilized in conjunction with a 
better connected highway networR, can be used to route drivers around 
these incidents, thus leading to greater travel time savings than indi-
cated above. 

Further, it should be noted that the intercity highway infor-
mation system and the network improvements would tend to more evenly 
distribute automobile traffic within the network. In general, automobile 
drivers would utilize less heavily traveled facilities and would in all 
likelihood have fewer accidents, less aggravation, and lower air pollution 
discharges since travel is taking place under less congested conditions. 
Although the total vehicle-miles of travel for Systems 2 and 3 do increase 
slightly over System 1, it should be emphasized that this travel takes 
place on less congested facilities. 

The benefits from both the information system and the network 
improvements would be smaller in 1975 than they would be in 1985, although 
these benefits would still be significant. 

c. Travel Characteristics Among Selected City-Pairs 

Travel speeds between five major metropolitan areas in the 
NEC for each of the scenarios and each of the assignments (i.e., 
basic network with and without the information system, improved network 
with the information system) are presented in Table 5C-6. In view 

of the volume of data presented, it is not possible to meaningfully 
discuss each of these results in detail. Because of the dominant pattern 
of travel along the spine of the NEC, trips from Washington to Boston and 
Washington to New York were selected for detailed examination. The 
start times which were assumed in the scenarios correspond to the most 
co11111on start times for trips between these cities on both the median-
traveler and the worst or peak days. 

For each of the scenarios, travel times from Washington to 
Boston were compared. Assuming that facilities are not congested by 
ambient traffic, the fastest route, under free-flow conditions, between 
Washington and Boston involves 1-95, the Delaware Memorial Bridge, the 
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New Jersey Turnpike, I-95 through New York and southeastern Connecticut, 
I-91, I-86, and I-90, a distance of 441 miles. Were this route followed 
on the worst day with 9 A.M. and 2 F.M. start times, the trip would require 
13 hours and 12 hours respectively, corresponding to average speeds of 
34 and 37 mph. In contrast, if the minimum-time path on the improved 
network which involves the Inland Spinal Route were used, the same trip 
would require 10 hours, 12 minutes and 9 hours, 46 minutes respectively, 
corresponding to speeds of 49 and 50 mph. By comparison, under no-
congestion conditions, the trip would require 8 hours and 11 minutes, 
corresponding to an average speed of 54 mph. The function of the infor-
mation system would be to direct intercity drivers from the most widely 
known, but congested routes to the minimum-time route, which, as was 
noted, involves the Inland Spinal Route. 

Assuming that the free-flow path noted above were used on 
the median-traveler day with 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. start times, this trip 
would require 8 hours, 56 minutes and 8 hours, 49 minutes respectively, 
corresponding to speeds of 49 and 50 mph. In contrast, it would require 
8 hours, 51 minutes and 8 hours, 39 minutes, corresponding to speeds of 
50 and 51 mph, if the minimum-time path were utilized. Thus, for the 
Washington-to-Boston trip, the information system provides benefits on 
both the median-traveler and the worst or peak days, whereas the network 
improvements only provide benefits on the peak days. 

Similar conclusions could be derived from an examination of 
the travel times from Washington to New York for the scenarios considered. 
On the worst day of the year, the information system alone provides sig-
nificant benefits, 103 minutes and 67 minutes for the 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. 
start times respectively, while adding network improvements further in-
creases the benefits associated with the 2 P.M. start time from 67 to 96 
minutes. On the median day, improvements in travel time resulting from 
implementation of the information system are smaller (2 minutes and 10 
minutes for the 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. start times respectively); there is no 
further increase in benefits associated with the network improvements. 

The magnitude of some of these differences in travel times 
implies that many travelers will alter the start times of their journeys 
in order to reduce their travel times. For example, by starting at 9 A.M. 
rather than at 2 P.M. on the worst day, 66 minutes can be saved on trips 
between Washington and New York, assuming that an information system were 
implemented in conjunction with the basic network. Travel routes, too, 
will be affected. For example, leaving at 9 A.M. on the worst day assuming 
no network improvements but the existence of an information system, trav-
elers will require about the same amount of time to reach Boston as trav-
elers leaving at 2 P.M.; however, the latter will have to average two 
miles per hour more than the fermer, because the minimum-time route for 
the latter is over 20 miles longer. 
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d. Utilization of Individual Facilities 

When examining the implications of the network improvements, 
consideration must be given to the volume of intercity trips assigned to 
individual links in each scenario. Selected results of the assignments 
are presented in Table SC-7. In order to provide a basis for evaluating 
the volumes of traffic assigned to the suggested improvements, this 
table also contains the corresponding volumes assigned to existing inter-
city highways, in particular, the John F. Kennedy Memorial Highway {I-95 
between Baltimore and Wilmington), I-86 between Hartford and 1-90, and 
the New Jersey Turnpike. The following discussion focuses initially on 
the selected existing intercity highways and subsequently on the network 
improvements. 

The John F. Kennedy Memorial Highway represents a facility 
for which feasible alternative routes, such as U.S. 301 and the Inland 
Spinal Route, could be available in 1985. On the average day in 1985, 
approximately 20,200or 38 percent of the 54,000 vehicles utilizing 
the Highway are intercity NEC trips; this proportion is one of tne nighest 
occurring on a facility for intercity NEC highway travel. On the worst 
day, the volume of NEC travelers is about 250% of the volume on the 
average day; yet, the volume of travelers assigned to the Highway for a 
9 A.M. start time, is only 192% of the volume assigned on the average day, 
and only 112% for a 2 P.M. start time. These figures suggest that inter-
city travelers, who would normally use the Highway on the average or 
median-traveler day, are being diverted to alternative routes, a hypothesis 
which will be subsequently substantiated by an examinatio.n of these other 
routes. 

On the worst day in 1985, traffic bypassing the New York 
metropolitan area and traffic from New York to Boston would tend to use 
the Inland Spinal Route to Hartford in order to avoid the congested seg-
ments of the Merritt Parkway and 1-95 in southeastern Connecticut. Hence, 
it is not surprising that on the worst day, when the intercity travel 
demand in the NEC is 250% of the demand on the average day, the volume of 
traffic assigned to I-86 is 280% of the volume assigned on the average day. 

The New Jersey Turnpike is one of the most important inter-
city highways in the NEC; its southern segments serve as an eastern bypass 
for Philadelphia whereas its northern segments constitute the principal 
entry route to the New York metropolitan area from the southeast. On the 
worst day of the year, a significant proportion of the intercity traffic 
is diverted from the New Jersey Turnpike south of its New Brunswick inter-
change with I-95. North of this interchange, diversion of traffic is less 
significant since the volumes of traffic assigned for the 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. 
start times, are 225% and 186% of the volume assigned on the average day 
respectively. 
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TABLE 5C-7 

TRAFFIC ASSIGNED TO SELECTED ROUTES AND NETWORK IMPROVEMENTS 

1985 
Average Intercitl Automobiles usin 

No. Daily Average Median Day Median Day 
Route Lanes Traffic* Day 9 AM Start 5 PM Start 

JFK HIGHWAY 

Baltimore to Wilmington 6 54,100 20,500 22,200 22,200 38,800 22,600 

I-86 

Hartford to I-90 6 35,700 11,800 13,100 13,100 30,100 30,100 

New Jersey Turnpike 

Delaware Mem. Bridge to NJ 168 4 36,900 9,300 11,000 16,100 100 8,200 
NJ 168 to NJ 73 4 38,500 11,200 12,200 17,400 4,500 11,400 
PaTpk Conn. to I-195 6 71,300 17,000 18,200 18,900 16,200 11,200 01 
I-195 to NJ Connector 6 71,300 19,700 21,200 21,900 22,500 200 

("') 
I 

NJ Connector to I-95 6 71,500 13,900 14,700 15,300 9,100 ~ - _, 
I-95 to Garden State 12 162,000 35,700 36,700 38,900 95,500 101,200 
Garden State to I-78 12 162,000 52,600 60,200 64,400 121,800 107,700 

Inland Spinal Route 
0 c.0· York to Lancaster 4 20,000 1,400 1,900 2,000 14,100 23,300 ;:::;: ;:;;· Allentown Area 4 50,000 1,400 1,900 2,000 14,100 22,300 
CD 
Q. I-78 to I-80 4 20,000 300 700 800 7,000 15,000 
CT I-80 to I-84 4 11,500 700 1,100 1,100 7,700 16,400 '< 

0 Hudson River Bridge 4 23,500 4,600 4,700 4,800 26,200 68,900 

0 I-84 Waterbury Area 4 23,500 6,800 7,700 8,600 35,800 83,100 

~ 
Conn. 66 6 47,000 2,900 3,700 4,100 20,400 52,700 

u. s. 301 ,..._ 
(\) 

I - 2,600 9,700 4 22,400 - -Bay Bridge 
4 10,000 100 100 100 2,800 9,800 

Md. Section 
15,000 400 400 400 3,500 8,200 

Del. Section 4 

New Jerse~ connector 

I 4 15,000 I 500 600 600 1,600 31,800 
NJ Tpk to I-95 

4 20,000 12,400 16,500 19,000 35,200 46,300 
I-95 to I-287 
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On the worst day, the diversion of intercity travel from the 
most widely known but congested routes to the alternative routes can be 
demonstrated by examining the volumes of traffic assigned to these alter-
native routes. Assuming a 2 P.M. start time, the volume of traffic 
assigned to the Inland Spinal Route (ISR} is generally over ten times 
that assigned on the-average day. On this worst day, the volume of inter-
city NEC traffic assigned to the ISR is of the same order of magnitude 
as the volume assigned to the John F. Kennedy Memorial Highwa.v on the 
median-travel day, and greater than the volume of traffic assigned to 
1-86 between Hartford and 1-~u on the median-traveler day. In effect, 
the ISR serves as a "safety· valve" which, on the more heavily traveled 
days of the year, diverts traffic from the highly congested urban centers 
and the more congested intercity highways. 

The pattern of usage on the ISR is also found on the U.S. 301 
bypass. Whereas the volume of intercity travelers assigned to this bypass 
is essentially nominal on the median-traveler day, significant numbers of 
intercity travelers are assigned to this route on the worst day, parti-
cularly if a 2 P.M. start time were assumed. 

Even on the median-traveler day, a high volume of traffic 
uses the New Jersey connector between 1-95 and 1-287. If highway 
facilities were not congested by ambient traffic, about 12,400 intercity 
travelers would rely on this route between the western New Jersey suburbs 
of New York City and more southern origins and destinations. On the worst 
day, the segment of the connector between the New Jersey Turnpike and 
1-95 would also be utilized, although not to as great a degree as the other 
segment of the connector. 

In general, the network improvements are relatively heavily 
ut111zed on peak travel days. On these peak days, the volumes of inter-
city traffic using these improvements are of the same order of magnitude 
as the volumes of traffic utilizing the more widely known intercity high-
ways on the median-traveler days. 

e. Freeway Surveillance and Control 

Based on the methodology outlined in Appendix B, 
approximately 531 miles of freeway within the major metropolitan areas of 
the NEC appear to qualify for implementation of freeway surveillance and 
control systems. Facilities which qualify include most freeways within 
the beltways of Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boston, 
almost all major facilities within 30 miles of Manhattan, and selected 
facilities within the Providence, Hartford, Waterbury, southeastern 
Connecticut, and Trenton areas. 

Preliminary estimates of the annual benefits and costs of 
implementing a freeway surveillance and control system on these 531 miles 
of freeway are presented in Table 5C-8. 
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TABLE 5C-8 

ESTIMATED COSTS AND 1985 BENEFITS FROM IMPLEMENTATION OF 
FREEWAY SURVEILLANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS ON NEC URBAN FREEWAYS 

Vehicle-hours saved 127,700,000 

Operating-Cost Savings $ 27,668,000 

Accidents Avoided 59,600 

Added Vehicle-Miles of Capacity 2,894,000,000 

Annual Cost (assuminq a 10% interest 
rate and an amortization period of 
10 years) 23,200,000 

Initial Capital Cost $ 27,200,000 

(J'I 
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I 
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f. Surrmary of Travel-Time Benefits from Interim Recolllllendations 

The annual travel time savings for intercity highway travelers 
which would result in 1975 and 1985 from implementation of each of the 
alternatives examined are surrmarized in Figure 5C-l6. Although the bene-
fits of the intercity highway information system and the network improve-
ments were estimated on.ly for the intercity traveler, the benefits 
sterrming from the freeway surveillance and control system accrue to both 
the intercity and the intra-urban travelers. Since previous analyses 
have indicated that about 10 percent of the total vehicle-miles of t~avel 
on urban freeways in the NEC is generated by intercity travel, it was 
assumed that 10 percent of the benefits, i.e., about 12,800,000 vehicle-
hours and 25,600,000 person-hours in 1985, would accrue to the intercity 
traveler. Demand analyses conducted by the NECP indicate that on an 
average day in 1975, there will be approximately 205,000 intercity NEC 
vehicle-trips, or about 68 percent of the 302,000 vehicle-trips which 
will take place in 1985. The 1975 benefits of the intercity highway 
information system and the network improvements were estimated using 
the methodology described in Appendix B and the 1975 benefits of the 
freeway surveillance and control system were estimated as 68 percent of 
the 1985 benefits. 

In 1985, the travel-time benefits for the intercity traveler 
which result from implementation of the intercity highway information 
system exceed those accruing from the urban freeway surveillance and 
control system, whereas in 1975, the benefits from the surveillance and 
control system are greater. In both years, the smallest travel-time 
benefits would be associated with the network improvements, although the 
greater connectivity of the intercity highway network which would result 
from implementation of these improvements is important to the potential 
success of the information system. Several caveats should be associated 
with these estimates: 

• this surrmary does not constitute a comprehensive evaluation 
of these alternatives, since neither the costs nor all of 
the benefits (i.e. reductions in accidents, savings in 
operating costs, and reduced aggravation) have been incor-
porated into the surrmary; 

• the estimated travel-time benefits are "conservative" in 
the sense that only congestion delays resulting from 
heavy utilization of highways have been considered; delays 
resulting from incidents would also be reduced if each of 
these alternatives were implemented; 

• the estimated travel-time benefits relate only to the 
intercity traveler and do not include the benefits which 
would accrue to intra-urban travelers; and 
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FIGURE 5C-l6 

SUMMARY OF TRAVEL TIME SAVINGS FROM 
RECOMMENDED HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
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• only a limited number of network improvements were 
considered in the analysis; other network improvements 
might generate greater benefits. 

In spite of these restrictive assumptions, these results are indicative of 
the significant benefits to intercity highway travelers which would result 
from implementation of the alternatives examined in this section. 
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D. Environmental Impacts 

1. Introduction 

50-1 

One focal point of economic analysis in the Northeast Corridor 
Transportation Project has been the direct operating and investment 
costs incurred in the provision of transportation services. In our market 
economy, these costs are of great importance in determining the financial 
feasibility of proposed transportation investments. However, the operation 
of transportation systems generates major environmental effects such as 
noise and air pollution which are not directly reflected in the market 
prices of transportation. Such effects are frequently termed "external" 
effects because they are external to the market economy. External envi-
ronmental effects are much more difficult to measure and evaluate than 
direct operating and investment costs. For the Federal decision-maker, 
however, the external environmental effects of new transportation systems 
are as crucial in evaluating the desirability of alternate Federal invest-
ments in transportation as questions of financial feasibility. 

Two of the most important external environmental effects of trans-
portation systems are noise and air pollution. Excessive noise from trans-
portation can cause a major deterioration in the quality of life in nearby 
conmunities, limiting the uses of adjacent land and forcing homeowners and 
institutions to make uncompensated investments in sound reduction devices. 
Air pollution from transportation can join with air pollution from non-
transportation sources to form a major conmunity health hazard. In recent 
years, there has been increasing public concern over potentially adverse 
effects of noise and air pollution from transportation. Proposals for 
expansion of existing transportation facilities and development of new 
transportation facilities have faced major opposition from conmunities and 
organizations concerned with possible adverse environmental effects. For 
this reason, the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project has investigated 
the potential noise and air pollution effects of intercity passenger trans-
portation in the Northeast Corridor in 1985, in order to provide information 
on two external environmental effects which are of great importance in eval-
uating the merits of alternate Federal investments in future Northeast 
Corridor transportation systems. The primary focus of the investigation 
was on an analysis of 1985 noise and air pollution effects; however, 1975 
V/STOL noise was also analyzed because of its importance in conmunity 
acceptance of V/STOL operations. The following discussion sunmarizes the 
results of this investigation. Documentation of technical references used 
in the analysis is presented in Volume 3, Appendix D. Projections of 
general environmental conditions in the Corridor are presented in Appendix 
C of Volume 3. 
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2. Noise Effects 

a. Introduction 

Noise effects were estimated for six intercity passenger modes 
potentially operating in the Northeast Corridor in the year 1985. Three of 
the six modes are new modes requiring new transportation facilities: 
a) Tracked air cushion vehicles (TACV); b) Short takeoff and landing air-
craft (STOL); and c) Vertical takeoff and landing aircraft (VTOL). The 
remaining three modes are currently existing conventional modes making 
incremental use of established 1985 transportation facilities also used by 
non-Northeast Corridor/intercity transportation: a) Conventional takeoff 
and landing aircraft (CTOL); b) Automobiles (AUTO); and c) Buses (BUS). 
Primary emphasis was placed on analysis of the noise effects of the three 
new modes (TACV, STOL and VTOL}, and secondary emphasis was placed on analy-
sis of the three conventional modes (CTOL, AUTO and BUS) for purposes of 
intermodal comparison. Because of the importance of noise in determining 
co11111unity acceptance of V/STOL operations, noise effects were also analyzed 
for 1975 V/STOL modes. 

Estimates of 1985 transportation demand were developed for each 
of the six modes, and are presented in Table 50-1 . These estimates are de-
rived from multi-modal simulations of 1985 intercity passenger transpor-
tation in the Northeast Corridor. Each multi-inodal simulation assumed that 
only one of the three air modes (CTOL, STOL or VTOL) would be operational 
in combination with the three ground modes (TACV, AUTO and BUS). Estimates 
of demand for each of the six were selected as representative potential 
demand levels for use in calculating Northeast Corridor noise and air pol-
lution effects. Table 50-1 presents data for each mode on daily vehicle 
miles (OVM), annual vehicle miles (AVM), daily passenger miles (OPM), and 
annual passenger miles (APM) . For the three air modes, data are also pre-
sented on daily landing and takeoff operations (OLTO) and annual landing 
and takeoff operations (ALTO). 

b. Measurement of Noise Effects 

The initial step in developing estimates of 1985 noise effects 
was the selection of appropriate methods for measuring excessive noise gen-
eration by each of the six modes . The physical properties of noise are well 
known and an extensive literature exists on this subject. In recent years, 
the subjective response of individuals and co11111unities to noise has also 
been the object of extensive research, but the appropriate methodology for 
measuring subjective response to excessive noise from transportation sys-
tems is still under debate. 

Several factors appear to influence subjective response to 
sound and subjective judgments that noise is excessive. Physical measures 
of sound describe sound pressure (measured in decibels [dB]) for tne .fre-
quencies of sound (measured in thousands of cycles per second or Hertz [Hz]) 
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TABLE 50-1 
TRANSPORTATION DEMAND DATA USED IN ESTIMATING NOISE AND AIR POLLUTION EFFECTS 

OF SIX NORTHEAST CORRIDOR INTERCITY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION MODES: 1985* 

INTERCITY DVM** AVM** DPM** APM** DLTO** ALTO** 
MODE {l,000) {millions) {l ,000) {millions) {l,000) 

New Modes. 

TACY 214 78 15,444 5.637 *** *** 
STOL 789 288 18,863 6,885 5,158 1.883 

VTOL 707 258 16,896 6.200 4,840 1.767 

Conventional 
Modes 

CTOL 41 15 4,987 1,820 248 91 

AUTO 15.210 5.552 29,075 10,612 *** *** 

BUS 180 66 3,967 1,448 *** *** 

* These estimates are based on the assumption that only one of the three air modes (CTOL. STOL 
or VTOL) would be operational in a given 1985 Northeast Corridor multimodal intercity passenger 
transportation system. 

** DVM = Daily Vehicle Miles; AVM = Annual Vehicle Miles; DPM = Daily Passenger Miles; APM = Annual 
Passenger Miles; OLTO = Daily Landing and Takeoff Operations; ALTO= Annual Landing and Takeoff 
Operations. 

*** l' Not app lcable. 
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emitted by a given noise source. The human ear is insensitive to very low 
and very high frequencies of sound. For this reason, various weightings 
of frequency (Hz) spectrums have been used to more accurately reflect the 
noise perceived by the human ear. The oldest and most co11111on of these 
frequency weightings is the "A" weighting, measured in dBA, in which re-
duced emphasis is given to sound frequencies below 1,000 Hz. A more re-
cent and complex measure of subjective response to noise is the perceived 
noise level (PNL) measured in perceived noise in decibels (PNdB). This 
measure was developed in order to measure the annoyance from jet aircraft, 
and combines weightings of subjective loudness as experienced by persons 
exposed to noise with weightings of higher sound frequency (Hz) levels. 
Measures of noise in PNdB have been used extensively in measurement of 
perceived transportation noise but, like measures of noise in dBA, pri-
marily measure subjective response to noise rather than subjective judg-
ments that noise is excessive. 

For this reason, more complex criteria have been developed to 
measure subjective judgments that noise is excessive. Typically, these 
criteria use measurements of subjective response to noise in combination 
with penalty factors for numerical frequency and duration of noise exposures. 
Such penalty factors are derived from social science studies of co11111unity 
reactions to noise. In the United States, such criteria have included the 
Composite Noise Rating (CNR) developed for use in measuring adverse co11111un-
ity reactions to noise from adjacent military airports. The CNR criterion 
combines estimates of subjective response to airplane noise in PNdB with 
penalty factors for numerical frequencies of flight operations. The CNR 
criterion is then used to define areas of land affected by levels of ex-
cessive noise as subjectively judged by adjacent co11111unities. 

Recently, the Federal Aviation Administration, U. S. Depart-
ment of Transportation, has sponsored research leading to the concept of 
Noise Exposure Forecasts (NEF}, for evaluation of excessive noise from con-
ventional civilian airports. Calculation of the Noise Exposure Forecast 
criterion is complex. A new criterion for measurement of subjective response 
to noise was developed to replace perceived noise levels in PNdB. This 
criterion is entitled effective perceived noise level (EPNL) and is mea-
sured in effective perceived noise in decibels (EPNdB). The EPNdB measure 
is similar to the PNdB measure in its combination of weighted subjective 
loudness experienced by persons exposed to noise, with weighted sound fre-
quencies. It differs from the PNdB measure in that a more complex weight-
ing of sound frequency (Hz) levels is used, and weighting factors are added 
to reflect the duration of flyover signal and presence of discrete sound 
frequencies within the emitted noise. 

The Noise Exposure Forecast criterion combines the estimates 
of subjective response to airplane noise in EPNdB with penalty factors 
similar to those used in the CNR criteria for numerical frequencies of day-
time and night-time flight operations. Like the CNR criterion, the NEF 
criterion (measured in NEF) measures areas of land affected by levels of 
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noise which adjacent co11111unities consider excessive. For example, in the 
area of land affected by 30 NEF, it is expected that in " •.• developed 
areas, individuals may complain perhaps vigorously, and group action is 
possible ••• 11 ; in the area of land within the 40 NEF contour, in 11 ••• devel-
oped areas, repeated vigorous complaints and concerted group action might 
be expected." 

In the Northeast Corridor Project investigation of 1985 
intercity mode noise effects, it was concluded that the basic objective 
of the NEF criteria--measurement of land areas affected by noise which 
developed co11111unities considered excessive--was appropriate for measuring 
1985 modal noise effects. For the three new intercity modes (TACV, STOL 
and VTOL}, however, it was concluded that current knowledge regarding 1985 
noise emission characteristics of these modes was insufficient to justify 
use of the NEF criterion without modification. Based on discussions with 
the Office of Noise Abatement, Office of the Secretary, Department of 
Transportation, a modified NEF criterion was developed for use in esti-
mating TACY, STOL and VTOL noise effects. This criterion substitutes 
measurement of perceived noise levels (PNL) in PNdB for measurement of 
effective perceived noise levels (EPNL) in EPNdB. In mathematical terms, 
the modified NEF criterion used for TACY, STOL and VTOL is: 

NEF = PNL + 10 log10 [N(day) + 16.67 N(night)] - 88 

where 

N = Number of operations 

For the purposes of this investigation, excessive noise was defined as ~ 
30 NEF, and land areas affected by excessive noise were estimated for the 
TACY, STOL and VTOL modal traffic operations described in Table 50-1. 

c. TACV Noise Effects 

The TACY mode was assumed to use a 100 passenger 300 mph linear 
induction motor (LIM)-powered vehicle receiving electrical energy from off-
line power generating plants. 

Noise emission characteristics of the 1985 TACY were estimated 
based on a review of research on TACV technology and noise emission charac-
teristics, and discussions with the Office of Noise Abatement, Office of 
the Secretary, Department of Transportation. The validity of existing re-
search on TACY noise emission characteristics is limited by the lack of 
experimental data on the large-scale, very high-speed linear induction 
motor-powered TACV hypothesized for use in 1985. However, extrapolation 
of existing data on air cushion vehicles indicates that the primary noise 
emissions from a linear induction motor-powered 1985 TACY would occur from 
air compressor operation and air cushion exhaust. These noise sources 
lack low frequency (Hz) components. In consequence, overall sound pressure 
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levels in dB are roughly equivalent to sound pressure levels in dBA, 
resulting in increased annoyance levels relative to sound pressure. At 
the same time, the higher frequency {Hz) characteristics of TACV noise 
are likely to result in increased attenuation rates for emitted noise. 
For the purpose of this study, two alternate assumptions as to TACV noise 
emission levels were used to estimate TACV noise effects. Both alternates 
assume TACV configurations using high noise abatement technology. The 
first alternative assumes that the 1985 TACV will use an elevated box 
beam guideway, generating noise emissions of 111 PNdB {98 dBA) at 300 mph 
measured 50 feet from the vehicle. The economic analysis of the 1985 
TACV elsewhere in this report assumes use of an elevated box beam guide-
way. The second alternative assumes that the 1985 TACV will use a 11 U11 -

shaped guideway operating on average at grade (assuming the routeway is 
half cut and half fill). Noise emissions generated by this TACV configu-
ration are estimated to be 96 PNdB (83 dBA) at 300 mph measured 50 feet 
from the vehicle. (The analysis of the TACV presented in the 1970 
NECTP Status Report assumed use of the 11 U11 -Shaped quidewa.v.) The differ-
ence in noise emissions between the two TACV configurations of 15 PNdB 
is attributable to the difference in guideways, with +5 PNdB attributable 
to use of a box beam guideway and +10 PNdB attributable to elevation of 
the box beam guideway. Because of the high vehicular speed and the low 
number of vehicles per train (two to seven), it was assumed that vehicu-
lar noise emissions were approximately equivalent to train noise emis-
sions. For both TACV configurations, it is estimated that noise will 
attenuate at approximately 10 PNdB for each doubling of distance from the 
vehicle, because of atmospheric effects and terrain features attenuating 
the higher frequency (Hz) components of TACV noise. 

For both alternatives, the TACV was assumed to operate on a 
436 mile long, 100 feet wide right-of-way. This right~of-way is in 
addition to 20 miles of tunnel through center city areas, and no noise 
effects were estimated for gu1deways operating in tunnels. For the ele-
vated box beam guideway TACV, the band of excessive noise generated by 
TACV operations was estimated to extend 152 feet beyond each side of the 
right-of-way for the heavily traveled Philadelphia-New Haven link and 100 
feet beyond each side of the right-of-way for the less heavily traveled 
Washington-Philadelphia and New Haven-Boston links. For the quieter 11 U11 -

shaped guideway TACV, the band of excessive noise generated by TACV oper-
ations was estimated to extend 20.9 feet beyond each side of the right-of-
way for the Philadelphia-New Haven link and 7.5 feet beyond each side of 
the right-of-way for the Washington-Philadelphia and New Haven-Boston 
links. Noise effects of the two 1985 TACV alternatives are su111J1arized 
in Table 50-2. 

d. STOL and VTOL Noise Effects 

The 1985 STOL vehicle was assumed to be a 40 passenger turbo-
fan-powered aircraft, and the 1985 VTOL vehicle was assumed to be a 40 
passenger turboprop-powered tilt-wing aircraft. 
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TABLE 50-2 
NOISE EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 1985 TACY MODES USING HIGH NOISE ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY 

NET LAND AREA AFFECTED BY EXCESSIVE 
NOISE EXCLUDING 100 FEET WIDE 

RIGHT-OF-WAY 
TOTAL LAND AREA 

NOISE LEVEL* 
AFFECTED BY EXCESSIVE COMBINED WASH.-PHIL. 
NOISE INCLUDING 100' & NEW HAVEN-BOSTON PHIL.-NEW 

VEHICLE 50 FEET FROM APM ** WIDE RIGHT-OF-WAY LINKS HAVEN LINK TOTAL 
VEHICLE (106 ) (SQUARE MILES) (SQUARE MILES) {SQ. MI.) (SQ. MI.) 

1. Elevated box beam 111 PNdB 5,637 28.81 11.942 8.608 20.55 
guideway TACY (98 dBA) 
operating at 
300 mph 

2. "U"-shaped 96 PNdB 5,637 10.26 0.814 1.184 2.00 
guideway TACY (83 dBA) 
operating at 
grade at 300 mph 

* Vehicular noise emissions based on estimates by the Office of Noise Abatement, Office of the Secretary, 
Department of Transportation. Excessive noise is defined as ~ 30 NEF. 

** APM (106) =Millions of annual passenger miles 

c.n c 
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Noise emission characteristics of the two aircraft were 
estimated based on a review of research on STOL and VTOL technology and 
noise emission characteristics, and discussions with the Office of Noise 
Abatement, Office of the Secretary, Department of Transportation. It was 
estimated that noise emissions from the STOL vehicle would approximate 
88 PNdB measured 500 feet from the aircraft, with primary noise emissions 
resulting from turbofan engine noise. Noise emissions from the VTOL ve-
hicle were estimated to apprcximate 88 PNdB measured 500 feet from the 
aircraft, with primary noise emissions resulting from both engine and 
propeller noise. Attenuation of noise emissions from the two vehicles 
with distance was derived from data compiled by the Office of Noise Abate-
ment, Office of the Secretary, Department of Transportation. These noise 
emission levels assume V/STOL configurations using high noise abatement 
technology. 

Each mode was assumed to make exclusive use of a network of 
24 terminals located near Central Business Districts. The primary noise 
impact of STOL and VTOL operations was assumed to occur in the vicinity of 
each termfoai <iuring landing and takeoff operations. No estimates were 
made of potential noise impacts from low-level overflights of very short 
range STOL or VTOL operations; some evidence exists that such operations 
might result in significant noise impacts additional to those described 
above. 

The modified NEF noise evaluation criterion was used to esti-
mate land area affected by excessive noise in the vicinity of each STOL or 
VTOL tenninal. Separate measurements were made of land area affected by 
takeoff operations and by landing operations, because the climb angles used 
in takeoff operations are typically steeper than the descent angles used in 
landing operations and affect smaller areas of land with excessive noise. 
Climb angles for the two modes assume operation at full thrust, and are 
constrained to reflect a 250 knot speed limit on aircraft operations below 
10,000 feet. The STOL vehicle was assumed to climb at 15.3° and descend 
at 7.5°. The VTOL vehicle was assumed to ascend 150 feet vertically and 
then climb at 16.9°, descending at 7.5°. 

Noise generation by STOL and VTOL is closely linked to the 
landing and takeoff characteristics of the two modes. Both STOL and VTOL 
modes use steeper climb and descent angles than conventional aircraft. This 
necessitates higher power requirements than are needed for conventional air-
craft carrying comparable loads. Higher power requirements tend to increase 
generation of noise in comparison with conventional aircraft. At the same 
time, increased climb and descent angles reduce the geographic area of noise 
impact caused by a given flight operation. For this reason, noise impacts 
by STOL and VTOL are highly sensitive to noise emission levels and climb 
and descent angles. Increased noise emission levels and/or decreased climb 
and descent angles for STOL and VTOL vehicles result in larger land areas 
affected by excessive noise. In addition, the penalty for frequency of 
operations in the modified NEF criterion means that small V/STOL vehicles 
affect larger areas of land with excessive noise than larger V/STOL vehicles 
carrying the same passenger load with fewer flight operations. 
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TABLE 50-3 
NOISE EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 1985 V/STOL MODES 

TOTAL LAND AREA NET LAND AREA 
AFFECTED BY AFFECTED BY 

EXCESSIVE NOISE EXCESSIVE NOISE 
NOISE LEVEL 500 FEET APM** CLIMB DESCENT INCLUDING TERMINAL EXCLUDI~G TERMINAL 

VEHICLE FROM VEHICLE* (106) ANGLE ANGLE ~REAS (SQ. MI.) AREAS SQ . MI • ) 

1. 40 Passenger STOL, 1500 feet ~unway 
High noise abatement technology . a. 
vehicle 88 PNdB {75 dBA) 6,885 7.5° 5.75 4.19 

b. Comparative vehicle #1 93 PNdB (80 dBA) 6,885 15.3° 7.5° 14. 74 13.18 

c. Comparative vehicle #2 98 PNdB (85 dBA) 6,885 7.5° 30.84 29.28 

2. 40 Passenger VTOL 
a. High noise abatement technology 

vehicle 88 PNdB {75 dBA) 6,200 7.5° 2.78 2.54 
150 feet 

b. Comparative vehicle #1 93 PNdB {80 dBA) 6,200 vertically 7.5° 9.75 9.51 
then 16.9° 

c. Comparative vehicle #2 98 PNdB (85 dBA) 6,200 7.5° 22.71 22.47 

3. 120 Passenger STOL, 1500 feet runway. 
high noise abatement technology 
vehicle 98 PNdB {85 dBA) 6,885 15.3° 7.5° 14.73 13.86 

4. 120 Passenger VTOL, high noise 150 feet 
abatement technology vehicle 98 PNdB {85 dBA) 6,200 verticalll 7.5° 10.16 9.86 then 17 .0 

* Vehicular noise emissions for high noise abatement technology vehicles based on estimates by the Office of Noise Abatement, 
Office of the Secretary, Department of Transportation. Excessive noise • 30 NEF or higher. 

** APM (106) ~ Millions of Annual Passenger Miles 

c.n c 
I 
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In order to explore the effects of these factors, esti111ates 
were made of the comparative noise impacts produced by 40 passenger STOL 
and VTOL vehicles operating at higher noise levels, and by 120 passenger 
high noise abatement technology STOL and VTOL vehicles operating at lower 
numbers of flight operations. The same terminal set was used for these 
comparisons, and the 120 passenger V/STOL vehicles were assumed to carry 
the same passenger load as the 40 passenger V/STOL vehicles with one third 
the number of flight operations. Noise effects of the high noise abate-
ment technology STOL and VTOL modes, and comparative effects of alternative 
modal configurations are sunrnarized in Table 50-3. 

Because of the importance of noise in determining conrnunity 
acceptance of V/STOL operations, noise effects were also analyzed for three 
1975 V/STOL vehicles: the De Havilland DHC-7 48 passenger STOL; the McDonnell 
Douglas MDC-210G 122 passenger STOL; and the Sikorsky S-65-200 86 passenger 
compound helicopter VTOL. Comparative noise effects of the 1975 V/STOL 
vehicles and 1985 high noise abatement technology V/STOL vehicles are sum-
marized in Figure 50-1 and Table 50-4. Figure 5D-l compares noise effects 
of 1975 and 1985 V/STOL modes at a single terminal, as a function of daily 
terminal operations varying between 100 and 600 operations per day. Table 
50-4 compares noise effects of 1975 and 1985 V/STOL modes at a single termi-
nal serving comparable daily passenger movements. It should be noted that 
noise effects of the Sikorsky S-65-200 compound helicopter VTOL assume 
operation in the helicopter mode during landing and takeoff operation in 
order to minimize noise emissions, and are based on Sikorsky's estimate of 
a 93 PNdB noise level measured 500 feet from the vehicle while operating 
in the helicopter mode. 

e. Conventional Mode·Noise Effects 

TACV, STOL and VTOL are new modes requiring new right-of-way 
or terminal facilities. For this reason, the three new modes were treated 
as sole-source generators of new noise in new locations. In contrast, the 
three conventional modes (CTOL, AUTO and BUS) make incremental use of estab-
1 ished 1985 transportation facilities also used by non-Northeast Corridor/ 
intercity transportation. CTOL, AUTO and BUS were, therefore, treated as 
contributors to the total noise effects generated by the transportation 
terminals or rights-of-way which they share with non-Northeast Corridor/ 
intercity transportation. Estimating the noise effects of CTOL, AUTO and 
BUS required estimating the total noise effects of the transportation termi-
nals and rights-of-way which the three intercity modes share with other 
transportation, and deriving the contribution of CTOL, AUTO and BUS to these 
noise effects. This process required criteria for measuring excessive noise 
levels and criteria for allocating noise effects between multiple noise 
sources. 

f. CTOL Noise Effects 

In order to measure the noise effects of CTOL, it was assumed 
that a 1985 CTOL mode would operate in an eight-airport network, sharing 
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FIGURE 50-1. NOISE EFFECTS OF 1975 AND 1985 V/STOL MODES AS 

200 

A FUNCTION OF DAILY OPERATIONS AT A SINGLE TERMINAL 

A 

B 
c 
D 

E 

F 

G 

A= 1975 McDonnell Douglas MDC 210G STOL 
B = 1975 De Havilland DHC-7 STOL 
C = 1985 120-Passen~er, 1500' runway STOI 
D = 1985 120-Passenger VTOL 
E = 1975 Sikorsky S-65-200 VTOL 
F = 1985 40-Passenger, 1500' runway STOL 
G = 1985 40-Passenger VTOL 

300 400 500 600 
NUMBER OF DAILY OPERATIONS 
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TABLE SD-4 
COfl>ARATIVE NOISE EFFECTS OF 1975 AND 1985 V/STOL MODES AT 
A SINGLE TERMINAL SERVING COMPARABLE PASSENGER f(IVEJIENTS 

DAILY 
FLIGHT 

TOTAL LAND AREA 
AFFECTED BY 

EXCESSIVE NOISE 
NOISE LEVEL 500 FEET 

FROM VEHICLE* 
OPERA- CLIMB DESCENT INCLUDING TERMINAL 

VEHICLE TIONS ANGLE ANGLE ~~~~ {~Q. MI.) 

1975 Modes 
1. DeHavi lland IJIC-7. 48-Passenger STOL 88 PNdB (75 dBA) 300 8.5° 7.5° 1.33 

2. McDonnell Douglas MDC 210G, 
122-Passenger STOI 113 PNdB·(lOO dBA) 118 11.00 7.5° 2.74 

3. Sikorsky S-65, 86 Passenger VTOL 93 PNdB (80 dBA) 168 150 feet 7.5° 0.17 vertically 
then lfi.0° 

1985 Modes 
1. 40-Passenger STOL, 1500 feet runway, 

high noise abatement technology vehicle 88 PNdB (75 dBA) 360 15.3° 7.5° 0.17 

2. 40-Passenger VTOL, high noise abate- 150 feet 
ment technology vehicle 88 PNdB { 75 dBA) 360 vertically 7.5° 0.09 then 16.9° 

3. 120-Passenger STOL, 1500 feet runway, 
high noise abatement technology vehicle 98 PNdB (85 dBA) 120 15.3° 7.5° 0.59 

4. 120-Passenger VTOL, high noise abate- 150 feet 
ment technology vehicle 98 PNdB (85 dBA) 120 vertically 7.5° 0.41 then 17.0° 

NET LAND AREA 
AFFECTED BY 

EXCESSIVE NOISE 
EXCLUDING TERMINAL 
~ltE~ {~Q. MI.) 

1.28 

2.70 

0.16 

0.14 

0.08 

0.55 

0.40 

* Vehicular noise emissions for high noise abatement technology vehicles based on estimates by the Office of Noise Abatement, 
Office of the Secretary, Department of Transportation. Excessive noise • 30 NEF or higher. 
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the use of this network with non-Northeast Corridor/intercity conventional 
air traffic.* Projections were made of total 1985 air traffic at each of 
the eight airports. Total 1985 air traffic was assumed to include the 1985 
CTOL modal activity described in Table 50-1 as well as non-Northeast Corri-
dor/intercity air traffic. Using recent estimates of current and future 
Noise Exposure Forecasts (NEF} of land affected by excessive noise adjacent 
to representative civilian airports, simplified estimating equations were 
derived relating Noise Exposure Forecast criteria to numerical frequency 
of jet aircraft operations. Excessive noise was assumed to be equivalent 
to a Noise Exposure Forecast of 30 NEF or greater. 

Using the derived NEF estimating equations, approximate 1985 
Noise Exposure Forecasts were generated for each of the eight airports, 
measuring land area affected by a Noise Exposure Forecast of 30 NEF or 
greater. Adjustments were made in affected land areas to reflect airports 
with approach patterns over bodies of water. For each airport, Noise Ex-
posure Forecasts were estimated using two alternate assumptions: 

• Assumption A 

Airport operations equal to total projected 
1985 airport operations. 

. Assumption B 

Airport operations equal to total projected 
1985 airport operations minus 1985 NEC CTOL 
modal traffic. 

The aggregate land area exposed to excessive noise for the 
entire eight-airport network (i.e., affected by a Noise Exposure Forecast 
of 30 NEF or greater} was estimated to be 391.64 square miles using Assump-
tion A, and 365.98 square miles using Assumption B. For the purposes of 
this investigation, it was assumed that the contribution of 1985 NEC CTOL 
modal activity to the total land area exposed to excessive noise by the 
eight-airport network was equivalent to the difference between land areas 
derived from Assumptions A and B: 25.7 square miles. This estimate of 
1985 NEC CTOL noise effects represents the incremental effect of adding 
1985 NEC CTOL modal traffic to a large quantity of non-Northeast Corridor/ 
intercity air traffic. If CTOL were treated as a new mode, making exclusive 
use of new terminal facilities, estimated CTOL noise effects would be sub-
stantially larger. 

* The eight-airport network consisted of: a} Washington National (DCA}; 
b} Friendship International (BAL); c) Philadelphia International (PHL}; 
d} LaGuardia (LGA); e} Newark (EWR}; f} Providence International (PVO); 
g) Bradley International (BDL); and h} Logan International (BOS}. 
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g. AUTO and BUS Noise Effects 

In order to measure the noise effects of AUTO and BUS, it 
was assumed that 1985 NEC AUTO and BUS modes would operate on a 657 mile 
hypothetical 1985 minimum path intercity highway network, sharing the 
use of this network with other motor vehicle traffic. The description 
of this network was derived from an earlier Northeast Corridor Transpor-
tation Project study of intercity highway modes, and revised to reflect 
estimated changes by 1985 in highway physical dimensions and total traffic 
flows. Total 1985 motor vehicle traffic on the minimum path highway net-
work was assumed to include the 1985 NEC AUTO and BUS modal traffic de-
scribed in Table 50-1, as well as non-Northeast Corridor/intercity motor 
vehicle traffic. 

Because noise emissions from intercity highways are generated 
by freely flowing streams of motor vehicle traffic, it was judged inappro-
priate to apply the frequency of vehicle operation-weighted noise evalu-
ation criteria used for TACY, STOL, VTOL and CTOL. Instead, a noise evalu-
ation criterion developed for measuring excessive noise from heavy night-
time through-traffic on expressways and turnpikes was modified for use in 
this investigation. As modified, excessive noise was defined as equiva-
lent to mean night-time sound pressure levels in dBA greater than 64 dBA. 
This noise evaluation criterion was used in combination with a highway 
noise measurement model prepared for the Highway Research Board to esti-
mate land area affected by excessive noise using three alternative assump-
tions: 

. Assumption A 

Motor vehicle. traffic equal to total estimated 
1985 motor vehicle traffic on the minimum path 
intercity highway network. 

. Assumption B 

Motor vehicle traffic equal to total estimated 
1985 motor vehicle traffic on the minimum path 
intercity highway network minus 1985 NEC AUTO 
modal traffic. 

• Assumption C 

Motor vehicle traffic equal to total estimated 
1985 motor vehicle traffic on the minimum path 
intercity highway network minus 1985 NEC BUS 
modal traffic. 

Using Assumption A, the aggregate land area exposed to exces-
sive noise by the entire minimum path highway network (i.e.~ affected by 
mean night-time sound pressure levels greater than 64 dBA) was estimated 
to be 207.3 square miles. Using Assumption B, the aggregate land area 
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exposed to excessive noise was estimated to be 140.1 square miles. Using 
Assumption C, the aggregate land area exposed to excessive noise was iden-
tical to the estimate for Assumption A, 207.3 square miles. For the pur-
poses of this investigation, it was assumed that the contribution of 1985 
NEC AUTO modal traffic to the total land area exposed to excessive noise 
by the minimum path highway network was equivalent to the difference be-
tween land areas derived from Assumptions A and B: 67.2 square miles. 
Similarly, the contribution of 1985 NEC BUS modal traffic to the total 
land area exposed to excessive noise by the minimum path highway network 
was assumed equal to the difference between land areas derived from Assump-
tions A and C: 0.0 square miles. 

These estimates of 1985 NEC AUTO and BUS noise effects repre-
sent the incremental effects of adding NEC AUTO and BUS traffic to a large 
quantity of non-Northeast Corridor/intercity motor vehicle traffic. In the 
case of the BUS mode, the very small vehicular flow of NEC BUS relative to 
total motor vehicle traffic caused no measurable incremental change in 
total noise effects of the minimum path intercity highway network. If NEC 
AUTO or BUS were treated as new modes, making exclusive use of new rights-
of-way, estimated NEC AUTO and BUS noise effects would be substantially 
larger. 

h. Comparative Modal Noise Effects 

For purposes of comparison, noise effects of the new high 
noise abatement technology 1985 intercity modes are summarized below in 
Table 50-5. Using modal activity data from Table 50-1, noise effects are 
presented in terms of square miles of land outside rights-of-way or termi-
nal areas affected by excessive noise, and square feet of land affected by 
excessive noise per annual passenger mile. As an indication of modal ac-
tivity, annual passenger miles (APM) are presented for each mode. It is 
important to recognize that noise effects of the three new modes (TACV, 
STOL and VTOL) represent new noise from new transportation facilities. 
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TABLE 5D-5 
NET LAND AREAS AFFECTED BY EXCESSIVE NOISE FROM NEW HIGH NOISE ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY 

NORTHEAST CORRIDOR INTERCITY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION MODES: 1985* 

VEHICULAR APM** ** NET LAND 
INTERCITY MODE NOISE EMISSIONS* (106 ) SF/APM AREA 

(PNdB) (SQ. MI.) 

1. TACV 

a) Elevated box beam 111 PNdB measured 5,637 0.102 20.55 
guideway 50 feet from 

vehicle 
b) 11 U11 -shaped guideway 96 PNdB measured 5,637 0.010 2.00 

at 9rade 50 feet from 
vehicle 

2. 40-Passenger STOL, 88 PNdB measured 6,885 0.017 4.19 
1500 1 Runway 500 feet from 

vehicle 

3. 40-Passenger VTOL 88 PNdB measured 
500 feet from 

6,200 0.011 2.54 
vehicle 

* Noise emissions by high noise abatement technology vehicles based on estimates by 
Office of Noise Abatement, Office of the Secretary, Department of Transportation. 
Noise effects of new modes (TACY, STOL and VTOL) represent new noise from new trans-
portation facilities. Net land areas exclude rights-of-way or tenninal areas. 

** APM (106) =Millions of annual passenger miles; SF/APM ~Square feet per annual 
passenger mile. 
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3. Air Pollution Effects 

a. Introduction 

Air pollution effects were estimated for the six 1985 intercity 
assenger modes described in Table 50-1. Based on a review of research on 
ir pollutants generated by transportation sources, five maJor air pollutants 
ere chosen as measures of 1985 modal air pollution effects: a) carbon 
onoxide (CO); b) hydrocarbons (HCS); c} oxides of nitrogen (NOx}; d) oxides 
f sulfur (SOx); and e} particulate matter (PARTS). Because of current 

' ndustry and Federal activity in the area of removing lead alkyls from 
utomotive fuels, it was concluded that lead would not constitute a signifi-
ant air pollution effect of 1985 intercity transportation modes. 

Air pollution effects were measured in tenns of 1985 modal 
missions of each of the five selected air pollutants. For each transpor-
ation mode, estimates were made of 1985 vehicular air pollution generation 
haracteristics, as influenced by changes in vehicular technology, emission 
ontrol technology and government standards for air pollution emissions. 
hese estimates were used in conjunction with aggregate levels of 1985 modal 
ctivity to forecast aggregate 1985 modal emissions of each air pollutant. 
stimates of air pollution emissions by the three air modes (STOL, VTOL and 
TOL) are limited to emissions occuring during landing and takeoff operations 
elow 3000 feet, and do not include emissions occuring above this altitude. 
ecause of the comparative air pollution generation characteristics of air 
odes during landing and takeoff operations (LTO} compared to cruise altitude 
perations and because of the proximity of LTO emissions to ground activities, 
t is generally considered that air pollution during cruise altitude operations 

's of secondary significance. Estimates of air pollution emissions by the 
hree ground modes include all emissions generated by vehicular activity. 

b. Air Mode (STOL, VTOL and CTOL} Air Pollution Effects 

The initial step in estimating air mode (STOL, VTOL and CTOL) 
ir pollution effects was estimation of fuel consumption by each aircraft 
uring landing and takeoff operations below 3000 feet. Each of the three 

. ir mode vehicles are hypothetical vehicles intended to represent 1985 
echnology. The STOL vehicle is a 40 passenger four engine turbofan-powered 
ehicle with a maximum gross weight of 37,100 lbs, operating on a 1500 foot 
unway. The VTOL vehicle is a 40 passenger four engine turboprop-powered 
ilt-wing vehicle with a maximum gross weight of 36,100 lbs. The CTOL vehicle 

·s a 200 passenger two engine turbofan-powered vehicle with a maximum gross 
eight of 119,520 lbs .• operating on a 5000 foot runway. Vehicle weights, 
ruise speeds and thrust or power capability were based on estimates for 
ypothetical 1985 aircraft prepared by NASA for the Civil Aviation R&D Policy 
tudy of the U.S. Department of Transportation. Engine characteristics, fuel 
onsumption and fuel/air ratios as functions of engine power (throttle setting}, 
ere assumed comparable to current turbofan and turboshaft engines. 
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For each aircraft, engine power (throttle setting) was esti-
mated for each phase of the landing and takeoff (LTO) cycle below 3000 feet. 
Kinematics of the LTO cycle for each aircraft (time periods, velocity limits, 
takeoff lengths, glide slope) were derived from data on operating character-
istics of conventional and V/STOL aircraft. From the engine power (throttle 
setting), fuel consumption and the equivalence ratio (ratio of actual fuel/ 
air ratio to stoichiometric ratio) were detennined for each phase of the LTO 
cycle. For carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HCS), oxides of nitrogen (NOx) 
and oxides of sulfur (SOx), the equivalence ratio was used to derive emission 
indices (EI) in lbs./1000 lbs. of fuel consumption for each phase of the LTO 
cycle, based on data for emissions from current aircraft gas turbine engines. 
For particulate matter (PARTS), a single emission index of .4 lbs./1000 lbs. 
fuel was assumed for all phases of the LTO cycle, based on reported data for 
the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT80 gas turbine engine equipped with reduced 
smoke burner cans. Emission indices and fuel consumption were then used to 
estimate air pollution emissions for each phase of the LTO cycle, and aggre-
gated to produce total emissions of each pollutant per LTO cycle. The estima-
ting procedure used for each aircraft is sU111narized below in Tables 50-6, 50-7 
and 50-8. 

Air mode emission indices (lbs. of pollutant/1000 lbs. of fuel 
consumed) used in this analysis reflect emission levels and fuel consumption 
rates of currently produced gas turbine aircraft engines. Current gas turbine 
aircraft engines are among the cleanest fossil fuel engines in tenns of air 
pollution emissions. The nature of future technological ·changes which would 
reduce emission levels is highly speculative, and changes which reduce one 
pollutant may cause increases in another; e.g., reduction in hydrocarbon 
emissions by changes in combustion chamber design may increase NOx emissions. 
For this reason, it was concluded that emission levels and fuel consumption 
rates of currently produced gas turbine aircraft engines were the most appro-
priate basis for estimating 1985 air mode air pollution emissions. However, 
future reductions in emission indices and/or fuel consumption rates would 
further reduce air mode air pollution emissions. 

c. TACV Air Pollution Effects 

The TACV mode was assumed to use linear induction motor (LIM)-
powered vehicles, receiving electrical energy from off-line public utility 
power generating plants at the rate of 16.3 kilowatt hours per vehicle mile. 
In order to estimate TACV air pollution effects, it was therefore necessary 
to estimate air pollution emissions per kilowatt hour by Northeast Corridor 
stationary electric power generating plants in 1985. At present, public 
utility-generated electricity in the Northeast Corridor states is produced 
by fossil-fuel burning steam-electric plants, with approximately 60% of 
electricity generation by coal-burning plants, 34% by oil-burning plants 
and 6% by natural gas-burning plants. It appears likely that nuclear-powered 
electric generating plants will produce some portion of public utility-genera 
electricity in the Northeast Corridor in 1985. Further development of natural 
gas-burning steam-electric generating plants in the Northeast Corridor appears 
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Time Mode Thrust 
(min.) (lb) 

TAXI .46 1200 
(5%) 

IDLE 2.0 1200 
(5%) 

TAKEOFF • 184 2400~) (100% 
CLIMB .58 19700 

(82%) 
APPROACH 1.92 9600 

(40%) 
LANDING .167 12500 

(52%) 
TAXI .46 }~~~ 
TOTALS 5.77 

TABLE 5D-6 

LANDING/TAKEOFF CYCLE EXHAUST EMISSIONS BELOW 3000 FEET: 1985 STOL 

Fuel 
Rate 

(lb ./hr.) 

1425 
(11%) 
1425 

(11%) 
12950 

(100%) 
10100 
(78%) 
5050 

(39%) 
6190 

(48%) 
1425 

(11%) 

Passeagers 40; Runway 1500' 
Max. takeoff weight 37,100 lb. 
Max. thrust 24,000 lb. 
Max. fuel consumption 12,950 lb./hr. 

Fuel Equivalence co HCS 
Consumed 

(lb.) Ratio* El** lb . El** lb. 

11 .118 28 .31 22 .24 

48 . 118 28 1.34 22 1.06 

40 . 238 3 .12 .2 .01 

98 .214 3 .29 .2 .02 

162 .162 6 .97 6 1.0 
17 .176 5 .08 .5 .01 
11 .118 28 .31 22 .24 

387 3.42 2.58 

NOx 

El** lb. 

1.7 .019 

1.7 .082 

3.3 .132 

3.0 .294 

2.3 .373 

2.4 .041 

1.7 .019 

.960 

TOTAL EMISSIONS PER LTO (GRAMS) - 1,551 1,170 435 
Climb Angle 15.3 Approach Angle ---2.;! 0 

SOX PARTS 

EI** lb. El** lb. 

1.0 .011 .4 .004 

1.0 .048 .4 .019 

1.0 .040 .4 .016 

1.0 .098 .4 .039 

1.0 .162 .4 .065 

1.0 .017 .4 .007 

1.0 . 011 .4 .004 

.387 .154 

176 70 

N.B. : Fuel consumption rates, equivalence ratios and pollution emission indices (EI) are comparable to current 1971 aircraft 
gas turbine engine perfonnance characteristics. 

* Equivalence Ratio • Fuel/Air Ratio • Stoichiometric Ratio 

** EI• Emission Index (lbs. pollutant per 1,000 lbs. fuel consumed) 
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Time Power Mode (min.) (hp) 

TAXI .48 0 

IDLE - -
TAKEOFF .25 4315 

( 34%) 
CLIMB .77 12600 

(100%) 
APPROACH 1.82 3400 

( 27%) 
LANDING .25 3160 

( 25%) 
TAXI .48 0 

TOTALS 4.05 

TPBLE 50-7 

LANDING/TAKEOFF CYCLE EXHAUST EMISSIOrtS BELOW 3000 FEET: 1985 VTOL 

Fuel 
Rate 

(lb./hr.) 

3400 
( 50%) 

-
4350 

( 64%) 
6800 

(100%) 
4150 

( 61%) 
4020 

( 59%) 
3400 

( 50%) 

Passengers .JQ.; Runway __ _ 
Max. takeoff weight 36.100 lb. 
Max. continuous power 12,600 hp. 
Max. fuel consumption 6800 lb./hr. 

Fuel Equivalence co HCS 
Consumed Ratio* (lb.) EI** lb. u** lb. 

27 .12 30 .81 25 .67 

- - - - - -
18 .142 10 .18 9 .162 

87 .235 3 .26 .2 .017 

126 .135 10 1.26 9 1.13 

17 .132 11 .19 10 .17 

27 .12 30 .81 25 .67 

302 3.51 2.84 

NOx 
u** lb. 

1.7 .046 

- -
2.0 .036 

3.2 .278 

1.95 .25 

1.9 .032 

1.7 .046 

.688 

TOTAL EMISSIONS PER LTO (GRAMS) - 1592 1288 312 
Climb Angle 16.9 Approach Angle ...--Z:.§. 0 

SOX PARTS 

EI** lb. EI** lb. 

1.0 .027 .4 .011 

- - - -
1.0 .018 .4 .007 

1.0 .087 .4 .035 

1.0 .126 .4 .050 

1.0 .017 .4 .007 

1.0 .027 .4 .011 

.302 .4 .121 

137 55 

N.B.: Fuel consumption rates, equivalence ratios and pollution emission indices (El) are c0111parable to current 1971 aircraft 
gas turbine erigi~ ierfonnance characteristics. 

* Equivalence Ratio • Fuel/Afr Ratio + Sto1ch1ometr1c Ratio 
** El• Emission Index (lbs. pollutant per 1,000 lbs. fuel consumed) 
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Time Thrust Mode (min.) (1 b) 

TAXI 1.51 1975 
(5%) 

IDLE 2.0 1975 
(5%) 

TAKEOFF .46 39500 
(100%) 

CLIMB .89 32400 
( 82%) 

APPROACH 4.68 15800 
( 40%) 

LANDING .45 3160 
(8%) 

TAXI 1. 51 1975 
(5%) 

TOTALS 11.50 

TABLE 50-8 

LANDING/TAKEOFF CYCLE EXHAUST EMISSIONS BELOW 3000 FEET: 1985 CTOL 

Fuel 
Rate 

(lb./hr.) 

2340 
( 11%) 
2340 

(11%) 
21300 
(100%) 
16600 
( 78%) 
8300 

( 14%) 
2980 

( 14%) 
2340 

( 11%) 

Passengers z.on.; Runway 5000' 
Max. takeoff weight 119,520 lb. 
Max. thrust 39,500 lb. 
Max. fuel consumption 21,300 lb./hr. 

Fuel Equivalence co HCS 
Cons1J11ed Ratio* (1 b.) EI- lb. EI- lb. 

59 .118 28 1.65 22 1.30 

78 .118 28 2.19 22 1.72 

164 .238 3 .49 .2 .03 

246 .214 3 .74 .2 .05 

648 .162 5 3.24 4 2.59 

22 .122 18 .40 17 .37 

59 .118 28 1.65 22 1.30 

1276 10.36 7.36 

NOx 
u** lb. 

1.7 .10 

1.7 .14 

3.3 .54 

3.0 .74 

2.3 1.49 

1.8 .04 

1.7 .10 

3.15 

TOTAL EMISSIONS PER LTO (GRAMS) - 4699 3338 1429 
Climb Angle _.!:.!__ Approach Angle ~ 0 

SOX PARTS 

El- lb. EI** lb. 

1.0 .059 .4 .024 

1.0 .078 .4 .031 

1.0 .164 .4 .066 

1.0 .246 .4 .098 

1.0 .648 .4 .259 

1.0 .022 .4 .009 

1.0 .059 .4 .024 

1.276 .4 .511 

579 232 

N.B.: Fuel consumption rates, equivalence ratios and pollution emission indices (EI) are comparable to current 1971 aircraft 
gas turbine engine perfonnance characteristics. 

* Equivalence Ratio • Fuel/Afr Ratio • Stofchfometrfc Ratio 

-EI• Emission Index (lbs. pollutant per 1,000 lbs. fuel consumed) 
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unlikely. The proportion of coal-burning to oil-burning steam-electric 
plants appears likely to increase by 1985 because of possible limits on 
the availability of residual fuel oils. With respect to all these energy 
sources, however, estimating the proportion of Northeast Corridor public 
utility electric generating plants served by a particular energy source 
is speculative in nature. 

For this reason, three alternative assumptions were made 
regarding the energy sources used by 1985 Northeast Corridor public utility 
electric generating plants. These assumptions were: a) Output electricity 
produced by 50% nuclear energy, 50% fossil-fuel energy; b) Output electricity 
produced by 25% nuclear energy, 75% fossil-fuel energy; and c) Output elec-
tricity produced by 100% fossil-fuel energy. For all three alternatives, it 
was assumed that 75% of fossil-fuel produced electricity would be generated 
by coal-burning steam electric generating plants and 25% generated by residual 
fuel oil-burning steam electric generating plants. It was assumed that elec-
tricity produced by nuclear energy would generate no air pollution emissions. 
Emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from fossil-fuel burning steam-
electric generating plants were considered of negligible importance and were 
not estimated. Estimates were made of emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx}, 
oxides of sulfur (SOx) and particulate matter (PARTS) generated by fossil-fuel 
burning steam-electric generating plants for both coal and oil-burning plants 
and were averaged to reflect the assumed proportions of coal and oil-burning 
plants. These estimates assume the use of highest technology air pollution 
control techniques. 

In the case of oxides of nitrogen (NOx), it is assumed that 
highest control technology would consist of two-stage low excess air combus-
tion. This control technology reduces NOx emissions from current technology 
fossil-fuel burning steam-electric generating plants by 60% in the case of 
coal-burn1n9 plants and 73% 1n the case of oil-burning plants. Oxides of 
sulfur (SOxJ are a function of the sulfur content in fuel, and it was assumed 
that the average sulfur content for both coal and oil would be 1% by weight. 
This represents a substantial reduction from current sulfur levels in coal 
and residual fuel oil used by steam-electric generating plants in the Northeast 
Corridor (which range from 1% to 3% sulfur by weight) and assumes use of lower 
sulfur fuels, fuel desulfurization and removal of sulfur oxides from flue gases 
as possible control technologies. In the case of particulate matter (PARTS), 
it is assumed that electrostatic precipitators would be used to remove particu-
lates from powerplant flue gases, resulting in removal of 99.5% of fly ash 
from coal-burning plants and 90% reduction in already low levels of particulate 
emissions from residual fuel oil-burning plants. A surrmary of these estimates 
is presented in Table 50-9. 
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TABLE 50-9 
AIR POLLUTION EMISSIONS PER KILOWATT HOUR BY PUBLIC UTILITY ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS 

IN THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR AND TACY AIR POLLUTION EMISSIONS PER VEHICLE MILE 

GRAMS PER KILOWATT HOUR GRAMS PER VEHICLE MILE* 
NOx SOx PARTS NOx SOx PARTS 

1. Controlled Emissions, High Control Technology Coal-
burning Steam-Electric Generating Plants 

1. 7755 0.0733 0.0155 - - -
2. Controlled Emissions, High Control Technology Oil-Burning 

Steam-Electric Generating Plants 
1.2007 0.0533 0.0310 - - -

3. Average Controlled Emissions, High Control Technology 1.6318 0.0683 0.0194 - - -Fossil Fuel-Burning Steam-Electric Generating Plants 
{75% Output Electricity from Coal-Burning Plants; 25% 
Output Electricity from Oil-Burning Plants) 

4. Alternate Energy Source Assumptions 
a) 50% Output Electricity from Nuclear Generating Plants; 0.8159 0.0342 0.0097 13.3 0.5575 0.1581 

50% Output Electricity from High Control Technology 
Fossil Fuel-burning Generating Plants 

b) 25% Output Electricity from Nuclear Generating Plants; 1.2239 0.0512 0.0146 19.9 0.8346 0.2380 
75% Output Electricity from High Control Technology 
Fossil Fuel-burning Generating Plants 

c) 100% Output Electricity from High Control Technology 1.6318 0.0683 0.0194 26.6 1.1133 0.3162 
Fossil Fuel-burning Generating Plants 

* Energy consumption per vehicle mile • 16.3 kilowatt hours 
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d. AUTO and BUS Air Pollution Effects 

For AUTO and BUS modes, 1985 air pollution emission rates per 
vehicle mile were derived for each of the five air pollutants in grams per 
vehicle mile. These emission rates reflect expected improvements in vehicular 
and air pollution control technology as well as expected changes in government 
standards for air pollution emissions by motor vehicles. For the AUTO mode, 
potential 1985 low-emission propulsion systems include internal combustion 
engines with exhaust emission controls, gas turbine engines and natural gas~ 
fueled internal combustion engines. For the BUS mode, it is assumed that a 
1985 low-emission vehicle would be diesel engine-powered using a low sac 
injector nozzle for fuel injection. Estimates of emission rates per vehicle 
mile are presented in Table 50-10. 

e. Comparative Modal Air Pollution Effects 

For purposes of comparison, air pollution effects of the six 
1985 intercity modes are sU11111arized below in Tables 50-11 and 50-12. In 
Table 50-11, aggregate annual emissions of each pollutant are shown for 
each mode in millions of grams per year. As an indication of modal activity, 
annual passenger miles (APM) are presented for each mode. For purposes of 
comparison, separately estimated data on aggregate 1985 annual air pollution 
in the Northeast Corridor from all non-transportation sources in millions of 
grams per year are also presented. In Table 50-12, aggregate annual emissions 
of each pollutant are shown in grams per passenger mile (G/PM) using modal 
activity data from Table 50-1. 
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TABLE SD-10 

AIR POLLUTION EMISSIONS PER VEHICLE MILE 
BY AUTO AND BUS MODES: 1985 

Emissions Per Vehicle Mile 1n Grams 
co HCS NOx SOx PARTS 

AUTO 6.16 0.14 0.40 1.11 0.03 

BUS 3.32 3 .18 1.61 6.47 0.09 
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TABLE 50-11 
ANNUAL AIR POLLUTION EMISSIONS OF SIX NORTHEAST CORRIDOR INTERCITY 

PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION MODES: 1985 
(106 GRAMS/YEAR) 

APM * co* Hes* NO * x so * x 
INTERCITY (106) (106 GRAMS/ (106 GRAMS/ (106 GRAMS/ (106 GRAMS/ 

MODE YEAR) YEAR) YEAR) YEAR) 

New Modes 

TACY 
a) 50% Nuclear Power 5,637 *** *** 1,037 43 

b) 25% Nuclear Power 5,637 *** *** 1,552 65 

c) All Fossil Fuel Power 5,637 *** 
. 

*** 2,075 87 

STOL ** 6,885 2,921 2,203 819 331 

** 2 ;276 242 VTOL 6,200 2,813 551 

Conventional Modes 

AUTO 10,612 34,200 777 2,221 6,163 

BUS 1,448 219 210 106 427 

CTOL 1,820 428 304 130 53 

Air Pollution from Non-Trans-
portation Sources in the NEC n.a. 192,326 543,413 2,385,029 9.652,608 

PARTS * 
(106 GRAMS/ 

YEAR) 

12 

19 

25 

132 

97 

167 

6 

21 

112 .946 

* APM = Annual Passenger Miles; CO= Carbon Monoxide; HCS = Hydrocarbons; NOx • Oxides of Nitrogen; 
SOx = Oxides of Sulfur; PARTS = Particulate Matter 

** Emissions during landing and takeoff operations below 31000 feet only. 

*** Emission not considered significant. n.a. • Not Applicable 
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TABLE 50-12 
ANNUAL AIR POLLUTION EMISSIONS OF SIX NORTHEAST CORRIIX>R INTERCITY 

PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION MODES: 1985 
(GRAMS PER PASSENGER MILE [G/PM]) 

APM* co* Hes* NO * so * Intercity Mode x x 
(106) (G/PM) (G/PM) (G/PM} (G/PM} 

New Modes 

TACV 
a} 50% Nuclear Power 5,637 *** *** 0.18 0.01 

b) 25% Nuclear Power 5,637 *** *** 0.28 0.01 

c) All Fossil Fuel Power 5,637 *** *** 0.37 0.02 

** STOL 6,885 0.42 0.32 0.12 0.05 

** VTOL 6,200 0.45 0.37 0.09 0.04 

Conventional Modes 

AUTO 10,612 3.22 0.07 0.21 0.58 

BUS 1,448 0.15 0.14 0.07 0.03 

CTOL 1,820 0.24 0.17 0.07 0.03 

* APM =Annual Passenger Miles; G/PM = Grams per Passenger Mile; CO= Carbon Monoxide; 
HCS = Hydrocarbons; NOx = Oxides of Nitrogen; SOx = Oxides of Sulfur; PARTS • 
Particulate Matter. 

** Emissions during landing and takeoff operations below 3,000 feet only. 
*** Emission not considered significant. 

PARTS* 
(G/PM) 

<0.005 

<0.005 

<0.005 

0.02 

0.02 

0.02 

<0.005 

0.01 
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E. Northeast Corridor Air Congestion 

1. Introduction 

As indicated in Chapter III, the conventional air mode has 
been suffering from a number of problems over the past several years. 
The most visible of the air problems has been increasing terminal area 
congestion. Aircraft delays nationwide, as reported by the FAA, increased 
20 percent between 1968 and 1969. Almost 30 percent of the total national 
delay occurred at five major Northeast Corridor airports. Air delays have 
declined somewhat in 1970 as a result of continuing imposition of air quotas 
and declines in patronage due to adverse business conditions. However, 
based on the long-tenn upward trend of demand for air transportation, NECTP 
projections indicate that, unless action is taken to alleviate the problem, 
passenger delays by 1985 will increase to very high levels at airports in 
the New York metropolitan area. Since almost 75 percent of all intra-Corridor 
air trips involve the New York Hub (LaGuardia, J. F. Kennedy, and Newark}, 
the problem of air congestion in this area is critical for Northeast Corridor 
air travel, as well as for national medium-haul, long-haul and international 
flights. 

This section sunmarizes the results of the Northeast Corridor 
air congestion study which projects passenger delays at ten Northeast 
Corridor Airports in 1975 and 1985, assuming that no new policy initiatives 
are taken. The projections were made by use of a "Deferred Traffic Model" 
which was developed for the analysis.* After the "status quo" delays are 
presented, a series of alternative actions for the 1970 1s and the 1980 1s 
are analyzed for their effect on delays at the critical New York airports. 

2. Status Quo Projections--1975 and 1985 

The Northeast Corridor Airport Congestion Study* estimated 
passenger delay as a measure of airport congestion. Only passenger 
delays due to limited airport IFR capacity were considered. Delays 
due to limitations of air tenninal facilities, such as baggage handling, 
passenger terminal processing, terminal access and parking were not 
included and may be additive to airside delays. A complete definition 
of delay is given in Appendix A· 

A distinction must be drawn between delays calculated by 
the 11Deferred Traffic Model 11 and delays reported by the airlines. 

* See Volume 3, Appendix A. 
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The delay calculated by the Deferred Traffic Model is the total delay to 
passengers between the time that they desire to travel and the time that 
they are actually able to get a seat on an airplane. The delay to any 
particular passenger is a matter of chance - whether he gets a reserva-
tion at his chosen time or later. Delay reported by the airlines is that 
suffered by aircraft~ Aircraft delay is very much dependent on the way 
in which flights are scheduled - a largely "disciplined" schedule can 
result in no aircraft delays, whereas an undisciplined schedule, such 
as we have today, can result in long delays due to an excess of sched-
uled flights over the capacity of the airport. However, under certain 
reasonable assumptions, total passenger delay is dependent only on the 
demand and on the capacity of the airport to service passengers and is 
invariant with respect to delays to aircraft and with respect to the 
distribution of the delays among passengers. 

The primary purpose in developing the Deferred Traffic 
Model was to predict passenger delays for 1975 and 1985. As a means 
of validating the model it was applied to estimate 1970 delays using 
FAA air traffic forecasts for 1970. 1970 passenger delays quoted in 
this analysis are those predicted by the Deferred Traffic Model based 
on FAA predictions and do not reflect the dip in the growth trend now 
known to have occurred in 1970. 

The results of the examination of passenger delay at ten 
Northeast Corridor airports, assuming no new DOT initiatives, are sum-
marized in the following paragraphs. 

. Overall air passenger demand at airports in the Northeast 
Corridor is predicted to increase by approximately 300% between 
1970 and 1985. The passenger demands that were used in this study 
were based on FAA projections of carrier demand,** unconstrained_bv 
airport capacity limitations, and of general aviation demand, which 
was arbitrarily constrained at the major airports because of antici-
pated capacity limitations, throughout the 1970-1985 period. The 
exception to the no-constraint assumption for carriers is at Wash-
ington National Airport (DCA) where the growth of carrier demand 
was arbitrarily constrained to 70% over 1970 levels. Excess pro-
jected unconstrained demand at DCA was assumed to be taken up by 
Dulles and Baltimore Friendship airports. 

. Overall capacity of airports to service passenger demands will 
increase by approximately 200% between 1970 and 1985 - - i.e., will 
achieve three times the 1970 passenger carrying capacity. Interim 
capacity will increase by approximately 50% between 1970 and 1975. 
There are two sources of this projected new capacity: 

*Different airlines interpret aircraft delays in different ways, and delays 
below a minimum time threshold are not reported. 

**Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Air Traffic 
Forecasts, Large and Medium Hubs - Air Carrier Airports, February 1970. 
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Wide-bodied jets, with seating capacities up to 300, 
and jumbo jets, with seating capacities up to 400, will be 
introduced at many airports and there will be a general trend 
at all airports towards the use of larger aircraft. As a re-
sult, there will be an increase of approximately 25% in the 
average seating capacity of typical aircraft mixes by 1975 and 
an increase of approximately 75% by 1985. There is consi·der-
able variability depending on ·whether a particular airport can 
acconmodate the largest jets and on the specific mix of air-
craft sizes predicted by FAA. 

Introduction of certain automation procedures, as de-
scribed in the ATCAC* report, is expected to result in a 20% 
improvement in runway capacity at most airports by 1975. At 
Newark and Philadelphia, where dual runways are now under con-
struction, runway capacity is expected to be increased by about 
40%. By 1985 improved air traffic control capabilities are 
expected to permit reduced spacing of aircraft in takeoff and 
landing, resulting in a 50% increase in the rate of aircraft 
operations. It has also been assumed that high-speed runway 
exits will be constructed at all airports. As a result of 
improved ATC and high-speed runway exits, airport capacity, 
in terms of operations/hour, will be increased by approximately 
70%. Airport capacity at Newark and at Philadelphia will be 
increased by about 120%. 

The status quo projections lead to the following conclusions: 
. There will be a net deterioration in the ratio of airport 
capacity to passenger demand by 1985 from 1970. However, most 
Northeast Corridor airports will not reach serious congestion situ-
ations by 1985. 

• The New York Hub, already seriously congested, is a dominant 
exception. The airport congestion study has indicated that, despite 
major advances in air traffic control and the introduction of wide-
bodied and jumbo jets, the New York Hub area is expected to experi-
ence severe long term congestion and that J. F. Kennedy and La 
Guardia will become intolerably congested by 1985, unless a major 
effort is initiated to alleviate the problem. 

The changes in airport capacities, average passenger demands and 
average delays per passenger, from 1970 to 1985, are sunmarized in Table 
SE-1. 

* Report of the Department of Transportation Air Traffic Control 
Advisory Conmittee 
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TABLE 5E-l 

PASSENGER DELAYS AT NORTHEAST CORRIDOR AIRPORTS 

Passenger 02erations 
Average Delay % Passenge 

Airport * Average Minutes/ in 
Ai rnort*** Year Ca2acitx Demand** Passenger Peak Perio 

NY HUB 1970 10,255 106,500 6.6 19 
1975 16,580 173,500 6.9 21 
1985 32,030 449,000 34 53 

JFK 1970 5,200 56,900 9 25 
1975 8,260 90,400 8.7 25 
1985 16,220 244,000 47 60 

LGA 1970 2,680 29,600 8 22 
1975 3,880 49, 100 20 41 
1985 6,760 121,400 A/P Capacity exceeded. 

EWR 1970 2,375 20,000 2.6 5 
1975 4,440 34,000 2.0 3 
1985 9,050 83,800 3.8 11 

WASH HUB 1970 7,750 41,700 <l.5 0 
1975 11,870 68,600 <1.5 0 
1985 23,970 161,000 1.6 l 

OCA 1970 2,330 27,400 13 33 
1975 3,280 37,600 11 29 
1985 5,880 46,500 2.1 4 

IAD 1970 2,220 6,050 <l.5 0 
1975 4,620 13,600 <1.5 0 
1985 9,090 50,450 <l.5 0 

BAL 1970 3,200 8,250 <l.5 0 
1975 3,970 17,300 <l.5 0 
1985 9,000 63,900 1.7 1 

BOS 1970 3,600 26,900 1.9 3 
1975 4,950 43,200 2.9 8 
1985 10,480 109,600 6.8 20 

PHL 1970 2,736 18, 100 <1.5 0 
1975 4,580 26,300 <1.5 0 
1985 10,680 70, 100 <1.5 0 

ORF 1970 480 3,070 <l.5 0 
1975 800 5,260 <1.5 0 
1985 1,390 12,050 2.8 8 

BDL 1970 1,040 5,090 <1.5 0 
1975 1,700 8,360 <1.5 0 
1985 3,580 19,200 <1.5 0 

·* Capacity - Passengers/Hour 

** Demand - Yearly Average of Passengers/Day 
***Airport designations used are: John F. Kennedy (JFK); La Guardia (LGA) 

Newark.~EWR~; Washington National (DCA);Dulles (IAD); Baltimore (BAL); 
Boston BOS ; Philadelphia (PHL); Norfolk (ORF) and Bradley, Hartford 
Conn. (BDL). 
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3. Options to Alleviate New York Congestion 

Since the New York Hub airports are central to the Northeast 
~orridor air system and the congestion problems of the Hub are so critical 
for Northeast Corridor air travel, several options for new DOT initiatives 
to relieve New York Hub airport congestion in the 1970's and the 1980's 
~ave been examined. 
' 

r The concept of "Optimum Hub Operation" is essentia 1 -to these 
pptions. "Optimum Hub Operation" means that passengers and flights are 
distributed among the airports of the Hub in proportion to the capacity 
of each airport. In this way average delay is equalized at the Hub airports 
~nd total delay is minimized. Clearly, it will not be possible to realize 
~his concept completely; however, this analysis assumes that it is achieved 
in large measure. Since it requires, however, that some traffic must be 
transferred from one airport of the Hub to another, in order to equalize 
the load at each airport, there is an implication that the airport to which 
the traffic is transferred can accept that kind of traffic. In cases where 
~TOLports are added to the New York Hub, only short-haul traffic can be 
transferred and the limits implied by this are observed in the analysis. 

1 The "status quo" analysis did not consider new runway construction 
at existing airports except where construction is already undent1ay. At 

~aGuardia new runway construction is not possible without extensive land-
illing. New runway construction to help meet the needs of the New York 
ub is physically possible at J. F. Kennedy Airport. However, expansion 
~t this airport is subject to massive public opposition to increased 
airport noise and, in fact, noise restrictions now prevent the airport 
from realizing the full traffic capacity potential of the existing runways. 
Even if the J. F. Kennedy Airport runways were to be reconstructed as suggested 
~n the ATCAC report, to achieve a capacity of 200-260 operations per hour, 
the benefit to the New York Hub is not likely to be commensurate with this 
~ncreased capacity. Optimum Hub operation would result in a congestion 
situation for the three-airport Hub approximately the same in 1985 as the 
1970 situation predicted by the Deferred Traffic Model based on trended 
traffic projections. However, optimum Hub operation would imply that J. F. 
Kennedy Airport would be handling 65% of the New York traffic--over five times 
~he traffic handled in 1970. The access-egress problem alone would be formidable. 
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A class of traffic that would be a candidate for diversion 
from the New York Hub includes passengers whose flights land at New York 
enroute to another destination, and passengers who take flights to one 
of the New York airports in order to make a connection to their destination. 
These flights take advantage of the additional demand that can be picked up 
at New York and the wide choice of connecting flights. However, since these 
passengers are not destined for New York they could be routed through other 
airports. As demand grows throughout the system it can be expected that 
other airports will be able to support more and more of this through and 
connecting traffic. It does not appear that any initiative is required to 
encourage these diversions of through traffic from the New York Hub. It is 
clearly in the best interests of the airlines and they will no doubt progress 
in that direction of their own accord. 

In the following analyses several combinations of CTOL airports, 
STOLports and high-speed ground transportation systems will be considered 
in relation to congestion at the New York airports. In all cases, VTOLports 
will be deemed to be equivalent and alternative to STOLports. In specific 
cases, STOLports or CTOL airports are considered as additions to the New York 
Hub system of airports. In other cases, CTOL airports, the HSGT and STOLports 
are considered as diverting short-haul traffic from the New York airports. 
Congestion on these alternate systems is not considered. This diversion of 
traffic may be 11 cooperative 11 diversion, where all, or nearly all, of the short-
haul CTOL operations are discontinued and service is provided on the alternativ 
system; or it may be 11 competitive 11 diversion where an alternative mode competes 
with CTOL for passengers and CTOL operations are discontinued only in propor-
tion to the number of passengers attracted away to the alternative mode. No 
new CTOL carrier operations would be scheduled for other classes of traffic, 
in place of discontinued short-haul operations, since it is assumed that there 
were already sufficient flights scheduled for these passengers. 

As a result of the diversion of short-haul traffic from CTOL airports 
or of the redistribution of traffic for optimum Hub operation, the mix of 
operations and the effective passenger handling capacity of each airport is 
changed. The effective capacity of each airport is computed on the basis of 
an average .65 load factor at peak periods. 

Two time frames are considered--1975 and 1985. Several transporta-
tion options, appropriate to each time frame, are analyzed. 
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a. 1975 Options 

Ohtion 1. Diversion of Northeast Corridor passengers from 
t e New York Hub CTOL airports to Improved High Speed Rail 
(IHSR) on NEC spine. 

Ohtion 2. Diversion of Northeast Corridor and non-Corridor 
s ort-haul (within 400 mile radius of New York) passengers 
to spinal HSGT and STOL. 

Option 3. Spinal IHSR competing with CTOL. 

Ottion 4. Spinal IHSR and short-haul STOL competing with c oL. 
Oetion 5. A single STOLport in Manhattan is integrated 
with the three New York CTOL airports as a 4-airport hub. 

(1) Base Case: The basic FAA projections of carrier demand 
for the New York Hub have been interpolated to 1975 for an average of 7240 
passenger operations per hour. It has been estimated that airport runway 
capacity improvements at the New York airports will be as follows: 

J. F. Kennedy - capacity = 90 operations/hour 

LaGuardia - capacity = 70 operations/hour 
improvements - speed class sequencing 

- computer aided spacing 

Newark - capacity = 82 operations/hour 
improvements - speed class sequencing 

- computer aided spacing 
- dual runways 

It is estimated that the average delay will be 6.9 minutes/ 
passenger and the average delay in the top decile of days will be 26 minutes/ 
passenger. 

(2) Option 1: Diversion of Northeast Corridor Traffic from 
1 the New York Hub to Improved High-Speed Rail {_IHSR) • New York is we 11 focated 

at the center of the Corridor and an IHSR system could offer trip times to 
Washington as short as two hours and very little longer to Boston. Of course 
not all the Northeast Corridor traffic can be diverted. High-speed rail would 
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be essentially a spinal system and therefore would not provide direct 
service to off-spine towns in the Corridor. Furthermore, some flights 
provide a necessary access and feeder service for long-distance and 
international flights. 

It is estimated, based on 1967 FAA data,* that 20% of 
passengers using the New York Hub airports are intra-corridor passengers. 
It is also estimated, based on 1968 CAB data,** that 75% of intra-corridor 
traffic from the New York Hub airports is to cities along the Northeast 
Corridor spine. It is therefore concluded that 75% of intra-corridor 
traffic, or 15% of total New York Hub traffic, is divertible to IHSR. 
CTOL does not compete with IHSR on the Northeast Corridor spine except 
for limited feeder service. 

In this case it is estimated that the average delay will 
be reduced from 6.9 minutes to 3.3 minutes/passenger and the average delay 
in the top decile of days will be reduced from 26 minutes to 9 minutes/ 
passenger. 

(3} Option 2: Diversion of Northeast Corridor and non-Corridor 
Short-Haul CTOL Traffic to IHSR and STOL. Short-haul traffic is defined, for 
this purpose, as within a 400 mile radius of New York. It is estimated that 
30% of New York Hub traffic is within the short-haul area. It is assumed that 
ln~ of t~is traffic is nA.eA.eA. for acc~ss anrl fP.P.~P.r sP.rvicP. sn that 90% can 
be diverted to IHSR and STOL. CTOL does not compete with STOL and IHSR in the 
short-haul region. 

In this case it is estimated that the average delay will 
be reduced from 6.9 minutes to 2.4 minutes/passenger and the average delay 
in the top decile of days is reduced from 26 minutes to 4.4 minutes/passenger. 

(4) Option 3: Spinal IHSR competing with CTOL. Normal CTOL 
service is operating throughout the Northeast Corridor in competition with 
IHSR service on the Corridor spine. Estimates have indicated that 
IHSR between Washington and Boston would divert about 8.5% of the Northeast 
Corridor CTOL traffic away from the New York Hub Airports, or 1.7% of the 
total New York Hub traffic. 

Delays will be only marginally reduced. Average delays 
will be reduced from 6.9 minutes to 6.5 minutes/passenger and top decile 
delays from 26 to 25 minutes/passenger. 

Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Aviation Economics, report 
"Northeast Corridor Air Traffic and High Speed Ground Transportation," 
March 1970. 

**Handbook of Airline Statistics, 1969 Edition, Civil Aeronautics Roard. 
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(5) Option 4: Spinal IHSR and STOL compete with CTOL for 
Corridor and non-Corridor short-haul traffic (within a 400 mile radius of 
New York City). It is estimated that STOL and IHSR will capture 65% of the 
Northeast Corridor passengers and STOL will capture 50% of the short-haul 
passengers outside of the Northeast Corridor region. 

It is estimated that the average delay will be reduced 
from 6.9 minutes to 2.8 minutes/passenger and the average delay in the top 
decile of days will be reduced from 26 minutes to 7 minute/passenger. 

(6) Option 5: A single STOLport in Manhattan is integrated 
with the three New York CTOL Airports to operate as a 4-Airport Hub. Based 
on analyses of possible noninterfering routes for STOL aircraft into 
Manhattan, it is estimated that a STOLport in Manhattan could handle 45 
operations per hour without interfering with regular CTOL operations. A 
single STOL aircraft type is assumed, having a seating capacity for 100 
passengers. Induced demand due to the introduction of a Manhattan STOLport 
has not been included. 

It is estimated that the average delay will be reduced 
from 6.9 minutes to 3.2 minutes/passenger and the average delay in the top 
decile of days will be reduced from 26 minutes to 8 minutes/passenger. 
However, in this case the New York Hub has been increased in size and 
passengers diverted to the STOLport are still included in the delay analysis. 
Therefore, total passenger delays in this case are higher than, for example 
in Option 1, which has higher average delay. 

The Base Case and the five Options described above are 
sumnarized in Table SE-2. Competitive diversion of traffic to IHSR (Option 3) 
is seen to be fairly ineffective in reducing delays. On the other hand, com-
petitive diversion of short-haul and Northeast Corridor traffic to IHSR and 
STOL (Option 4) is about as good as or better than all other options except 
Option 2--cooperative diversion of short-haul and Northeast Corridor traffic 
to IHSR and STOL. 
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TABLE 5E-2 
1975 - NEW YORK HUB - EFFECT OF TRAFFIC DIVERSION ON PASSENGER DELAYS 

OPTIONS BASE 1 2 3 4 5 

NY HUB IFR CAPACITY - 242 242 242 242 242 287 
OPERATIONS/HOUR 

AVERAGE SEAT CAPACITY 126 130 133 126 131 122 

HUB CAPACITY - PASSENGER 16,550 16,500 16 ,510 16,490 16,460 19,530 
OPERATIONS/HOUR 

DEMAND - PASSENGER 173 ,500 147,500 135,000 170 ,500 142,000 173,500 
OPERATIONS/DAY 

PASSENGER DELAYS 6.9 3.3 2.4 6.5 2.8 3.2 
AVERAGE/YEAR (MINS) 

AVERAGE - TOP DECILE 26 9 4.4 25 7 8 
OF DAYS (MINS) 

TOTAL ANNUAL DELAYS 7.3 3.0 2.0 6.8 2.4 3.4 
(MILLION HRS) 
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b. 1985 Options 

The following 1985 Options have been analyzed: 

Option 1. Diversion of Northeast Corridor passengers 
from the New York Hub airports to a high-speed ground 
transportation system. 

Option 2. Diversion of long-haul domestic and overseas 
traffic into a new fourth New York jetport. 

Option 3. A combination of Option 1 and Option 2 above, 
i.e., a new fourth jetport plus diversion of Northeast 
Corridor traffic to a high-speed ground transportation 
system. 

O~tion 4. Enlarging the New York Hub area to include 
P iladelphia and Hartford, connected by a high-speed 
ground transportation system, plus diversion of NEC 
passengers to the high-speed ground transportation 
system. 

Option 5. Diversion of 90% of the Northeast Corridor and 
non-corridor short-haul passengers from the New York Hub 
airports to spinal high-speed ground transportation system 
and a short-haul STOL system. 

Option 6. Same as Option 5 except that only 80% of the Northeast 
Corridor and non-corridor short-haul passengers are diverted. 

Option 7. Addition of three or four STOLports to the New York 
Hub. 
(1) Base Case: The base case from which the 1985 Options are 

derived is the 1985 congestion situation analyzed in Appendix Al. Average 
delay is estimated to be 34 minutes/passenger and the average delay in the 
top decile of days is estimated to be 121 minutes/passenger. 

(2) Option 1: Diversion of Northeast Corridor Passengers from 
the New York Hub Airports to a High-Speed Ground Transportation System. This 
case parallels the 1975 Option 1 and similar considerations apply. Assuming 
again that 20% of passengers using the New York Hub airports are intra-corridor 
passengers and that 75% of these passengers can be diverted to a spinal high-
speed ground transportation system, it is then estimated that average delay 
will be reduced from 34 minutes to 13 minutes/passenger and that average delay 
in the top decile of days will be reduced from 121 minutes to 46 minutes/ 
passenger. 
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(3) Option 2: Diversion of Long-Haul Domestic and International 
Traffic from the New York Hub to a fourth New York jetport. It is assumed 
that the new jetport is located out of the immediate hub traffic pattern, 
so that it would not interfere with that airspace, and that fast, 
efficient service into New York City is provided. This traffic, nearly 
all of which is now serviced by JFK Airport. constitutes 30 percent of 
the total New York Hub passenger traffic. Under these circumstances it is 
estimated that the average delay in 1985 at the three New York Hub 
airports will be reduced from 34 minutes/passenger to 13 minutes/passenger. 
The average delay in the top decile of passengers is reduced from 121 
minutes/passenger to 46 minutes/passenger. 

Observe that either the diversion of Northeast Corridor 
air traffic to high-speed ground transportation or the diversion of 
long-haul demestic and international traffic to a fourth jetport will 
result in a dramatic improvement to the projected 1985 status quo situation 
at New York Hub airports although it will still be somewhat worse than 
the 1970 situation. 

(4) Option 3: Diversion of Long-Haul Traffic to a Fourth jetport 
and Diversion of Short-Haul Intra-Corridor Traffic to a High-Speed Ground 
Transportation System. The estimated average delay at the New York Hub 
airports is reduced from 34 minutes to 4.8 minutes/passenger and the 
estimated average delay in the top decile of passengers is reduced from 
121 minutes to 16 minutes/passenger. 

If the fourth jetport could be located as close as 20-30 
miles from New York City, some form of rapid rail transit could offer 
suitable transportation into the City. If, however, and this seems more 
likely, the jetport were located 60 miles or more from New York City, a 
much faster mode would be required in order to provide acceptable service. 
It is then likely that such a transportation mode would have to serve 
a much wider demand and it might be part of a Northeast Corridor spinal 
system serving intercity transportation needs. 

The integration of a fourth New York jetport with a spinal 
high-speed ground transportation system for the Northeast Corridor would 
lead to considerable flexibility in locating the new airport. It could 
then be regarded as a regional airport, serving other cities as well as 
New York, rather than as just another New York airport. 

(5) Option 4: New York Five-Airport Hub Including Philadelphia 
and Hartford, Connected by a High-Speed Ground Transportation System. 
Treatment of the fourth New York.jetport as a regional airport leads 
naturally to consider the diversion of New York Hub traffic to alternative 
existing regional airports. The key to this proposition is the existence 
of a high-speed ground transportation ;ystem linking these regional 
airports with New York City and the treatment of the airport-airways/ground 
transportation as multimodal system. Some airline traffic destined for 
New York City would be diverted to the neiqhborinq airports and the 
trip would be completed into New York on the high-speed ground transportation 
link. 
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In this Option the analysis considers the effect of diverting 
certain traffic from the three existing New York Hub airports to 
Philadelphia International (PHL) and Bradley International (SOL-Hartford) 
airports. Using 1985 ground transportation technology, PHL and BDL 
airports could be linked to New York City by a high-speed ground transpor-
tation system that would make the trip into the city in 30-40 minutes. 
This could be quite competitive timewise with a taxi or bus trip into 
Manhattan from J. F. Kennedy or LaGuardia airports. 

Both PHL and BDL airports have long main runways. PHL can 
acco11111odate large jet aircraft and, with fairly minor investments in 
modifications to the airport, BDL could be upgraded to accommodate large 
jet aircraft also. The IFR capacity of BDL airport could be increased 
to 100 operations/hour by 1985, which is typical of airports with similar 
runway configurations, such as Baltimore. With a new mix of aircraft 
operating at BDL, it is estimated that the average seat capacity would 
be 140 seats/aircraft. Retaining the same proportion of carrier operations 
to total operations projected for BDL, the peak hourly capacity for BDL 
is 6,000 passengers/hour. 

PHL airport can be envisioned as an alternate airport for medium 
and long-haul domestic traffic from the south and the west and for 
international traffic from South America, the Carribean, and Mexico. 
BDL can be envisioned as an alternate airport for domestic traffic from 
northern New England and for international traffic from Canada and Europe. 

As in Option 3, 75 percent of the Northeast Corridor air traffic 
at the New York Hub will be diverted to the high-speed ground transportation 
mode. It is estimated, from FAA data, that 20 percent of PHL operations 
and 40 percent of BDL operations are NEC traffic. Some of the 
Philadelphia traffic may be destined for off-spine corridor towns, and 
therefore, would not be divertible. 

BDL is not a major airport and an even lower percentage of its 
NEC traffic is likely to be spinal. The analysis, therefore, allows for 
66 percent of NEC traffic at PHL and 50 percent of NEC traffic at BDL to 
be diverted from the conventional air mode. In terms of 1985 projected 
demands used in the Northeast Corridor Airport Congestion study, PHL 
demand is reduced from 70,100 to 60,500 passenger operations per day and 
BDL demand is reduced from 19,200 to 15,400 passenger operations per day. 

The high-speed ground transportation system connecting BDL 
and PHL with New York would permit the five airports, J. F. Kennedy, 
LaGuardia, Newark, Philadelphia and Hartford, to operate as one hub. 
Then, if passenger demand is redistributed to these airports according to 
their capacities, the estimate of average delay for 1985 will be reduced 
from 34 minutes/passenger to 4.2 minutes/passenger, and the estimate of 
average dalay for the top decile of the year will be reduced from 121 
minutes/passenger to 13 minutes/passenger. 
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The average daily demand for this five-airport hub would 
be distributed as follows: 

New York Hub (JFK, LGS, EWR) 

Philadelphia 

Hartford 

303,500 

97,200 

56,600 

There is a proviso in the case of Philadelphia. This 
airport is currently gate-limited--that is, there are delays, not predicted 
by the Northeast Corridor Airport Congestion Study, that are caused by 
temporary reductions in effective airport capacity due to shortage of 
gate space. Currently there are 26 gates and a rated IFR capacity of 58 
operations/hour. This works out to 27 minutes at a gate for each air-
craft operation. The projected 1985 airport IFR capacity is 132 operations/ 
hour and plans call for expanding the gate facilities to 66 gates. This 
works out to 30 minutes at a gate for each aircraft operations. There 
is apparently some improvement but it cannot be determined, in this 
analysis, whether there will be enough terminal facility capacity to 
realize the full operational potential of the dual runways under 
construction at Philadelphia. It is known that there is a shortage of 
land space at the airport. In this analysis, however, it has been assumed 
that the airport terminal facility problem is not insurmountable and 
that the full runway potential capacity is realizable. 

(6) Option 5: Diversion of 90 percent of the Northeast Corridor 
and the non-corridor short-haul passengers from the New York Hub Airports 
to a Spinal High-Speed Ground Transportation System and a Short-Haul STOL 
System. This option is a parallel to 1975 Option 2. 

It is estimated that the average delay will be reduced 
from 34 minutes/passenger to 5.6 minutes/passenger and the average delay 
in the top decile of days will be reduced from 121 minutes/passenger to 
20 minutes/passenger. 

(7) Option 6: Diversion of 80 percent of the Northeast Corridor 
and the non-corridor short-haul passengers from the New York Hub Airports 
to a Spinal High-Speed Ground Transportation System and a Short-Haul STOL 
System. This is the same as Option 5 except that it is assumed that 
20 percent of the New York Hub short-haul traffic is required for access 
and feeder service so that 80 percent can be diverted to HSGT and STOL. 

It is estimated, in this case, that the average delay will 
be reduced from 34 minutes/passenger to 7 minutes/passenger and the 
average delay in the top decile of days will be reduced from 121 minutes/ 
passenger to 27 minutes/passenger. 
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(8) Option 7: Addition of three or four STOLports to 
the New York Hub. The objective is to estimate how much congestion relief 
can be achieved by successive increments of STOL capacity and at what 
point no further improvement can occur. With each STOLport increment, 
passenger demand is assumed to be redistributed between the CTOL airports 
and the STOLports for optimum hub operation.* However, only short-haul 
traffic (estimated to be 30 percent of the total New York passenger 
traffic) can be assigned to the STOLports. 

Each STOLport has been assigned an effective capacity 
of 45 operations/hour, a conservative estimate assuming no capacity 
improvement over 1975; also, it is assumed that each additional STOLport 
has the same capacity as that estimated for the first which is the 
Manhattan terminal. It is quite possible that the second, third or 
fourth STOLports may be more favorably located than the Manhattan terminal 
and thus able to utilize the runway capacity to the fullest. However, 
specific locations for the STOLports have not been identified. Also, 
it is possible that improved area navigation techniques may facilitate 
easier entry and exit for STOL aircraft from the New York airspace, 
without interfering with regular CTOL traffic. On the other hand, 
no estimate has been made of induced demand due to the improved service 
offered by the enlarged New York Hub and this induced demand could 
easily counterbalance the conservatism of the STOLport capacity estimates. 

On this basis, addition of three STOLports to the New York 
Hub results in a reduction of average delay from 34 minutes/passenger 
to 7 minutes/passenger and the average delay in the top decile will be reduced 
from 121 minutes/passenger to 27 minutes/passenger. These delays are the 
same as those of Option 6 and the three STOLports are carrying 80 percent 
of the short-haul traffic for New York. On the assumption that only 80 
percent of the short-haul traffic can be diverted, no additional benefit 
can be derived from another STOLport in the New York Hub. If it is assumed 
that 90 percent of the short-haul traffic can be diverted, a fourth STOLport 
could reduce delays further still. The estimated average delay is 4.7 
minutes/passenger and in the top decile of days it is 17 minutes/passenger. 
Observe that these delays are lower than the delays of Option 5 which 
means that the reduction in delays would be limited to the delays of 
Option 5--an average of 5.6 minutes/passenger and an average in the top 
decile of 20 minutes/passenger. 

* Optimun hub operation (See p. 5E-5) is much more difficult to achieve when 
the hub consists of combinations of CTOL and STOL or VTOL airports. 
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The results of the 1985 analysis of Options are surrmarized 
in Table 5E-3. 

Cooperative diversion of spinal Northeast Corridor traffic 
to a High-Speed Ground Transportation system (Option 1) is seen to be 
about as effective in reducing delays in the New York Hub as the diversion 
of long-haul and international traffic to a fourth jetport (Option 2). 
The combination of these two Options into Option 3 is about the most effective 
Option analyzed with minimum total passenger delays. Approximately as 
effective as Option 3 is Option 4 which combines a spinal HSGT system with 
an enlarged hub including Hartford and Philadelphia. Option 4 has 
minimum average delay but slightly higher total delays since the average 
delay applies to a much larger hub than in Option 3--almost twice the 
passenger demand. Nearly as effective as Options 3 and 4 are the Options 
to divert short-haul traffic to a spinal HSGT system and/or a short-haul 
STOL system--Options 5, 6 and 7. 

" 
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TABLE 5E-3 
1985 - NEW YORK HUB - EFFECT OF TRAFFIC DIVERSION ON PASSENGER DELAYS 

OPTION BASE 1 2 3 4 5 6 

NO. OF STOLPORTS - 1 2 

NY HUB IFR CAPACITY 
OPERATIONS/HOUR 362 362 362 362 569 362 362 407 452 

AVERAGE SEAT CAPACITY 159 165 136 138 165 174 171 155 151 
HUB CAPACITY-PASSENGER 

OPERATIONS/HOUR 31,930 32, 180 26,500 25,500 48, 180 32,460 32,390 35,460 39,080 

DEMAND-PASSENGER 
OPERATIONS/DAY 449,000 381,000 314,000 247,000 457,000 326,000 340,000 449,000 449,000 

PASSENGER DELAYS 
AVERAGE/YEAR (MINS) 34 13 13 4.8 4.2 5.6 7 20 11 

AVERAGE - TOP DECILE 
OF DAYS (MINS) 121 46 46 16 13 20 27 68 41 

TOTAL ANNUAL DELAYS 
(MILLION HRS) 93 31 25 7.2 11.7 11. l 14.5 55 30 
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ANALYSIS AHO EVALUATION FOR THE INTERIM PERIOD (1970' s) 

ALTERNATIVES 

The modal alternatives analyzed for possible application in the '70's are 
classified into three broad categories: Air, including CTOL, STOL and VTOL; 
Rail, including conventional and improved high speed rail; and Highway, 
including auto and bus. Each alternative is described briefly in the following 
paragraphs. 

Air 

CTOL (Conventional Take-Off and Landing) aircraft presently provide almost 
all commercial intercity air service. The CTOL airports of the Northeast 
Corridor serve international and domestic long, medium and short-haul markets to 
points outside the Corridor in addition to short-haul service within the 
corridor. The general trend has been toward increasing air congestion and 
traffic delays at major Corridor airports, and this trend is expected to 
continue in the '70's. It was assumed that the approaches which will be taken 
for alleviating CTOL congestion include major improvement to a third generation 
air traffic control system plus added runways and facilities at existing 
airports. The former is going forward under the FAA but the latter - new 
runways and runway extension - is meeting heavy opposition, particularly in New 
York. Another approach involves building wholly new airports; however, proposed 
new airport construction has been meeting strong opposition in New York and 

I Boston. 

Long-haul CTOL facility improvements have not been fully studied for this 
report, which focuses on travel within the Northeast Corridor. The full 
benefits and costs of alternatives for overall CTOL facility improvement cannot 
:be analyzed without extending the study beyond the geographical limits of the 
co·rridor to include long-haul domestic and international operations. However, 
·the interactions between the complete CTOL services and Corridor short-haul 
'traffic have been analyzed. 

The introduction of Short and Vertical Take-Off-and-Landing aircraft (STOL 
[and VTOL) have been studied for the 1970's in several aircraft types and 
1terminal location combinations. STOL and VTOL have been viewed as "cooperative" 
1traffic diverters of CTOL flights in the sense that present CTOL carriers would 
1accede to the diversion by cutting back short-haul CTOL schedules. Modal 
ldesignati.ons for the '70's in STOL and VTOL were: 

STOL 75 Turboprop aircraft using extensive flaps and low wing-loading to 
reduce take-off and landing distance. Two state-of-the-art aircraft 
were considered -- a 48-passenger type designed for a nominal 2000-
foot runway and a 120 passenger type designed for a 1500-foot 
runway. The sets of terminal include a total of nine or ten sites 
in seven metropolitan areqs. Five were located at existing airports 
a~ the remainder involve new construction. 
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Compound helicopter aircraft using turbine engines and propellers 
for forward propulsion in the cruise condition at 265 mph with an 
unloaded rotor. Capacity is 86 passengers with a nominal 318 mile 
range. The terminal set covered the same cities as the STOL 75 but 
all sites were considered as new VTOLport construction in favorable 
access locations. 

The use of STOL strips at existing metropolitan airports was considered 
feasible for the ?O's provided air traffic control advances allowed operation on 
an independent and non-interfering basis with CTOL traffic. Location of STOL 
strips at major general aviation airports such as Teterboro was not considered 
because of the very large increases in traffic expected for general aviation. 
Most of the analysis for STOL and VTOL involved service among the major metro-
politan areas of the corridor. A limited evaluation was made of service 
extended to additional short-haul points within and outside the Corridor. 

Rail 

The possible rail options for the 1 '70's fall into two broad classes --
conventional rail and ·improved rail. Conventional rail is typified by all the 
rail service currently being offered other than the demonstration Metroliners 
and Turbotrains. Conventional rail cannot be considered as a new alternative 
and it appears highly unlikely that the conventional service along the spine 
would be viable if the Metroliners and Turbotrains were removed. 

IHSR (Improved High Speed Rail) as the rail alternative covers a range of 
possible configurations featuring improvements and higher .speeds 
over the present service. The minimum level, called DEMO in 
previous reports, assumes use of equipment of the present Metroliner 
and Turbotrain quality operating on expanded schedules over the 
present trackage between Washington and Boston. The maximum service 
level, called HSRA in previous reports, involves extensive track, 
roadbed and right-of-way improvements plus full electrification to 
al1ow realization of the 150-mph cruise-speed potential of the 
equipment. A number of intermediate improvement levels have been 
analyzed.· Nonstop trip times for DEMO, one intermediate improvement 
level designated IHSR-1, and HSRA, are shown in the following table: 

Tri~ Times '(Non-Sto~) 

New York-Hashington New York-Boston 

DEMO 2 1/2 hrs. 3 1/2 hrs. 

IHSR-1 2 hrs. 2 3/4 hrs. 

HSRA l 1/2 hrs. 2 hrs. 

Route alternatives for IHSR north of rJew York include both the 
present Turbotrain route from New York through Providence, R.I. tc 
Boston, and a variation which goes north from New Haven througf 
Hartford, Conn. and Springfield, Massachusetts to Boston. 
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HighHay 

The highway alternatives focus on the use of conventional vehicles --
private auto and common carrier bus -- and emphasize improvements to the 
existing highway network. It is assumed that current program plans for new 
construction and upgrading of conventional highways will be implemented. New 
options considered for the 1970's include: 

(1) ·Expansion of the system to include major new primary or secondary 
highways, in addition to those presently planned. 

(2) Improvement of the utilization and efficiency of the existing and 
planned highway system including: 

(a) A surveillance and information system to provide intercity 
drivers with the realtime knowledge to select the fastest route 
based on actual travel conditions. 

(b) Limited· new key highway sections to provide improved highway 
connectivity and effective alternate routes to avoid the 
existing Washington-to-Boston main spinal network. 
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RESULTS 

The development of recommendations for the '70's encompasses two objectives: 
1) provide continuing capacity and services for the common carrier travelers who 
have been encountering increasing air terminal congestion and increasing travel 
time over the past few years; and 2) provide relief for the intercity highway 
travelers from increasingly severe congestion near the major metropolitan areas. 

For both objectives major consideration was given to the question of what 
can be done now. For this reason the selection of candidate alternatives for 
the '70's was restricted to the technologies no\'1 in hand -- trains, aircraft, 
and electronics systems that are within the present state-of- the-art. The more 
advanced technologies -- those still in the laboratory, on the drawing board or 
at the proving ground make up the alternatives for the next decade and beyond. 
Ideally, of course, a single set of recorrmendations could solve the problem for 
now and the future. Recognizing that the ideal is not likely to be found, the 
NECTP attempted to ensure that the recommendations for the '70 ' s are compatible 
with the recommendations for the long-term period . 

The High Speed Traveler 

Roughly 35 percent of the intercity trips in the Corridor are those in which 
the primary factor influencing selection of travel mode is time. The market is 
domir.ated by the one-day round trip for business but also includes all those 
trips whose purpose makes speed desirable for persons with high income levels. 
The market has expanded rapidly over the past two decades, principally under the 
impetus of improving air service which made the one-day round trip anywhere in 
the Corridor a practical reality. The traveler is not per se, an air traveler. 
He has a remarkable similarity of profile, riding the airline to Boston, the 
Metroliner to Hew York, and driving to Baltimore from Washington. He makes his 
de<=ision on the basis of the services offered and he ~ divertible. 

A major problem affecting these travelers, however, is increasing travel 
times due to air service congestion. If new airport construction or major 
expansion cannot take place, particularly in New York, air travelers face 
increasing delays despite major i~provement in air traffic control. (The short-
haul trip is in particular trouble since the delays affect its trip time most on 
a percentage basis; it forms the lowest-profit market for airlines with present 
jet aircraft; and its smaller aircraft sizes contribute disproportionately to 
the traffic congestion.) 

Thus it can be concluded that, precluding the expansion of overall CTOL 
capacity, diversion Of short-haul demand from conventfonal air service lS t"he" 
best \'lay to benefit both the diverted snort-haul passengers and the remainTn'9 
CTOL . travelers making longer trips. 
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Dpor-to-Door Trip Time 
The traveler's perception of trip time is not based only on vehicle speed or 

on the advertised schedule. He must add his access time toand-from the terminal 
(or freeway interchange) and modify the result with consideration of the 
probable delay, the reliability of the service and the convenience of schedule. 
Access time depends on the location of the terminal relative to (1) the actual 
end points of the trip and (2) the urban transportation (primarily hiqhway) 
network. Figure 6-1 is based on Washinqton,0.C. but is oenerally reoresentative 
of any ~ity. A city with one terminal located near the· central business dis-
trict (CBD) will achieve a minimum average access time for the entire 
metropolitan area. If it has several suburban terminals in addition to the CBD 
terminal, the average access time can be further reduced. 
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Early research by the NECTP indicated the importance of decreasing access 
time in order to get full benefits from high-speed line-haul common carriers. 
Therefore, CBD terminals coupled with additional suburban terminals were used in 
the alternatives whenever the travel volumes justified them. 

Six metropolit:in areas would be served by all the alternatives - IHSR, STOL, 
VTOL, and CTOL. These areas are Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, 
Providence, and Boston. In addition all the air modes serve Hartford, while 
IHSR has terminals at Wi 1 mi ngton, Trenton, and Ne\'/ Haven. * The number and 
location of terminals is shown in Table6-l. Variations in terminal number and 
sites were ~ade. In particular STOL was examined using the CBD-oriented VTOL 
terminal locations. 

TABLE 6-1 
Terminal Locations for Alternatives For the 70's 

IHSR VTOL STOL** CTOL 
Washington 1 CBG; 1 CBD; 1 t.;IUL Existing 

1 Suburban 1 Suburban Strip 
Baltimore 1 CBD 1 CBD 1 CTOL Existing 

Strip 
Philadelphia 1 CBD; 1 CBD 1 CTOL Existing 

2 Suburban *** Strip 
Ne\'1 York 1 CBD; 1 CBD; 1 CBD; Existing 

2 Suburban 3 Suburban 3 Suburban 
Hew Haven 1 CBD ---------- ---------- --------
Hartford ---------- 1 CBD 1 Suburban Existing 
Providence 1 CBD 1 CBD 1 CTOL Existing 

Strip 
Boston 1 CBD; 1 CBD; 1 CTOL Existing 

1 Suburban 1 Suburban Strip 

The a.ir modes terminal sites were selected with the advice of the FAA and 
subsequent analysis indicates that the number of terminals is approximately as 
many as the 1975 (analysis year) demand will support. 

The average access times, estimated in detail for all the terminals, confinn 
the indication of Figure 1 above: 

All the new modes have better access times than CTOL; and IHSR has access 
times generally better than the STOL system (with landing strips at CTOL 
airports) and similar to VTOL for areas they both serve. 

* IHSR could have tenninals at Hartford, Springfield, Mass., and Worchester, 
Mass., instead of Providence. 

** STOL strips are used at existing CTOL airports. 
*** Wilmington and Trenton tenninais are considered suburban tenninals for the 

Philadelphia area since they are on conmuter rail lines. In addition, they 
serve their own metropolitan areas. 
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By c.ombining 1 ine-hau1 and average access times with the expected delays, 
door-to-door times between representative city pairs have been constructed and 
are shown in Table 6-2. 

TABLE 6-2 

AVERAGE DOOF\-TO-DOOR TRAVEL TIMES 

Using Average Metropolitan Area Access Times 

Hi gh\'JaY ,Minutes 
Distance 1975 

1 (Miles) CTOL -STOL75 VTOL75 IHSR-1* 

Uashington-Baltimore 40 155 150 95 90 

New York-Philadelphia 91 180 143 130 160 

Philadelphia-Washington 136 180 165 130 165 

New York-Baltimore 187 195 160 140 185 

New York-Washington 227 195 155 150 200 

New York-Boston 230 185 145 140 235 

Philadelphia-Boston 304 190 185 165 310 

Washington-Boston 456 205 205 180 350 

*IHSR-1 times assume non-stop 1 ine haul service, flew York to Washington 
and New York to Boston; ar:d one stop in Ne\'1 York for Washington to 
Boston. Al1 other times include all station stops. 
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The influence of access and delay are apparent: 

Auto dominates the very short trips (roughly under 50 miles); IHSR has 
shorter or virtually equal expected travel time compared with CTOL up to 
about 255 miles, which includes the key Washington-l~ew York market; and STOL 
75 and VTOL 75, using CBD terminals, have shortest times in the 150-350 mile 
range. 

Diversion from CTOL 

The major purpose of the NEC recolllllendations is to improve the capability to 
move 1 arge numbers of passengers a 1 ong the spine of the Corridor. Ther.e may be, 
in addition, decreased conge~tion at CTOL airports, and those time savings 
become extra benefits resulting from the transportation improvements. 

If the new modes can provide improved services over CTOL, what are the 
potential diversions possible? The New York hub is the critical traffic point 
and provides the best measure for assessing the improvements in delays. The hub 
serves all air markets: long and short-haul, domestic and.international, 
Coridor spinal and non-spinal. Delay varies from day to day and ·hour to hour. 
The measure used in Figure 2 is the average passenger delay on the worst 36 days 
{decile) of the year. Currently, the delay on these days averages roughly 24 
minutes and by 1975 (with a 20% increase in capacity offset by a 63% increase in 
patronage) delay could rise to 32 minutes. Ffgure6-2 shows the effect on dela.vs 
according to the percentages diverted from CTOL. 
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Passenger Acceptance 

Will the traffic divert? Clearly, air passengers may ride the Metroliners--
20 percent of the passengers surveyed in 1970 had taken their most recent 
previous trip by air. Will they also ride STOL 75 or VTCL 75? 

The STOL 75 is a high-wing turbo-prop aircraft; a technological step 
backward to the previous Electras, Viscounts and F-27's in terms of pm·:er plant, 
and perhaps back to the earlier reciprocating engine aircraft (even to the DC-3) 
in low wing loading. Compared to the DC-9's, 727's and 737's, the STOL \·/ill be 
noisier internally, have a higher vibration level and at least biice the 
sensitivity to gusts. Almost all of the STOL flight paths will be at altitudes 
subject to atmospheric turbulence. 

The degree to which the disparity in comfort would deter CTOL pass~ngers 
from diverting to STOL 75 in unknown. Certainly, if the airlines simply stopped 
flying CTOL on the Corridor routes and switched to STOL, many passengers \·:ou 1 d 
still fly. However, airline experience thr9ughout the country has proved that 
turboprop equipment cannot successfully compete with jets flying the same 
routes. Therefore, the study concludes that, for diversion from CTOL to STOL 75 
to occur, .! marked improvement in level of serme will be neecled to-overcome 
the decrease in ride comfort. 

VTOL 75, a compound helicopter, may ride somewhat more comfortably than STOL 
75 but will not compare with the ride quality of jet aircraft. Added 
difficulties in achieving passenger acceptance may result from passer.gers' 
unfamiliarity with the rotor configuration and uncertainty concerning the 
vehicles' safety. No comparable competitive situation presently exists in 
airline experience and it can only be concluded that VTOL 75 will encounter much 
the same problems in passenger acceptance ~STOL 75.-- - -- --

Conmunity Acceptance 

The improved rail alternative operates on the existing Boston-to-Washington 
right-of-way and uses existing terminals for the most part. Ho affirmative 
community. action is required to permit increased schedules of Metroliner-like 
trains or to upgrade track and roadbed. Elimination of grade crossings, long a 
community safety complaint, is scheduled as one of the early IHSR investr::ents. 
Compared to diesels and freight, the new electric powered passenger equip~ent 
will be quiet and non-polluting. 

Conmunity acceptance of STOL and VTOL in the near future appears negative. 
Land acquisition for STOL and VTOL terminal ports poses a serious future 
constraint to these systems. /\lmost every attempt at nm·1 construction or 
expansion of conventional airports in the Corridor over the past decade has met 
with strong cowmunity opposition. All attempts to establish a STOLport in 
Manhattan have failed. 
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The most frequent objections to airports are due to noise. STOL 75 and VTOL 
75 will be quieter than present jets, but they are still relatively noisy 
compared to the ground mode alternatives. The noise emitted from VTOL 75 is 
estimated at 113 PNdB at 500 feet and for STOL 75 at 95 PUdB to 100 · PNdB or 
greater. The estimates of land area affected, based on the NF.F 30 * 
criterion is much smaller than for CTOL. We note that the region between NEF 30 
and NEF 25 is one in which 11 ••• some noise complaints are possible and noise may 
interfere with some activities." A low level of complaints concerning 
additional noise at existing facilities cannot be equated to community accep-
tance of a new installation. 

Air pollution complaints are also levied against airports and airplanes. 
The new STOL and VTOL aircraft will avoid the visible particulate trials which 
have aroused opposition to jet pollution, but will produce invisible 
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen and sulfur. 

Safety is also a difficult point for avjation. The public tends to ignore 
the safety record of scheduled air service (which is 10 times better than auto) 
and perceives instead the disastrous crash potential of aircraft overflights. 
With the possible use of rooftop STOLports or VTOLports on center cities, a new 
hazard is created due to the large volume of aircraft operations and the 
quantities of aviation fuel present in confined areas. What would be a minor 
field emergency at a conventional airport could become a serious situation at a 
downtown STOLport. 

Terminal Financing 

The NECTP analyses have. underscored the problems of financing STOLports and 
VTOLports. Under the provisions of the Airport and Airways Development Act of 
1960, ** a public authority (municipal) is required to provide more than half 
of the land and terminal construction costs. For a STOL system, investments 
could run in excess of $300 million for land and new terminal structures in only 
a few metropolitan areas. New STOLports in all major metropolitan areas \·1ould 
run well over $600 mi 11 ion. VTOL ports are sma 11 er and cheaper to bui 1 d, but the 
VTOL 75 system involves new construction for all terminals, hence a possible 
$270 million municipal investment. · 

The forecasted patronage levels indicate that the STOL 75 and VTOL 75 
revenues from terminal rentals and fees could pay off the high municipal 
investment and avoid any long run municipal net loss. *** However, a decision 
to invest municipal funds or to authorize a bond issue usually requires an 
affirmative community action -- not likely to occur - - in view of opposition to 
noise, pollution, land acquisition, and safety hazards. 

The study concludes that the likelihood of affirmative community action to 
approve and support STOLport'S"""or VTOLports_,-s-,-ow, given the present attitudes 
toward aviation. 

* The concept of Noise Exposure Forecasts (NEF) was developed for evaluation of 
excessive noise from conventional airports. The NEF criterion combines 
estimates of subjective response to noise in EPNdb with penalty factors for 
numerical frequencies of operations. 

** The analyses assume that the provisions of the Airport and Airways Development 
and Revenue Acts of 1970 apply to VTOL and STOL facilities. 

***There is an assumption implicit in the analys~s that . the ST9L.an~ VT9Lport 
building -- the top of which becomes the landing s~rl] - w..: ]. d>ee bu1lt and 
p~~d !or ~t n? ~~st ~? . the municipal agency or tR~ 1t 1aei1i'Yccrrr' E!· ii) Stead being 
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The initial investment levels for land and fixed facilities are nearly 
equivalent for STOL 75, VTOL 75 and IHSR-1, i.e. roughly $400 million depending 
on the particular situation. IHSR-1, however, requires roughly $100 million for 
vehicles, STOL 75 about $300 million and VTOL 75 nearly $500 million. Thus, the 
total investment for the high-speed rail is in the neighborhood of half a 
billion dollars, while the air systems could cost three quarters of a billion or 
more. To keep up with demand, additional expenditures would be continually 
needed for STOL or VlDL systems since the terminal capacities are limited. IHSR 
has, except for possible freight train interference, a large enough capacity to 
meet the needs of the '70's. 

Decisions on making transportation investments are frequently based on net 
present-value considerations . For each alternative, the stream of costs and 
investments over time is balanced against the expected revenues, and the amounts 
for each year discounted back to the present. Discounting emphasizes small 
near-term expenditures and rapid acquisition of revenues. It makes future net 
revenues less important than close-in net r~venues. 

IHSR can start on the existing right-of-way -- with little lead time -- and 
accrue revenue while track upgrading, to attain higher speeds, proceeds. 
Operating costs are low and the various service levels of this alternative have 
positive net present values for even short periods of operation. 

In contrast, STOL 75 and VTOL 75 require larger investments with a lonqer 
lead time to build the needed terminals. Table 5-3 indicates that STOL 75 would 
have just paid itself off by 1985, and VTOL 75 would have a low positive present 
value, and HISR would produce a very high present value. 
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TABLE 6-3 

Net Present Value, Fares, Patronage, Investment and Salvage Value of 
Interim Northeast Corridor Transportation Alternatives 

VTOL 75 STOL 75 DEMO IHSR-1 HSRA 

Fare NY-Wash 23.25 24.50 18.49 20.00 21.70 

Millions of Passengers 
1975 19 14 15 19 23 

Millions of Dollars 
Net Present Value 1985 67 1 418 432 -30 

Salvage Value at cut-off 
1985 56 27 0 60 248 

Initial Investment in 
$Millions (not discounted) 890 670 110 450 1630 

Federal Investment 

Under the provisions of the Airport and Airways Development and Revenue Acts 
of 1970, the Federal investment in STOL 75 and VTOL 75 would be roughtly $100 
million. The 8% ticket tax might be considered as paying for air traffic 
control operating and investment costs, although no provisions of the acts 
require such repayment. 

No provisions now exist for Federal support of IHSR other than possibly 
through the NRPC. Presumably, arrangements could be made to finance the IHSR 
investment and to retire the debt, especially in view of the favorable cost-
revenue projections for IHSR. The lack of a specific institutional arrangements 
could pose a source of delay in providing improved rail service. The large 
magnitude of funding required -- all of the fixed and vehicle investments -- may 
also delay action. 

What Would it Cost Society for ~Competitive Spinal 
Short-Haul Transportation System? 

If the alternative decision were between implementing (1) an IHRS system 
alone or (2) IHSR plus a STOL-75 system, there would be costs to society 
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associated with each. The data presented in Table 
followina assumot1ons: 

6-4 are based on the 

(1) There is no induced demand whether operating IHSR alone or 
together with STOL 75; there is an annual total of 20 million passengers in 
either case. 

(2) The air mode cannot handle the entire r.10vement of 20 million 
passengers along the spine, whereas the IHSR can. 

The results shown in Table6-4 indicate that society would be paying $162 
million for moving 20 million passengers using HISR alone. However, it would 
cost society $218 million to move 10 million passengers by STOL 75 (each saving 
3/4 hour in door-to-door time), and the movement of the remaining 10 million 
passengers by IHSR would cost $86 million. The annual additional cost to 
society for 7.5 million hours of the saving is $142 million or about $19 per 
hour saved. Any firm insisting on highe~ speed for its employees on the basis 
of $19 per hour value of time is in effect valuing employees at approximately 
$40,000 per year. 

Table 6-4 

IHSR and STOL 75 

Comparative Costs for IHSR and IHSR--STOL Systems 

STOL IHSR 

Millions of Passengers 10 10 

Cost Per Passenger Mile $.14 $.075 

Door-to-Door Time 
New York-Wash (Minutes) 155 200 

Average Trip Length (Miles) 156 115 

Total Cost (Millions) $218 $86 
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A Recommendation for the 1970's 

Clearly, in terms of service and CTOL traffic diversion, the travel time and 
flexibility of STOL and VTOL offer the greatest potential benefits. However, 
the uncertainty of passenger acceptance . and the major problem of achieving 
community acceptance create serious doubt that these potential benefits can be 
realized in the '70's. The investment levels required are high and net present 
value is marginal compared to improved rail. If the expected patronage does not 
materialize, the financial problems could be serious. 

The improved rail alternative involves fewer uncertainties than STOL or VTOL 
in either passenger or community acceptance. By upgrading the existing 
demonstration service, IHSR can start in the near future and move ahead as the 
demand grows. Prob 1 ems in imp 1 ement i ng IHSR i nvo 1 ve the inst itut i ona l 
arrangen~nts -- ~1e lack of a private operator and the still formative nature of 
the URPC. The major impetus for financing appears to fall to the FeC:eral 
government. The risk of default on debt retirement appears low. 

The HECTP recommends on balance, the implementation of the improved rail 
alternative~ the new Corridor spinal system for the '70's. Subsequent 
sections will discuss the recommended level of investment and some of the 
implementation strategies . 

. The negative conclusions regarding STOL and VTOL implementation along the 
spine of the Corridor in the '70's should not be construed as indicating that 
work on these technologies should be abandoned. On the contrary, vigorous 
efforts should continue to try and solve the critical probler.is of community 
acceptance, to find ways of insuring passenger acceptance, and to work out 
details of air traffic and operating procedures. The recommended STOL/VTOL R&D 
program will be discussed under alternatives for the '80 ' s. 

Small aircraft with STOL and VTOL capabilities are ·now operating along 
Corridor air routes into many existing airports. At present these operations 
are in the air taxi category, are few in number, and are incapable of providing 
the mass transportation postulated for the Corridor's 1970's alternatives. The 
existing service is considered an adjunct to conventional air, rather than a 
wholly new mode capable of exploiting the full potential of the technology. 
Over the '70's, however, these early STOL/VTOL services could, in a process of 
controlled evolution, grow into a demonstration of their potential. 

IHSR Investr.ient Level 

The Improved tligh Speed Rail represents a range of possible investments from 
DEMO (costing roughly a hundred million dollars for ro11ing stock and no right-
of-way improvements) to HSRA, with extensive right-of-way upgrading and total 
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investment of over a billion and a half dollars. 1\s the recommended alternative 
for the '70's, what level of investment in Il!SR should be selected and what 
should be the strategy in applying it? The primary service effect of investment 
is improvement in trip time. For analysis purposes, various HISR investment 
possibilities were compared with the amount of time saved as shown in Figure 3. 
The Uortitern (New York-Boston) and Southern (!Jew York-~Jashi ngton) routes are 
shown separately. In each case, the end points are DEMO (D) and HSRA (A). 
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Travel Time Improvement From Right-of-Way 
Improvement in IHSR 

Travel time, alone, presents only part of the picture. The largest 
population centers lie along the route south of Ne\'/ York and a vast majority of 
tile traffic (703) exists on the southern section of the line. Travel time 
improver.1ents in the south produce the largest increases in patronage and 
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revenue. The net present values (UPV) were computed for different combinations 
of north and south investments indicated on Figure5-3. Plotted on Figure 6-4 is 
NPV versus time reduction. In effect, this figure plots a profit measure 
against a service measure. An ordering of the investments is shown by the curve 
with higher investments, lower NPV, and faster times proceeding to the right. 
The optimal point on the curve depends on the relative weighting of the two 
measures -- pure profit orientation would stop at the peak of the curve and 
service orientation might opt for a lower NPV. 
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Since the Federal government will probably take the initiative in financing, 
service orientation is implied. However, a positive NPV is also desirable to 
allow for patronage and cost uncertainties, suQport of the NRPC or plow-back to 
better IHSR. For these reasons~ the NECTP reconmends an investment of 
approximately $460 million to reach ti-.e IHSR-1 point on the curve by 1975. The 
next steps - adding either $2 or N3 - would require additional investments and 
would be beyond the "knee" of the time - investment curves of Figure 3 for both 
the Northern and Southern routes. 

Strategy for IHSR 

The recommended investment in IHSR will permit the New York-Boston non-stop 
time to be reduced to 2 3/4 hours and will cut the New York-Washington time to 
approximately two hours. 

Early consideration must be given to the solution of problems of connnuter 
and freight interference as the schedule, frequency builds up under IHSR. The 
problem exists at two levels: institutional -- since the intercity passenger, 
local comr.iuter and freight services will not be operated by the same corporate 
entity -- and physical. Preliminary analysis has indicated that the system can 
accept large increases in passenger traffic if adjustments can be made in the 
schedules and operating procedures of all three services. There will, however, 
be no substitute for examination and negotiation of the problems in detail as 
operations proceed. 

IHSR Financing 

There is no present indication that capital will be available for IHSR 
financing as a purely private enterprise. The existence of the quasi-public 
NRPC is in part the result of the inability and disinclination of Corridor 
railroads to pursue the rail passenger market. The NRPC, however, is unlikely 
to have resources to invest in the Northeast Corridor even if that corporation 
were to decide its most pressing problem lay there. The impetus must come from 
the Federal government. Because the project is expected to be profitable, an 
outright grant is unnecessary. Federal support could take the form of a direct 
loan, guaranteed bonds or some similar arrangement. 

Further Investment in HISR 

Regardless of the precise form of the Federal support mechanism, it may be 
desirable that improvement of service in the Corridor continue beyond the level 
of this initial investment. The IHSR system could be set up as a profit center 
by the NRPC with part of the proceeds earmarked to be plowed back into the 
system and part to nationwide rail service. The arrangement with the NRPC 
should insure continued Federal and regional participation in decisions 
affecting IHSR service. A decision will be required in the future concerning 
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whether or not to add incremental investments to the IHSR system; these 
additions could be paid for from operating surplus. 

The High\·1ay Initiatives Through the '70's qnd '80's 

Highways represent the principal means of intercity travel in the Northeast 
Corridor. Automobiles and buses currently attract about 74 percent and 5 
percent, respectively, of all trips. In addition, nearly all air travelers, and 
a preponderance of ra i1 and bus trave 1 ers, rely on the hi gh\·1ays for the terminal 
access and egress segments of the intercity trips. The extensive demand and 
moda 1 preference analyses undertaken by the l~ECTP strongly suggest that the 
highway's dominance of the intercity travel market will continue in the future, 
even if a major new high-speed common carrier mode were introduced into the 
Corridor. The highway market is composed of travelers who, by reason of large 
group size, low income or special convenience, select auto or bus for travel. 
Aside from the special sub-group, who need the auto to make multiple stops or to 
reach out-of-the way places, much of the highway demand group is price oriented. 
These travelers value time but make the fi~al decision to drive on the basis of 
cost. The price of the high speed common carrier modes is substantially higher 
than the perceived* cost of auto. When cost considerations are combined 
with the convenience of auto, substantial diversion of highway traffic appears 
unlikely. 

The driver in the '70's will have available the excellent interstate 
network, newly completed. He will find, however, that his intercity trip \'Jill 
encounter increasing congestion in all the metropolitan areas where segments of 
the interstate system are part of the urban network. His speed on nominally 60 
mph-plus highways will slow to a crawl as he is caught in local rush hour 
traffic or the inevitable jam about an accident or stalled car. There is every 
indication that the urban commuter. crush will continue to worsen before any 
relief from mass transit can arrive. 

The intercity driver caught in commuter traffic differs from the commuters 
in two important ways: 

He is basically unfamiliar with the road, the interchanges and local 
conditions. He may tend to add to congestion by slowing to read signs, 
lane switching for turn-off or general indecision. 

He really does not have to be there. Unless the congestion happens to 
be directly at his origin or destination, the highway network is 
extensive enough to permit his use of a route to avoid the problem if he 
knew of it in advance. Even for his end points, his timing may be 
TiexibTeenaugh to let him avoid the rush hour if he kne\'1 of it. 

*Most auto owners consider the purchase price as charged off against day-
to day convenience and the local urban trips. Depreciation of autos is 
primarily by year rather than by mileage. Therefore, the driver tends 
to consider only out-of-pocket fuel, tools and on-the-road maintenance 
costs as applicable to the infrequent intercity trip. He may, in fact, 
think of the long trip mileage as increasing his utilization per year 
and decreasing his overall cost per mile. 
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In both cases, the difference is information. The intercity driver has 
essentially a good high\·Jay network system available, but does not have the 
information to use it properly. The initiatives the HECTP proposes for the 
highway aim at improving the effectiveness of the existing highway system by 
implementation of a real-time driver information system for intercity travelers. 
Such a system will: 

Continuously acquire data on traffic flow and other conditions for all 
major intercity highways in the Hortheast Corridor. 

Analyze these data to determine for drivers the optimal route between 
major decision points and important final destinations. 

Communicate the information on the optimal route to the driver in time 
to make the route choice (message displays, radio broadct1sts, electronic 
route guidance, etc.). 

Include driver education and 
expected conditions, etc.) 
system. 

route planning service (updated maps, 
to prepare the driver to use the real-time 

I 

The capital cost of an intercity information system would be approximately $50 
mi 11 ion. 

fletwork Additions 

In concert \'lith the implementation of the information system, the tlECTP also 
recommends a modest number of specific connectivity improvements in key decision 
areas. Typically these are short by-passes around obvious congestion points or 
connectors bet\·1een major systems not essential for 11 normal 11 flows, but highly 
desirable to provide alternate routes during peak flows. The links are 
described in detail in Volume 2 and are estimated to cost $50 million. 

An Alternate Spinal Route 

A useful net\·JOrk ~ddition is the upgrading of existing or planned routes to 
form an alternate spinal route parallel to 1-95. A possible route is one 
passing v1est of the major metropolitan areas. The only new construction 
required is approximately 15 miles in New Jersey; the remainder of the proposed 
route already exists but would require upgrading. Estimated cost of these 
improvements is $60 million over planned expenditures. 

Surveillance and Control 

The final recommended action is for freev1ay survei 11 ance and ramp meteri nci 
control ~sterns for congested facilities. Imrlementation would afford the 
greatest benefits to urban traffic, but the reduction of congestion would affect 
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both url>an an<.I intercity travelers. The NECTP includes the initiative for urban 
surveillance and control in its recommendations because close coordination with 
the regional information system is essentia 1. Data acqu·i si tion equipment would 
be comr110n to both urban and intercity systems and integrated communication 
facilities will supplement ramp metering by providing a warning of the expected 
wait to urban drivers approaching metered ramps. Est1mated capital costs are 
about $30 million. 

Benefits From Highway Initiatives 

Tahle 6-5 shows a measure of the effectiveness of the information sv.stem and 
network improvements for 1985 traffic levels. Assuming predicted levels of 
local congestion, the basic intercity highway network is expected to account for 
roughly 492 million annual person-hours of travel. If this congestion could be 
totally rei:!oved, person-hours would drop to 400 mi 11 ion for the same number of 
trips, a potential saving of 92 million person-hours. 

TABLE 6-5 
DRIVER IiffORHATIOH SYSTEl·i AUD NETWORK IMPROVEMENTS 

Annual Annual 
Total Vehicle Total Person 

Hours of Travel I-lours of Travel 
in 1985 in 1985 

(Millions) (1·1il lions) 

Basic r•etwork 246 492 

Basic ifotwork 
with Information System 222 445 

Improved l\etwork 
with Information System 220 440 

Basic Hetwork 
(Under perfect conditions 
of no congestion) 

200 400 

Applying the driver information system alone to the basic network achieves 
49% of the potential for time saving. The driver information system plus the 
network improvements achieve 55% of the potential savings in person hours lost 
to congestion. 
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~HALYSIS Aim EVALUJ.l.TION FOR THE LONG-TERM PERIOD (1980's} 
I 
~LTERiiATIVES 

I 
A large number of technologies were examined as potential alternatives for 

the 1980 ' s. In the discussion which follows, those uhich were selected for 
1further analysis will be mentioned only briefly and covered more completely 
under the later discussion of concepts. 

. Automated Higlw;ay represents the general class of systems in which a 

.specially equipped automobile can be automatically guided along a modified 
highway under central control. The vehicle may be operated under driver control 
on normal roads. The principal advantage of automation lies in the closer 
spacing between cars possible under the system and the consequent higher 
capacity from a given number of lanes. Depending on the system reactio.. time 
and safety requirement, maximum capacity may occur at higher speed than on 
:conventiona 1 highways. 

The NECTP was unable to obtain a sufficiently precise definition of 
automated highway system characteristics to permit a complete evaluation. Full 
;realization of automated highway as an intercity mode appears unlikely in time 
1to qualify as an initiative for the '80's. Nevertheless, the UECTP has 
.concluded that some form of highway automation may be necessary before the end 
of the century to avoid the continued proliferation of highway lanes under 
pressure of rising demand. Because of the very large portion of that demand 
which is unlikely to divert to other common carrier modes, it is essential that 
means be found to provide the expanded capacity. The very large and continuing 
investment in highways makes it mandatory that planning for new facilities 
inc 1 ude automation if the technology \·ti 11 permit. 

High Speed Rail. Continued improvement of IHSR to its 150 mph limit (HSRA) 
and a possibly more advanced 200 mph system on a new right-of-\'1ay (HSRC) are 
considered as possible alternatives through the 180's. 

Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle (TACV) operating on a new rightof-way at speeds 
up to 300 mph is considered as an alternative for the '80's. 

STOL 85 and VTOL 85, vehicle types resulting from continued research and 
development over the '70's are considered as alternatives for the 180 1 s. 

Conventional Air. It was projected that CTOL will continue to suffer from 
inabilit,r to expand airp~rt facilities through the '80's. Under . this 
restriction, the best course 1s to try to attract the Northeast Corridor traffic 
to an alternative and conserve the CTOL facilities for longer haul domestic and 
overseas traffic which has no alternative. CTOL was not actively considered as 
a Corridor alternative. However, multimode combinations of CTOL with ground 
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technologies were considered as possibilities to ease the airport expansion 
restrictions. 

Underground Tube Vehicle systems which use partially evacuated tubes and 
gravity assist to attain very high speeds were considered as a possible 
technology. Despite the attractiveness of the high speed and the freedom from 
community noise impacts which the system offers, the cost of tunnels makes it 
impractical 0v2r intercity distances. Unless operation on or above the surface 
is comp.letely impossible or major breakthroughs are made in tunneling 
technique::.;, underground tube vehicles will not be an alternative for the '80's. 

l·tag11etical1y Levitated Systems which use magnetic repulsive forces for 
vehicle support were judged to be further in the future as operating equipments 
than the '8G's. However, magnetic levitation lends itself particularly well to 
very high-speed ground systems, in evacuated tubes and on the surface, and must 
be considered as a longer range technology. Conceptually, magnetically 
levitateu vehicles could provide a higher-speed, next-generation follow-on to 
TACV on essenti "lly the same guideway. 

System Concepts That Were; Analyzed for the 1980's 

Continu~d IHSR. The improved high speed rail system recommended as the 
alternative i11 the '70's could be continued into the •ao•s. The basic route 
would remain the same but continued upgrading of the right-of-Hay would move the 
system toward its limit point (HSRA) \·1ith non-stop trip times of two hours, New 
York-to-Boston, and 1 1/2 hours, New York-to-Washington. The additional 
investment would be about $1.1 billion.* Further additions mi9ht include 
two routes north from i·lew Haven to Boston, one via Hartford, Springfield and 
Worcester and the other via Providence. 

Advanced High Speed Rail (HSRC). The llSRC concept envisions a new right-of-
way with greatly increased radii of curvature to permit rail vehicle speeds up to 
200 mph. the route analyzed serves the same metropolitan areas ~s IHSR (12 
stops) with minor changes in station location. The vehicles require additional 
R&U for stability, ride quality and safety at the higher speeds plus propulsion 
performance. Trip time expected (with station stops) would be roughly 1 1/2 
hours from New York to either Washington or Boston. Initial investment cost 
would be approximately $2.4 billion. 

Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle (TACV). The TACV system concept envisions air 
cushion vehicles capable of speeds up to 300 mph operating along a new right-of-
way between i!ashington and Boston. For analysis, the same right-of-way as USRC 
was used, but trip times would be approxir.iately one hour non-stop from r·:e\·1 York 
to either Washington or Boston. The primary system analyzed used 100-passenger 
vehicles capable of being operated as trains running on an elevated box beam 
guideway. Initial investment cost is estimated at approximately $2.6 billion. 

*All investments have been estimated in constant 1970 dollars. 
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Short Take Off and Landing (STOL-85). The STOL concept for the '80 1 s makes 
use of aircraft resu1ting from R&D performed in the 1 70 1 s. Aircraft 
characteristics include fanjet propu1sion for cruise speeds of 500 mph or 
better, advanced structural techniques for improved payload-to-gross weight 
ratios, and advanced aerodynamic concepts for high lift coefficient for take-off 
and landing. The system concept envisions terminals located with very good 

' access to population and business centers. The system ana1yzed used a basic 
rooftop STOLport design for urban 1ocations with a single runway, costing 
betv1een 40 and 200 mi 11 ion do 11 ars depending on runway 1 ength, number of gates 

i and land prices at the particu1ar location. Aircraft cost varies from $2.5 to 
$5.2 million per vehicle, depending on capacity and take-off distance 

1 (capacities of 40, 80 and 120 were consi<lered with take-off distances of 1500 
· and . 2500 feet). 

The system operating concept stresses multip1e terminals with frequent 
service on a highly connective network. System investment for a broadly 
dispersed 1985 network (24 terminals) using' small aircraft for high service 
frequency was estimated at $3.3 billion of which nearly $900 million was for 
aircraft. Because STOLport capacity is limited by operation on a single runway, 
the system requires continuing investment in new terminals as demand grows. 

Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL-85). The VTOL concept for the 180's, 
like that for STOL, makes use of advanced aircraft design and performance 
resulting for R&U performed in the 1970's. The design postulated for analysis 
is ·a turboprop-powered tilt-wing with a cruise speed of 465 mph. Cost per 
aircraft ranges from $3.6 million to $8.2 million, depending on capacity (40, 80 
and 120 passenger versions were considered). The system operating concept, like 
STOL 85, stresses multiple terminals, locations witl1 good access to population 
and business centers, and connective network and schedules. The estimated 
terminal cost ranges from $6 million to· $60 million depending on numb~r of gates 
and land cost. Syster.i investment for a broadly dispersed 1985 net\-1ork \:as $1.8 
billion, including $1.1 billion for aircraft. Because the concept envisions 
small vertiports limited by operations rate at a single pad, the system requires 
continuing investment in new terminals as the demand grows. 

CTOL - Multimode. This concept is not advanced as a shorthaul alternative 
but rather as an a.id in overcoming airport capacity problems at the ;~ew York 
Hub. Linder the concept, outlying existing airports are tied into New York by 
high speed ground links. Using TACV, airfields as far away as Philadelphia or 
Bradley at Hartford can be linked to Manhattan with access times of about one 
half hour. 
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RESULTS 

The analysis and evaluation for the '80's involved (1) examination of the 
technological risks inherent in each concept; (2) estimation of the demand for 
each of the concepts or combination of concepts; and finally, (3) on the 
assumption that the · technological risks would be resolved, performance of 
investment analyses. The results of these analyses are described in the 
following pages. 

Technological and Operational Risks 

IHSR involves no technological risks as such. The guideway and vehicles are 
representative of present ('70's) state-of-the-art. 

A major operational risk however lies in the possibility of physical 
interference with freight and commuter tnaffic and eventual saturation of the 
right-of-way. As noted in the analysis for the '70's, the initial interferer.ce 
problem will be institutional, requiring the negotiation of schedule 
accor.11T1odations among the operators. At some point in the 180 1 s ho\'tever, the 
combined growth of demand on all three services could result in traffic levels 
too high to be handled by any degree of schedule rearrangement. Because the 
date for saturation depends on grm·tth projection for three separate demands, 
(and the degree to- which schedule accommodation can be accomplished) no reliable 
estimates can be made now. Observation of operations during the '70's should 
permit reasonable projections for the '80's. 

One possible solution for IHSR saturation will be to shift freight 
operations to a parallel line such as the Baltimore and Ohio Ra i lroad. Here, 
however, institutional and plant access difficulties may occur. 

A second risk occurs through the development of competing technologies in 
other regions. If newer technologies provide faster short-haul service in other 
regions, a comparative economic disadvantage may result for the Northeast 
Corridor. . Over the long run, pressures wi 11 develop to ir.iplement the newer 
service in the corridor. Thus, even if HISR capacity is not saturated and the 
system is operating profitably, it may suffer from its '70's technology, if more 
advanced systems exist elsewhere . 

HSRC involves a technological risk in pushing the steel rail flanged wheel 
technology to higher speeds. Problems of truck "hunting", gyroscopic and 
centrifugal forces, cross-wind loads, track alignment, etc., all increase with 
speed. Ride quality and safety are both involved in the speed increase. 

The need for a new, straightened right-of-way poses a major land acquisition 
problem. The inability to detour easily may lead to extensive and expensive use 
of tunnels in urban areas. Railroads, although as a "fait accompli, 11 are not 
opposed, may be considered as a blight on the landscape. Railroad embankments 
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form barriers in neighborhoods with possible "wrong side of the tracks" 
connotations. Therefore, institutional risk lies in obtaining community 
approval and land availability in contiguous parcels over the length of the 
corridor. -

TACV involves technological risk in obtaining the desired performance for 
the suspension arid propulsion systems. Wayside power pickup at 300 mph will 

,pose special difficulties as will the technique for switching the TACV 
guidcways. These problems will be addressed during the R&D phase and appear 
capable of solution although the effect on cost is uncertain. 

TACV will encounter much the same problem in obtaining a straight right-of-
way as would HSRC. The use of an elevated guideway reduces the right-of-way 

1 width needed to 100 feet and eliminates difficulties in creating a physical 
·barrier through communities. In so doin.Q, however, the elevated guideway may 
encounter aesthetic opposition. Communfty safe:y is not a problem with an 
elevated guidway which avoids grade crossings, children on the tracks, etc. The 
e 1 eva ted g1.1i deway does tend to increase noise effects from the vehi c 1 e. 
However, the noise emission projections developed for the NECTP by the DOT 
Office of Uoise Abatement indicate that TACV noise impacts, in terms of land 
area and population affected, could be reduced to very low levels by 1985. * 
It should be stressed that these projections represent goals, which might be 
achieved by 1985, given agressive systems development and design efforts. 
Office of r~oise Abatement estimates also indicate that, if substantial 
technological improvements can be achieved, STOL-85 and VTOL-85 noise impacts 
could be reduced to relatively low levels. *+ Assessments of the noise impacts 
of 1985 TACV, VTOL and STOL systems should be an important part of the decision 
process concerning a transportation investment program for the 1980's. As 
indicated earlier, it is recommended that these decisions be made in 1976, when 
the progress of research and development efforts can be evaluated. 

\'lhile projected TACV noise levels are low compared to CTOL aircraft, TACV 
right-of-way will run through non-urban areas where the ambient noise level is 
very low. As a result TACV may encounter community opposition from rural areas 
at a much lower absolute noise level than would be considered acceptable in 
urban areas. The R&D problem will be, first to determine acceptable noise 
levels and, then, to develop the vehicle/guidway/shielding combinations to meet 
the requirements. As with the previous technological problems, the uncertainty 
may lie in the cost associated with meeting the low noise criteria. TACV using 
U-shaped guideway at or below grade could require an investment in excess of 
$3.3 billion. 

TACV will use electric power for propulsion and suspension with little likelihood 
of objection to the vehicle on pollution grounds. The generating plant 
producing the power, as· a new addition to the corridor grid, can take advantage 
of new technology. 
*The 1985 projections by the Office of Noise Abatement indicate that TACV 
noise levels will be as follows: at-grade U-shaped guideway, 96 PNdB at 
50 feet from the vehicle; elevated bos-beam guideway, 111 PNdB at 50 
reet from the vehicle. ---

**Based on Office of Noise Abatement data, a noise level of 88 PNdB at 500 
feet for small (40-80 passenger) STOL and VTOL aircraft was projected--. --
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STOL 85 will be the result of up to 10 years R&D and most of the 
uncertainties should have been resolved concerning the '75 aircraft. The use of 
turbofan engines should overcome passenger acceptance of internal noise and 
vibration associated vdth propellers. Advanced, high lift technology should 
avoid the need for very low \·ting loading to achieve short field operation and 
some form of gust alleviating device may be perfected to reduce effects of 
atmosphe.ric turbulence. Since neither the high lift nor gust alleviation 
devices are certainties, ride quality must remain a risk item. 

Turbofan propulsion will increase the difficulty of reducing external noise 
for community acceptance. Intensive efforts wi 11 be expended in quiet jet 
engine R&D for all aircraft but the high power to weight ratio needed for STOL 
could make it proportionately more noisy than conventional aircraft. If the 
design must be altered to turboprop to achieve noise acceptance, then passenger 
acceptance problems will increase. 

Community acceptance for noise will rem.ain a STOL risk; in part because of 
uncertainties as to just what noise levels communities will accept. To some 
extent the toleration of noise annoyance might be tempered by the level of 
benefits the service can bring to the community. The STOL 85 concept of many 
small STOLports with frequent schedules to short-haul points is based on the 
principle of sizing the terminal to the needs of the local community rather than 
creating a regional terminal which forces disproportionate disbenefits on the 
cor.ununity. 

A small size terminal served by small aircraft tends to be inefficient in 
terms of cost and air pollution. The smaller aircraft require Dore take-offs 
and landings for a given demand level and emit somewhat more pollutants. It 
should be pointed out that STOL air pollution emissions are of significance, 
primarily because of local concentrations, even though NEC projections indicate 
that STOL emissions \·1ould represen·t an insignificant percentage of total 
regional emissions from all transportation and non-transportation sources, in 
1985. 

A major problem in the operational concept is whether a satisfactory balance 
can be found among community benefits and di sbenef its which Hi 11 win over a 11 
approval. 

An additional risk is that STOL 85 has the distinct possibility of adding to 
the already severe loads for air traffic control. If STOL 85 were successful in 
diverting the Northeast Corridor short-haul CTOL traffic and induced the 
expected new demand, as many as 3500 STOL operations a day might replace 1000 
diverted CTOL operations in the New York Hub. With the remaining CTOL, New York 
hu~ air traffic could peak above 400 operations an hour. Clearly stacking space 
is ·inadequate and the load on the metering, scheduling and terminal control 
facilities \'Jould be severe in maintaining a smooth flow. An added problem ~·iil l 
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e the much greater use by STOL of altitudes now used primarily by general 
viation, creating an additional safety hazard. 

Whether sufficient air traffic control capacity in the hub area can be 
eveloped to handle the very large loads STOL may create will remain a risk 

•tern. 

VTOL 85 as a system concept is similar to STOL 85 and will carry much the 
ar~ risks. The aircraft analyzed is a tilt wing turboprop which ehtails a 

someuhat higher level of risk in passenger acceptance plus additional aircraft 
transitional -control problems not encountered Hith STOL. 

On the credit side, VTOL will use a smaller terminal, involving a lower 
investment commitment from communities and hence a better chance of overall 
acceptance. VTOL, by being less sensitive to wind direction has greater 
flexibility in arranging takeoff and approach patterns to minimize noise impacts 
and safety hazards. 

In general, the air traffic control problems, and therefore the risks, for 
VTOL 85 will be the same as for STOL 35. 

CTOL - Multir.10de as a system concept envisions a TACV line connecting 
outlying airports to Hew York City. The principal risks are those associated 
with implementing a tracked air cushion vehicle as an intercity mode. The 
investment required for a TACV system will be too large to justify 
implementation exclusively for long-distance airport access and must also move 

·large numbers of Corridor travelers. The marginal cost of a slightly expanded 
TACV route adding interconnecting spurs would be much less than the cost of new 
airport construction. 

The effect of the concept is to create a larger New York regional hub. If 
Philadelphia and Hartford were tied into Ne\'1 York, the average CTOL delay time 
for New York would drop from 14 minutes to 4 minutes (as compared to 3 minutes 
for the addition of a 4th jet port). An institutional risk would be whether 
Philadelphia and Hartford would want the extra traffic which would raise their 
delay frora about 1 minute to 4 minutes. An additional risk will be whether the 
institutional problems in arranging connecting schedules between long-haul CTOL 
flights and short-haul TACV can be surmounted. 

Demand Estimates and Investment Analysis 

The benefits from any of the alternatives of the '80's 1;1ill vary directly --
although not necessarily linearly -- with the level of demand served by the 
alternative. . The discussion for CTOL stressed the need to provide relief from 
congestion by attracting Corridor short-haul passengers to an alternative mode. 
In addition, the special connectivity provided by each of the new systems will 
produce a new level of demand beyond that which CTOL would have attracted. 
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The level of patronage for each 1985 alternative will depend strongly on the 
trip times it offers and the locations it serves. STOL 85 and VTOL 85 have an 
advantage in speed and in number of terminals served. TACV has a speed 
competitive with that of the air modes, and a special advantage in that service 
frequency is high for all stations it serves. The air modes, on the other hand, 
serve the terminals having smaller patronage rather infrequently. The rail 
modes, IHSR, HSRA and HSRC have lower speeds than TACV and can consequently 
expect lower demand. 

The decisions for the '80's will include the following alternatives. 

Retain IHSR 

Upgrade IHSR to HSRA 

Shift to new right-of-way and HSRC 

Shift to new right-of-way and TACV 

Retain IHSR and add STOL 85 

Retain IUSR and add VTOL 85 

Shift to TACV and add STOL 85 (or VTOL 85) 

Decisions to retain and/or upgrade IHSR depend on the absence of serious 
interference difficulties with freight or cor.unuter service. The decision to 
retain IllSR and add an air mode would provide the added benefit of new fast 
service. The air mode would also tend to suppress further growth in demand for 
rail, thus reducing the probability of freight-passenger interference. If IHSR 
were in danger of being crowded off the rails, then a shift to a new right-of-
way would be indicated, resulting in either TACV or HSRC. Finally if the desire 
were to maximize the benefit as represented by patronage, a new high speed 
ground r.iode and a new air mode might both be selected. 

The decision in favor of any long-term alternative cannot be made separately 
from the resource expenditures. The monetary cost of moving people is not 
independent of the volumes carried. In fact, as Figure 6-5 shows, the cost per 
mile varies quite markedly with the demand level. The curves of Figure 6-5 
reflect the different basic expense characteristics of air and high speed ground 
modes: 

The gruu11d modes, especially HSRC and TACV, require very large fixed 
investments before any passengers are carried. Th~ cost of this 
investment -- amortization and annual return required by the investor --
is independent of the volume carried. Operating expense for the ground 
mode is relatively low and very nearly constant per passenger mile. The 
annualized total is the sum of the investment costs and the operating 
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expenses spread over the volume of passengers carried -- expressed as 
cents per passenger mile, it approaches operating expense at high 
volumes. 

The air modes have smaller fixed expenditures than TACV or HSRC, but in 
the STOL 85 concepts, terminals and aircraft must be added as volume 
increases. Thus, for air, the investment total rises as volume 
increases. Operating expenses for the aircraft are relatively high 
because of the special performance and short range involved. The 
annualized cost per passenger mile of each additional passenger reflects 
the operating expenses plus the added investment in aircraft and 
terminals to carry him. 

I 

20 

IHSR 

40 60 

Annual Patronage, Millions 
(Passenger Trips) 

STOL 85 

VTOL 85 

TACV 

HSRC 

80 

Figure 6-5: Annualized Cost for 1985 Alternative 
High Speed Modes 
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Figure 6-5 above is based on a 10% rate of return as reconvnended b.Y the Offic 
of Management and Budget on all costs including government expenditures (Federal 
or local). (Private investors without such intervention would require a highe 
rate of return before taxes.) Air is the lowest cost mode at low volumes and 
VTOL 85 is cheaper than STOL 85 because of the smaller terminals. Ground · modes 
have lmter costs than air at high volumes. The crossover point depends on the 
rate of return, the number of passengers, and on· the final vehicle and system 
design. 

Table 6-6 combines demand and annualized cost extimates for the seven decision 
c.1tcrnatives. The range in demand reflects uncertainty in population and 
economic projections as well as in estimated levels of induced demand. 

I Nominal 
Block 
Time 

Long Term HY-Wash 
Alternatives (minutes) 

IHSR 125 
HSRA 105 
HSRC 75 
TP:CV 55 
VTOL 85 40 
& IHSR 

STOL 85 35 
& IliSR 

STOL 85 35 

TABLE 6-6 

PATRONAGE AND COST ESTIMATES 

1985 1985 
Patronage Annualized * 
Range Cost at 
(million/year) Patronage 
(Passenger Level (cents/ 
Trips) pass-miles) 

19-25** 6-5.6 
22-30** 11-9 
33-50 11-8 
40-60 10-7.5 
40-60 11-8.5 

40-60 13-9.5 

44-70 14-12 

*Includes both investment and operating costs. 

Investment 
Reguired 
for 1985 
Patronage 
$ Bill ions 

0.5 
1.6 
2.5 
2.7 

1.5-2. 3 

2.7-3.7 

4.3-5.3 

**CTOL carries additional patronage for these alternatives. 
Since CTOL costs are not calculated, this patronage has not been included. 

Table 6-6 is presented only to indicate the range of patronage and costs 
possible with the various decisions. It cloes not imply conclusions regarding 
the optimum decision. On the contrary, the fJECTP concluded that it would be an 
extremely precarious decision if reached now from estimates of the type 
presented in the table. The critical decision variables are so strongly 
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dependent on the outcome of the technological and operational risk items that an 
"optimum" decision could turn out very badly in the years to come. 

It is significant to note from Table6-6 that if the TACV system can carry 60 
nrillion passengers when operating alone, the cost is $.075 per passenger mile 
but when TACV and STOL compete with each other and divide the 70 million 
passenger market evenly between them, the marginal cost of carrying the 10 
million additional passengers (1,600 million passenger miles) is $.37 per 
passenger r.iile. The average trip distance for TACV alone is 150 miles; when 
STOL r.ompetes with TACV, average length of trip is 180 miles for STOL and 130 
miles for TACV. 

Table 6-7 assumed 60 million total riders whether TACV is operated alone or in 
competitfon with STOL 85. Each mode splits the market in 1985. Society \•1ould 
be paying $488 million for the 1/3 hour of average time saving obtained by the 
30 mi11ion STOL 35 passengers, i.e., value of time is almost $49 per hour. The 
premium firms would be paying for speedier service implies that each employee 
(who travels) is worth $101,000 per year to the company. 

Table 6-7 

TACV and STOL 85 

Comparative Costs of 60 million Annual Trips 
Using TACV vs. TACV and STOL 

STOL TACV 

Millions of Passengers 30 30 

Cost Per Passenger Mile $.125 $. 125 

Door-to-Door Time 
Washington-New York (Minutes) 107 127 

Average Trip Length (Miles) 180 130 

Total Cost (Millions) $675 $488 
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Recommendations for the 1980's 

The NECTP recorrrr.ends that R&D continue with special emphasis on those items 
particularly environmental, corrununity and passenger acceptance -- noted as 

technological and operational risks. All the alternatives should be included in 
the R&D prog.ram for the fo 11 owing reasons: 

Air -- STOL and VTOL -- because it promises a high level of benefits 
combined with flexibility for Corridor use. 

High speed rail because of its role in the '?O's and as a backup in case 
of failure in the TACV, STOL, or VTOL R&D. 

TACV because if offers the potential of very attractive service and low 
unit cost at the high volume levels likely in the Corridor. 

The HECTP rccorrmends that a definite date be set for reaching a decision for 
the '80's. The timing should be soon enough to allow impler:ientation of any of 
the alternatives and late enough to complete the R&D programs. The NECTP 
suggests 1976 as meeting both these criteria. 

One very long lead-time item should receive early priority: selection of a 
route and acquisition of a new high speed ground (TJ'.CV or HSP-C) right-of-way are 
so critical to those modes and so time consuming that preliminary actions should 
begin iranediately. Major corrmitment of funds r.iay be delayed until after the 
decision date but sufficient explorations should be completed by then to 
ascertain whether any route will be feasible and what its c.ost will be. 

* U.$. &OVllNMIMT HIMTIK Of''1CI : 1171 O-.. t·110 
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PREFACE 

The Northeast Corridor Transportation Project is recommending 
actions necessary to resolve the future short-haul intercity 
passenger transportation problems in the·region. Conclusions, 
recommendations and supporting analyses are presented for two time 
periods: (1) an "interim" period covering the 1970's; and (2) a 
"long-term" period covering the 1980's. Emphasis has been placed 
on actions which must be taken immediately to insure relief of the 
most pressing problems and actions necessary now to insure adequate 
lead time for "long term" solutions.* 

The report is divided into three volumes: Volume 1, the 
Summary Report, Volume 2, the Main Report, and Volume 3, the 
Technical Appendices. The systems analyses contained in this report 
are the product of a government-industry team effort. The MITRE 
Corporation made very important contributions to the air and multi-
modal analyses. Significant contributions were also made by the 
National Bureau of Standards on high speed ground transportation; 
by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., on highway s.vsterns; and 
the Resource Management Corporation on environmental quality 
and impacts. Tracked Hovercraft Limited supplied input data for the 
tracked air cushion vehicle system cost estimates. The cover map 
was provided by the New York Regional Planning Association. 

*This report supersedes the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
Report, NECTP-209, April 1970. NECTP-209 was a preliminary status 
report, contained no policy recommendations, and has been replaced 
by the new anal.vses described in this report. 
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APPENDIX A 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the studies included in this appendix is to describe 

the projected state of intercity air passenger transportation in the 

Northeast Corridor in 1985. In order to identify potential problem areas, 

the assumption has been made that there will be no new legislative or 

program initiatives by the Department of Transportation. 

Sub Appendix A-1 contains the MITRE Corporation's analysis of 

"Air Space Congestion." MITRE simulated air traffic congestion by 

means of the "Deferred Traffic ~del." The main objectives of this 

report are to document the methodology used by the model to calculate 

passenger delays and to summarize results obtained to date on the 

Northeast Corridor Airports. 

Sub Appendix A-2 contains an analysis of "Terminal Access.Travel" 

which includes a discussion of current and projected intercity terminal 

access problems. This monograph was prepared by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell 

and Co. Considered in the analysis are future modal use tendencies and 

problems related to highway access. The first step is intended to 

illustrate the increasing dependency upon highway-oriented travel for 

terminal access. The second step analyzes the consequences of such a 

dependency by considering problems of peaking and reliability. 
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Sub Appendix A-3 contains an analysis of "Air Terminal Congestion." 

This study was produced by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. Presented 

in this document is an analysis of the implications of increasing air 

travel demands on the Northeast Corridor Airport terminals. 
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Al. Northeast Corridor Air Congestion 

1.0 Introduction 

The purpose of the Northeast Corridor Air Congestion Analysis is to 

describe the projected state of intercity air passenger transportation in 

the Northeast Corridor in 1985, assuming no new legislative or program 

initiatives by the Department of Transportation. The specific airport 

capability assumptions made for the two years studied, 1970 and 1985, are 

described in detail in Section 7.1. Ten northeast airports were included. 

In addition, the three New York airports and the three Washington, n.c., 
airports were analyzed as hubs. The same methodology was used in the 

analysis of the Northeast Corridor airports for 1975 in Section SE of 

Volume 2. 

Air Traffic congestion was simulated by means of the "Deferred Traffic 

Model." The main objectives of this sub-appendix are to document the 

methodology used by the model to calculate passenger delays and to 

summarize results obtainP.d on the Northeast Corridor airports. 

1.1 Passenger Delays as a Measure of Congestion 

In recent years the Federal Aviation Administration has imposed limits 

on hourly operations at five major airports which are intended to prevent 

traffic from exceeding the normal capacity. In addition, a "resel:"V'ation" 

system has been imposed for the five New York airports which restricts 

scheduled flights within these limits. It, therefore, becomes inadequate 

to measure aircraft delays when F.AA policy can control these delays in 

the face of unlimited passenger demand. A more appropriate measure of 

congestion, used here, which is invariant with respect to carrier scheduling 

policy, is "passenger delay." A detailed explanation of passenger delay 
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is given in Section 4.0. Other statistics pertaining to congestion are 

calculated such as peak period length and expected demand traveling 

during peak periods. 

For a departure operation, passenger delay is defined as the difference 

between the time a passenger requests to depart and his actual departure 

time. To the extent that the FAA imposes limited scheduling, the measured 

passenger delay is converted from waiting time in a congested aircraft 

to · "disappointment" time caused by a less desirable departing schedule. 

For an arriving passenger, passenger delay is the passenger time lost in 

waiting for permission to land after the aircraft has reached the airfield 

vicinity. Again, to the extent that the FAA imposes limited departure 

schedules in order to avoid congestion upon arrival, the arrival delay 

becomes added "disappointment" time at departure. 

The total delay a passenger could expect to experience is the sum 

of the air port delays at his origin arrl his destination plus soo:e enroute 

delays not atttibutable to any specific airport. This analysis does not 

treat the latter, nor does it include the "domino effect" of aircraft 

unavailability throughout the system because they are tied up in congestion 

at other airports. Also excluded are times required for normal taxi 

operations, and the disappointment delays that occur under a normal flight 

schedule which are not related to air traffic congestion, but result from 

the fact that aircraft operations must be scheduled discretely, whereas 

demand is generated in a comparatively continuous process. As a result, 

the desired departure times of passengers on any flight must be spread over 

a period of time, few of them actually coinciding with the departure time 

of the flight. 

Passenger delay is the sum of "travel disruption," defined as that 

portion of the passenger delay occurring during peak hours, and "other 

delays," which occur during periods when there is no backlog of passenger demand. 
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2.0 Summary 

Table I shows estimates of yearly "Average Delay - Minutes/ 

Passenger", and"% Passengers in Peak Periods" as a percentage of 

total annual passengers. Also shown are the associated average 

airport capacities, average passenger demands and the ratios of 

capacity to demand. In Section 6.0 it is shown that airport capacity 

and passenger demand are required only in ratio form in order for the 

model to compute the average passenger delay. 

Passenger delay is a decreasing function of capacity-demand ratio 

and the relationship is nonlinear. The 24 ratio-delay "points" given 

by columns 5 and 6 of Table I illustrate this. 

Table I shows that Kennedy (JFK) and LaGuardia (LGA) airports will 

develop :impossible congestion situations by 1985, and the three New York 

airports, operating as a hub with demands distributed according to airport 

capacity, would not be much better. For this hub, passenger delays would 
1 increase to 33.8 minutes per passenger in 1985 from an indicated .average 

of 6.6 minutes now experienced in 1970. In 1985, over half of the passen-

gers (52.5%) will be processed during a peak period (while the airports 

are operating at capacity) compared to an estimated 19.1% in 1970. 

In reality the separate projected demands for these three airports are 

not ideally matched to their capacities. From the first four entries of 

1 The average is taken over the entire year and includes many passengers 
who experience essentially no delay and others who complain of very 
large delays. Seee Section 4.0. 
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TABLE I 
Passenger Delays at Northeast Corridor Airports 

Passenger Operations7Hour Average Delay % Passengers 
Airport Average Ratio Minutes/ in 

Airport Year Capacity K Demand Dh K/Dti Passenger Peak Periods 
NY HUB 1970 10,255 4,434 2.31 6.6 19.1 

1985 32 ,030 18,710 1. 71 33.8 52.5 
JFK 1970 5,200 2,370 2.19 8.7 24.9 

1985 16,220 10,160 1.60 46.8 60.0 
LGA 1970 2,680 1,232 2.24 7.7 22.4 

1985 6,760 5,060 1.34 A/P Capacity exceeded. See text. 
EWR 1970 2,375 832 2.86 2.6 5.3 

1985 9,050 3,490 2.59 3.8 11.2 
WASH HUB 1970 7,750 1, 738 4.46 <1.5 0 > 

1985 23,970 6,700 3.58 1.6 1.0 ~ 
I 
.J:' 

DCA 1970 2,330 1,142 2.04 12.6 32.7 
1985 5,880 1,940 3.03 2.1 4.3 

IAD 1970 2,220 252 8.82 <1.5 0 
1985 9,090 2,100 4.32 <1.5 0 

0 BAL 1970 3,200 344 9.30 <1.5 0 <C" 
;::<.: 

1985 9,000 2,660 3.38 1. 7 1.0 ;;::;· 
CD 
Q_ 

2.8 O" BOS 1970 3,600 1,120 3.20 1.9 '< 

(') 1985 10,480 4,560 2.30 6.8 20.1 

0 PHL 1970 2, 736 754 3.63 <1.5 0 

~ 1985 10,680 2,920 3.66 <1.5 0 
,....... ORF 1970 480 128 3.75 <1.5 0 rv 1985 1,390 502 2. 77 2.8 7.6 

BDL 1970 1,040 212 4.90 <1.5 0 
1985 3,580 800 4.47 <1.5 0 
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Table I, the average delay for the three New York Hub airpo·rts in 

1970, operating independently, is 7.5 minutes per passenger compared 

to 6.6 minutes per passenger shown on line 1. 

The individual projected demand at LaGuardia for 1985 indicated 

that for·at least ten percent of the days demand for service exceeds the 

theoretical 24-hour capacity of the airport. These projected' d'emands, 

of course, assume a relatively unconstrained demand growth up to 1985. 

Clearly, these conditions would not be met under the low capacity-demand 

ratios we have estimated for Kennedy and LaGuardia airports. Passenger 

demand would tend to be stifled long before traffic congestion could 

build up to the projected levels for 1985 and it would tend to be 

diverted to Newark--that is towards the balanced hub operation. 

For most airports outside of the New York Hub area, Table I 

indicates at least some decline in the ratio of capacity to average 

demand (K/Dit)· Washington National (DCA) is a notable exception, 

due solely to the fact that the Federal Aviation Administration's 

demand projections were constrained artificially to a very modest 

70% increase by 1985 over 1970 levels. The other exception is 

Philadelphia (PHL) where dual runways, now under construction, will 

enable this airport to keep pace with forecast demand through 1985. 

Five other airports show from very slight to extremely sharp declines 

in capacity/demand ratio but do not get into serious congestion 

problems. Newark (EWR) avoids serious congestion only because of 

the dual runways now under construction. Boston (BOS) will experience 
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a decline in capacity/demand ratio leading to a 1985 congestion 

problem almost as severe as JFK and LGA in 1970. 

Because of the importance of the New York area in the Northeast 

Corridor, the effects of severe congestion there would be felt through-

out the region. More than half the total air trips in the corridor 

originate or terminate in New York or depend on connectivity through 

New York. We must, therefore, asstlllle that major shifts in transpor-

tation demand patterns throughout the entire region, that were not 

accounted for in this study, would take place if traffic congestion 

in New York were to continue to build up. 

Table II-1 to II-36 in Section 4.0 show the distribution of 

traffic congestion at these airports throughout the year for 1970 

and 1985. 

These results are based largely on three important asstllllptions: 

a. That new air traffic control techniques as proposed in 

the Alexander Connnittee Report( 2) will be implemented, 

so that 1970 airport IFR capacities will nearly double 

by 1985. (See Section 7.1). 

b. That average aircraft size will increase as expected by 

the addition of wide-bodied jets without affecting air-

port capacities in terms of operations per hour (See 

Section 7 .2). 

c. That passenger demand projections are reasonably accurate. 

(See Section 8.1). 

Other assumptions leading to these results are listed in 

Section s.o 
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3.0 Passenger Delay 

"Passenger Delay" has been chosen as the basic measure of the 

state of airport congestion for this analysis. Associated "percent 

of peak period passengers to total," and "number of peak hours per 

day" are also used to indicate airport congestion. It is also 

desirable to include "aircraft delays" as a measure but these delays 

are highly dependent upon carrier scheduling policies and are, there-

fore, treated here only as a secondary measure. Proper interpretation 

of passenger delays, to differentiate between "disappointment delay" 

and "delay while waiting in an aircraft," also involves "second 

guessing" of carrier policies. Even so, if properly interpreted, 

passenger delay serves as an adequate measure of airport congestion. 

As an extreme case example, consider a completely undisciplined 

scheduling policy on the part of air carriers. Presumably each 

carrier will attempt to capture its share of the available demand 

as distributed throughout the day. It is, therefore, reasonable to 

assume that aircraft departures will be scheduled in a diurnal fre-

quency pattern that is similar to that given for passenger demand. 

For this case we let passenger delay per departure during peak 

hours consist of passenger time spent in an aircraft which is 

waiting in queue to take off from the runway. Passenger "disap-

pointment" delays will also occur during off-peak hours due to 

the discrete nature of aircraft schedules as described previously. 
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This type of disappointment delay occurs independently of airport 

capacity and aircraft congestion and is therefore not included as 

passenger delay. 

To the extent that departure schedules are limited to avoid 

peak period aircraft congestion, passenger delays are converted 

to disappointment delays. The extreme case, opposite to the above 

extreme case, occurs when we assume a highly disciplined scheduling 

policy imposed upon all carriers by some outside authority such as 

the Federal Aviation Administration. Specifically, consider restric-

tions during peak periods such that aircraft operations never exceed 

the expected airport IFR capacity (rated, say, for an average aircraft 

delay of four minutes). Now the passenger is told when his aircraft 

is scheduled to depart so that the measured passenger delay time is 

mostly converted to disappointment delay time. Thus, physical wait-

ing in the aircraft is reduced to an average of four minutes per 

departure. 

In the case of arriving aircraft, the passenger is given no 

choice but to sit in the aircraft while it is waiting in the air 

for permission to land. If no FAA limitations of arrival schedules 

are assumed, aircraft will arrive in some distribution which we have 

assumed to be the same frequency pattern as that of passenger departure 

demand. By this assumption the measured passenger delay is the same 

per arrival as the delay per departure. To the extent that the FAA 

is assumed to limit arrivals as well as departures, we can assume that 

passenger arrival delays become converted to additional "disappointment" 

delays at the departure end. Thus, the measure of congestion is 

calculated in terms of minutes of passenger delay per passenger operation. 
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4~0 Airport and Hub Results 

Tables II-1 to II-12 show the distribution of passenger delay 

throughout the year for the ten airports and two hubs. Delays per 

passenger operation (labeled "Delay - min/pass") are calculated for 

ten levels of average daily demand, each of which represents a decile, 

or ten percent, of the days of the year. Each decile delay is calcu-

lated by applying the decile average daily demand to a single day. 

Tables II-13 to II-24 show similar results for the same ten airports 

and two hubs except that the ten deciles contain equal numbers of 

passengers rather than of days of the year. Also shown on these 24 

tables are the weighted averages for the year of delay per passenger 

operation, the total annual passenger delay, and total delay in hours 

per aircraft if all passenger delays occur while the passenger is in 

a waiting aircraft. The latter assumption is consistent with the 

undisciplined scheduling policy case described in Section 3.0. When-

ever average delay per passenger became less than 1.5 minutes, there 

were no peak periods and it was not worth calculating the small delays 

involved. Therefore total annual delays for these cases are not 

shown. 

The columns labeled "Delay - % Peak" give the percent of the 

total decile passengers that travel during "peak" periods (periods 

when there is a backlog of unsatisfied demand). 

Tables II-25 to II-36 are a statistical expansion of these ten 

airports and two hubs using the same distribution by deciles of 
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passengers as in the previous twelve tables. These tables concen-

trate on "travel disruption" which is defined as the portions of 

passenger delays that occur during peak periods. ''Min/Peak Pass." 

is the average minutes of travel disruption pet peak period passenger. 

"Total Hrs-Pass" is the total hours of disruption, for the decile 

and for the full year. 

The "Total Hrs-A/C" values are estimates of the total hours of 

aircraft delay that would occur during peak periods if it is assumed 

that all travel disru-ption occurs while the passenger is in a waiting 

aircraft (the undisciplined scheduling policy described in Section 3.0). 

''Peak Period Hrs/Day" is the average number of hours per day (out 

of 24) that are peak periods. "Total Peak Pass." are expected totals 

of number of passengers that travel during peak perioda. 
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TABLE II-1 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for The New York/Newark Load Factor = 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 
Hub 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 10,255 32,030 12,610 39,500 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 4,434 

Demand 
18,710 4,434 18,710 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.32 1.71 2.74 2.11 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 4.46 2,305 1.0 0 3.29 9, 740 1.6 0 
2 o. 70 3.32 3,105 1.6 0 2.44 13,100 2.3 0 
3 0.85 2. 73 3,770 2.1 0 2.01 15,900 3.8 18 
4 0.94 2.47 4,170 2.3 0 1.82 17,600 7.7 38 
5 0.98 2. 37 4,350 2.4 10 1.75 18,350 10.8 45 
6 1.02 2.27 4,530 2.6 10 1.68 19,100 14.1 49 
7 1.09 2.13 4,840 3.1 10 1.57 20,400 22.2 60 
8 1.17 1.98 5,190 4.2 26 1.48 21,900 32.4 62 
9 1.23 1.88 5,460 6.2 33 1.39 23,000 40.8 78 

10 1.50 1.54 6,660 25 . 0 60 1.14 28,100 121.0 94 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 6.62 33.84 

Total Annual I Passengers 4,290,000 92,500,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 65,000 837,000 
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TABLE II-2 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

fpr JR Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load ~·actor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 
Capacity 

5,200 16,220 6,400 19,970 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 2,370 10,J.60 2,370 10,160 Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

1 Capacity /Demand Ra.:io 2.19 1.60 2.10 1.97 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ A; 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 4.21 1,235 1.1 0 3.08 5,280 1.8 0 
2 0.10 3.13 1,660 l. 7 0 2.29 7,100 2.5 10 
3 0.85 2.58 2,020 2.2 0 1.88 8,640 6.2 33 
4 0.94 2.33 2,230 2.4 10 1. 70 9,550 13.0 45 
5 0.98 2.24 2,330 2.1 10 1.64 9,960 16.9 49 
6 1.02 2.15 2,420 3.0 10 1.57 10,380 22.2 60 
1 1.09 2.01 2,580 3.8 18 1.47 11,080 31.5 60 
8 1.17 1.87 2, 770 6.5 33 1.37 11,880 43.4 18 
9 1.23 l. 78 2,910 9.1 38 1.30 12,500 54.0 89 

10 1.50 1.46 3,550 32.4 62 1.07 15,220 157 .5 94 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 8.70 46.80 

Total Annual J Passengers 3,010,000 t>9,600,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 40,200 514,000 
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TABLE II-3 

PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for LGA Airport Load Factor = 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,680 6. 760 3,300 8-,320 Capacity 
(Passenger operations .'hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 1,232 5,060 1,232 5,060 Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.24 1.34 2.68 1.64 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 4.31 642 1.1 0 2.58 2,630 2.2 0 
2 0.70 3.20 864 1.7 0 1.92 3,540 5.2 33 
3 0.85 2.64 1,050 2.2 0 1.58 4,300 21.3 60 
4 0.94 2.38 1,160 2.4 10 1.43 4,760 35.9 68 
5 0.98 2.29 1,210 2.5 10 1.37 4,960 43.4 78 
6 1.02 2.19 1,260 2.9 10 1.31 5,160 52.3 84 
7 1.09 2.06 1,343 3.4 18 1.23 5,510 80.0 94 
8 1.17 1.91 1,442 5.4 33 1.15 5,920 U6.3 94 
9 1.23 1.81 1,515 8.0 38 1.09 6,230 ~46.8 94 

10 1.50 1.49 1,850 29.6 60 0.89 7,600 *** 100 

Avg. Delay excessive 
per Passenger (min.) 7.74 *** 
Total Annual I Passengers 1,395,000 excessive 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 27,400 excessive 

*** excessive delays--airport capacity exceeded 
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TABLE II-4 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for EWR Airport LOAD FACTOR • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 
LF • 0.58 LF • 0.65 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,375 9,050 2,920 11,140 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 832 

Demand 
3,490 832 3,490 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.86 2.59 3.51 3.19 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS 
Load Factor = 0.58 Load Factor • 0.65 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 5.50 433 0 0 4.98 1,815 0.8 0 
2 o. 70 4.08 583 1.2 0 3.70 2,440 1.4 0 
3 0.85 3.36 706 1.6 0 3.05 2,970 1.8 0 
4 0.94 3.04 782 1.8 0 2.76 3,280 2.0 0 
5 0.98 2.92 815 1.9 0 2.64 3,420 2.2 0 
6 1.02 2.80 850 2.0 0 2.54 3,560 2.3 0 
7 1.09 2.62 906 2.2 0 2.38 3,800 2.4 10 
8 1.17 2.44 973 2.3 0 2.22 4,080 2.8 10 
9 1.23 2.32 1,022 2.4 10 2.11 4,300 3.1 18 

10 1.50 1.90 1,250 5.7 33 1. 73 5,240 11.5 45 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 2.55 3.8 

Total Annual J Passengers 315,000 1,930,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 10,000 30,900 
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TABLE II-5 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for 'nle Baltimore/ Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 
Washington Hub 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 7,750 23,970 9,540 29,500 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 1, 738 6, 700 1,738 6,700 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 4.46 3.58 5.49 4.41 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ h 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 8.58 950 - - 6.89 3,480 - -
2 o. 70 6.38 1,219 - - 5.12 4,690 - -
3 0.85 5.25 1,478 - - 4.22 5,700 Ll 0 
4 0.94 4.75 1,632 0.9 0 3.81 6,300 L3 0 
5 0.98 4.55 1, 705 LO 0 3.65 6,560 L4 0 
6 L02 4.37 1, 773 LO 0 3.51 6,830 L5 0 
7 L09 4.08 1,895 L2 0 3.28 7,300 L6 0 
8 1.17 3.81 2,030 L3 0 3.06 7,850 L8 0 
9 L23 3.62 2,140 L4 0 2.91 8,240 L9 0 

10 1.50 2.97 2,610 1.9 0 2.39 10,050 2.4 10 

Avg. Delay <L5 L57 
per Passenger (min.) 

Total Annual I Passengers - 1,540,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - 30,800 
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TABLE Il-6 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for DCA Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 
-

Airport . Peak Hourly 2,330 
Capacity 

5,880 2,870 7,250 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 1,142 1,940 1,142 1,940 D.emand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.04 3.03 2.51 2.73 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly .min/ ;i: 

Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 3.92 594 1.2 0 5.84 1,110 0 0 
2 o. 70 2.91 800 1.9 0 4.33 1,358 LO 0 
3 0.85 2.40 970 2.4 10 3.57 1,650 1.5 0 
4 0.94 2.17 1,074 2.9 10 3.22 1,824 1. 7 0 
5 0.98 2.08 1,120 3.2 18 3.09 1,900 1.8 0 
6 1.02 2.00 1,168 3.9 26 2.97 1,980 1.9 0 
7 1.09 1.87 1,246 6.5 33 2.78 2,120 2.0 0 
8 1.17 1. 74 1,336 11.0 45 2.59 2,270 2.2 0 
9 1.23 1.66 1,408 lS.5 49 2.46 2,385 2.3 0 

10 1.50 1.36 1,716 44.7 78 2.02 2,910 3.7 18 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 12.6 2.1 

Total Annual I Passengers 2,100,000 604,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 40,900 12,600 
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TABLE II-7 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for IAD Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,220 9,090 3,420 11,180 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 252 2,100 252 2,100 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 8.82 4.32 13.58 5. 32 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 16.95 431 - - 8.32 1,092 - -
2 0.70 12.60 176 - - 6.18 1,470 - -
3 0.85 10.37 214 - - 5.09 1,796 0.8 0 
4 0.94 9.38 236 - - 4.60 1,976 0.9 0 
5 0.98 8.99 247 - - 4.42 2,060 1.0 0 
6 1.02 8.64 257 - - 4.24 2,140 1.1 0 
7 1.09 8.08 275 - - 3.96 2,290 1.2 0 
8 1.17 7.54 294 - - 3.70 2,460 1.4 0 
9 1.23 7.16 310 - - 3.52 2,680 1.5 0 

10 1.50 5.88 378 - - 2.88 3,040 1.9 0 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 <1.5 

Total Annual I Passengers - -
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - -
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TABLE II-8 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for BAL Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 3,200 9,000 3,940 11,050 Capacity 
(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 344 

Demand 
2,660 344 2,660 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 9. 30 3. 38 11.45 4.50 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ h 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 17.90 179 - - 6.50 1,384 - -
2 o. 70 13.30 241 - - 4.51 1,860 - -
3 0.85 10.94 292 - - 3.98 2,260 1.2 0 
4 0.94 9.90 324 - - 3.59 2,500 1.4 0 
5 o. 98 9. 49 337 - - 3.45 2,610 1.5 0 
6 1.02 9.12 351 - - 3.32 2, 710 1.6 0 
7 1.09 8.54 375 - - 3.10 2,900 1. 7 0 
8 1.17 7.95 402 - - 2. 89 3,120 1.9 0 
9 1.23 7.56 423 - - 2. 75 3,280 2.1 0 

10 1.50 6.20 516 - - 2.26 4,000 2. 6 10 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 1. 73 

Total Annual I Passengers - 662,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - 9,400 
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TABLE II-9 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for BOS Airport Load Factor = 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 3,600 10,480 4,440 12,900 Capacity 
(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 1,120 4,560 1,120 4,560 Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 3.22 2.30 3.96 2.73 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 6.20 582 - - 3. 72 2,370 - -
2 o. 70 4.60 784 - - 3.29 3, 190 - -
3 0.85 3. 79 952 1.3 0 2.71 3,960 2.1 0 
4 0.94 3.43 1,052 1. 5 0 2.45 4, 370 2.3 0 
5 0.98 3.29 1,095 1.6 0 2.35 4,470 2.4 10 

6 1.02 3.16 1,140 1. 7 0 2.26 4,650 2.6 10 
7 1.09 2.96 1,220 1.9 0 2.11 4.970 3.1 18 
8 1.17 2.76 1,310 2.0 0 1.96 5,450 4.4 26 
9 1.23 2.62 1,378 2.2 0 1. 87 5,610 6.5 33 

10 1.50 2.15 1,680 3.0 10 1.54 6,850 25.0 60 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 1.87 6.76 

Total Annual I Passengers 282,000 4,500,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 7,010 44,500 
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TABLE II-10 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for PHL Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2, 736 10,680 3,340 13,140 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 754 2,920 754 2,920 

Demand 
{Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 3.63 3.66 4.47 4.50 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 6.98 392 - - 7.04 1,520 - -
2 o. 70 5.18 528 0.8 0 5.23 2,040 0.8 0 
3 o. 85 4.27 642 1.1 0 4.31 2,480 1.0 0 

4 0.94 3.86 708 1.3 0 3. 89 2,742 1.3 0 
5 0.98 3. 71 740 1.4 0 3. 73 2,860 1.4 0 
6 1.02 3.56 770 1.5 0 3.59 2,980 1.4 0 
7 1.09 3.33 822 1.6 0 3.36 3,180 1.6 0 
8 1.17 3.10 882 1. 7 0 3.13 3,420 1. 7 0 
9 1.23 2.96 926 1.9 0 2.97 3,590 1.9 0 

10 1.50 2.42 1,130 2.3 0 2.44 4,380 2.3 0 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 <1.5 

Total Annual I Passengers - -
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - -
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TABLE II-11 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for ORF Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 I 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 480 1,390 590 1, 712 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 128 502 128 502 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 3.75 2. 77 4.61 3.41 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 7.22 68 - - 5.32 260 - -
2 o. 70 5.36 90 - - 3.96 350 1.2 0 
3 0.85 4.42 108 1.0 0 3.26 426 1.6 0 
4 0.94 3.99 120 1.2 0 2.95 472 1.9 0 
5 0.98 3.83 126 1. 3 0 2.83 492 2.0 0 
6 1.02 3.68 130 1.4 0 2. 72 512 2.1 0 
7 1.09 3.44 140 1.5 0 2.54 548 2.3 0 
8 1.17 3.21 150 1. 7 0 2.37 568 2.3 10 
9 1.23 3.05 158 1.8 0 2.26 617 2.6 10 

10 1.50 2.50 192 2.3 0 1.85 753 7 .o 33 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 2.83 

Total Annual I Passengers - 208,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - 4,840 
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TABLE II-12 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF DAYS 

for BDL Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 1,040 3,580 1,280 4,400 Capacity 
(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 212 800 212 800 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 4.90 4.47 6.03 5.50 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly rnin/ % 
Days Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.52 9.42 110 - - 8.60 416 - -
2 0.70 7.00 148 - - 6.39 560 - -
3 0.85 5. 77 180 - - 5.26 680 - -
4 0.94 5.22 200 0.7 0 4.76 752 0.9 0 
5 0.98 5.01 208 0.8 0 4.56 784 0.9 0 
6 1.02 4.81 216 0.9 0 4.38 816 1.0 0 
7 1.09 4.50 232 1.0 0 4.11 874 1.1 0 
8 1.17 4.20 248 1.1 0 3.83 936 1.3 0 
9 1.23 3.99 260 1.2 0 3.64 984 1.4 0 

10 1.50 3.27 318 1.6 0 2.98 1,200 1.8 0 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 <1.5 

Total Annual I Passengers - -
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - -
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TABLE II-13 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

The New York/Newark Hub Load Factor = 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 10, 255 32,030 13,350 39, 500 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 4,434 18,710 4,434 18,710 Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.31 1. 71 3.01 2.11 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ ;/; 

Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 3.92 2,620 1.2 0 2.90 11,040 1.9 0 
2 0.85 2. 72 3, 770 2.1 0 2.01 15,900 3.8 18 
3 0.94 2.46 4,170 2.3 0 1. 82 17,600 7.7 38 
4 0.96 2.41 4,260 2.3 0 1. 78 18,000 9.1 38 
5 1.03 2.24 4,560 2.7 10 1.66 19. 300 15.6 49 
6 1.10 2.10 4,870 3.2 18 1.55 20,600 24.1 60 
7 1.17 1.97 5,190 4.3 26 1. 47 21,900 31.5 60 
8 1.22 1.90 5,420 5.7 33 1.40 22,840 39. 7 73 
9 1. 34 1. 73 5,950 11.5 45 1.28 25,100 60.0 94 

10 1. 56 1.48 6,920 30.5 60 1.10 29,200 141.5 94 

Avg. Delay 6.62 33.84 
per Passenger (min.) 

Total Annual I Passengers 4,290,000 92,500,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 65,800 837,000 
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TABLE II-14 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for JFK Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 5,200 16,220 6,400 19. 970 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 2,370 

Demand 
10,160 2,370 10,160 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.19 1.60 2.70 1.97 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min7 % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 3. 72 1,400 1.4 0 2. 71 6,000 2.1 0 
2 0.85 2.58 2,016 2.2 0 1.88 8,640 6.2 33 
3 0.94 2.33 2,228 2.4 10 1. 70 9,560 13.0 45 
4 0.96 2.28 2,276 2.6 10 1.67 9, 760 14.8 49 
5 1.03 2.13 2,440 3.1 10 1.55 10,480 24.1 60 
6 1.10 1.99 2,608 4.0 26 1.45 11,180 33.6 62 
7 1.17 1.87 2, 776 6.5 33 1.37 11,920 43.4 78 
8 1.22 1. 79 2,890 9.1 38 1.31 12,420 52.3 84 
9 1.34 1.63 3,180 17.6 49 1.19 13,620 97.3 94 

10 1.56 1.40 3,700 40.0 73 1.03 15,880 1180.8 95 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 8.70 46.80 

Total Annual j Passengers 3,010,000 69,600,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 40,200 514,000 
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TABLE II-15 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for LGA Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,680 6, 760 3,300 8,320 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 1,232 

Demand 
5,060 1,232 5,060 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.24 1.34 2.68 1.64 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 3.80 728 1.3 0 2.27 2,984 2.6 10 
2 0.85 2.64 1,048 2.2 0 1.58 4,300 21.3 60 
3 0.94 2.38 1,160 2.4 10 1.43 4,760 35.9 68 
4 0.96 2.33 1,184 2.4 :o 1.40 4,860 39.6 73 
5 1.03 2.18 1,270 2.9 10 1.30 5,220 54.0 89 
6 1.10 2.04 1,358 3.6 18 1.22 5,570 84.5 94 
7 1.17 1.91 1,442 5.5 33 1.15 5,920 116.2 94 
8 1.22 1.84 1,504 7.2 33 1.10 6,180 141.5 94 
9 1.34 1.67 1,642 14.8 49 1.00 6,800 199.9 96 

10 1.56 1.43 1,924 35.9 68 0.86 7,900 *** 100 

Avg. Delay *** per Passenger (min.) 7.74 excessive 

Total Annual I Passengers 1,395,000 excessive 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 27,400 excessive 

*** excessive delays - airport capacity exceeded 
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TABLE II-16 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSNEGERS 

for EWR Airport LF 0.58 LF "" 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,375 9,050 2,920 11,140 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 832 3,490 832 3,490 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2. 86 2.59 3.51 3.19 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS 
Load Factor = 0.58 Load Factor = 0.65 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 4.85 491 0.9 - 4. 39 2,060 1.0 0 
2 0.85 3.36 707 1.6 - 3.05 2,963 1.8 0 
3 0.94 3.04 782 1.8 - 2.76 2,280 2.0 0 
4 0.96 2.98 799 1.8 - 2.70 2,350 2.1 0 
5 1.03 2.78 856 2.0 - 2 •. 52 3,600 2.3 0 
6 1.10 2.60 915 2.2 - 2.36 3,840 2.4 0 
7 1.17 2.45 974 2.3 0 2.22 4,080 2.8 10 

8 1.22 2.34 1,015 2.4 10 2.12 4,260 3.1 10 
9 1.34 2.14 1,115 3.0 10 1.93 4,670 4.9 33 

10 1.56 1.83 1,298 7.5 33 1.66 5,440 15.5 49 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 2.55 3.8 

Total Annual J Passengers 315,000 1,930,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 10,000 30,900 
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TABLE II-17 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for The Baltimore/ Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 
Washington Hub 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 7,750 
Capacity 

23,970 9,540 29,500 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 1,738 6,700 1,738 6,700 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 4.46 3.58 5.49 4.41 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 7.56 1,025 - - 6.07 3,960 - -
2 0.85 5.25 1,478 - - 4.22 5,700 1.1 0 
3 0.94 4.75 1,632 0.9 0 3.81 6,300 1.3 0 
4 0.96 4.65 1,665 0.9 0 3.73 6,430 1.4 0 
5 1.03 4.34 1, 790 1.0 0 3.48 6,900 1.5 0 
6 1.10 4.06 1,910 1. 2· 0 3.26 7,370 1.6 0 
7 1.17 3.81 2,030 1. 3 0 3.06 7,850 1.8 0 
8 1.22 3.66 2,120 1.4 0 2.94 8,180 1.9 0 
9 1.34 3.33 2,330 1.6 0 2.67 8,990 2.1 0 

10 1.56 2.86 2, 710 2.0 0 2.30 10,460 2.5 10 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 1.57 

Total Annual I Passengers - 1,540,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - 30,800 
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TABLE II-18 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for DCA Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,330 5,880 2,870 7,250 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 1,142 1,940 1,142 1,940 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 2.04 3.03 2.51 2.73 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 3.46 674 1.5 0 5.14 1,144 0.8 0 
2 0.85 2.40 970 2.4 10 3.57 1,650 1.5 0 
3 0.94 2.17 1,072 2.9 10 3.22 1,822 1. 7 0 
4 0.96 2.13 1,096 3.1 10 3.15 1,862 1. 7 0 
5 1.03 2.10 1,176 3.2 18 2.94 2,000 1.9 0 
6 1.10 1.86 1,256 6.7 33 2.75 2,134 2.1 0 
7 1.17 1.75 1,336 10.5 45 2.59 2,270 2.2 0 
8 1.22 1.68 1,392 14.1 49 2.48 2,364 2.3 0 
9 1.34 1.52 1,530 26.8 60 2.26 2,600 2.6 10 

10 1.56 1.31 1,780 52.3 84 1.94 3,024 4.7 33 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 12.6 2.1 

Total Annual I Passengers 2,100,000 604,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 40,900 12,600 
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TABLE II-19 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for IAD Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,220 9,090 3,420 11,180 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 252 2,100 252 2,100 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 8.82 4.32 13.58 5.32 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ A. 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 14.93 149 - - 7.33 1,240 
2 0.85 10. 37 214 - - 5.09 1, 796 0.8 0 
3 0.94 9. 38 236 - - 4.60 1,976 0.9 0 
4 0.96 9.20 242 - - 4.51 2,020 1.0 0 
5 1.03 8.56 259 - - 4.19 2,160 1.1 0 
6 1.10 8.03 277 - - 3.93 2,310 1.2 0 
7 1.17 7.54 294 - - 3.69 2,460 1.4 0 
8 1.22 7.24 307 - - 3.54 2,560 1.5 0 
9 1.34 6.58 338 - - 3.23 2,820 1. 7 0 

10 1.56 5.66 392 - - 2. 77 3,280 2.0 0 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 <l.5 

Total Annual j Passengers - -
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - -
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TABLE II-20 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for BAL Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 198:5 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 3,200 
Capacity 

9,000 3,940 11,050 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 344 

Demand 
2,660 344 2,660 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 9.30 3.38 11.45 4.50 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ 1 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 15.78 204 - - 5.73 1,570 - -
2 0.85 10.94 292 - - 3.98 2,260 1.2 0 
3 0.94 9.90 324 - - 3.59 2,500 1.4 0 
4 0.96 9. 70 330 - - 3.52 2,560 1.5 0 
5 1.03 9.03 354 - - 3.28 2,740 1.6 0 
6 1.10 8.46 378 - - 3.07 2,930 1.8 0 
7 1.17 7.95 402 - - 2.89 3,120 1.9 0 
8 1.22 7.63 420 - - 2. 77 3,250 2.0 0 
9 1.34 6.94 462 - - 2.52 3,570 2.3 0 

10 1.56 5.97 538 - - 2.17 4,150 2.9 10 

Avg. Delay <1.5 1. 73 
per Passenger (min.) 

Total Annual J Passengers - 662,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - 9,400 
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TABLE II-21 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for BOS Airport Load Factor = 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 
Capacity 

3,600 10,480 4,440 12,900 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 

Demand 
1,120 4,560 1,120 4,560 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 3.22 2. 30 3.96 2.73 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 5.46 660 - - 3.90 2,740 1.3 0 
2 0.85 3. 79 952 1. 3 0 2. 71 3,960 2.1 0 
3 0.94 3.43 1,052 1.5 0 2.45 4,370 2.3 0 
4 0.96 3.36 1,076 1.6 0 2.40 4,480 2.4 10 
5 1.03 3.13 1,154 1. 7 0 2.24 4,800 2.7 10 
6 1.10 2.93 1,234 1.9 0 2.09 5,130 3.2 18 
7 1.17 2.76 1,310 2.0 0 1.96 5,450 4.4 26 
8 1.22 2.64 1,366 2.2 0 1.88 5,690 6.2 33 
9 1. 34 2.40 1,500 2.4 10 1. 72 6,250 12.0 46 

10 1.56 2.06 1,748 3.4 18 1.48 7 ,270 30.6 60 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) 1.87 6. 76 

Total Annual I Passengers 282,000 4,500,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft 7,010 44,500 
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TABLE II-22 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for PHL Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 2,736 10,680 3,340 13,140 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 754 2,920 754 2,920 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 3.63 3.66 4.47 4.50 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 6.15 445 - - 6.21 1,720 - -
2 0.85 4.27 642 1.1 0 4.31 2,480 1.0 0 
3 0.94 3.86 708 1.3 0 3. 9 2,742 1.3 0 
4 0.96 3.78 723 1.3 0 3.82 2,800 1.3 0 
5 1.03 3.52 776 1.5 0 3.56 3,010 1.5 0 
6 1.10 3.30 830 1.6 0 3.33 3,210 1.6 0 
7 1.17 3.10 882 1. 7 0 3.13 3,420 1.7 0 
8 1.22 2.98 920 1.8 0 3.00 3,560 1.8 0 
9 1.34 2.71 1,010 2.1 0 2. 73 3,910 2.1 0 

10 1.56 2.33 1,175 2.4 10 2.35 4,550 2.4 10 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 <1.5 

Total Annual I Passengers - -
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - -
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TABLE II-23 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for ORF Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor = 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 480 1,390 590 1, 712 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 128 502 128 502 

Demand 
(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 3.75 2. 77 4.61 3.41 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ x. 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 6.35 75 - - 4.70 296 0.9 0 
2 0.85 4.42 108 1.0 0 3.26 426 1.6 0 
3 0.94 3.99 120 1.2 0 2.95 472 1.9 0 
4 0.96 3.91 123 1. 2 0 2.88 483 1.9 0 
5 1.03 3.64 132 1.4 0 2.69 518 2.1 0 
6 1.10 3.41 141 1.5 0 2.52 553 2.3 0 
7 1.17 3.21 150 1. 7 0 2.37 568 2.3 10 
8 1. 22 3.08 156 1. 8 0 2.27 614 2.6 10 
9 1.34 2. 80 171 2.0 0 2.06 674 3.4 18 

10 1.56 2.40 200 2.4 10 1. 77 785 9.5 45 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 2.83 

Total Annual I Passengers - 208,000 
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - 4,840 
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TABLE II-24 
PASSENGER DELAY BY DECILE OF PASSENGERS 

for BDL Airport Load Factor • 0.65 Load Factor • 0.80 

1970 1985 1970 1985 

Airport Peak Hourly 1,040 3,580 1,280 4,400 
Capacity 

(Passenger operations/hour) 
Yearly Average Hourly 

Demand 
212 800 212 800 

(Passenger operations/hour) 

Capacity/Demand Ratio 4.90 4.47 6.03 5.50 

PASSENGER DELAY ANALYSIS (0.65 Load Factor Case) 

1970 1985 
Decile Delay Delay 

of Demand K/D Hourly min/ % K/D Hourly min/ % 
Pass. Factor Ratio Demand pass. Peak Ratio Demand pass. Peak 

1 0.59 8.31 125 - - 7.58 472 - -
2 0.85 5. 77 180 - - 5.26 680 - -
3 0.94 5.22 200 0.7 0 4.76 752 0.9 0 
4 0.96 5.11 204 0.8 0 4.66 768 1.0 0 
5 1.03 4.76 218 0.9 0 4.34 822 1.1 0 
6 1.10 4.46 234 1.0 0 4.07 880 1.2 0 
7 1.17 4.20 248 1.1 0 3.83 936 1.3 0 
8 1.22 4.02 258 1.2 0 3.67 976 1.4 0 
9 1.34 3.66 284 1.4 0 3.34 1,072 1.6 0 

10 1.56 3.12 330 1. 7 0 2.87 1,248 1.9 0 

Avg. Delay 
per Passenger (min.) <1.5 <1.5 

Total Annual J Passengers - -
Delay (hrs.) Aircraft - -
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TABLE II-25 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for The New York Hub (JFK, LGA, EWR) 

1970 Hub Capacity = 10, 255 Load Factor = 0.65 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C I\ Hrs/Day (Thousands) (Tl.-·-- -- _._ 11Thousand• 

1 0.59 2,620 3.92 - - - - -
2 0.85 3, 770 2. 72 - - - - -
3 0.94 4,170 2.46 - - - - -
4 0.96 4,260 2.41 - - - - -
5 1.03 4,560 2.24 4.0 26 0.4 1 388 
6 1.10 4,870 2.10 4.7 54 0.8 2 685 
7 1.17 5,190 1.97 7.8 130 2.0 3 1,010 
8 1.22 5,420 1.90 11. 2 236 3.6 4 1,270 
9 1. 34 5,950 1. 73 21. 3 623 9.6 6 1,760 

10 1. 56 6,920 1.48 48.6 1,880 28.8 9 2,320 
Annual 

1.00 Av2. 4,434 2.31 24.0 ~ ~ 3 ------Annual ~ ~ ~ Total ~ 2,949 45.2 ~ 7,433 

1985 Hub Canad tv - 32 O':ln T Aft.-l 'Fa, •t-nr - 0 lo 'i 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C Hrs/Day !(Thousands· (ThousandE (Thousands) 

1 0.59 11,040 2.90 - - - - -
2 0.85 15,900 2.01 8.5 410 3.7 2 2,890 
3 0.94 17,600 1.82 14.9 1,540 13.9 5 6,220 
4 0.96 18,000 1. 78 18.9 1,950 17.6 5 6,220 
5 1.03 19' 300 1.66 28.2 3, 790 34.3 7 8,100 
6 1.10 20,600 1.55 37.9 6,190 56.0 9 9,820 
7 1.17 21,900 1.47 51.0 8,320 75.4 9 9,820 
8 1.22 22,840 1.40 52.7 10,450 94.5 12 11,950 
9 1. 34 25,100 1. 28 63.7 16,400 148.5 17 15, 370 

10 1.56 29,200 1.10 150.0 38,600 350.0 20 15,430 
Annual 

LOO 18,710 1. 71 62.0 ~ ~ 9 Avv... .. 
Annual ~ / / ~ .. .. -

87,650 793.9 ... ·· 85,820 Total ... ..--.,...,.. 
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TABLE 11-26 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Pueengere 

for JFK Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 5,200 Paee./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Paee. Factor Demand Ratio Paas. Hrs-Paee ,.M!•-A/C. Bra/Day (Thousands) f'l'I.- ·---.. ..,, 

1 0.59 1,400 3. 72 - - - - -
2 0.85 2,016 2.58 - - - - -
3 0.94 2,228 2.33 l.8 6 O.l 1 208 
4 0.96 2,276 2.28 3.0 10 0.1 1 208 
5 l.03 2,440 2.13 6.7 24 0.3 1 208 
6 l.10 2,608 l.99 7.0 60 0.8 3 538 
7 l.17 2,776 l.87 13.5 153 2.0 4 670 
8 l.22 2,890 1. 79 17.9 235 3.1 5 789 
9 l. 34 3,180 1.63 32.4 555 7.4 7 1,020 

10 l.56 3,700 l.40 52.7 1,330 17.8 12 1,515 
Annual l.00 2,370 2.19 27.1 ~ ~ 3 ~ Ava. 

Annual / / / ~ 2,373 31.6 ~ 5,156 Total 

1985 Ai n>ort Caoacitv • 16. 220 Pass. /Br. Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pase. Factor Demand Ratio Pase. Hre-Paae ,,Bre-A/C I Hrs/Day {Thousands' Thousand• (Thousands) 

l 0.59 6,000 2. 7l - - - - -
2 0.85 8,640 1.88 12.7 610 4.5 4 2,900 
3 0.94 9,560 1.70 24.8 1,660 12.3 6 4,030 
4 0.96 9, 760 1.67 26.7 1,960 14.5 7 4,390 
5 l.03 10,480 1.55 37.9 3,360 24.8 9 5,330 
6 l.10 11,180 1.45 52.4 4,800 35.4 10 5,500 
7 l.17 11,920 1. 37 54.2 6,300 46.5 13 6,960 
8 l.22 12,420 l. 31 62.0 7,670 56.6 15 7,440 
9 l. 34 13,620 1.19 103.0 14,350 106.0 18 8,350 

10 1.56 15,880 l.03 190.5 26,800 198.0 22 8,430 
Annual 1.00 10, 160 l.60 76.0 ~ ~ 10 ~ Ava. 
Annual ~ / / ~ 67,510 694.9 ~ 53,330 Total 
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TABLE II-27 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for LGA Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 2,680 Pass./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/~1 , Hrs/Day (Thousands) {'l'h-.. a a~~a' Thousan 

1 0.59 728 3.80 - - - - -
2 0.85 1,048 2.64 - - - - -
3 0.94 1,160 2.38 0.5 1 0 1 54 
4 0.96 1,184 2.33 1.8 3 0.1 1 108 
5 1.03 1,270 2.18 5.5 10 0.2 1 108 
6 1.10 1,358 2.04 7.3 23 0.5 2 190 
7 1.17 1,442 1.91 10.4 61 1.2 4 352 
8 1.22 1,504 1.84 15.7 93 1. 8 4 352 
9 1.34 1,642 1.67 26.7 238 4.7 7 534 

10 1.54 1,924 1. 43 51.2 624 12.2 11 732 
Annual 1.00 2,680 2.24 25.7 ~ ~ 3 ~ Avg, 

Annual ~ ~ ~ ~ 1,053 20.7 ~ 2,431 Total 

1985 Ain>ort Caoacitv • 6.760 Pass./Hr Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C >Hrs/Day 'Thousands' 'Thousand1 (Thousands) 

1 0.59 2,984 2.27 3.3 24 0.3 1 440 
2 0.85 4,300 1.58 33.2 1,470 17.4 9 2,660 
3 0.94 4,760 1. 43 51.2 2,560 30.3 11 3,000 
4 0.96 4,860 1.40 52.7 2,840 33.6 12 3,240 
s 1.03 5,220 1. 30 60.2 3,960 46.8 16 3,940 
6 1.10 5,570 1.22 89.4 6,230 73.6 18 4,170 
7 1.17 5,920 1.15 122.2 8,550 101.1 19 4,170 
8 1.22 6,180 1.10 150.0 10,450 123.5 20 4,170 
9 1. 34 6,800 1.00 207.7 14,800 175.0 23 4,260 

10 1.56 7,900 0.86 *** *** *** *** *** 
Annual 1.00 6,760 1. 34 147.0 ~ ~ 15 ~ Avg. 
Annual / / / Total ~ (50,884) (601. 6) ~ (30,050) 
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TABLE II-28 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for EWR Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 2,375 Pass./Hr. Load Factor • 0.5 8 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C 1 Hrs/Day ('l'h- ••ft __ _,_ tTbousand• <Thousands) 

1 0.59 491 4.85 - - - - -
2 0.85 707 3.36 - - - - -
3 0.90 782 3.04 - - - - -
4 0.96 799 2.98 - - - - -
5 1.03 856 2.78 - - - - -
6 1.10 915 2.60 - - - - -
7 1.17 974 2.45 - - - - -
8 1.22 1,015 2.34 1.5 2 0.1 1 72 
9 1. 34 1,115 2.14 6.5 8 0.3 1 72 

10 1.56 1,298 1. 83 16.5 65 2.0 4 234 
Annual 
Avg, 1.00 832 2.86 11.6 ~ ~ 2 ~ 

Annual ~ ~ ~ ~ 75 2.4 ~ 378 Total 

1985 Ai n>ort Caoacitv • 9 .050 Pass./Hr Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Pe.ak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C 

1 Hrs/Day (Thousands) (ThousandE (Thousands) 

1 0.59 2,060 4. 39 - - - - -
2 0.85 2,963 3.05 - - - - -
3 0.94 2,280 2.76 - - - - -
4 0.96 2,350 2.70 - - - - -
5 1.03 3,600 2.52 - - - - -
6 1.10 3,840 2. 36 1.0 5 0.1 1 306 
7 1.17 4,080 2.22 4.5 23 0.4 1 306 
8 1.22 4,260 2.12 7.0 35 0.6 1 306 
9 1. 34 4,670 1.93 8.9 148 2.4 4 1,000 

10 1.56 5,440 1.66 28.2 710 11.4 7 1,510 
Annual 1.00 Avit. 3,490 2.59 16.1 ~ ~ 3 ~ 
Annual ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Total 921 14.9 3,428 
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TABLE II-29 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for The Baltimore/Washington Hub (DCA, !AD, BAL) 

1970 Hub Capacity = 7,750 Pass./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C Hrs/Day {Thousands) ('I'\. ----'-,) Thousand! ' 
1 0.59 1,025 7.56 - - - - -
2 0.85 1,478 5.25 - - - - -
3 0.94 1,632 4.75 - - - - -
4 0.96 1,665 4.65 - - - - -
5 1.03 1, 790 4.34 - - - - -
6 1.10 1,910 4.06 - - - - -
7 1.17 2,030 3.81 - - - - -
8 1.22 2,120 3.66 - - - - -
9 1. 34 2,330 3.33 - - - - -

10 1.56 2, 710 2.86 - - - - -
Annual 1.00 1,738 4.46 ~ ~ Ava.. -

-----
-

Annual / / / ~ ~ Total - - -

1985 Hub Capacity = 23,970 Pass/Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C Hrs/Day 'Thousands' (ThousandE (Thousands) 

1 0.59 3,960 6.07 - - - - -
2 0.85 5,700 4.22 - - - - -
3 0.94 6,300 3.81 - - - - -
4 0.96 6,430 3.73 - - - - -
5 1.03 6,900 3.48 - - - - -
6 1.10 7,370 3.26 - - - - -
7 1.17 7,850 3.06 - - - - -
8 1.22 8,180 2.94 - - - - -
9 1. 34 8,990 2.67 - - - - -

10 1.56 10,460 2. 30 2.5 6 0.1 1 584 
Annual 1.00 6,700 3.58 2.5 l ~ Ava.. _.....~·· --/ " 

Annual ----~ -----~-
_.,,, / _ __.....--- ~ Total / 

6 0.1 584 
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TABLE II-30 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Paeeengere 

for i>CA Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 2,330 Paee./Hr. Load Factor • O. 65 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Paee. 
Paee. Factor Demand Ratio Pus. Bra-Paee Bra-A/~ ) Bra/Day lThousande) '""--··----'! .. , 'Thowian 

1 0.59 674 3.46 - - - - -
2 0.85 970 2.40 - - - - -
3 0.94 1,072 2.17 5.8 10 0.2 1 100 
4 0.96 1,096 2.13 6.8 11 0.2 1 100 
5 1.03 1,176 2.10 4.7 13 0.3 2 176 
6 1.10 1,256 1.86 14.2 77 1.5 4 326 
7 1.17 1,336 1. 75 19.0 143 2.8 6 453 
8 1.22 1,392 1.68 25.4 208 4.0 7 494 
9 1. 34 . 1,530 1.52 42.5 424 8.3 9 598 

10 1.56 1,780 1. 31 62 . 0 860 16.8 15 835 
Annual ~ ~ ~ Avg. 1.00 1,142 2.04 32. 7 5 

Annual /~ ./- /~ ~ ~~ ~ 1,746 34.1 3,082 Total .. 

1985 Airnort Capacity • 5.880 Pase./Hr Load Factor • 0. 65 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pase . Factor Demand Ratio Paa&. Hre- Paee ,,Bre-A/C Hre/Day lThoueande Thousand• (Thousands) 

1 0.59 1,144 5.14 - - - - -
2 0.85 1,650 3.57 - - - - -
3 0. 94 1,822 3.22 - - - - -
4 0.96 1,862 3.15 - - - - -
5 1.03 2,000 2.94 - - - - -
6 1.10 2,134 2.75 - - - - -
7 1.17 2,270 2.59 - - - - -
8 1.22 2,364 2.48 - - - - -
9 1. 34 2,600 2.26 3.5 10 0.5 1 170 

10 1.56 3,024 1.94 8.1 75 1.6 4 555 
Annual 1.00 1,940 3.03 6.8 ~ ~ 3 ~ Avg, 
Annual _,,,/" ~ .... ·' ~ 85 2.1 ~ 725 Total _. .•. 
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TABLE II-31 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for IAD Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 2,220 Pass./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C ) Hrs/Day <Thousands) ('l'h- ___ .. _, fThousand1 

1 0.59 149 14.93 .I. - - - - -
2 0.85 214 10.37 - - - - -
3 0.94 236 9. 38 - - - - -
4 0.96 242 9.20 - - - - -
5 1.03 259 8.56 - - - - -
6 1.10 277 8.03 - - - - -
7 1.17 294 7.54 - - - - -
8 1.22 307 7.24 - - - - -
9 1. 34 338 6.58 - - - - -

10 1. 56 392 5.66 - - - - -
Annual 1.00 252 8.82 -~ --------- ~ Ava,. - -.. . . 

Annual /~ / ./ ,./ 

~ _.,,,,..·""' - - -Total / 

1985 Airport Caoacitv .. 9 OQn Pass./Hr Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C 1 Hrs/Day (Thousands' (Thousands (Thousands) 

1 0.59 1,240 7.33 - - - - -
2 0.85 1, 796 5.09 - - - - -
3 0.94 1,976 4.60 - - - - -
4 0.96 2,020 4.51 - - - - -
5 1.03 2,160 4.19 - - - - -
6 1.10 2,310 3.93 - - - - -
7 1.17 2,460 3.69 - - - - -
8 1.22 2,560 3.54 - - - - -
9 1. 34 2,820 3.23 - - - - -

10 1.56 3,280 2. 77 - - - - -
Annual 1.00 2,100 4.32 ~--- ~~ - ~ -Av2. -- .. 
Annual --- .- I_,--/- --- ~ _. - - - -Total --
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TABLE II-32 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Paaaengera 

for B.µ. Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 3,200 PaH./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pas-s. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/fdt 1 Bra/Day (Thousands) (Th------.J-' rThowiau 

1 0.59 204 15.78 - - - - -
2 0.85 292 10.94 - - - - -
3 0.94 324 9.90 - - - - -
4 0.96 330 9 . 70 - - - - -
5 1.03 354 9.03 - - - - -
6 1.10 378 8.46 - - - - -
7 1.17 402 7.95 - - - - -
8 1. 22 420 7.63 - - - - -
9 1. 34 462 6.94 - - - - -

10 1.56 538 5.97 - - - - -
Annual 1.00 344 9.30 ~ ~ ~ Ava. - -

Anrtual -~ ~ ~ -~ ~ Total - - -

1985 Ai ~ort Caoaci tv • 9. 000 Paaa./Hr Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hra-Paas , Bra-A/C , Bra/Day (Thousands' Thouaand1 (Thousands) 

1 0.59 1,570 5. 73 - - - - -
2 0.85 2,260 3.98 - - - - -
3 0.94 2,500 3.59 - - - - -
4 0.96 2,560 3.52 - - - - -
5 1.03 2,740 3.28 - - - - -
6 1.10 2,930 3.07 - - - - -
7 1.17 3,120 2.89 - - - - -
8 1. 22 3,250 2. 77 - - - - -
9 1. 34 3,570 2.52 - - - - -

10 1. 56 4,150 2.17 5.8 22 0.3 1 1,330 
Annual 1.00 2,660 3.38 5.8 ~ ~ 1 ~ Av2. 
Annual ~ ~ ~ ~ 22 0.3 ~ 1,330 Total 
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TABLE II-33 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for BOS Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity ~ 3,600 Pass./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C ) Hrs/Day <Thousands) f'l'h-··- --...ta' 'Thousands 

1 0.59 660 5.46 - - - - -
2 0.85 952 3.79 - - - - -
3 0.94 1,052 3.49 - - - - -
4 0.96 1,076 3. 36 - - - - -
5 1.03 1,154 3. 13 - - - - -
6 1.10 1,234 2.93 - - - - -
7 1.17 1,310 2. 76 - - - - -
8 1.22 1,366 2.64 - - - - -
9 1. 34 1,500 2. 40 0 0 0 1 98 

10 1. 56 1,748 2.06 6.2 18 0.5 2 168 
Annual ~~ -~ ~ Avg. 1.00 1,120 3.22 6.2 -

Annual ~ ~ 
,,,.....,,,,... 
-~ 18 

__ ./ 
266 Total /' 0.5 -· -· 

1985 Airport Capacitv • 10.480 Pass./Hr Load Factor ,. 0. 6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C 

1 Hrs/Day (Thousands (Thousands (Thousands) 

1 0.59 2,740 3.90 - - - - -
2 0.85 3,960 2. 71 - - - - -
3 0.94 4,370 2.45 - - - - -
4 0.96 4,450 2.40 - - - 1 400 
5 1.03 4,800 2.24 4.0 27 0.3 1 400 
6 1.10 5,130 2.09 5.1 60 0 . 6 2 688 
7 1.17 5,450 1.96 8.4 145 1. 4 3 1,035 
8 1.22 5,690 1.88 12.7 276 2. 7 4 1,305 
9 1. 34 6,250 1. 72 22.4 676 6.7 6 1,800 

10 1.56 7,270 1.48 48.6 1,940 19.2 9 2,400 
Annual 

LOO 4,560 2. 30 23.5 ~ ~ 3 -~ Avg. 
Annual / / / ~ 3,124 30.9 ~ 8,028 Total 
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TABLE Il-34 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for PHL Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity• 2,736 Pasa./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 .. 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pase. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-~_L,~ 1 Hrs/Day .{Thoue•nds) , ___ ·---.. - r'l'houe 

1 0.59 445 6.15 - - - - -
2 0.85 642 4.27 - - - - -
3 0.94 708 3.86 - - - - -
4 0.96 723 3.78 - - - - -
5 1.03 776 3.52 - - - - -
6 1.10 830 3.30 - - - - -
7 1.17 882 3.10 - - - - -
8 1.22 920 2.98 - - - - -
9 1. 34 1,010 2. 71 - - - - -

10 1.56 1,175 2.33 1. 8 2 0.1 1 66 
Annual 1.00 754 3.63 2.0 ~ ~ 1 Ava. 

Annual ,_,// ~ 2 0.1 ~ 66 Total / ""' 

1985 Ai n>ort Caoacitv • 10,680 Paee./Hr Load Factor • O. 6 5 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hra-Paee 1,Bra-A/C 
1 Hrs/Day 'Thousands' Tboueaud• (Thousands) 

1 0.59 1,720 6.21 - - - - -
2 0.85 2,450 4.31 - - - - -
3 0.94 2,742 3.89 - - - - -
4 0.96 2,800 3.82 - - - - -
5 1.03 3,010 3.56 - - - - -
6 1.10 3,210 3.33 - - - - -
7 1.17 3,420 3.13 - - - - -
8 1.22 3,560 3.00 - - - - -
9 1. 34 3,910 2. 73 - - - - -

10 1.56 4,550 2. 35 1.3 6 0.1 1 333 
Annual 1.00 2,920 3.66 2.0 1 ~ Avg. . ...... __ .... ~/ 
Annual _/~ / 

_,,,,.. .... __.,--/ .. - 6 0.1 333 Total -· 
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TABLE II-35 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Passengers 

for ORF Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 480 Pass./Hr. Load Factor • o. 65 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass Hrs-A/C ) Hrs/Day <Thousands) (Th-------'-' 'Thousand1 

1 0.59 75 6. 35 - - - - -
2 0.85 108 4.42 - - - - -
3 0.94 120 3.99 - - - - -
4 0.96 123 3.91 - - - - -
5 1.03 132 3.64 - - - - -
6 1.10 141 3.41 - - - - -
7 1.17 150 3.21 - - - - -
8 1.22 156 3.08 - - - - -
9 1. 34 171 2. 80 - - - - -

10 1. 56 200 2.40 - - - - -
Annual 1.00 128 3.75 .. -,-··· -· ~ Avv.. - --- -

Annual _,,/ ,,,,,,~ /' .. -
~ • " - - -Total ·" 

/ 
. -· •" 

1985 Airnort Capacity • 1.390 Pass./Hr Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs- Pass Hrs-A/C Hrs/Day 'Thousands (ThousandE (Thousands) 

1 0.59 296 4.70 - - - - -
2 0.85 426 3.26 - - - - -
3 0.94 472 2.95 - - - - -
4 0.96 483 2.88 - - - - -
5 1.03 518 2.69 - - - - -
6 1.10 553 2.52 - - - - -
7 1.17 568 2.37 0.8 1 0 1 44 
8 1.22 614 2.27 3.3 2 0 1 44 
9 l. 34 674 2.06 6.4 8 0.2 2 77 

10 1.54 785 1. 77 16 . 6 55 1. 3 6 199 
Annual ~ 

,,,,....-"" -· 
---Av2. 1.00 502 2. 77 11. 7 -- 2 ---Annual _..-// _..-/ _/ 66 1. 5 .- .. 364 

Total •" --
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TABLE II-36 
Peak Period Disruption by Decile of Paaeengere 

for BDL Airport 

1970 Airport Capacity • 1,040 PaH./Hr. Load Factor • 0.6 5 

Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 
of Demand l:lourly K/D Min/Peak Total Total Period Peak Pase. 

Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pus. Hre-Paae .J...re-!-/C. Bra/Day lThoW1ands) '""" .. 
1 0.59 125 8.31 - - - - -
2 0.85 180 5. 77 - - - - -
3 0.94 200 5.22 - - - - -
4 0.96 204 5.11 - - - - -
s 1.03 218 4.76 - - - - -
6 1.10 234 4.46 - - - - -
7 1.17 248 4.20 - - - - -
8 1.22 258 4.02 - - - - -
9 1. 34 284 3.66 - - - - -

10 1. 56 330 3.12 - - - - -
Annual 1.00 212 4.90 ~ -~ - ~ Avg, -

Annual ,/ /'/ , , / _,........---~ ~ _./ - - -Total 

1985 Ai ~ort Canacitv • 3.580 Pa88.1Hr Load Factor • 0.6 5 
Decile DISRUPTION Peak Total 

of Demand Hourly K/D Min/Pe_ak Total Total Period Peak Pass. 
Pass. Factor Demand Ratio Pass. Hrs-Pass ,,Bre-A/C 1 Bra/Day (Thousands' Thousand• (Thousands) 

1 0.59 472 7.58 - - - - -
2 0.85 680 5.26 - - - - -
3 0.94 752 4.76 - - - - -
4 0.96 768 4.66 - - - - -
5 1.03 822 4.34 - - - - -
6 1.10 882 4.07 - - - - -
7 1.17 936 3.83 - - - - -
8 1.22 976 3.67 - - - - -
9 1. 34 1,072 3.34 - - - - -

10 1.56 1,248 2.87 - - - - -
Annual 1.00 800 4.47 ~ -~ 

....---
Av2. - - ... /""'_ ... . 

Annual __.,~ / ,.,,..-· , .. 
Total ,. . ..·· . ,. - - .. -,. -
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5.0 Summary of Basic Assumptions 

The methodology used in the deferred traffic model to calcu-

late average passenger delay is described in Section 6.0. The 

major asswnptions that are used either implicitly or explicitly 

to describe the model are listed here for easy reference. 

a. An airport always operates at its rated IFR capacity 

whenever the passenger demand requires aircraft opera-

tions in excess of the airport's IFR capacity (i.e., 

during peak periods). Maximtllll IFR capacities used are 

given in Section 7 .1. 

b. The ratio of general aviation operations to air carrier 

operations is the same during peak periods as the average 

ratio for the year. This says that general aviation 

traffic tends to be heavy during the same hours that air 

carrier traffic is heavy. The 1971 and 1981 ratios, as 

obtained from Reference 1, were used in 1970 and 1985 

calculations, respectively. 

c. Peak period load factors average 65 percent with the 

exception of 58 percent at Newark (EWR) in 1970. This 

exception is consistent with relatively low average 

aircraft loads at EWR and with the averave aircraft 
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seating capacity of 90 which was assumed for EWR. The 

1985 peak load factor for EWR was assumed to be 65%. 

As passenger demand drops below K, the peak airport 

capacity in passengers per hour, the load factor drops 

proportionately, until the passenger demand reaches K/2. 

Thus, in terms of aircraft operations per hour, the 

airport operates at capacity, C1 if passenger demand exceeds 

K/2 passengers per hour. For passenger demand below K/2, 

the average load factor becomes fixed at (1/2 x 65%) 

[(1/2) x 58% at EWR in 1970). As long as the average 

aircraft arrival and departure rate is below the capacity 

of the airport, passenger delays are calculated to be 

four minutes oT less as explained in Section 6.0. 

d. Average aircraft seating capacities in 1970 and 1985 are 

given by airport in Section 7 .2. 

e. Average annual enplaned passenger demands for 1970 and 

1985 are interpolated and extrapolated from the chart 

in Section a.1. 

f. Given the mean passenger demand per day for the year, 

each airport or hub uses the same distribution of 

passenger demand per day, throughout the year, about 

the given mean. 
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g. Given the mean passenger demand per hour for the day, 

each airport or hub uses the same diurnal distribution 

of passenger demand by the hour, throughout the day, 

about the given mean. 

h. Each airport will incur one departure plus one arrival 

(two passenger operations) for each assumed enplaned 

passenger demand. 

i. Aircraft arrivals occur in the same diurnal frequency 

pattern as that assumed for passenger departure demand. 

This says that each enplaned passenger demand implies a 

passenger departure and a passenger arrival at the same 

airport at the same time. To the extent that the FAA 

will limit the arrival schedule of aircraft at an air-

port, the arrival delay is converted to added passenger 

delay at the departure end of the trip in the form of 

"disappointment time." 
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6.0 Methodology - Calculation of Measures of Congestion 

Calculation of travel delay involves four steps: 

a. Conversion of airport capacity from aircraft operations 

per hour (C) to passenger operations per hour (K). 

b. Conversion of expected yearly passenger demand to a 

discrete probability distribution of average daily 

demand throughout the year. 

c. Conversion of an average demand rate for the day, D, 

(passengers/hour) and airport capacity, K (passenger 

operations per hour), to "passenger delay" using an 

assumed diurnal frequency distribution of passenger 

demand about the average, D. 

d. Calculation of yearly average passenger delay as the 

average of decile passenger delays. 

Step 1: Airport Capacity - Passenger Operations/Hour 

Airport !FR capacities, C, in aircraft operations per hour 

are presented in Section 7.1. 

Given an !FR capacity, C, the capacity of the airport in 

terms of average passenger operations per hour, K, is calculated 

as: 
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K • C x A x L x B; 

where 

A = Average seating capacity of carrier aircraft at the 
airport 

L = Average load factor during peak hour periods 
(assumed to be • 65, except at EWR which is • 58 
in 1970). 

(1) 

B = Oc/Ot • proportion of carrier to total airport operations 

Ot = Annual aircraft operations 

Oc • Annual air carrier operations 

The derivations of aircraft seating capacities at each airport 

are explained in Section 7 .2. 

Oc and Ot values for 1971 and 1981 were obtained from Reference 1 

for all airports. The 1971 and 1981 ratios were used in 1970 and 1985 

calculations, respectively. 

The use of B in this manner to calculate K is consistent with 

the assumption made in Section 5.0 that the ratio of general aviation 

operations to carrier operations is the same during peak periods as 

the average ratio for the year. 

Step 2 

By interpolation and extrapolation, projected annual enplaned 

passenger demands for 1970 and 1985 were obtained as explained in 

Section a.1. Each enplaned passenger demand is assumed to account 

for two passenger operations. Hence annual enplaned passenger 

demand, Da, is converted to average passenger operations per hour 

for the year, Dit, as: 
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~ = Da x 2/(365 x 24) (2) 

Computed values of ~ are displayed as a yearly average hourly 

demand in Tables II-1 to II-36. As explained in Section 8.2, the 

ten "demand factors" on these Tables are used to convert ~ to the 

ten decile "hourly demands." 

Each decile hourly demand is treated as a daily average hourly 

demand and represents an "average" day within the decile. Step 3 

below explains how a daily average hourly demand is combined with 

airport capacity K to obtain passenger delay values. 

Step 3: The Deferred Traffic Model 

The function of the deferred traffic model, used in this analy-

sis, is to estimate traffic delay at an airport during given levels 

of operation. Passenger delay is derived by the model from an average 

hourly airport capacity, K, and a daily average demand, D, both in 

passenger operations per hour, as follows: 

a. In almost all cases considered, K is never less than D. 

The single exception, which was not calculated, occurs 

in one LGA decile in 1985 (see Tables II-3, 15). In 

order to obtain a steady state set of queues, we carry 

out calculations for two consecutive days (48 hours) 

under identical conditions, and use only the queues 

generated for the second day. 
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b. The diurnal factors in Section8.3 for each hour of 

the day are applied to the given average hourly demand, 

D, to yield an expected demand for each hour of the day 

(the Di's) such that the average of the 24 Di's is D. 

c. The Net Demand for hour i, Ni, is always the queue left 

over from the previous hour, q1_1 , plus the original 

demand for hour i, Di. The queue during hour i, qi, is 

the unsatisfied demand during hour i. Mathematically, 

hourly net demands and queues are calculated successively 

as follows: 

then 

N1 = D1 (original demand for the first hour) 

q1 = max [N1 - K ; O] 

Ni = qi-1 + Di 

qi = max [Ni - K ; O] 

i - 2, ••• ' 48 

d. Each qi is assumed to last for one hour. Therefore, 

the sum of the queues for the second day: 

48 
Q = L: qi 

i=25 

(3) 

(4) 

measures the total hours of "queue" time per day which is 

called "travel disruption." 
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e. D x 24 is the total daily demand. Therefore: 

DP = Q/(D x 24) 

is the travel disruption hours per passenger. 

f. Travel disruption accounts for most, but not all, of 

the calculated passenger delay. If the net passenger 

demand, Ni, is between K and (1.0 + 4/60) K, then the 

calculated travel disruption is less than 4 minutes 

(5) 

(4/60 hours) per passenger. Yet, the airport is still 

operating at capacity, so realistically each passenger 

will still experience an average of 4 minutes delay. 

Furthermore, as Ni falls below K until 0.5K is reached, 

we will assume that the load factor will drop accordingly 

so that the scheduled number of aircraft operations is 

still at the airport capacity in operations/hour. Mathe-

matically, this implies that hours of delay per passenger, 

Li, is computed as follows: 

(1) for Ni > (1.0 + 4/60)K 

Li = Travel disruption = qi 

(2) For 0.5K ~Ni ~ (1.0 + 4/60)K 

Li = 4/60 
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For Ni less than 0.5K it is assumed that aircraft operations 

drop accordingly, and the load factor is fixed at half its 

peak hour value. To approximate the rapid drop in delay 

per aircraft normally experienced as aircraft operations 

decrease, i.e., as demand is reduced below 0.5K, a demand 

of O. 4K is assumed to incur a delay of 1.5 minutes per 

passenger. The model interpolates delays linearly between 

0.4K and 0.5K demand and linearly between 0.4K and 0 demand. 

As can be seen from Table III below, the effect of adding 

these small delays to travel disruption to obtain "passen-

ger delay" is to add an average of less than two minutes 

per passenger. 

Delay versus Capacity-Demand Ratio 

It is easily seen that travel disruption and passenger delays 

per passenger depend only upon the ratio of K over D, and not directly 

upon their individual values. In fact, if we replace K by K/D, and 

replace D by 1.00, the above algorithm gives the same travel disrup-

tion and delay per passenger as before. 

The Deferred Traffic Program Output 

Table III shows calculated congestion measures for average 

daily K/D ratios, for ratio values from 1. 00 to 3. 44 in increments 

of 0.01. For ratios greater than 3.44, travel disruption is fixed 

at zero and added delays decrease continuously from 1.52 minutes 

toward zero. Line labels are interpreted as follows: 
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TABLE Ill 
The Deferred Traffic Program Output 

t<I D ;;;."'f 116 1. 00 1·01 1·02 l ·03 I ·04 
""" i>;;;.;1,,.'- 199.75 193·17 186·35 1i30·52 174.57 
AQO&:.:t.i 0 1 • .I f> :< O.J 7 0·33 0·33 0·26 0·39 
l>El. A Y '"'"'I' I' J\ 199·92 193·51 187· 18 180·H 174.96 
DEl.AY PC PK 96·25 94. 71 94. 71 94. 71 94.29 
Q H~URS 23·00 22.00 22·00 22.00 21.00 

1(/0 RATI J l•OS 1·06 1. 0 7 I •OB I• 09 
i'tl .... DSRIPX 168. 80 163·02 157·25 151·60 146·35 
ADDED Dl../PX 0·39 0·33 0·26 0·40 0·40 
DELAY M1 .... IPX 169. 19 163·35 157·51 152.00 146.75 
DEl.AY PC Pi< 94·29 94.29 94·29 '14·17 94·17 
Q HlllURS 21.00 21.00 21·00 20·00 20.00 

t</D RATU I .JO 1 • 1 1 1·12 1. 13 1·14 
t'tN DSRIPX 141.JO 135.8 5 130· 60 125·35 120·60 
ADDED Dl./PX 0·40 0·29 0·26 0·40 0·40 
OEL.AY :-IN/PX 141·50 136· 14 130·86 125.75 121.00 
DEl.AY PC Pi< 94·17 94• I 7 94·17 94·17 94· I 7 
Q riaURS 20.00 20·00 20.00 19·00 19·00 

1<10 RAT10 I .J 5 I .J 6 I •I 7 I • 1 >3 1·19 
........ DSRIPX 115·35 1II•I0 106·35 101·60 96·37 
AODEI> OL./PJ( 0·40 0·36 0·28 0·26 0.40 
DEl.AY i'4N/PX 116·2!:> 1 I 1 • 48 106·63 101 ·36 97.27 
DEL.AY PC Pi< 94·17 94·17 94·17 94·17 94.00 
Q HGIURS 19·00 19·00 19·00 19·00 18 ·00 

l(/D RATH> 1·20 1·21 1. 22 1 .. 23 1. 24 
~ DSR/PX 92·60 88·32 84·05 79. 77 75·!:>0 
ADOEO OL./PX O· 40 0·40 0·40 0.29 0·26 
OEl..AJ' ."11'11/PX 93·00 88· 72 '34·45 30·06 75.76 
DEL.A\' PC Pi< 94·00 94.00 94·00 94.00 94·00 
Q !'10URS ll:S•OO 18·00 18·00 18·00 18.00 

l(/D RATU I .25 1·26 I• 27 1·28 I ·29 
'"°"" ilSR/f>J( 71 ·22 67-25 63·42 59·60 55. 77 
ADDED OL./PJ( 0·26 0·40 0·40 0·40 0·64 
DEl.AY ."IN/PX 71·48 67·65 63·82 60.00 56.42 
DEL.A\' PC Pt< 94·00 93. 71 93. 71 93. 71 93. 71 
Q ii:iJURS 18·00 17·00 I 7•00 11.00 11.00 

.VD RATH> 1. 30 1. 31 1. 32 l. 33 1·34 
MN OSR/t>X 53.45 51·70 49.95 413. 30 46·67 
Al>IJEO llL/l'X 0·63 0·63 0·74 0·75 0·81 
DEL.A\' :'4NIPX 54·03 52·33 50.69 49.05 47·48 
DEL.A\' PC PK 63·54 33.54 53.54 79. 21 79 .21 
Q HiiJURS 15·00 15·00 1s.oo t4.00 14·00 
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TABLE III (continued) 
The Deferred Traffic Program Output 

1(/0 RATll 1·3S I• 36 •• 37 I ·31 I •3t 

""' DSR.IPX 45.20 43·82 42· 45 41 ·07 39.10 
AIJDEO DL..IPX 0·90 0·90 0·92 0.99 I• II 
DELAY l'INl'PX 46·10 44.73 43.37 42006 40. 81 
OEL.AY PC Pi< 7So29 7So29 713 029 18029 18029 
Q H0URS l3o00 13·00 13·00 13·00. 13000 

1(1'0 RATl 0 1·40 1·41 l o42 1·43 1 • 44 
1'1111 DSRIPX 38·40 37.12 35·8S 34062 33. 4 7 
ADDED DLl'Pi< 1·16 1.25 I· 31 Io 30 I ·28 
IJEL.AY l'INIPX 39. S6 38· 38 37. 16 35092 34. 76 
DEL.AY PC Pl( 72·87 72·8 7 72·87 6lo7S 6lo75 
Q H0URS 12·00 12·00 12·00 lOoOO 10.00 

l(l'IJ RAT10 I• 4S l • 46 l • 47 lo48 Io 49 
1"1N DSRIPX 32·32 31 • l 7 30005 29· 12 28020 
ADDED OL.IPX I• 27 l. 26 l. 42 I• 42 a.42 
DELAY l'IN/PX 33·60 32. 44 3i'o 47 30.55 29·62 
DEL.A'( PC Pi< 6lo7S 6 lo 7S S9·87 S9o87 59087 
Q H0URS IOoOO 10•00 9·00 9.00 9.00 

l(llJ RAU0 l 0 so l•Sl loS2 lo53 Io 54 
1-tN DSRIPX 21.21 26-35 2So42 24·50 23·57 
ADDEO DL/PX I· 42 l. 42 l • 42 a.42 Io 43 
DELAY MN/PX 28069 21.11 26084 25092 es.01 
DEL.A't' PC Pt< 59087 59087 S9o87 S9o8 7 59087 
Q H0URS 9.00 9·00 9·00 9o00 9o00 

-<ID RAT10 I• SS I• 56 l. 57 l. 58 Io 59 i'li" DSRIPI( 22.65 21.12 20080 19 08 7 18095 
ADDED DLIPX l. 46 1. 46 l • 42 Io 42 Io 48 
OEL.A't' MNIPX 24·11 23·18 22022 2lo30 eo. 43 
IJEL.AY PC Pt< 59087 59·8 7 59·87 5908 7 59087 
Q H0URS 9·00 9·00 9o00 9·00 9o00 

J<ID RAT10 1·60 1. 61 lo 62 I ·63 I· 64 
MN OSRIPX 18·10 I 7· 40 16070 16000 ISo30 
ADDED DL.IPX I ·62 I• 62 I· 62 Io 62 Io 62 
OEL.A't' MNIPX 19 o 72 19002 180 32 17062 16·92 
DELAY PC PK 49042 49. 42 49. -42 49o4'2 4'9o 4'2 
Q H0URS 7o00 1.00 1·00 7o00 1.00 

t<ID RA fl 0 Io 65 l. 66 1·67 I• 68 1. 69 
1'1111 OSR/PX 14·60 13090 13020 12oso 11·80 
ADDED DLIPX 1 ·62 Io 62 1 ·62 I· 62 I• 71 
DEL.Al' l'IN/PX 16·22 15052 14·82 l 4'o l 2 l 3o SI 
DEL.AY PC PK 49o-42 49·42 49·4'2 4'9·"42 4'9o4'2 
Q H0URS 1.00 1.00 1·00 7o00 7o00 
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TABLE III (continued) 
1be Deferred Traffic Program Output 

KID RATIS 1·70 1. 71 1. 72 1·73 1. 74 
MN l>SR/PX 11·20 10·67 10·15 9·62 9· 10 
ADDED DL./PX 1. 78 1·80 1 ·82 1·85 1·87 
DEL.AY MN/PX 12·98 12·48 11.97 11·47 10. 9 7 
DEL.Av" PC PK 45.29 45·29 45·29 45.29 45.29 
Q H'11URS 6·00 6·00 6·00 6·00 6·00 

KID RATI0 1·75 I• 76 1 • 77 1. 78 1. 79 
MN OSR/PX 8·57 8·05 7.52 7·15 6·11 
ADDED DL./PX lo90 1 ·92 I ·95 1.95 1.95 
DEL.AY MN/PX 10·47 9 .9 7 9.47 9·10 8· 72 
OEL.AY PC Pr< 45.29 45·29 37·92 37.92 37.92 
Q H0URS 6·00 6·00 5.00 5.00 s.oo 

KID RATI0 1·80 1 ·81 1·82 1 ·83 J.84 
MN DSR/PX 6·40 6·02 5·65 5.40 5.15 
ADDED DL.IPX I .94 1·98 2·10 2.10 2.09 
DEL.AY MN/PX 8·34 8·01 7.75 7.50 7·24 
DEL.AY PC pl( 37·92 37·92 32·62 32·62 32·62 
Q H0URS 5·00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4·00 

KID RATI0 1 .as 1 ·86 1·87 1·88 1·89 "'°' DSR/PX 4·90 4·65 4·40 4·15 3.90 
ADDEO DL./PX 2·09 2·08 2.07 2.07 2.06 
DEL.AY 1'1N/PX 6·99 6·73 6·47 6·22 5·96 
DEL.AY PC PK 32•62 32·62 32· 62 32·62 32·62 
Q H0URS 4·00 4·00 4.00 4·00 4.00 

KID RAT10 I ·90 I ·91 I ·92 1.93 I ·94 
MN DSR/PX 3·65 3·40 3.1s 2.90 2·65 
ADDED DL./PX 2.06 2·05 2·04 2.04 2.os 
DEL.AY MN/PX 5. 71 5.45 5·19 4.94 4·70 
DEL.AY PC Pi< 32·62 32·62 32· 62 32·62 32·62 
Q H0URS 4·00 4·00 4.00 4·00 4.00 

i<ID RAT 10 1 .. 95 I ·96 1.97 1·98 1·99 
Ml... DSRIPX 2·40 2·17 2.02 1·87 I• 72 
ADDED Ol./PX 2ol6 2·26 2·28 2.29 2· 31 
OEL.AY 1'1N/PX 4·56 4.43 4. 30 4·17 4o04 
DEl.AY PC Pr< 32·62 25·96 25·96 25.96 25.96 
Q H0URS 4·00 3·00 3.00 3.00 3·00 

r<ID RAT10 2·00 2·01 2·02 2.03 ~·04 
1'1N DSR/PX 1·57 I• SO I• 42 I• 35 I• 27 
ADDEO Ol./PX 2·33 2·32 2. 31 2. 31 2·30 
DEl.AY ~N/PX 3·90 3·82 3.74 3·66 3.57 
OEl.AY PC Pt< 17·62 17.62 I 7• 62 17·62 17· 62 
Q H0URS 2·00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
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TABLE Ill (continued) 
'ftle Deferred Traffic Prograa Output 

l(/D RATillJ 2.05 2·06 2·07 2.os 2·09 
Ma" DSRIPX 1 ·20 t.12 1·05 0.97 Oo90 
ADDED Dl.l'PX 2·29 2·28 2·28 2·27 12·30 
DEL.A\' .. N/PX 3 ... , 3. 41 3.33 3.12 .. 3.20 
DELAY PC Pa< 17·62 17·62 17·62 17·62 17· 62 
Q l'l~URS 2·00 2•00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

t</D RATillJ 2·10 2· 11 2·12 2·13 2.t4 
:'IN DSRl'P)( 0·82 o. 75 0· 70 0·61 Oo65 
AUUED Dl./PX 2.34 2·38 2·40 2.39 2. 38 
l>El.AY .>tNl'PX 3·17 3·13 3·10 3o06 3.03 
DEL.At PC Pt< 1 7·62 1 7·62 10.00 10.00 10.00 
Q H8URS 2·00 2.00 I• 00 1.00 1.00 

l(/D RATU 2·15 2·16 2·17 2· 18 2· 19 
"'" USRIPX 0·62 0·60 0.57 0.55 0·52 
ADDED Dl./P)( 2.37 2·36 2.35 2·3• 2·33 
llELAY 1'1N/PI( 3·00 2·96 2.93 2·89 2086 
DEL.A\' PC Pt< 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
Q l'l.iJURS l ·00 1·00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

t<ID RAT10 2·20 2·21 2·22 2•23 2.24 
1'4N OSRIPI( 0·50 0·47 0·45 Oo42 0·4D 
ADDEll Dl./P)( 2·33 2· 32 2. 31 2.30 2·29 
l>El.AY ,'fN/P)( 2·83 2. 79 2·76 2.73 2· 69 
DEL.A 1 PC Pl( 10.00 10.00 10·00 10·00 10·00 
Q 1'10URS 1·00 I ·00 I ·00 1·00 1.00 

1VD RATl8 2·25 2·26 2·27 2·28 2·29 
"'" DSRl'PX 0·37 0·35 0·32 0·30 0.21 
ADDEO Dl.l'PX 2·28 2•28 2.27 2·26 2·26 
DEL.AY l'IN/PX 2·66 2·63 2·60 2·56 2.53 
DELAY PC PK 10.00 10.00 10·00 10.00 10·00 
Q 1'10URS 1 ·00 l·OO 1·00 1.00 I ·00 

i<ID RATillJ 2·30 2·31 2·32 2·33 2·34 
MN llSR/PX 0.25 0·22 0.20 0·17 0·15 
ADDED OL/PX 2·25 2·24 2·24 2.23 2.24 
DEL.AV 141"/'PX 2.50 2·4'7 2·44 2o4'0 2. 39 
DELAY PC Pt< 10.00 10·00 10·00 10.00 10.00 
Q H0URS 1·00 1·00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

;(ID RATI0 2.35 2·36 2.37 2·38 2.39 
I'll! DSRIPX 0.12 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.02 
ADDED 'DLl'P)( 2·26 2·27 2·29 2· 31 2·33 
DEL.AV 14N/PX 2·38 2.37 2.37 2·36 2·35 
DEL.A\' PC Pl( 10·00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10·00 
.; ~-!.ii. IRS 1.00 1·00 1.00 1.00 l oOO 
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TABLE III (continued) 
The Deferred Traffic Program Output 

IV D RATl0 2·40 2·41 2·42 2·43 2·44 
MN DSR/PX o. o. o. O• o. 
ADDED Dl./PX 2.35 2·34 2·33 2·33 2·32 
DEl..AY MN/PX 2·35 2·34 2.33 2.33 2.32 
DEL.AY PC PK O· o. o. o. O· 
Q H0URS o. o. o. O• o. 
t(/D RATI0 2.45 2·"46 2.47 2. 48 2.49 
l'IN DSRIPX o. o. o. o. o. 
ADDED Dl./PX 2·32 2·31 2·30 2·30 2.29 
DEl..AY MN.fPX 2·32 2· 31 2·30 2.30 2·29 
DELAY PC PK 'o. o. O• o. O· 
Q H0URS o. o. O· o. o. 
t<I D RATI0 2.50 2·51 2.52 2.53 2·5"4 
MN DSR/PX o. o. o. o. o. 
ADDED Dl./PX 2·28 2·28 2·27 2·26 2·26 
DEL.AY MN/PX 2·28 2·28 2·27 2·26 2.26 
DEL.AY PC PK o. O· o. O· o. 
Q H0URS o. o. o. o. o. 
KID RAT10 2·55 2·56 2.57 2·58 2.59 
MN DSRIPX O· o. O• o. o. 
ADDED Dl./PX 2·25 2·24 2·23' 2·22 2.22 
DEl..AY MN/PX 2·25 2·2"4 2·23 2·22 2.22 
DEL.AY PC PK O· o. o. o. O• 
Q H0URS O• O· O• o. o. 
KID RATI0 2·60 2·61 2·62 2·63 2·64 
MN DSR/PX o. O· O· O• O· 
ADDED Dl.IPX 2·21 2.20 2ol9 2· 18 2·16 
DEL.AY MN/PX 2·21 2.20 2.19 2·18 2·16 
DEL.AY PC PK o. o. O• o. o. 
Q H0URS O• o. o. o. o. 
KID RATI0 2·65 2·66 2·67 2·68 2·69 
MN DSR/PX O· o. O· O· o. 
ADDED Dl./PX 2·15 2·14 2·13 2ol2 2·11 
DEL.AY MN/PX 2·15 2·14 2·13 2· 12 2.11 
DEL.AY PC PK O· O· •• O• o. 
Q H0URS O· o. O• o. O· 

KID RATI0 2·70 2· 71 2· 72 2·73 2. 74 
MN DSR/PX O· O· O· o. o. 
ADDED Dl.IPX 2·10 2·09 2·08 2.07 2.06 
DELAY MN/PX 2·10 2·09 2.08 2·07 2.06 
DELAY PC PK o. o. o. o. o. 
Q H0URS o. o. O· o. O• 
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TABLE III (continued) 
The neferred Traffic Program Output 

K/O RATH! ;~. 1-;, 2·76 2. i ·, 2; '/l:S 2· 79 
1"1111 DSR/PX Oo Oo Oo O· Oo 
ADUED DL/PX 2o05 2o04 2o03 2o03 2o02 
DEL.At 1'11'1/PX 2.05 2o04 2o03 2o03 2o02 
DELAY PC Pi< Oo Oo Oo Oo Oo 
Q H0URS Oo o. Oo Oo Oo 

t(/0 RATI0 2o80 2o8l 20132 2o83 2o84 
;"11'11 DSR/P}( Oo O• o. o. O· 
ADDED DL./PX 2·01 2·00 1.99 1·98 1.9 7 
DELAY 1"1N/P}( 2.01 2·00 1·99 1·98 l .9 7 
DELAY PC P;< O· o. O• o. o. 
Q ti0URS o. Oo O· o. o. 
1(/0 RATI0 2·85 2·36 2.57 2·88 2·89 
1-W USR/f'X o. O· O· o. o. 
ADDEO DL/PX I ·96 1·9 5 l ·94 1 .93 1·92 
DELAY 1"1N/P}( 1 ·96 l ·9~ 1 .94 I o93 1.92 
DELAY PC P;( o. o. 0· o. o. 
0 H0URS O· o. o. O· o. 
o</ D RATI0 2·90 2·91 2·92 2·93 2.94 
1'1l'll DSR/PX o. O• O• O· o. 
ADDED DL/PX 1 ·92 1·91 I o90 J.89 1·88 
DELAY ;'IN/PX l • 92 1·91 1·90 1·89 1·88 
DELAY PC Pi< O· o. o. o. o. 
Q' H0URS D• O· o. O• o. 
{ID RATH! 2·95 2·96 2.9 7 2·98 2.99 
MN DSR/PI( o. o. o. a. a. 
ADDED DL/PX. 1.37 l ·86 1·85 1 ·84 1083 
DELAY MN/PX l ·8 7 1·86 1.a5 l ·84 l ·83 
UELAY PC Pi< o. o. o. o. o. 
Q H0URS o. 0· O• o. Oo 

i<ID RATH! 3.00 3.01 3·02 3·03 3.04 
MN DSR/PX o. O• O• Oo o. 
ADDED DL/PX I o83 lo82 lo81 l o80 lo 79 
DELAY MN/PX I ·83 lo82 1·81 1·80 lo 79 
DELAY PC Pi< O· o. o. o. o. 
'» H0URS Oo Oo o. Oo o. 
IVD RATI0 3o05 3o06 3·07 3·08 3o09 
Mtll DSRIPX o. Oo Oo o. o. 
ADDED DL/PX 1·76 1 • 78 1. 77 I· 76 1. 75 
Dl!:LAY l"IN/PX I. 75 1 0 78 l. 77 1·76 l • 75 
DELAY PC Pi< Oo O• o. o. o. 
D 1i0URS o. O• 0· o. o. 
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TABLE III (concluded) 
The Deferred Traffic Program Output 

IVD RAT10 3•10 3.J 1 3.J2 3.13 3. 14 
1'111 DSR/PX O· O· O· o. o. 
ADDED DL/PX 1. 74 1. 74 1. 73 I. 72 1 • 71 
DELA'( MN/PX 1. 74 1·74 1 • 73 I· 72 I· 71 
DELA't PC Pl( o. O· O· o. O· 
Q H0URS o. o. O· o. o. 
K/D RATI0 3·15 3·16 3-17 3.J8 3.J9 
MN DSR/PX. O· O· O• o. O· 
ADDED DL/PX I • 71 1. 70 I. 69 1. 69 1·68 
DELAY MN/PX I • 71 I. 70 1. 69 1·69 I· 68 
DELAY PC PK o. o. o. o. o. 
Q H0URS O· O· o. o. O· 

l</D RATI 0 3·20 3·21 3.22 3.23 3o24 
MN DSR/PX O· O• o. o. O· 
ADDED DL/PX I. 68 1·67 1. 66 1. 65 1 • 64 
DELAY MN/PX I. 68 1·67 1. 66 1. 65 1·64 
DELAY PC PK O· O· O• o. O· 
Q H0URS O· O· o. o. o. 
KID RATI0 3·25 3·26 3.27 3·28 3.29 
i"ll'll DSR/PX o. o. O· o. o. 
ADDED DL/PX 1·63 1·63 1•62 I. 62 1. 61 
DELAY MN/PX 1·63 1. 63 1. 62 1. 62 1·61 
DELA't PC Pt< o. O· o. o. o. 
Q H0URS o. o. O· o. o. 
KID RATI0 3•30 3·31 3.32 3.33 3.34 
MN DSR/PX O· O· o. o. o. 
ADDED DL/PX 1·60 1. 60 I. 59 I. 59 1·58 
DELAY MN/PX 1·60 1·60 I· 59 1. S9 I. SB 
DELAY PC PK O· O· o. o. O· 
Q H0URS o. O· Q. o. o. 
l(/D RATI0 3·3S :,l• 36 3.37 3·38 3.39 
MN DSR/PX O· O· o. o. o. 
ADDED DL/PX l·S7 1. S7 1. S6 I. S6 I. S5 
DELAY MN/PX 1. S7 1. S7 l·S6 1. 56 1·. SS 
DELAY PC PK O· O· o. o. o. 
Q H:ilURS O· O· o. o. o. 
K/D RATUI 3·40 3.41 3.42 3.43 3.44 
i>li'I DSR/PX O· O· o. o. o. 
ADDED DL/PX 1•55 1•54 l·S3 1. 53 1·52 
DELAY :-IN/PX 1·55 l • 54 1.53 1. 53 I. 52 
DELAl' PC PK o. o. o. o. o. 
Q .,. --~u :-, s " .. . o. o. o. o • 
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LABEL INTERPRETATION 

K/D RATI~ K/D. Labeled as "K/D RATIO" on Tables II-1 to II-24. 

MN DSR/PX Travel disruption in minutes per passenger operation. 
Defined as "DP" in paragraph e. abCJve. 

ADDED DL/PX Delays in addition to travel disruption as described 
in paragraph f. above. 

DELAY MN/PX Passenger delay in minutes per passenger operation. 
This is the sum of the two previous lines. Labeled 
as "DELAY MIN/PASS" on Tables II-1 to II-24. 

DELAY PC PK Percent of the daily passengers that travel during 
"peak" hours (hours for which qi > O). Labeled as 
"DELAY % PEAK" on Tables II-1 to II-24. 

Q HOURS Number of "Peak" hours of the day out of 24. 

Step 4: Yearly Average Delay 

At the bottom of Tables II-1 to II-24, the yearly average delay 

in minutes per passenger is given as "Avg. Delay Per Passenger." The 

yearly average is the sum of the average delays by deciles of passen-

gers divided by ten. Total delay is the yearly demand (Section Bel) 

times the "Avg. Delay per Passenger." The yearly average was calculated 

by computer and may not agree exactly with the decile values due to 

rounding. 

Annual Capacity-Demand Ratio 

It was remarked above that only the ratio K/D is required to 

calculate passenger delay per passenger, where K and D are average 

capacity and demand ratios respectively for a given day. If we let 

* * K and D be the given average capacity and demand rates respectively 

for the year, the decile factors developed in Appendix IV can be 
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*1 * applied directly to K D to obtain the ten decile ratios, from 

which passenger delay per passenger can be calculated separately. 

This verifies the remark in Section 2.0 that annual capacity and 

demand are required only in ratio form in.order for the model to 

compute passenger delays per passenger. Yearly ratios (K*/D*) as 

well as the ten computed decile ratios are all given on each of 

the Tables II-1 to II-36. 
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7.0 Measures of Capacity 

7.1 Airport IFR Capacity 

Al-67 

IFR capacities were used in this analysis as given by airport 

in Table IV. The 1970 capacities were developed by Airport Service, 

Federal Aviation Administration, as of August 20, 1970. These figures 

were used for 1970 with the exception of JFK which was increased from 

63 to 75 in accordance with a recent study conducted on JFK; see 

Reference 2, Table 13. The 1985 figure of 130 for JFK was also 

obtained from Reference 2, Table 13 by assuming only air traffic 

control improvements. 

The 1985 capacities (except JFK) were developed by reference to 

Tables 10 and 12 of Reference 2. These tables were used as a basis 

for increasing capacities to 1985 levels from the given 1970 levels. 

No new runway construction is assumed except for runways presently 

under construction at EWR and PHL. High speed exits from runways 

are assumed at each airport. Automation and procedural alternative 

#5 of Tables 10 and 12 of Reference 2 were assumed. These assumptions 

include: 

Conunand control spacing (CCS) 

Speed Class sequencing 

Speed Segregation 

Approach gate delivery error reduced to a = 5 sec. 

2 n.m. spacing 

Spacing between a departure and a following arrival is 
reduced to 40 seconds. 
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TABLE IV 

Airport llll Capacities 

(maximum operations/hQur) 
1970 1985 --

JFK (New York} 7S 130 

LGA (LaGuardia, N. y •} 58 100 

EWR (Newark) 60 132 

DCA (Washington National) 63 107 

IAD (Dulles International, Va.) 100 133 

BAL (Baltimore, Md.) 60 100 

BDL (Hartford/Springfield) 4S 75 

PHL (Philadelphia, Pa.) 58 132 

BOS (Logan, Boston:) 70 120 

ORF (Norfolk) 31 50 
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7.2 Average Aircraft Seating Capacities 

The following values of average number of seats per aircraft 

were taken from Reference 7, Figure 5. 

Airport 
DCA 
IAD 
BAL 

Average No. of Seats per Aircraft 
1970 1985 

85 130 
110 
102 

210 
210 

Assuming similarity between the aircraft mixes operating at EWR, 

LGA and DCA, and noting that 727-200 aircraft are not currently per-

mitted at DCA, the following values were adopted. 

Airport 
LGA 
EWR 

Average No. of Seats per Aircraft 
1970 1985 

90 130 
90 130 

For the remaining five airports (JFK, BOS, PHL, ORF and BDL) the 

average number of seats per air carrier operation was obtained for 

1970 and projected for 1985 in the following tables. Reference 3 

and 4 were used. At JFK and BOS, the average number of seats for 

aircraft group "X" was set at 300 to reflect the inclusion of jumbo 

jets as large as the Boeing 747. Aircraft group "X" at PHL was set 

at 250 to reflect the inclusion of wide body airbuses but excluding 

747's. 
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TABLE V 

AVERAGE SEATING CAPACITY PER CARRIER OPERATION 

Aircraft Grout> SEATING CAPACITY 
Airport Designation II of Seats 1970 1985 

% Product % Product 

JFK x 300 4.0 12.0 50.0 150. 
L 160 44.0 70.6 20.0 32. 
M 97 44.0 43.9 30.0 29. 
s 65 0 0 0 0 
T 37 8.0 3.0 0 0 

100.0 129. 5 100.0 211. 

BOS x 300 1.9 5.7 35.0 105 
L 160 34.7 55.8 25.0 40 
M 97 53.1 51.5 40.0 39 
s 65 0 0 0 0 
T 37 10. 3 3.8 0 0 

100.0 116.8 100.0 184 

PHL x 250 0.9 2.2 36.0 91. 
L 140 39.3 55.0 30.0 42. 
M 97 44.5 43.1 33.0 32. 
s 65 0 0 0 0 
T 37 15.3 5.7 1.0 1 

100.0 106.0 100.0 166. 

ORF x 
L 160 10.0 16.0 
M 97 70.0 68.0 86.0 83.4 
s 65 0 0 0 0 
T 37 30.0 11.1 4.0 1.5 

100.0 79.1 100.0 100.9 

BDL x 
L 140 13.1 18.4 33.0 46.2 
M 97 60.1 58.4 66.0 64.0 
s 65 0 0 0 0 
T 37 26.8 10.0 1.0 0.3 

100.0 86.8 100.0 110.5 
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s.o Measures of Demand 

8.1 Air Transportation $ystem Demands 

Total enplaned passenger demands for the year 1968, and 

projections for the years 1971, 1976, and 1981 were obtained 

for each airport from Tables 1 and 6 of Reference 1, and plotted 

on Figure I. Note that the JFK plot has been divided by two and 

the BDL and ORF plots have been multiplied by five. The 1970 and 

1985 passenger demands were obtained by interpolation and extra-

polation, respectively, of plots, and are shown numerically on 

the same figure. 
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AIR TRANSPOllTATION SYSTEM DEMANDS 
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8.2 Avera_ge Daily Demand Distributio~ 

The frequency distribution of average daily passenger demands 

throughout the year is approximated by a discrete probability dis-

tribution with ten average daily demands for ten deciles. These 

decile demands, D1 , are calculated from a given average daily demand 

for the year, Dy, such that Dy is the mean of the ten Di's. Calcu-

lation of passenger delay is then computed as though each day in the 

ith decile had the same average demand, Di. 

For use in this report, the ten decile demands were derived 

from empirical Eastern Airline data as discussed below, and then 

normalized into ten "decile factors" such that the product of the 

factor times the yearly average, Dy, gives the proper decile demand. 

The average daily demand distributions have been derived in two 

different ways: (1) Deciles of Days, in which each decile demand 

represents a daily demand for 10 percent of the days of the year 

(see Tables II-1 to II-12), and (2) Deciles of Passengers, in which 

each decile demand represents a daily demand for 10 percent of the 

passenger demand for the year (see Tables II-13 to II-36). 

Decile factors are shown in the column headed "Demand Factor" 

on Tables II-1 to II-36. 
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Records of total passengers, in both directions, for the 

New York-Boston and New York-Washington Air Shuttle Service, for 

each month of 1967, 1968 and 1969 were obtained from Eastern 

Airlines. (8) The total passengers on both shuttle services were 

then averaged over the three years by month of year and the totals 

normalized to give a distribution by month of year of annual passen-

ger demand. 

The estimated normalized distributions of passenger travel by 

day of week, given for each direction of the two Air Shuttle Services 

in Eastern Airlines Exhibit EA-211 in Docket No. 19078 ~o the Civil 

Aeronautics Board V/STOL Investigation, (8) were averaged and normal-

ized to obtain a general distribution of passenger demand by day of 

week. 

The shuttle, with its advertised no reservation guaranteed 

seating, represents the closest condition to unrestricted demand 

among the existing air data . Ideally, any passenger could arrive 

at the terminal at the time he wanted to leave and expect to get 

on the shuttle. The data should thus measure the distribution of 

travel desire. In practice, of course, many experienced travelers 

are aware that terminals are crowded and extra (non-jet) sections 

are likely at peak hours. Therefo;re.. it is still possible that 

the shuttle data may give a slightly blunted peak demand. 
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The normalized distributions by month of year and by day of 

week were then combined to form a 12 x 7 matrix, each element of 

which was the product of the respective day and month distri-

tion factors. The elements represented a normalized distribution 
ths of annual travel voll..Ulle by (1/84) of the year. The elements 

were ranked in order of magnitude, and then collected into deciles. 

Deciles of days were developed by adding 8.4 normalized travel 

volumes at a time (interpolating as required). Deciles of passen-

gers were developed by taking the mean of normalized travel voll..Ulles 

after combining them in totals of 8.4. Decile totals were then 

renormalized to add up to ten. 
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8.3 Diurnal Distribution of Passen_ger Demand 
The distribution of passenger demand throughout the day (the 

diurnal distribution) is approximated by a discrete probability 

distribution with 24 hourly demands. These hourly demands, Dj' 

are calculated from a given demand for the day, D, such that D is 

the sum of the 24 Dj's. (The "Hourly Demands" shown on Tables I 

and II-1 to II-36 are actually average demand rates in passengers 

per hour and, therefore, are means of the indicated 24 hourly 

demands). 

For use in this report, the 24 hourly demands were derived from 

empirical Eastern Airline Data as discussed below, and then normalized 

into 24 "hourly factors," such that the product of the factor times a 

given demand for the day, divided by 24, gives the proper demand for 

the hour. 

Derivation of Hourly Factors 

Normalized demands for the 16-hour period 0700 to 2300 hours 

were obtained from Eastern Airlines Company Records for the four 

shuttle services NY-BOS; BOS-NY; NY-WASH; WASH-NY (exhibit EA-210 

of Reference 8). The four values for each hour were added and 

values were extrapolated to cover the 24 hour cycle. Then these 

24 hourly values were renormalized to add up to 24. The resulting 

hourly factors are labeled "Eastern Factors - unadjusted" below. 
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Typically, about 10 percent of the daily passenger demand 

occurs during the peak hour of the day. In order to conform to 

this statistic, the peak hours were distorted so that ~en the 

result was renormalized, the largest "hourly factor" was 2.4 

(10 percent of 24). These hourly factors, which were used for 

each airport in this study are labeled "Eastern Factors - Adjusted" 

in Table VI below. 
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TABLE VI 

Diurnal Hourly Conversion Factors 

Eastern Factors 
Hour Unadjusted Adjusted 

00 - 01 0.28 0.22 
01 - 02 0.07 0.07 
02 - 03 0.04 0.04 
03 - 04 0.00 0.00 
04 - 05 0.03 0.03 
05 - 06 0.14 0.10 
06 - 07 0.42 0.37 
07 - 08 0.97 0.90 
08 - 09 1.43 1.43 
09 - 10 1.59 1.60 
10 - 11 1.22 1.24 
11 - 12 1.28 1. 30 
12 - 13 1.04 1.04 
13 - 14 1.16 1.14 
14 - 15 1. 32 1. 30 
15 - 16 1. 77 1. 77 
16 - 17 1.95 2.00 
17 - 18 2.09 2.40 
18 - 19 1. 78 1.83 
19 - 20 1.60 1.60 

20 - 21 1. 29 1.27 
21 - 22 1.03 0.99 
22 - 23 0.97 0.91 
23 - 24 0.53 0.45 

24.00 24.00 
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.2. Air Termi na 1 Congesti.Qn 

1 • lntrod.uction 

The demand for air transportation in the Northeast Corridor has 
grown dramatically over tlie past several ,yea~s.. The air terminal as the 
point of interface permitting passengers and their baggage to transfer 
between aircraft and surface venicles fias be.en tne focus of 1T1any diffi-
cultie~ associat~d wftfi ~fr transportat!On. ~Th.is report presents an 
analys1s of th.e 1mpltcat1ons of mcreas1ng atr travel demands on the 
Northeast Corridor airport terminals by evaluating th.e current terminal 
system development trends m the North.east Corr1dor for the year 1985. 
In addition, possiOle alternative development concepts are suggested and 
the implications of each are 6riefly addressed. 

Of the 36 Northeast Corridor (NEC} airports with Certificated air 
services, 25 account for 99.9% of all passenger originations on Certifi-
cated Route Air Carriers. further, 91% of the air trips in the NEC either 
originate or are destined to one of four major hubs (see Table A2-l). Since 
virtually all NEC air tr'fps either originate, transfer through, or 
terminate in these hues, it is reasonable to focus attention on the 
terminals within these hues as a means of assessing the NEC air terminal 
status quo alternative. 

TABLE A2-l 

Proportions of Northeast Corridor Trips 
Oriama'ting:· Four Major Hubs 

< ( . 

Hub 

New York City 
BOston 
Washington, D.C. 
Philadelphia 

Proportion of NEC Trips 

38% 
25% 
23% 

5% 

Source: Northeast Corridor Transportation Project, 
Report 211, Northeast Corridor Transportation 
Project, December 1969. 

According to Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) forecasts, air travel to 
and from these terminals is expected to increase b.v about threefold 
between 1970 and 1985 (see Table A2-2). In 1960, air travel represented 
approximately 6% of all NEC intercity trips, but by 1968 accounted for 
11%. Projections indieate, however, that tfie. air share of intercity 
travel in the NEC will not increase (see Table A2-3}. By 1985, the NEC 
atr interface system will be serving approximately three times as many 
passengers as it served in 1968. 
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TABLE A2-2 

ffir~ 9e. ~l'r 1 y ~fS~rt~! pe111alni J'970' .. 1985* 
Average Hourly 

Terminal 
Avera~e Hourly 
2.eu!ind 1970 Der!la'ltd 1985 Increase 

La Guardia 616 
Newark 416 
Boston 560 
Washington, D.C. 571 
Philadelphia 337 

*Includes non-NEG passengers 

2530 
1745 
2280 

970 
1460 

TABLE A2-3 

Alternative 

Without STOL 

With STOL 

Conventional 
Take-Off and 
LandingCClfOL) 

9% 

3% 

Short 
Take-Off and 
Landing{STOL) 

0% 

12% 

410i 
419% 
407% 
170% 
387% 

Modes in 1975 

Auto Rail 

73% 9% 

68% 8% 

Source: Northeast Corridor Transportation Project, 
Report 209, Northeast Corridor Transportation 
Project, April 1970. 

2. Description of the Current Air Terminal System 

Bus 

9% 

9% 

The NEC tenninals system is based upon a concept of centralization 
of functions. Historically as demand grew, the main air terminal in 
each city was expanded to provide the requisite capacity, thus assigning 
all conmercial air trips to a single terminal. New York City's La Guardia 
{LGA) and Washington, D.C.'s National (DCA} are the main terminals with 
respect to intra-corridor traffic, since Kennedy (JFK) and Dulles (IAD) 
are primarily used for trips originating or tenninating at points outside 
the corridor. Newark Airport (EWR} can fie considered a second New York 
City terminal, but New York service is still primarflycentralized at LGA. 
Although reducing flexfhility, centralization tends to maximize economies 
of scale by permitting hfgn frequency of service to be offered at lower 
costs. Concentration of demand at a main tenninal for a metropolitan 
area requires constructfon programs in order to maintain levels of 
service without constrafnfng demand. Since there fs little probability 
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of implementing a new major conventional air tenninal by 1985 without 
governmental initiative, the future trend appears to be a continuation 
of the existing pattern, i.e., expansion of current facilities. 

3. Qualitative Assessment of the Impact of Fut~re Air Travel 
Demand·on·the·centr:-aliied.Terminal 

The level of service provided by an air tenninal is a function of 
the effectiveness of each of the subsystems operating within the terminal 
as well as ground and air side access/egress functions. The tenninal 
system cannot provide a level of service significantly greater than the 
subsystem with the lowest service level. Since each of the major NEC 
terminals is unique in physical design, location, types of subsystems, 
and demand characteristics, it is infeasible to estimate levels of service 
of the NEC tenninal system without a detailed analysis of each tenninal. 
While the level of service provided by the terminal system cannot pe precisely 
defined within the scope of this analysis, the implications of the forecasted 
demand on the subsystems can be understood by means of an example. 

At La Guardia Airport the average peak hour passenger demand 
(enplaning and deplaning) will increase from 1306 in 1970 to 5364 in 
1985 according to FAA forecasts. To estimate the disruption of these 
demand figures among the terminal subsystems, a very simple method-
ology, derived from a previous studY* was used. Assuming that the 
distribution pattern observed at National Airport in 1968 is applicable 
to La Guardia, enplaning passenger flows through the main subsystem, 
were estimated at La Guardia for 1970 and 1985. The results are 
schematically displayed in Figures A2-l and A2-2 and summarized in 
Table A2-4. Airport access/egress interface and holdroom space 

TABLE A2-4 

Increased Level of Use by Subsystem t 
Enplaning Passenger Flows-LaGu'.ardia Airport 

?~bs~Fem 

Access Interface 

Baggage {Persons} 

Ticket Counter 

Holdroom 

1970 
Average 

'Peak Hour 

653 

295 

228 

653 

1985 
Average 

Peak Hour 

2682 

1207 

939 

2682 

Increase 

2029 

912 

711 

2029 

t Enplaning and deplaning passenger flows are supposed equal. 

*Analysis of the Locations and Functions of the Tenninal Interface System, 
prepared for the Department of Transportation, Office of High-Speed Ground 
Transportation, by Peat, Marwick, Livingston & Co., December, 1969. 
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receive the full impact of the future enplanement flows demands on the 
airport. However, baggage and ttcketing systems receiye only a portion 
of the overa 11 increase \n airport usage (40% and 35% respecti.ve 1 y I. 
Stated more simply, access interface and gate interface must service 
approximately 2.5 passengers for every on-e passenger serviced 6y tb:e 
baggage and tickettng systems. Tfl..is means tnat access int~rface and 
holdroom interface must cope wi:tfl the greatest absolute demand increase 
and that the requirements for these facilities in absolute terms 
increases as rapidly as demand increases •. 

. Demand on LGA' s ticketing systems .should increase by 710 transac-
tions per average peak fu>ur 6y 1985 (35% of the total airport increase). 
However, approximately 5% {see figure A2-2) are baggage transactions only, 
and could be diverted from the ticketing system. Ticketing at the 
airport can be reduced by continued marketing emphasis on preticketing 
practices such as downtown ticket offices, teleticketing, tickets by 
mail, air checks, and so forth. 

The average number of bags for those travelers with baggage is 
1.4. In 1970, La Guardia will average 412 pieces per average peak hour 
and by 1985 this will have increased to over 1700 pieces per average peak 
hour. While passenger congestion has been and can be further reduced 
by curbside check in, express check in, and other decentralization 
techniques, the ground-to-air baggage handling subsystem will be burdened 
by an additional 1200 pieces per average peak hour. Without implemen-
tation of alternative means, the baggage subsystem by 1985 will have to 
handle flows four times greater than at present. 

The magnitude of forecasted demands for the NEC terminals suggests 
that existing facilities/systems will not be able to handle the forecasted 
average peak hour demands without some resulting deterioration in the 
level of service or some ceiling being imposed. At the present time 
there are about six peak operating hours within the major terminals during 
which one-half of the passeng~r traffic is handled. As the overall demand 
increases, not only will the average peak period demand intensify, but as 
capacity limits are reached on any of the terminal subsystems, the peak 
period will be lengthened. In addition, travel-related visitors, currently 
averaging 40 per 100 travelers at National Airport, will have a direct 
impact upon subsystems (primarily short-term parking, access interface, 
and holdroom capacities). Since travel related visitors will tend to 
increase in proportion to air traveler demand, the implications of travel-
related visitors growth represents an additional burden on the terminal. 

System limitations will not only prolong the duration for peak 
operations, but will tend to intensify terminal and terminal area 
congestion. For example, as access airport subsystems reliability 
decrease, the traveler scheduled to depart at a peak hour will allow 
more access travel time and terminal time, thus extending the duration 
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of h.is eresence in the ter.1JJtnal, Consequently, more travelers must be 
accomnodated at the. ter.mln~l, 

The impact of intensified peaks, prolonged peak operations, and 
terminal congestion will be reflected tn the number and eroporttons of 
air travelers affected by a decltne in the level of serv1ce. B.ecause 
of protracted intens'iYe use, service decltnes resulting from a dysfun·c-
tion of one or 100re of the terminal •s subsystems will requfre a much. 
greater anx>unt of time to return to norma1 levels of efffcfency. The 
likelihood of a declfne i:n service and of a dysfunction in one or nx>re 
of the terminal ts subsystems wfl l increase significantly as increased 
demand forces each subsystem to operate at levels closer to capacity, 
over longer spans of tfme, and without alternative means available to 
alleviate air traveler and travel.related vfsitor demands. 

4. Alternative Development Scenarios 

While the status quo development of the NEC air interface system 
appears to be a continuation of the historical trend toward centrali· 
zation, the NEC air interface system is not limited to this trend. 
There are alternative courses which could be followed in lieu of the 
existing development trend, specifically: 

. decentralization of terminal functions; 

. decentralization of terminals; and 

• short and/or vertical take-off and landing 
(V/S:fOL) ports. 

a. Decentralization of Terminal Functions 

Decentralization of terminal functions involves the dispersion of 
airport terminal processing subsystems throughout the hub areas. In 
their most fully developed form, the subterminals would provide all 
requisite main terminal functions, e.g., ticketing, through baggage 
check service and passenger holding. By means of mass transport keyed 
to specific flight departures, the pre-processed passenger (and 
through checked baggage) would be transported directly to point of 
enplanement (rail or rapid transit service would eliminate the effect 
of terminal area highway congestion) 

The major effect of decentralizing terminal functions would be 
the dispersion of demand concentrations on the airport terminal. The 
subterminal, while creating redundancy of terminal subsystems, still 
permits the economies of scale generated by the concentration of flight 
operations and facilities for air operations, e.g., runways, air traffic 
control, airline operations. 
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However, the ability of the subtenninal to divert demand hinges 
upon the "marketability" of the subtennrnal concept. If direct access 
to the main tenninal is not restricted, the efficiency of the sub-
terminal must be superior to that of the main terminal, since it 
introduces an additional step in the travelers overall trip. Otherwise, 
the subtenninal concept leads to additional cost without accomplishing 
the intended diversion of demand from the main terminal. 

With increased future demand, the extant subtenninals can be 
expanded or new subterminals built. The relative costs of expanding the sub-
tenninal system is quite low as compared to that of expanding the main 
term•-nal. However, it is possible that the total demand processed by 
the subterminals could become greater than the capability of the main 
terminal to effectively receive the subterminal demand. Hence, provi-
sion of an interface system based on the subterminal main terminal concept 
would require reconstruction of existing terminal facilities. 

b. Decentralization of Air Service 
As a second alternative to continued expansion of the centralized 

tenninal system, commercial airline service primarily oriented to intra-
corridor, short-haul service may be established at existing "suburban" 
airports, some of which already have certificated air service, although 
most are currently general aviation tenninals. As shown in Figure A2-3, the 
major hubs of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia have suburban airports 
available for this use. Washington could conceivably make use of Bolling 
Airfield or Beltsville. 

Implementation of this concept, desiqned to provide more convenie 
corridor transportation for local users, would tend to divert demand from 
the major hub tenninal. The advantages to the passenger of the suburban 
tenninal lies in simplified access and terminal processing. The "suburban" 
airports tend to be located further from the CBD than the existing main 
airports (La Guardia, National, and Logan). Previous analysis indicates 
that CBD origins and destinations comprise a significant proportion of 
corridor air travel demand. To provide better service to the air traveler, 
some air service should be provided from a suburban terminal in one hub 
to the major terminal in the other hub and, as a result, one trip end 
would sti~I occur in the major terminal. Nevertheless, the suburban 
tenninal would provide diversion from the main hub terminal and, in view 
of forecasted demands, would tend to provide relief to the main terminal. 

c. V/STOL {Vertical or Short Take-Off and Landing) Ports 

Short take-off and landing aircraft ports have been included in 
National Airport Plarl*as early as 1968, at which time twenty-five landing 
tacilities designed to acconmodate STOL aircraft were reconmended in the 
New York-Washington D. C. Corridor and on the West Coast. The plan calls 
for three STOL ports in Washington located at Dulles, National Airport 
and one CBD location. Eight locations have been suggested for New York, 

*1968 National Airport Plan, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal 
Aviation Administration, Washington, D. C. 
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three in Manhattan and single tenninals located in Brooklyn, Bronx, and 
Queens, as well as at La Guardia and Kennedy. 

5. Sunmary 
The current NEC air tenninal system is based upon a centrali-

zation concept which maximizes economies of scale and permits a high frequency 
of service to be offered. Unless a major governmental initiative were 
undertaken, future interface system devele-pme.nt appears, with some 
exceptions, to involve a continuation of the centralized concept. 

According to FAA forecasts for the major NEC hubs, tenninal demands 
are expected to increase between three- and fourfold. While the impact 
of increasing demands on the level of service provided by terminal sub-
systems cannot be quantitatively estimated without a detailed analysis of 
each terminal and a subsystem, the magnitude of the forecasted growth 
in demand suggests that existing termina·l subsystems will be unable to 
handle forecasted average peak hour demands without some deterioration 
of the current level of service. If the current trends of interface 
system development continues through 1985 without alternative develop-
ments, the subsystems whose perfonnance will, in all likelihood, become 
most critical are: 

• access interface; 

• baggage system; and 

• holdr9om capacity. 

Development patterns for the air interface system wnich would tend 
to divert air travelers and travel related visitors from the main ~ub 
tenninals and thereby reduce tenninal and tenninal area congestion include: 

• decentralized tenninal functions (subterminals); 

• decentralized conventional air service (suburban airports); 
and 

• V/STOL ports. 
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A3. Intercity Terminal Access Travel 

1. Introduction 

In addition to being the principal mode for intercity travel in 
the Northeast Corridor, highways are also the principal mode for access to 
conman carrier intercity modes. Examination of Table A3-l reveals that 
nearly all of the air and a preponderance of the rail and bus intercity 
trips in the Northeast Corridor also involve use of the highways for the 
access and/or egress segments of the trip. 

This analysis of intercity terminal access travel considers first 
future modal use tendencies and then focuses on the problems related to 
highway access. The first step is intended to illustrate the increasing 
dependency upon highway-oriented travel for terminal access. The second 
step analyzes the consequences of such a dependency by considering problems 
of peaking and reliability. The analysis is concluded by examining highway 
access in 1985 by means of an illustrative example and comparative condi-
tion maps. 

This analysis is based upon data derived from surveys conducted 
at La Guardia {LGA), Friendship {BAL), and National (DCA) airports serving 
respectively the New York and Baltimore/Washington metropolitan areas. The 
NECP believes that this data provides a sound base from which it is possible 
to evaluate a status quo decision with regard to airport access in the 
Northeast Corridor. Since approximately 75% of all Northeast Corridor air 
trips involve the New York hub and 46% the Washington hub, it is possible 
to conclude that case studies based on this data cover the majority of the 
air travelers in the Northeast Corridor. Further, since the problems con-
sidered peaking and reliability related to urban area congestion, the 
examples relate, indeed, to other Northeast Corridor airports and even 
airports in major metropolitan areas throughout the nation. 

2. Considerations on Airport Access 

Consideration of the true air traveler origins and destinations 
for several Corridor airports (see Figures A3-l, A3-2, A3-3) indicates a 
general correlation between air traveler densities, in terms of air travelers 
per square mile per day and the residential density patterns. For the 
three airports identified above, the density distributions of air travelers 
reveal a bimodal tendency. Air travelers originate in or are destined to 
either areas having high densities of air travelers, generally the central 
business district (CBD) of metropolitan areas, or to areas having low 
densities of air travelers, generally the low residential density areas of 
the region (Figures A3-4 and A3- 5). 
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TABLE A3-1 

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION TO SELECTED NORTHEAST CORRIDOR INTERCITY TERMINALS 

Highway Non-Highway 
Auto Taxi Airport Public Scheduled Subway Rail Heli- Walk & 

Coach Bus Suburban copter Other 
Limousine 

AIRPORTS 

LaGuardia (N.Y.) 38% 47% 11% 3% 1% - - N/A 

Newark (N.Y.} 54% 10% 24% 10% 1% - - 1% 

International 
(Phi 1 a.) 67% 18% - 2% 13% - - 0% > w 

Friendship I 
N 

(Balt.) 73% 9% 18% 

National (Wash.) 52% 41% 7% 
0 
c0" Dulles (Wash.} 59% 8% 33% ;::+" N. 
CD a. 
O" 
'< 

() TRAIN TERMINALS 
0 Union (Wash.) 21% 43% 12% 9% 1S% 
~ - - - -
~ rv BUS TERMINALS 

Port Authority 
(N.Y.) 10-23% 19-25% - 24-26.% 27-36% 1-2% - 4-5% 

Washington 13% 28% - 46% - - - - 13% 
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In the Corridor, the high proportion (65%-75%) of air travel for 
business purposes leads to a significant concentration of origins and 
destinations in the CBD. The higher income characteristics of air travelers 
suggest that they tend to reside in the lower density suburban portions of 
the metropolitan area. Thts hypothesis is supported by the number of air 
travelers from low travel density areas. 

The low and high air traveler density areas exnibit markedly 
different non-automobile access/egress service to airports. Consideration 
of economic feasibility have tended to limit limousine and coach type ser-
vice to CBD's and selected suburban corridors in which both of the following 
conditions exist: 

aggregate demand sufficient to support service; and 

trip length great enough to effectively compete 
with taxis on a cost basis. 

The inherent advantages of automobile travel coupled with the low quality 
of service offered to air travelers in low density areas result in extensive 
use of the automobile (including taxis and rental cars) as an access/egress 
mode for Corridor airports. 

Table A3-2 indicates the modal split percentages by airport for 
five ranges of air traveler densities. The data suggests the following 
characteristics of air access/egress travel: 

increased dependence on the private automobile 
for the lower ranges of air traveler densities; and 

increased diversion of travelers from taxi to 
limousine as distance from the CBD to the airport 
increases. 

Examination of Table A3-3, which displays the behavior for travelers origi-
nating in Manhattan and elsewhere using La Guardia Airport, confinns the 
patterns illustrated the Baltimore-Washington travel data. In addition to 
the intrinsic attributes of the automobile mode, in particular time, cost, 
and convenience, three factors tend to strengthen the continuing trend 
towards automobile usage: 

non-business travel, generally oriented to the 
non-CBD, increasing faster than aggregate 
travel; 

labor and operating costs increasing at a rate 
incompatible with the continuation or the intro-
duction of labor intensive public transportation 
at acceptable service levels; 
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TABLE A3-2 

MODE USAGE AND AIR TRAVELER DENSITY 

Air Traveler Density (air trav/sq. mile/day) 

soo- 100- so- 10- o-
~ soo 100 so 10 

NATIONAL 
AIRPORT Percent by Mode 

Auto 13.S 33.S 46.8 68.1 64.6 

Rental Car 3.S 7.6 4.8 S.8 14.S 

Taxi 66.0 S0.4 38.8 17.4 11.S 

Limousine 17. 0 8.S 9.7 8.7 9.4 

FRIENDSHIP 
AIRPORT 

Auto 26.S 10.S no S3.9 66.7 

Rental Car 12.2 s.2 data 8.9 12.0 

Taxi 18.S 17.7 12.2 7.7 

Limousine 42.9 66.6 2S.O 13.6 

DULLES 
AIRPORT 

Auto no 11.6 18.1 so.o 69.7 

Rental Car data 8.1 12.2 8.3 7.7 

Taxi 8.7 13.3 8.3 S.4 

Limousine 71.6 S6.4 33.S 17. 2 

Source: Washington-Baltimore Airport Access Survey, 1966. 
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Mode 

Private Car 

Taxi 

Limo 

Other 

Total 

A3-10 

TABLE A3-3 

MODAL SPLIT FOR AIR TRAVELERS 

TO LA GUARDIA AIRPORT 

Modal Split from Originating Area 
Remainder of 

Manhattan N.Y .. Area Tct.al 
342 (13.1%) 1439 (63.9%) 1781 (36. 6%) 

1758 (67.7%) 476 (21. 9%) 2334 (48.0%) 

404 (15.5%) 247 (11.0%) 651 (13.4%) 

108 (4.1%) 85 (3.8%) 193 (4. 0%) 

2612 (100%) 2247 (100%) 4359 (100%) 

.1:'0. 

source: Domestic Inflight Survey 1967-1968, The Port of New 
York Authority Aviation Department. 
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urban sprawl precluding the formation of 
economically viable "limousine sheds". 

Unless remedial measures are taken, the highways and in particular the 
automobile will remain the predominant access/egress modes to airports. 
Automobiles will be used not only by residents of the region but also by 
non-residents relying on taxis, rental cars, or private automobiles for 
pick-ups and drop-offs. The continued dominan~e of the automobile has 
implications in terms of reduced reliability and increased travel times. 

Given the expected increases in air travel demand over the next 
two decades and the continuing, and possibly expanding, reliance on the 
automobile, limited parking supply will be a near tt!rm constraint to the 
efficient operation of existing terminals. Because of the scarcity of 
parking facilities, parking costs are expected to increase. Even with 
these price increases, limousine operators will encounter difficulties 
in increasing their share of the access travel market. The most probable 
change in travel patterns will be increased reliance on the "serve passenger" 
mode in conjunction with increased taxi and rental car usage. Hence, 
continued use of low occupancy modes will lead to increased terminal road-
way congestion and increased demand for short term parking. 

Because of automobile-oriented access/egress services, intra-
terminal congestion is expected to increase for the following reasons. 
Increased urban congestion is expected to reduce travel time reliability 
(e.g., the standard deviation of travel time). To guarantee "catching" a 
flight, the traveler will allow more time for his access trip and hence 
will tend to spend more waiting time within the terminal complex. Thus 
terminal waiting time will, in all likelihood, increase more rapidly than 
aggregate travel demand, especially during peak hours. The ratio of travel-
related visitors to air travelers is significantly higher for private 
automobile travel than for other modes of travel and, hence, the number of 
travel-related visitors per air traveler is not expected to diminish. 

3. Problems Related to Highway Access 

Historically, travel demand has demonstrated extreme morning and 
evening peaking. Consequently, access trips to airports follows the same 
pattern. However, the access trip, unlike the air trip, must necessarily 
be influenced by factors external to air travel demand (e.g., traffic 
congestion) and, therefore, should exhibit peaking patterns responsive not 
only to travel demand but also to access factors. 

Figure A3-6 illustrates the distribution of access trips from 
Manhatten to La Guardia Airport by hour of the day. As would be expected, 
two peaks appear, one in the morning and one in the evening hours. The 
former lasts only about one hour, but the latter extends over five hours. 
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The distribution is based upon flight departure, therefore access travel 
occurred somewhat earlier than indicated. Combining the peaks means that 
6 hours, or 25% of the day, are under peak conditions. Approximately 53.8% 
(1,027,llO)air travelers annually of the total Manhattan to La Guardia access 
traffic moves within the six peak air travel hours. 

An analysis of travel times by time of day from Manhattan to 
LaGuardia Airport was undertaken to illustrate the impact of ambient urban 
highway congestion on airport access travel (Figure A3-7). It should be 
noted that the times shown in Figure A3-7 are perceived measures reported 
by air travelers surveyed on-board airplanes departing from La Guardia. 

As would be expected., during the morning peak, in which airport 
access travel and conmuter travel have opposite directions, travel times 
are grouped closely around the mean (26 minutes) with a median travel 
time of 21 to 25 minutes. During the evening peak, in which access travel 
coincides with conmuter travel, the median travel time (26-30 minutes) 
increases slightly but the mean increases to 38 minutes, thus demonstrating 
the increased percentage of longer travel times. This suggests that the 
morning peak presents little problem in terms of access travel time, but 
that the evening peak, during which 43% of all access travel takes place 
and which extends over five hours, reflects more severe access travel time 
problems. 

The afternoon airport access peak spans the afternoon conmuter 
peak flow as illustrated in Figure A3-8. The morning access peak, however, 
actually occurs during the period when the commuter peak is declining. 

Access travel is affected by commuter traffic, because of the 
superimposition of afternoon access travel on commuter flow. This influence 
appears in two ways: (l) at the afternoon peak conmuter hour, average 
airport access travel time is at its highest (41.4 minutes); and (2) the 
afternoon airport access travel avoids the conmuter peak by peaking prior 
to and subsequent to the highest level of the commuter peak. In other 
words, the traveler appears to be scheduling his city departure and airport 
arrival in an attempt to avoid the conmuter peak. 

The two major factors which will influence future peaking of access 
tr1vel from Manhattan to La Guardia are continued growth of air travel 
demand and airport capacity to handle increased demand. According to the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) forecast, air travel from La Guardia will 
increase at a rapid rate. Further, air travel demand will not undergo a 
major shift by hour of day since the air traveler is motivated to arrive 
and depart at the beginning and toward the end of the day. Air travel 
from La Guardia is growing at an estimated average annual rate of 9.7% 
(FAA forecast), which means that access traffic during the six aggregate 
peak hours will grow from approximately 1,000,000 to 4,000,000 per year 
by 1985. 
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ACCESS TRIPS TO LGA FROM MHTN 
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Without defining actual airport capacity, there are two known 
constraints to air travel from La Guardia, namely limitations on the 
number of hourly flight operations and terminal gate capacity. At the 
present time, there appears to be additional capacity available at La 
Guardia. However, as air travel demand continues to grow, this available 
capacity will be consumed within the peak hours. While it has been 
hypothesized that flight capacity will be easily increased by use of larger 
aircraft and not by additional operations, it is not likely that aircraft 
handling capacity (turnaround, load, unload) and passenger handling capacity 
will have been increased sufficiently. 

Therefore, it is necessary to conclude that, as air travel demand 
grows, peak hours volumes will intensify and approach terminal capacity. 
As this happens, passengers wi 11 be driven to off- peak hours, causing 
access travel peaking to elongate, or to selection of another existing 
airport. 

The average travel time from Manhattan to La Guardia, the standard 
deviation, and the estimated time required for 98% certainty of arrival at 
the airport within the specified trip time are presented in Table A3-4. 
During the afternoon hours, the average and standard deviation of access 
travel time increase. The higher standard deviation indicates that the 
reliability of reaching the airport decreases as the average peak travel time 
increases. During the peak conmuter hour (5-6 p.m.) the average access 
time and standard deviation are maximum {41.4 minutes and 7.6 minutes, 
respectively). The corresponding estimates of travel time is 31.9 minutes, 
only 10 minutes less than during peak hours, and the time required for 
98% certainty of arrival is only 38 minutes, 20 minutes less than during 
the 5-6 p.m. peak hour. 

During the 8-9 a.m. conmuter peak hour, the average travel time 
is 27 minutes and the standard deviation is 7 minutes, indicating low 
reliability (41 minutes to be 98% certain of arrival prior to flight 
departure). The low average access travel time reflects the off-peak 
direction of the access trip. The relatively high standard deviation 
indicates that the airport traveler leaving the city is forced to interact 
at intervals with inbound traffic. 

During off-peak hours, there is less interaction with ambient 
traffic and the standard deviation of access time is low {3.1 minutes). 
The off-peak average access time is 4.5 minutes longer than the morning 
peak average time, but the 98% certainty time is lower (38.l off-peak 
vs. 41.4 a.m. peak). 

4. Impact of Highway Access in 1985 

Estimates of futurP. access times and reliability levels are based 
on access route traffic forecasts ·end hotirly traffic patterns related to 
highway capacities. The relationships between congestion and airport 
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TABLE A3-4 

MEAN TRAVEL TIME AND STANDAlU. OF DEVIATION BY HOUR OF DAY 

MIDTOWN MANHATTAN (27th Street to 6lst Street) 

Time of Day 
Flt. Depts. 

I 0800-0900 

1500-1600 

1600-1700 

1700-1800 

1800-1900 

1900-2000 

Off-Peak 

Mean Travel 
Time 

27.4 

32.9 

34.3 

41.4 

41.0 

36.3 

31.9 

Travel Time Which Must Be 
Allowed so that Traveler 
is 98% Confident of 

Standard Requiring this time or Less 
Deviation to travel to the Airport 

7.0 41.4 

5.4 48.7 

4.6 43.5 

7.6 56.6 

6.3 53.6 

5.7 47.7 

3.1 38.l 

urce: Domestic Inflight Survey 1967-1968, The Port of New York Authority Aviation 
Department, 
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access travel time can be illustrated by the analysis of an access route 
to La Guardia Airport. The access route selected is the Interstate 495-
278-678 route connecting Manhattan to the airport. According to New York 
State Highway Department data and 1985 forecasts for the Interstate system, 
the average daily traffic (ADT} for this route averaged 72,000 in 1970 and 
is estimated at 96,000 in 1985, an increase of 24,000 vehicles per day 
(see Table A3-5}. 

As congestion, in tenns of average volume per lane increases, 
the number of high volume travel periods also increases (Figure A3- 9}. 
Applying this relationship, 2.5% of the annual hours in 1970 will be at 
capacity (approximately one hour per average weekday) but by 1985 
approximately 17% of the annual hours will be at capacity (approximately 
five hours of each average weekday}. 

In addition to increasing the number of hours in the peak travel 
period, urban highway congestion will increase average travel times and 
reduce reliability. As shown in Figure A3-10, average travel speeds 
approach 30 mph for freeway facilities as volume approaches capacity. The 
reduced reliability of access travel for the single afternoon peak hour in 
1970, shown in Table A3-5, will occur during five hours in 1985. During 
this period, over 50% of air access travelers will be subjected to maximum 
travel times and minimum reliability (the standard deviation of travel 
time is about twice the off-peak value). The added margin for 98% certainty 
of flight connection will be approximately 20 minutes or almost one-third 
of the average peak hour travel time. 

The growth of ADT over urban highways between 1970 and 1985, illu-
strated by the level of service maps for the New York region in Figures 
A3-ll and A3-12, is estimated at 40% or more. Comparing the level of 
service maps emphasizes the continuing trend toward more urban congestion. 
Approximately 25% of urban highway route miles are very congested; by 1985, 
75% will be very congested. In 1970, 35% of urban highway route miles are 
lightly to moderately traveled but by 1985 only 10% will be lightly to 
moderately traveled. Increasing urban congestion will progressively deteri-
orate access travel level of service. 

5. Conclusions 

Air travel is expected to increase significantly in the Northeast 
Corridor between 1970 and 1985, for example, a 400% increase in the number 
of air travelers using La Guardia Airport has been forecast by the Federal 
Aviation Administration. Currently, nearly 100% of the access travel to 
airports takes place on the highways, either in private automobiles, rented 
cars, taxis, scheduled coaches or limousines. Although the central business 
districts of the major metropolitan areas are the single most concentrated 
final origins or destinations for air travelers, even in New York, only one 
third of the air travelers leaving La Guardia in 1968 originated in midtown 
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TABLE A3-5 

CONGESTION EFFECTS 

1970 1985 

Route ADT estimates 72,000 96,000 

Volume per lane per day (6 lanes} 12,000 16,000 

Approximate capacity per hour 6,000 6,000 

Capacity/ADT 8% 6% 

% of hours at capacity 2.5% 17.0% 

Average hours/weekday at capacity 1 5 

Average speed at capacity 28 mph 28 mph 
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Manhattan (i.e., between 27th and 6lst Streets) and this proportion is 
smaller in all of the other metropolitan areas in the Corridor and the 
country. The remainder of the origtns and destinations tend to be scat-
tered throughout th.e metropolitan areas, generally from areas with 
relatively low residential and air traveler origin/destination densities. 

Considerable highway construction is currently progra111T1ed for 
the major metropolitan areas of the Northeast Corridor for the 1970 to 
1980 time frame, in particular for the Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, 
Northern New Jersey, Hartford, Providence and Boston metropolitan areas. 
Construction of these facilities would tend to facilitate airport access 
travel. However, construction of some of these facilities is currently 
the subject of major political controversies in each of the areas identi-
fied above, except for Northern New Jersey. 

Finally, it must be emphasized that the peak period for afternoon 
access travel to airport coincides with the afternoon commuter peak hour 
period. Hence, the service provided by the existing highway system to 
the airport access traveler deteriorates, in terms of both the travel speed 
and the travel reliability during the peak period of airport access travel. 

Based on the above, and within the limits of the data and assump-
tions utilized, it is concluded that: 

the high proportions of air travel which 
originate in or are destined to the expanding 
low density areas will encourage the continued 
dominance of the highway vehicle as the 
major. mode of access to airports; 

the traffic usage of urban freeways will 
increase between 1970 and 1985 and, since the 
facilities are currently congested during 
the peak periods, the added traffic will 
occur during what are now off-peak periods 
adjacent to the peak hours, thus prolong-
ing the hours of the day during which urban 
highways are congested; 

• over 50% of airport access travel will occur 
during these expanding periods of urban 
highway congestion, thus resulting in maximum 
travel times and minimum reliability for the 
majority of airport access travelers; and 
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the projected deterioration in the level of 
service provided by the urban highway system 
to airport access travel will have a significant 
impact on the functioning of the airport itself. 
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APPENDIX B 

Intercity Highway Analysis Methodology 

PREFACE 

This appendix, prepared by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 
contains a description of the methodology used in the analysis of the 
highway system, section SC of Volume 2, Main Report, Reconrnendations for 
Corridor Transportation, 

1. Introduction 

This appendix contains a description of the methodology used in 
the analysis of the highway system, section SC of the main report 
"Reconmendations for Northeast Corridor Transportation". The overview of 
the analysis contained in that report is not repeated here. Different 
analyses were used to measure the benefits of the information system, 
augmented by network improvements, and the freeway surveillance and control 
system. In sunmary, the analysis involved the following: 

. estimation of 1985 ambient traffic volumes; 

. estimation of link speeds; 

implementation of analysis framework; 

. estimation of 1985 intercity travel demand distributions; 

• estimation of annual travel-time savings; and 

• estimation of benefits from freeway surveillance and 
control systems. 
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2. Estimation of 1985 Ambient Traffic Volumes 

For most highways in the Northeast Corridor, intercity Northeast 
Corridor movements account for substantially less than half of the total 
traffic on the facilities. Congestion on these highway facilities is a 
result of ambient traffic, predominantly intra-urban travel and a small 
amount of intercity movements involving non-Northeast Corridor origins or 
destinations. Thus, to evaluate highway alternatives it is necessary to 
predict future levels of ambient traffic on the facilities. 

Rather than developing new procedures for estimating ambient 
traffic specifica·'ly for this analysis, it was decided to use previously 
prepared estimates of the future traffic on major highway facilities. 
As part of the 1970 Cost Estimates for the Interstate System, the Depart-
ment of Transportation required each state to prepare forecasts of the 
average daily traffic that will use each segment of the Interstate System 
in 1975, 1990, and in the design year. A formula method for forecasting 
traffic for estimate sections was described in another document*. 
However, this guide also indicated that for urban areas of 50,000 or 
greater population where the comprehensive transportation planning pro-
cess has been carried out and an operations plan for continuing trans-
portation planning exists, traffic volumes assigned to the Interstate 
System should be used as the basis for determining the design traffic. 
Further, this guide required that the effect of public transportation, 
particularly rail mass transit, on Interstate traffic should be analyzed 
and the results documented. Thus, the forecasts of traffic on individual 
segments of the Interstate System, as prepared by each state for the 1970 
Cost Estimate for the Interstate System, provided the basic estimates of 
future traffic on individual facilities used in this analysis. 

For non-Interstate facilities, estimates of 1985 average daily 
traffic were obtained either from other plans or by projecting existing 
volumes based on annual increases of 3 to 4 percent. The only major 
links for which estimates were not available and for which the projections 
appeared questionable are the Baltimore-Washington Parkway and the New 
Jerse.v Turnpike south of New Brunswick. 

During a year, the volume of traffic on a given facility and on 
a given day varies significantly. To adequately simulate the conditions 
encountered by the intercity traveler, it was decided to select both ends 
of the spectrum and an intermediate travel condition. The first two 
include the 11worst 11 day or most congested day of the year and the 11 best 11 
day when ideal free-flow conditions are assumed to exist. The 11median-
traveler11 day, that day on which conditions are such that half of the inter-
city travelers experience heavier ambient traffic and half experience 
lighter traffic, was chosen as the intermediate condition. To 
determine the relationship between the average daily traffic on a facility 
and the volume of traffic on the selected days identified above, traffic 

*Guide for Forecasting Traffic on the Interstate System for the 1970 Cost 
Estimate, Highway Planning Program Manual Transmittal 86, Vol. 4, Chapter VII, 
Appendix A, Federal Highway Administration, Department of Transportation, 
Washington, D. C., January, 1969. 
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counts from several types of urban and rural freeways were examined. 

In terms of peaking characteristics of Corridor expressways, 
traffic volumes on urban facilities such as the Baltimore Harbor 
Tunnel, although heavier, are less peaked than those on other facilities. 
Traffic is most peaked on rural intercity routes; for example, the 
peak day on the John F. Kennedy Highway (I-95) in Maryland is character-
ized by a daily traffic almost three times greater than that of an average day. 
Semi-rural highways, such as the Wilbur Cross Parkway and the Connecticut 
Turnpike, have peaking characteristics which fall between these two 
extremes. In general, over 20% of all intercity travel takes place during 
the 10% of the days of the year characterized by the highest traffic vol-
umes. Peak travelers thus experience the most congested highway conditions, 
and, while the highway is relatively uncongested 90% of the time, there 
are correspondingly fewer travelers to appreciate this situation. 

In the simulation procedure, peaking characteristics for days 
within the year are characterized in terms of ratios of the traffic vol-
umes on the selected days to the traffic volume on the average daX,· The 
range covered by these ratios is displayed in Table 8-1'; fM the ·worst" 
day, the ratios pertaining to rural facilities have a wider range as well 
as higher values than those corresponding to urban facilities. Since a 
single value had to be used for each type of facility, the selected value 
was determined as the· weigpted average of the observed values. For the 
case of the best day of the year, it was assumed that, for all practic~l 
purposes, there was no traffic on the facility, hence the selected value 
of zero. 

For both ambient and intercity travel, different peaking patterns 
are also observable within the days of the week and it was therefore neces-
sary to associate a specific day within the week with each of the test 
days identified above. The John F. Kennedy Memorial Highway is one of the 
few facilities in the NEC carrying predominantly intercity traffic, about 
half of which is intra-corridor. It therefore provides the best available 
information on the peaking patterns of intercity travelers within the 
NEC. Examination of Table B-2 reveals that the Sunday after Thanksgiving 
is the peak day of the year. Sixteen of the peak 36 days of the year 
are also Sundays. Examination of similar data for urban expressways sug-
gests that the heaviest travel volumes are experienced on holiday weekend 
Sundays. Sunday therefore was chosen to represent the "worst day." 
Fridays appear to be representative of the "median-traveler" day for 
both rural and urban expressways. 
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Facility Worst Day Medfan ... Traveler 
Type Day 
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TABLE B-2 

Peak 37 Dals - J.F.K. Memorial Highwal - 1964 & 1965 

1964 Vehicles 1965 Vehicles 
*Nov. 29 SUN 43071 -1· *Nov. 28 SUN 47791 
*Dec. 27 SUN 34343 -2- *Jul. 3 SAT 38552 
*Nov. 25 WED 30611 -3- *Apr. 16 FRI 35495 

Aug. 16 SUN 30548 -4- Aug. 15 SUN 35290 
Aug. 23 SUN 30148 -5- *Nov. 24 WED 35129 

*Sep. 7 MON 29091 -6- *Apr. 18 SUN 34662 
*Dec. 24 THU 29054 -7- *Dec. 26 SUN 34413 

Aug. 9 SUN 28910 -8- *May 31 MON 34154 
*Mar. 29 SUN 28743 -9- *Sep. 6 MON 34056 

Aug. 2 SUN 28726 -10- Aug. 22 SUN 33872 
*Sep. 5 SAT 28454 -11- *Jul. 2 FRI 32995 

Aug. 30 SUN 28434 -12- Aug. 29 SUN 32969 
*May 31 SUN 28318 -13- *Jul. 5 MON 32925 
*Mar. 27 FRI 28267 -14- Aug. 8 SUN 32774 
*Jul. 3 FRI 27746 -15- *Jan. 3 SUN 32590 
*Jul. 5 SUN 27669 -16- *Sep. 4 SAT 32569 

Aug. l SAT 27481 -17- Aug. l SUN 32553 
Aug. 15 SAT 27080 -18- Jul . 31 SAT 32519 
Jul. 19 SUN 26773 -19- Aug. 14 SAT 32401 

*Sep. 4 FRI 26513 -20- *Apr. 19 MON 31648 
*Nov. 26 THU 26408 -21- Aug. 21 SAT 31018 
Jul. 12 SUN 26122 -22- *May 29 SAT 30922 
Aug. 22 SAT 26047 -23- Jul. 18 SUN 30699 
Jul. 26 SUN 26013 -24- Jul. 25 SUN 30460 
Jun. 28 SUN 25979 -25- Apr. 25 SUN 30385 
Jun. 21 SUN 25951 -26- *Sep. 3 FRI 30132 
Apr. 5 SUN 25770 -27- *Dec. 27 MON 30026 
Aug. 14 FRI 25566 -28- Jul. 17 SAT 29930 

*Nov. 28 SAT 25203 -29- *Nov. 27 SAT 29868 
Jul. 18 SAT 25062 -30- *Dec. 23 THU 29700 
Aug. 21 FRI 25044 -31- Aug. 7 SAT 29668 
Aug. 28 FRI 25022 -3·2- *Nov. 25 THU 29649 
Aug. 8 SAT 24975 -33- Jul. 11 SUN 29317 
Jun. 27 SAT 24374 -34- Aug. 20 FRI 28991 
Jul. 31 FRI 24314 -35- Aug. 28 SAT 28975 
Aug. 29 SAT 24085 -36- Aug. 13 FRI 28715 
Aug. 7 FRI 24080 -37- Jun. 27 SUN 28551 

14611 -mean- 16959 

* Holiday Weekend 
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Finally, traffic levels vary according to the hour of the day. 
Daily travel peaking patterns were examined for facilities in several 
areas, both rural and urban. Results of this analysis are presented in 
Figures B~l, B-2 and B-3. It would appear from these results that the 
more removed freeways are from metropolitan areas, the less pronounced 
the average daily peaking, particularly in the morning rush hour. No 
significant differences are observed between the peaking patterns for 
the Baltimore and New York facilities (see Figure B-1). 

Based on these inferences, it was decided to use daily peaking 
patterns observed in New York City to represent such patterns for all 
facilities located in urban areas and to use daily peaking patterns 
observed on the Delaware Memorial Bridge to represent such patterns for 
all rural facilities. Daily distributions of traffic for the average 
weekday (Monday through Thursday), Friday, Saturday, and Sunday for urban 
and rural areas respectively are presented in Tables B-3 and B-4. These 
were prepared for the following twelve hours as well to allow intercity 
trips to continue beyond midnight without changing the daily factors. 

3. Estimation of Link Speeds 

The traffic volume on each link at a given time period can be 
determined for all links in the NEC using the procedures outlined above. 
Together with the geometric characteristics of these facilities, these 
volumes will determine the corresponding travel speed on the link at the 
given time period. For purposes of obtaining the travel speed as a 
function of the number of vehicles per lane per hour utilizing the facility, 
two classes of facilities were defined: "full-standard" freeways and 
"reduced-capacity" facilities. It was assumed that "full-standard" 
freeways are characterized by adequate lane widths (12 feet or more), 
shoulder widths {six feet or more), sight distances, as well as by the 
absence of other geometric features which would limit the capacity of the 
facility. These requirements are satisfied by most intercity facilities 
in the NEC. Bridges and tunnels are typical examples of the second cate-
gory, namely "reduced-capacity" facilities. A set of characteristics 
representative of all such facilities were assumed in order to avoid 
separate exhaustive capacity analyses. It was assumed that trucks would 
compose between 5 to 10% of the total traffic and that a maximum grade 
of 3 percent for a one-mile length would exist; the combination of these 
factors reduces the capacity of the facility to 74% of its 11 ideal 11 value. 
Further, it was assumed that two-foot shoulders would exist on both sides 
of either two- or three-lane roadways of divided highways; this factor 
reduces the capacity of the facility to 94% of its previous value. The 
combination of all these features decreases the capacity of 11 reduced-
capacity11 facilities to 70% of that of "full-standard" freeways. The 
speed-flow relationships sunmarized in Table B-5 were used for facilities 
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FIGURE 8-1 

DISTRIBUTION OF DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES 
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FIGURE B-2 

HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF INTERCITY AUTO TRIPS 
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FIGURE B-3 

HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF INTERCITY AUTO TRIPS 
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TABLE 8-3 

Hourly Distribution of Urban Ambient Traffic* 
{as a Percent of Corresponding Daily Volume} 

Weekdal Fridal Saturdal 

1.55 1.2 2.2 
.95 .6 1.4 
.55 .4 .8 
.35 .25 .55 
.3 .3 .4 
.75 .8 .5 

2.35 2.6 1.1 
5.6 6.45 2.55 
5.7 6.25 3.55 
4.85 4.85 4.75 
5.05 4.8 5.9 
5.5 5.15 6.7 
5.9 5.45 7.05 
6.2 5.7 7.25 
6.5 6.05 7.4 
7.4 7 .1 7.65 
8.05 7.9 7.6 
7.95 8.2 6.85 
6.2 6.4 5.55 
5.25 5.5 5.15 
4.5 4.8 4.95 
3.5 3.75 3.85 
2.65 2.85 3.2 
2.3 2.6 3.15 

Sundal 

3.45 
2.35 
1.4 

.8 

.4 

.3 

.6 
1.3 
2.0 
3.0 
4.15 
5.15 
6.35 
7.05 
7.6 
7.95 
8.05 
7.85 
7 . 25 
6.8 
6.0 
4.55 
3.25 
2.35 

*Source: New York City Data 
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TABLE B-4 

Hourly Distribution of Rural Ambient Traffic* 
(as a Percent of Corresponding Daily Volume) 

Weekday Friday Saturdat 

2.87 2.01 3.38 
2 .61 1.78 2.62 
2.23 1.29 1.35 
2.09 1.20 1.35 
1.78 1.36 1.19 
2.52 1.55 1.03 
3.99 2.51 2.31 
7.29 5.13 3.97 
4.77 3.60 4.77 
4.40 3.98 6.30 
5.06 4.61 6.78 
5.15 5.40 7 .01 
4.46 5.20 6.32 
5.04 5.48 5.89 
4.86 5.84 6.29 
7.07 7.74 5 .17 
7.76 7.78 5.85 
6.82 6.54 4.49 
4.57 5.52 4.68 
3.92 5.40 4.61 
3.84 5.76 4.59 
3.33 4.48 3.86 
2.01 3.11 3.45 
2.49 2.76 2.75 

*Source: Delaware Memorial Bridge Data 

Sund at 

2.44 
1.23 

• 91 
.69 
.51 
.65 
.95 

1.62 
2.56 
3.65 
4.63 
5.53 
5.52 
6.01 
6.89 
7 .51 
7.47 
8.72 
7.38 
7 .15 
6.26 
5.37 
3.12 
3.26 
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TABLE B-5 

SPEED - FLOW RELATIONSHIPS 

Full-Standard Expressway 

Volume/Lane Operating Speed Travel Time Volume/Lane 
(veh./hour) (mph.) (min ./mile) (veh./hour) 

0 60 1.00 0 

700 58 1.04 600 

1500 45 l.34 1000 

2000* 30 2.00 1400* 

*Uninterrupted-flow capacity under ideal conditions 

Bridge/Tunnel 

Operating Speed Travel Time 
(mph.) (min./mile) tD 

I _, 
60 1.00 N 

53 1.12 

40 1.50 

20 3.00 
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with 60 to 70 mph design speeds and 60 mph speed limits or free speeds. 
For a facility characterized by a free speed lower than 60 mph, the speed 
at each volume was reduced in proportion to the ratio of the given free 
speed to 60 mph. 

"Bottleneck" situations arise when the demand for a facility is 
greater than its maximum capacity (2000 vehicles per hour at 30 mph for 
a "full-standard" freeway and 1400 vehicles per hour at 20 mph for a 
"reduced-capacity" facility.) A "bottleneck" condition implicitly calls 
for a queueing model. However, such a model was considered to be too 
complex for the purposes of this exploratory analysis. To simulate the 
real-world situation in which vehicles queue to cross a "bottleneck", 
it was decided to substantially decrease the speed through the "bottle-
neck", and to increase the volume of vehicles which could use the facility. 
In such a situation, it was assumed that, if 2400 vehicles per hour were 
to use "full-standard" freeways, an overall average speed of 10 mph, includ-
ing delays, would result. Similarly, 1600 vehicles per hour could use 
"reduced-capacity" facilities also at a speed of 10 mph. 

4. Implementation of Analysis Framework 

To facilitate route and network analyses, a system of computer 
programs was developed on an IBM 360/65. The program primarily utilized 
for network analysis fulfills the following functions: 

• reading and editing link information; 

. building minimum-time paths (trees) from 
specified nodes to all other nodes; and 

• assigning traffic volumes to the minimum-
time paths between specified load nodes. 

This program differs from commonly used traffic-assignment 
packages insofar as the tree-builder, based on Moore's algorithm, has been 
modified to take account of the fact that travel speed at a given hour 
on a given day and link is determined from the ambient traffic volume on 
the link and speed-flow relationship described earlier. Ambient traffic 
volume is expressed in terms of volume per lane per hour and is a function 
of link type, number of lanes, Average Daily Traffic (ADT), and factors 
relating the ADT to a given hour of the day and day of the year as 
discussed in the preceding two sections. 

For a given network, the link type (rural or urban), number of 
lanes, and average daily traffic are a priori information. The variable 
parameters affecting travel times are: 
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• the time of the day at which trips are assumed 
to start; and 

• factors relating average daily traffic to a 
given hour of the day and day of the year. 

Given these inputs, the program develops minimum-time trees 
reflecting the hourly changes in ambient traffic throughout the network. 
Two additional capabilities have been incorporated in the computer system. 
A sub-program accepts as input a set of trees and calculates travel times 
along the routes specified by these trees. Another sub-program accepts 
as input a list of nodes specifying a path between any two nodes and 
calculates the travel time along this path. In both cases, travel times 
are functions of traffic conditions encountered during the trip. 

5. Estimation of 1985 Intercity Travel Demand Distributions 

The highway demand estimates used in this analysis were derived 
from an application of the Northeast Corridor Project's model. These 
forecasts were prepared for a 29-superdistrict areal system which is 
adequate for estimating demand and planning conmon carrier modes. 
However, superdistricts, consisting of several counties, are too aggre-
gate for purposes of highway network simulation. To this end, super-
district demand estimates were disaggregated to district-level figures 
according to the proportion of superdistrict population within each 
district. In order to properly evaluate the concept of an Inland Spinal 
Route, these demand estimates were extended to include those fringe 
districts of the Corridor located in Pennsylvania and New York. 

To evaluate the impact of potential improvements on intercity 
travel, it is necessary to determine the peaking patterns of intercity 
highway travel. The analysis of travel volumes on the John F. Kennedy 
Memorial Highway, described in a previous section, yielded the necessary 
information for converting average daily demand into demands for the 
specific test days, namely the 11worst, 11 "median-traveler," and "best" 
days. Another examination of data from a survey of intercity Corridor 
travelers using the Delaware Memorial Bridge yielded information on the 
distribution of demand during a given day, (see Figures B-2 and B-3). 
Based on these analyses, representative trip-startin9 times of 9:00 AM 
and 2:00 PM were assumed for the 11worst 11 day (Sunday); 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM 
were assumed for the "median-traveler" day {Friday). 

6. Estimation of Annual Travel-Time Savings 

The simulation analysis described abave estimates the level of 
service provided by the intercity highway network on specific days of the 
year; it does not provide an estimate of the annual benefits associated 
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with each alternative. As noted, the simulation model was used to estimate 
the level of service on the following three days: 1) the "worst" or peak 
day, 2) the "median-traveler" day, and 3) ·the day on which the highways 
are not congested with any other traffic. A two-step analysis was used to 
develop estimates of the annual travel-time associated with each system 
from the corresponding estimates for these three days. 

In the first step, the average travel time for each trip was 
plotted (see Figure B-4) as a function of the total number of trips on 
that day for each of the alternatives tested (i.e. the basic network, 
the basic network augmented by an intercity highway information system, 
and the improved network augmented ·by an intercity highway information 
system). 

A parabolic interpolation defined by the three known points was 
used to estimate average travel time corresponding to a given daily volume. 
Mathematically, 

t = av2 + bv + c 

where t is the average travel time corresponding to a daily volume v, and 
a, b, c are the parameters defining a parabola passing through the three 
known points (i.e. "worst" day, "median-traveler" day and "best" day). 
If times are expressed in minutes and daily volumes in thousands of vehicle-
trips, these parameters are as follows for each of the four alternatives or 
systems considered: 

sxstem a b c 

1 Basic Network .0001713 o.o 106.6 

2 Basic Network with Info. System .00007842 .00358 108.0 

3 Improved Network with Info. System .00006965 .006518 107.0 

4 Basic Network Not Congested 
with Traffic 0.0 0.0 108.0 

For System 4, "Network not Congested with Traffic," the average trip time 
is independent of trip volume. Using the equations defined above, the 
average trip time for any daily volume of intercity highway trips can be 
estimated for each system. 

In the second step, the number of trips on each day of the year 
was multiplied by the corresponding average travel time, as estimated from 
the equations· defined above, to determine the total vehicle-hours of 
travel on that day. The distribution of trips throughout the year was 
assumed to be an average of the distributions shown in Figure SC-3 for the 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Highway and the Delaware Memorial Bridge. An 
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Average Daily Traffic (ADT) of 302,000 vehicle-trips was assumed for 1985 
and a corresponding value of 205,000 daily vehicle-trips was assumed for 
1975. The results of this step, a plot of the total vehicle-hours of travel 
versus the cumulative percent of the days of the year, for each of the four 
systems, are presented in Figure 5C-16. The area under each curve repre-
sents the total annual vehicle-hours ot travel associated with each system, 
these areas were estimated using a planimeter. 

7. Estimation of Benefits from Freeway Surveillance and Control 

Although there has been considerable research and development of 
freeway ramp control systems, no formal national procedures for installation 
or benefit estimates as related to traffic volumes have been developed. 
Because the systems would be primarily oriented toward urban traffic 
problems, this analysis was oriented toward total benefits, rather than 
just those received by intercity travelers. 

From recent work*, it appears that ramp control begins to be 
beneficial at a threshold of 1600 vehicles per lane per hour. Assuming 
such a system can be justified on a five-hour-per-week basis, the corre-
sponding average daily traffic per lane which is required is estimated at 
15,000 vehicles. On facilities with higher volumes, the system would 
be activated for longer periods of time. Estimated hours of operation 
corresponding to incremental values of average daily traffic per lane 
are displayed in Table B-6; also shown on this table are the corresponding 
savings per mile in tenns of vehicle-hours, vehicle-operating costs, 
accidents prevented, and added vehicle-miles of capacity. These criteria, 
combined with average daily traffic on specific links, were used to 
estimate the total benefits accruing from the introduction of a freeway 
control system. 

*Dudek, C. L., and Mccasland, R. W., "Cost-Effectiveness of Freeway 
Merging Control", Texas Transportation Institute, presented to the 
50th HRB Meeting, January 1971. 
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TABLE B-6 

Annual Costs and Benefits from Freeway Control* 

Average Daily Percent of hours Vehicle-hours Operating-Cost Accidents Added Capacity 
Traffic Operated Saved Saved Prevented (Mi 11 ions of 

per Lane Per Mile - Per Mile - Per Mile - Veh. Miles) 
One Way One Way One Way Per Mile-

One Way 

15,000 3 30,000 $ 7,000 14 .68 

20,000 7 69,000 16,100 32 1.57 

25,000 14 150,000 35,000 70 3.40 

30,000 30 300,000 70,000 140 6.80 

Capital Investment Cost* $ 25,600 

Annual Capital** and operation Cost 21 ,800 

*Reference - Dudek, D. L. and Mccasland, R. W., "Cost-Effectiveness of Freeway Merging Control , 11 

Texas Transportation Institute, presented to the 50th Annual Meeting of the Highway Research 
Board, January, 1971. Benefit and cost estimates based on assumption that Analog Satellite 
Controls (System 1) operating at an optimizing level (Level 2) to maximize ramp service volume, 
would be implemented. 

**Based on the following assumptions: an annual interest of 10 percent and amortization period 
of 10 years. 
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C. General Environmental Projections 

This Appendix includes sections on (1) Land Use, (2) Noise 
(3) Air Pollution and (4\ Other Environmental Impacts. It provides back-
ground information relevant to the study of intercity transportation in 
the Northeast Corridor. In general, each report identifies NEC 
activities that affect environmental quality. Impacts are reported for 
industrial and manufacturing facilities, urban and municipal activities, 
power generation, agriculture and mining, as well as transportation. 
One reason for approaching the analysis in this way is to provide a 
comprehensive description of environmental quality and to determine 
the portion of the total environmental problem which stems from NEC 
transportation. Thus, although each report deals with the general aspects 
of the environmental problem, more thorough examinations are made in 
those areas most affected by transportation system design. 

The NEC transportation impacts were examined first in total and then 
separated between NEC intercity travel, local intracity transportation, 
and extra-corridor trips to points outside the geographic boundaries 
of the NEC. The material in this Appendix relates primarily to broad 
projections of environmental quality; specific projections of noise and 
pollution effects of new modes (STOL, VTOL, TACV' are presented in 
Volume 2. 

This Appendix was prepared by Resource Management Corporation 
in support of the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project. 
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Cl. Land Use 

1. General Pattern of Land Development in the NEC 

Land uses can be separated into three categories, to characterize the 
impact of urbanization and population growth within a region. "Developed" 
land is all land space which has been improved with physical facilities 
to a significant degree. It includes property devoted to residential uses, 
streets and highways, rail and air transportation, institutional, commercial, 
and industrial activities. The second land use category includes areas for 
public parks, forests, recreation areas, and wildlife preserves and 
is referred to as "Open Space." The remaining category termed "All 
Other" land, includes agricultural land, and land which is unusable because 
of residual water. 

Table Cl-1 shows the current pattern of land use in the Northeast 
Corridor and projections for 1985. Several of the more significant 
statistics in Table Cl-1 were used to construct the chart in Figure Cl-1. 
The chart depicts the rapid drop in the proportion of "Developed" to 
total land as the boundaries of the area under consideration move away 
from the major cities along the Corridor spine. Thus, the extreme left 
of the chart describes the major cities, where most people reside, with 
a total land area of only several hundred square miles. In this "central 
city area," 50 to 80 percent of the land is developed (Cluster A, Figure Cl-1 \. 
It is in these highly developed portions of the NEC where the most intense 
pressures of growth and urbanization are felt. Little vacant space is avail-
able for future development, even where desired, forcing the community 
to make hard decisions regarding land use conversion, redevelopment, 
relocation, and disruption of existing urban functions. 

At points B and Bl on Figure Cl-1, the boundary of the area under 
consideration has been allowed to move away from the spine and the points 
describe the 58 most urbanized counties of the NEC in 1970 and 1985. 
Land use studies of these counties show that almost 5, 000 square miles 
(21. 5 percent) of the total area is currently developed. By 1985, assuming 
no major shifts in land use patterns and based on the most recent 
forecasts of population growth for these 58 counties, developed land 
will increase to 25. 4 percent of the total. 
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58 Metrooolitan Counties . 1970 
1985 

40 Non-Metropolitan Counties 
1970 
1985 

Sub-Total 
98 NEC Core Counties 

1970 
1985 

68 Fringe Counties 
1970 
1985 

Grand Total 
166 NEC Counties 

1970 
1985 

Cl-2 

Table Cl-1 

NEC LAND USE FORECASTS 
(square miles) 

Total Developed 
Land Area Percent 

22,200 4,786 21.5 
5,643 25.4 

17,500 1,000 5.7 
1,218 6.9 

39,700 5,795 14.6 
6 ,861 17.3 

24,200 642 2.6 
727 3.0 

63,900 6,437 10. l 
7,588 11.9 

Open Space 
Area Percent 

1, 160 5.2 
1,330 6.0 

l, 140 6.5 
1,370 7.8 

2,300 5.8 
2,700 6.8 

2,110 8.7 
2,470 10.2 

4,410 6.9 
5, 170 8.1 
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All Other: 
Area Perce1 

16 ,264 73. 
15,227 68. 

15,351 88. 
14,912 85. 

31.605 79. 
30,139 75. 

21,448 88. 
21,003 80. 

53,053 83. 
51,142 80. 
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As the proportion of the total NEC region under observation is increased 
further, the amount of developed land also increases but its percentage of 
total land becomes less. Of the 98 counties in the NEC core, 14. 6 percent 
of the land is currently developed and is projected to increase to over 17 
percent by 1985 (Points C and Cl, Figure Cl-1'. The figures for the 
total 166 county NEC region show 10.1 percent currently developed- -to 
increase to nearly 12 percent by 1985 (Points D and Dl, Figure Cl-1\. 

It becomes clear that even though much of the NEC is highly urbanized, 
a large portion of the NEC is still undeveloped and will remain so in 1985. 
At the present time almost 90 percent of the land in the 166 county NEC 
total is open space or agricultural; this percentage will decrease slightly 
to 88 by 1985. Even in the 58 metropolitan counties, nearly three quarters 
of the total land area will remain undeveloped by the year 1985. 

The relationship of land use for parks and other open space to the size 
of the region observed exhibits a pattern exactly _opposite from developed 
land uses. Figure Cl-1 indicates that the proportion of space devoted to 
parks, recreational areas, wildlife preserves, etc., increases as the 
area under consideration moves outward from the urbanized metropolitan 
counties. This occurs primarily because of the state parks and forests that 
lie outside the belt of urbanization. The projection of open space land-use 
shown in Figure Cl-1 for 1985 assumes that the conversion of land to parks 
and recreational space will keep pace with the growth of total developed 
land area. This may prove to be a conservative estimate since the pressures 
on land conversion growing out of increases in leisure time and mobility 
may result in proportionately more park land by 1985. Current efforts for 
the acquisition of a 10, 000 square mile Appalachian Park in the mountain 
chains extending from Virginia to New Hampshire, constitute an example 
of response to these desires. 
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2. Land Use in the Metropolitan Cormties 

A more detailed look at land-use is presented in Table Cl-2 for seven 
major metropolitan areas within the 58 metropolitan county region noted 
in Table Cl-1. The seven cities are tabulated to reflect the three sector 
sub-division of the Corridor shown in Figure Cl-2. 

On Table Cl-2 it will be noted that the land utilized for transportation 
purposes in the Northeast Corridor is not a large portion of the total 
available land. The amount of land devoted to transportation uses 
amounts to 5. 6 percent of metropolitan areas in 1970 and an expected 
6. 5 percent by 1985. Nevertheless, transportation land use does present 
special problems that absorb the attention of transportation analysts and 
urban planners. The rmique problems derive not from the amount of 
land that is required but rather from the intensity of its use. Considering 
the total number of people who use this "small portion" of land for travEi 
between home and work and recreation, transportation land is perhaps 
the most intensively utilized of all land use categories. 

Land area requirements for residential use in 1985 in each of seven 
metropolitan planning areas was assumed to increase in proportion to 
the forecasted population growth. This implies that the current average 
density of residential land will remain unchanged in the future. It is 
assumed that any trend toward redevelopment and more intensive use 
of existing land will be offset by increases in low density developments in new 
suburban commrmities. More detailed analysis of these trends and their 
impact on average residential densities in the 58 metropolitan counties 
was not attempted in this study. 
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Metropolitan 
Planning Area 

Northern Sector 
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1970 
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Eastern Connecticut 
1970 
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1970 
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1970 
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Southern Sector 
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1970 
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1970 
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1970 
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Table Cl-2 

PROJECTED METROPOLITAN LAND USE AREAS 
(SQ. MILES) 

Tota~ Total Residen-
Area* Developed tial Transportation 

2,430 650 302 168 
716 423 192 

a.ass 346 202 81 
396.5 235 95 

1,018 197 92 60 
221.5 106 66 

7,298 2, 131 1 ,285 518 
2,471 1.soo 661 

1,178 511 298 107 
628.5 370 146 

2.326 407 174 117 
462.5 209 132 

4,130 544 267 126 
717 375 168 

22,234 4,786 2,680 1,247 
5,643 3,218 1,457 

100.0 21.5 12.0 5.6 
100.0 25.4 14.5 6.5 

*Including "Developed", "Open Space", and "All Other" land uses. 
**Includes "comm.ercial" and "industrial" land uses. 

Institu-
tional 

75 
78 

29 
30 

27 
28 

116 
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30 
33 

84 
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463 
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2.2 
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Figure Cl-2 

GENERALIZED 'IBANSPORTATION - SETTIEMENT PAT'IERNS 
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No meaningful relationship appears to exist between the total amount 
of space devoted to institutional use and the size of a city as measured 
by population or residential land area. While the proportion of land devoted 
to institutions such as schools, colleges, general hospitals, libraries, 
and administratlon buildings of local governments would seemingly 
be related to population, the data are influenced by the presence of large-
scale government institutions such as military installations and federal 
hospitals. Because of the variable nature of these large government tracts, 
any trend that may exist is obscured. 

The projections of future land area requirements for institutional use 
shown in Table Cl-2 are based on the following assumptions. First, it 
is assumed that the current amount of space occupied by large government 
sites will not change- -no additions and no deletions. Second, it is assumed 
that the space needed by local institutional facilities (schools, churches, 
etc.\ is directly related to residential space and that the relationship 
evident in 1970 will be stable over time. Applying these assumptions 
resulted in almost no significant change in 1985 from the 1970 estimate of 
approximately two percent of total land area devoted to institutional land-
uses. 

Even though the total land devoted to Business (commercial and industrial\ 
uses is relatively small it is well known that in comparison to other land 
uses, any significant increase in commercial, office or factory stock 
will have important repercussions on transportation service requirements. 
Therefore, even though the total land area for 1985 :represents only 2. 2 
percent of the metropolitan land area it none-the-less signifies a one-fourth 
increase over the 1. 8 percent so used in 1970. Where this additional one-
fourth of business land is located will serve to determine the kind of 
transportation modes which will best get people and goods efficiently 
circulating within and between cities of the Northeast Corridor. 
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3. Transportation Land Use in the Northeast Corridor 

Table Cl-3 summarizes transportation land uses in the Northeast Corridor. 
Land used for transportation is projected to increase by 16. 5 percent from 
1970 to 1985. 

The estimated area of streets and highway~ for the 98 county NEC core 
in 1970 is currently 1, 240 square miles and new streets and highways are 
expected to increase this figure approximately twenty percent by 1985. 

Table Cl-3 

Transportation Land Use in the Northeast Corridor 
(square miles) 

Total Streets & 
Land Highways Rail Air 

58 Metropolitan Counties 
1970 22,200 1,030 187 30 
1985 1,234 193 30 

40 Non-Metropolitan Counties 
1970 17,500 210 53 10 
1985 246 58 10 

Total 
98 NEC Core Counties 

1970 39,700 1,240 240 40 
1985 1,480 251 40 
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The current land area devoted to streets and highways in the 58 
metropolitan counties was computed from state highway mileages data 
reported by the Federal Highway Administration adjusted to Northeast Corridor 
totals. This includes all mileages in Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, 
New Jersey, and Rhode Island and proportional parts of the other states. 
The mileage data were converted to land area estimates by assuming a 
30 foot right-of-way for all local roads and 50 foot widths for all secondary 
roads. Primary roads (major streets and interstate highways) were 
assumed to average 100 feet in municipal areas and 200 feet through rural 
land. The total land area computed in this way is 1, 030 square miles or four 
percent of the total metropolitan core land area, adding one-fifth to its 
total by 1985. 

The amount of space devoted to rail transportation is projected to 
increase slightly by the year 1985 in the 58 metropolitan counties because 
of the construction of new urban transit systems. The estimates also include 
a new high-speed right-of-way for a possible intercity ground transportation 
system. 

It is assumed that plans for expanding the Boston and Philadelphia 
transit systems will be completed by 1985 and that new systems in Baltimore 
and Washington, D. C. will be operating. In computing the land area 
required for these new facilities, only at-grade portions of the right-of-way 
are included and an average width of 50 feet is assumed. Using these 
assumptions, the results call for O. 3 square miles of new transit right-
of-way in Boston, O. 5 in Philadelphia, O. 6 in Baltimore, and O. 6 in the 
Washington metropolitan area. 

Land area requirements for high-speed ground systems assume an all 
new right-of-way through each metropolitan area with an average width of 
100 feet. Only limited use of tunnels is expected because of their high costs. 
On this basis, the impacts vary from less than O. 4 square miles for most 
areas to O. 8 square miles in the large urban centers. The possibility of 
joint use of existing railroad or highway corridors for this system would 
have to be explored and used wherever practical to reduce the total land 
use impacts. Integration of this new mode with existing transportation 
would also reduce the noise and visual impacts on adjacent land uses. 
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To the 1985 rail land area figures in the non-metropolitan counties are 
added five s·quare miles for a new high-speed ground intercity transport 
system. The urban portion of this system (4 square miles} is already 
accounted for in the land area projections of the 58 metropolitan counties. 

It is assumed that no new land will be developed for air transportation 
in the NEC by the year 1985. Although several new regional jetports are 
being studied and call for between 14, 000 and 20, 000 acres each, there 
appears to be a concensus among planners and government officials 
that the social and environment costs of building such facilities may prevent 
them from ever being funded. The long and, so far, _unsuccessful effort to 
provide a fourth major airport in the New York area is cited as an 
example in support of this conclusion. 

4. Intercity versus Urban Transportation Land Use 

Projections were also made to differentiate transportation land use 
among metropolitan areas, non-metropolitan counties, the NEC Core and 
the NEC Fringe; and between intracity and intercity uses. 

Table Cl-4 shows the land area data for highway transportation for the 
NEC separated by type of highway. These data were computed using current 
mileage figures published by the Federal Highway Administration for both 
municipal and rural highway networks. If it is assumed that intercity 
highways include all primary roads in the NEC (554 square miles) and all 
secondary roads in the non-metropolitan and fringe counties (68 square 
miles), there is a total of 622 square miles of land area currently occupied 
by the intercity highway system. This is estimated to increase to 734 square 
miles by 1985. 

With the same assumptions, urban travel is defined to include all local 
roads plus secondary streets in the metropolitan counties. The estimated 
total is 780 square miles in 1970 and 920 square miles in 1985. Most of this 
growth will occur in the suburban fringes of the metropolitan centers. 

The separation of land area requirements between intercity and intracity 
transportation is much less difficult for the other modes. Table Cl-5 
summarizes the results. Air travel is, of course, all intercity and the 
land use estimates for the total NEC region are shown accordingly. 
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Table Cl-4 

LAND AREA REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGHWAY USE 
(Square Miles) 

Total Primaryci. Secondary0 

Metropolitan 
1970 1,030 402 170 
1985 1,234 482 211 

Non-Metropolitan Counties 
1970 200 81 36 
1985 246 100 44 

NEC Core 
1970 1,230 483 212 
1985 1, 480 582 255 

NEC Fringe 
1970 172 71 32 
1985 180 74 34 

NEC Total 
1970 1, 402 554 244 
1985 1, 660 656 285 

a. 100 foot right-of-way in municipal area: 200 foot in rural. 
b. 50 foot right-of-way. 
c. 30 foot right-of-way. 

Table Cl-5 

Locale 

452 
541 

83 
102 

535 
643 

69 
72 

604 
715 

TRANSPORTATION LAND AREA REQUIREMENTS FOR NEC 
(Square Miles) 

Transit Highway Rail TACY Air 

NEC Intracity 
1970 2 780 - - -
1985 4 926 - - -

NEC Intercity 
1970 - 622 287 - 48 
1985 - 734 287 9 48 
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Land area data for existing and projected urban transit systems are 
shown as intracity impacts. These are subtracted from the NEC totals for 
rail transportation to yield the intercity components. Unfortunately, 
the land area estimates for intercity rail include facilities that in some cases 
are used for local com.muter service within urban centers. Further analysis 
would be needed to assess the size of this component and derive a separate 
land use impact. 

The area required for the tracked air cushion vehicle (TACV) system 
assumes an all new right-of-way and by definition falls in the category 
of intercity transportation. 

All totaled, the intercity modes currently use about 950 square miles 
of space or 1. 5 percent of the total NEC land area. By comparison, urban 
transport uses require close to the same amount of space while confined to 
a much smaller geographical area. It is here that problems of congestion 
and envrionmental pollution are worst. In addition, the location of inter-
city transport terminals near or within the urban centers adds further to 
the problem. 
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C2. Noise Impacts 

1. Introduction 

There is no environmental area where transportation plays a more pervasive 

and dominant role than in noise pollution. The 1961-62 London Noise Survey* 

determined that transportation noise predominated in 84% of the 540 urban 

places where noise measurements were taken. Even in the quiet residential 

neighborhoods, the complete elimination of automobile noise would reduce the 

prevailing noise levels from 10 to 15% according to the peculiarities of the 

neighborhood*. This environmental noise pollution problem, which is generated 

to a great extent by the transportation sector and has become a subject of con-

cern to many communities, ls analyzed in this chapter. 
The measurement of transportation noise has witnessed innumerable schemes 

for rating noise levels. Most of these measures try to predict the human response 

to noise, since the human hearing system is not equally sensitive to all frequency 

components but on the contrary gives increased emphasis to noise components 

within 800 to 3000 Hz. A particularly appropriate scale for simulating 

human sensitivity to noise is the A-weighted sound level, usually referred to as 

* Ministry of Public Works, Building Research Station, London Noise 
Survey, London: Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1968. 

** Federal Communications Commission, Man-Made Noise, Report to the 
Advisory Committee of the For/ And Mobile Radio Services, Washington, 1966. 
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dB(A) which emphasizes sound components in the 800 to 3000 Hz frequency region 

and which correlates well with the relative loudness of many common sounds. 

Examples of typical dB(A) values of activities and human response to these noise 

levels appear in Figure C2-1. 

The need to incorporate temporal distribution of noise levels including number 

of hourly occurrences has necessitated the development of other scales such as 

the Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) level, the Composite Noise Rating (CNR), and 

the Perceived Noise Level (PNdB) among others. The fact that different scales 

have been developed for the measurement of noise of different transportation modes 

raises questions of uniformity of noise measurements and projections. One of the 

few rating scales of uniform application throughout transportation modes is the 

Perceived Noise Level (PNdB~ which involves a complex combination of frequency 

components with the greatest weights attached to the most prominent band and which 

relates well to results of the laboratory "noisiness" studies. Formulas are avail-

able for converting dB(A) noise leve1s to the PNdB scale*, so that it is relatively 

easy to derive PNdB projections for transportation modes. 

Two different methods were used in estimating noise impacted areas, one for 

aircraft noise and another for the other noise sources. In the case of aircraft noise, 

the analysis was conducted in terms of the Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) method-

ologyf the NEF areas are later converted into equivalent PNdB areas. 

In the case of other noise sources the analysis was conducted in terms of the 

value in dB(A), which was exceeded for 10% of the time; this value was later con-

verted into equivalent PNdB areas. The 10% rule was used in view of the fact that 

* P.H. Parkin, "On the Accuracy of Simple Weighting Networks for Loud-
ness Estimates of Some Urban Noises", Journal ~ Sound and Vibration, 196.5, Vol. 
2 (1) pp. 86-88, and K.D. Kryter, "The Meaning and Measurement of Perceived 
Noise Level", Noise Control, Vol. 6, No. 5, October 1960, pp. 12-27. 

** D. E. Bishop and R. D. Horonteff, Noise Exposure Forecast Contour 
Interpretations £f Aircraft Noise Studies, Federal Aviation Agency Report No. 69-2, 
May 1969, and SAE Research Committee R 2. 5 Technique for Developing Noi5e Ex-
posure Forecasts, Federal Aviation Agency Heport No. DS-67-14, August 1967. 
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that there was sufficient experimentation with it in the London Noise Survey.* 
When plotted, the 10 percent rule produced a reasonably smooth curve showing 
the trend of increase or decrease in noise levels over the whole 24-hour 
period; this gave a reasonable indication of the higher level of noise existing 
at any place over the entire 24-hour period. This procedure ensured that the 
number of occurrences of intermittent noise would not distort our analyses 
and projections; furthermore, only heavily traveled routes were considered 
in the projections. 

2. Aircraft Noise 

a. Impacts 

The estimation of aircraft noise and the impacted areas subject to 
different noise levels relies on the recently developed Noise Exposure Fore-
cast methodology.** Basically the Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) value at 
a particular ground point near an aircraft flyover path is dependent upon the 
noise levels produced by the different types of aircraft that generate them. 
The sizes and shapes of the NEF contours are thus dependent upon the total 
number of flights per day and the aircraft type mix making up the total number 
of operations. 

Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) studies of major airports usually 
trace two NEF levels of exposure. People start complaining at about 30 
NEF units, while frequent and serious complaints are received when an NEF 
value of 40 is reached. In terms of the previous composite noise rating scale 
NEF values of 40 and 30 correspond to CNR values of 115 and 100, respectively, 

*Ministry of Public Works,....2.E: cit., pp. 6-10. 
** D. E. Bishop and R. D. Horonteff, Procedures for Developing Noise 

Exposu,re Forecast Areas for Aircraft Flight Operations, Federal Aviation 
Agency Report No. DS-67-10 , August 1967. 

*** Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Aircraft Noise and Airport Neighbors: 
A Study of Logan International Airport, Report DOT /HUD IANAP-70-1, 
March 1970, pp. 10, and N. S. House of Representatives, Committee on 
Science and Astronautics, A Study of Technology Assessment, Report 
of the Committee on Public Engineering Policy of the National Academy 
of Science, July 1969, pp. 154. 
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which in turn correspond to Perceived Noise Level on the ground of 110 
PNdB and 95 PNdB, respectively.* 

To project the Noise Exposure Forecast areas a set of 27 airports 
ranging from 25 to 2000 daily operations was selected from the collection 
of airport noise studies available.** This airport sample shown in 
Figure C2-2 includes several Northeast Corridor Airports, such as 
John F. Kennedy (New York), Logan (Boston), Washington National (D. C. ), 
Dulles (D. C. ), and Windsor Locks (Hartford). 

Since in most of the airports in the sample, the percentage increase 
in impacted areas subject to NEF ~ 30 has been roughly equal to the per-
centage increase in operations, it was assumed that the NEF ~ 30 areas 
would increase in the same proportion as increases in operations. For 
Northeast Corridor Airports not in our sample, the noise impacted areas 
were extrapolated from Figure C2-2, after projecting their number of 
annual operations. The Noise Exposure Forecast relationship shown 
in Figure C2-2 exhibits the influence and effectiveness of noise abatement 
procedures at most of the Northeast Corridor Airports, in contrast with 
other airports such as Dulles, Seattle-Tacoma, etc. with no major noise 
abatement procedures in operation. 

The projections of airport operations were taken from FAA 
publications*** in the case of major airports, whereas the rest of the 
airports were projected at 4. 3 percent annual growth rates in operations. 
Projections of operations and impacted areas in the major Northeast 
Corridor Airports appear in Table C2-l. Because of the uncertanties 
concerning plans for new 16, 000 acre airports in the New York and Boston 
regions, we have not projected the impacted areas for these two new 
airports. In the absence of strict noise abatement programs at these 
new airports, if constructed, 25, 000 acres per airport could be subject 
to noise levels NEF ~ 30. 

* Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Analysis of Community and Airport 
Relationships /Noise Abatement, Part I, Predicting Community Response 
to Aircraft Noise, December 1965, pp. 48. 

** Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Noise Exposure Forecast Contours 
1967, 1970 and 1975 Operations at Selected Airports, Federal Aviation 
Agency, Report No. FAA-70-8, September 1970. 

***Federal Aviation Agency, Alternative Approaches for Reducing Delays 
in Terminal Areas, Washington, D. C., November 1967, and Federal 
Aviation Agency, A Suggested Action Program for the Relief of Airfield 
Congested at Selected Airports, Washington, D. C., 1969. 
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Figure C2-2: NOISE: IMPACTED AREAS IN REPRESENTATIVE AIRPORTS 
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Table <:: 2 -1 

NOISE PROJECTIONS FOR PRINCIPAL AIRPORTS IN THE NE Ca 

1970 1985 
Thousands of Acres Thousands of Acres 

Airports Thousands Subject to Thousands Subject to NE F 
of NE F Noise Levels of Noise Levels 

Ooeratlons NEF~40 NEF~30 One rations NEF~40 NEF~ 30 

nitedy, New York 506b 10 39 904b 18 73 
Guardia, New York 365b 4 16 654b 6 24 

wa,rk, New Jersey 302b 7 26 608b 12 49 
Uadelphia International 312 6 25 521 12 47 
rth Philadelphia 176 3 11 330b 5 21 
gan, Boston 309b 8 30 782 17 66 
tendship, Baltimore 220 6 25 415 10 47 
ndsor Locks, Hartford 189 2 12 355 5 23 
A, Washington, D. c. 32oh 3 12 34ob 4 13 
les, Virglnla 213 6 23 520 13 52 
drews AFB, Maryland 245 3 16 461 6 23 
dolk, Virginia 170 3 16 320 7 28 
~hmond, Virginia 189 4 17 355 8 32 

Projections of operations assume a 4. 3 percent annual growth rate for non-major 
airports, except for those NEC airports where FAA projections are available. 

FAA projections. 

: If the proposed new airports are developed in New York and Boston, noise areas can be 
ected at approximately 25~ 000 acres subject to NE F ~ 30 per airport (assuming annual 
•ations of 200, 000 per airport). 
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Current and future area impacted by aviation noise in the Northeast Corrid• 
Region appears in Table C2-2. The 1985 data assumes the existence of no 
major new airport but does assume several new general utility and basic 
utility airports, including six in the Tri-State New York region, five in the 
Greater Boston region, two in the Baltimore region, six in Eastern 
Connecticut, two in Greater Washingon, 14 in the non-metro counties and 
three new general and basic utility airports in the NEC Fringe counties. 
Their contribution to the total impacted area is negligible. These projections 
exhibit an 83 percent increase in impacted areas subject to NEF ~ 40 noise 
levels--that is, subject to ground Perceived Noise Levels of 110 PNdB with 
most of the increases occurring in the core of the Northeast Corridor Region. 

b. Effects of Aviation Noise Abatement Strategies 

The above Baseline.f>rojection of aviation noise impacted areas 
shown in Table C2-2 does not take into account the possibility of reducing 
impacted areas through aircraft noise abatement strategies. Noise abatement 
strategies include elements of (H land use policies around airports such 
as strict zoning or buffer zones around airports, or modification of 
residences to increase their soundproofing so as to achieve acceptable noise 
indoor levels, and even relocation of airports: (2) aircraft hardware I 
modifications such as retrofiting existing aircraft through engine modification 
or developing new engines that would not exceed specified noise levels; (3) 
flight profiles and flight operations modifications; and (4\ substitution of airer 
operations by various forms of surface transportation. 

Some of these noise abatement strategies have already been 
considered elsewhere.* Crude estimates have been prepared of potential 
pay-offs in affected areas from those several noise abatement strategies, 
which are related to aircraft hardware and flight operations modifications. 

* U. S. House of Representatives, Committee on Science and Astronautics, 
op. cit. , p. 80. 
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Table C2-2 

AREA SUBJECT TO AYIA TION NOISE JN THE NEC 
(In square miles) 

1970 Baselfue 1985 

Planning Region Noise at Ground Level Noise at Ground Level 
In PNDB In PNDB 

Above 110 110-95 95-85 Above 110 110-95 95-85 

C Core Area 

rt-state New York SMSA 41 123 205 75 232 384 
ennsylvanla-New Jersey SMSA 14 45 74 28 88 145 
reater Boston SMSA 17 55 90 36 112 185 
altimore SMSA 9 30 49 16 51 84 
astern Connecticut Metro 9 35 55 19 58 97 
:hode Island Metro Counties 5 11 20 8 22 38 
reater Washington 18 65 104 38 107 181 
on-Metro Counties 31 87 147 50 152 253 

C Frfnm Area 34 94 118 56 171 284 

TAL NEC AREA 178 545 862 326 993 1,651 
(0.3%) (0. 9%) (1. 3%) (O. 5%) (1.6%) (2. 6%) 
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In most of the airports in the Corridor. significant pay-offs in reducing 
affected areas could be achieved by changes in operational procedures 
such as flight track changes. preferential runways. runway threshold 
shifts, power cutbacks, schedule restrictions, aircraft type restrictions, 
etc •• A recent study of the effect of operational changes at O'Hare (Chicago) 
J. F. Kennedy (New York), and Los Angeles International Airport found 
reductions in NEF ~ 40 areas of 11 percent in O'Hare and Los Angeles 
Airports and 6 percent in J. F. Kennedy Airport* arising from: 

(1) thrust cutback to a 6 percent climb gradient at a distance 
of 3. 5 nautical miles from the start of the takeoff role; and 

(2) a 6 ° I 3° glide slop approach, defined as having the aircraft 
descend at a 6 ° angle until reaching 3 nautical miles from the run-
way threshold at which time the glide angle is changed to 
30. 

The application of these changes in procedures to the principal 
Northeast Corridor Region airports results in the projection of impact of 
operational changes shown in Column 3 of Table C2-3. 

* Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Noise Exposure Forecast Contours for 
Aircraft Noise Trade-Off Studies at the Major Airports, Federal Aviation 
Agency, Report No. FAA-70-7, July 1970, pp. 17. 
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Table C2-3 

PROJECTION OF EFFECTS OF AVIATION NOISE ABATEMENT STRATEGIES 
(In Square Miles of Area' 

1970 1985 1985 1985 
Projection 

1985 
Projections 

Baseline with Changes in 
Projection witl& 
Lined Nacelles with Quiet Enginec 

Proiection Procedures a Retrofit Retrofit 

NEC Core Area 
Aviation Noise Above 110 PNdB 144 270 246 188 177 
Aviation Noise 110-95 PNdB 451 822 680 554 513 
Aviation Noise 95-85 PNdB 744 1, 364 1, 156 ~ 861 

Total NEC Area 
Aviation Noise Above llO PNdB 178 326 300 237 225 
Aviation Noise ll0-95 PNdB 545 993 830 684 637 
Aviation Noise 95-85 PNdB 862 1.651 1,411.5 l, 155 l, 080 

a. Assumes operational changes 6°13° glide approach, as well as thrust cutback to a 6 percent climb gradient 
at 3. 5 nautical miles from take-off roll (a 10 percent reduction in NEF=40 areas, and a 20 percent 
reduction in NEF=30 areas). 

b. Assumes a 35 percent reduction in affected areas at each noise level for appropriate airports. 
c. Assumes a 40 percent reduction in affected areas at each noise leYel for appropriate airports. 

() 
N 
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If these operational changes are combined with aircraft modifications the impacted 

areas are further reduced as shown in the last two columns of Table C2-3. In the firs1 

case the aircraft modifications consist of the retrofitingofacoustically lined nacelles 

to four engine turbofan aircraft of the Boeing 7 07 and Douglas DC-8 series; in the 

second case the aircraft modifications consist of the retrofit of the four engine turbo-

fan aircraft f107 and DC-8 series) with a "quiet" engine currently under developmmt 

by NASA. 

The adjustment factors used in the projections of these mixes of operational and 

aircraft modifications were taken from the Bolt Beranek and Newman studies of the 

three airports referred. to above*, which show the affected area in Kennedy Airport 

subject to NEF ~ 40 reduced by 35% and 42% with the introduction of combination of 

operational changes and the lined nacelle retrofit,and operational changes and the 

quiet engine retrofit, respectively. Similar areas were reduced by 37% and 43% in 

O'Hare and by 31 % and 33% in Los Angeles International Airport according to the 

same sources. Thus the prospects for considerable improvement in reducing areas 

subject to aircraft noise are promising although not without significant resource 

expenditure implications. The "quiet" engine NASA program will require $250 
million to develop the engine to the operational stage, while retrofiting existing 

aircraft might cost as much a $3. 0 million per aircraft according to the study of 

Technology Assessment of the National Academy of Engineering*! 

* Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Qe. Cit., pp. 17. 

** U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Science and Astronautics 
.Q2.:. Cit. , pp. 91 and 157. ' 
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3. Highway Noise 

Road vehicles have been found to be the most important noise source, in terms 

of affected area, upon developed areas of our cities, dominating even the background 

level of most urban neighborhoods. 

There are two major sources of noise from motor vehicles in motion, namely 

the engine-exhaust system and the tire roadway interaction system. The major vari-

ables dominating the road noise generation process include the speed of the vehicle, 

the kind of road surface, the presence of trucks, roadway gradient, intervening struc-

tures, and plantings along the pathway. Based on the results of highway noise mea-

surement studies, the following equation was recently estimated to predict the mean 

noise level from a stream of freely flowing traffic:* 

L50jk = 20 + lOlogQk + 20logV k - lOlogdjk + (l/2.5)1ic 

which, apart from the fact that all logarithmics are expressed to the base 10, is 

characterized by the following variable definitions: 

L50jk = 
~ = 
Rk = 
vk = 
djk = 

mean noise level from lane number k at observation point j, in dBA 

average traffic volume, in vehicles per hour for lane k 

percentage of heavy vehicles in the traffic volume 

average traffic speed, in miles per hour at lane k 

distance between jth lane and the kth observation, in feet 

Reductions in roadway noise can thus be achieved by placing speed limits restricting 

truck traffic or traffic volumes,and also by proper landscaping and roadway design 

(at grade, elevated, and by different roadway surface designs).*'* 

* Serendipity, Inc., Analytical Models, Vol. ill of A Study of the Magnitude 
of Transportation Noise Generation ~Potential Abatement (March 1970). 

** See for example, John H. Brinton, Jr., and Joel N. Bloom, Effect of 
Highway Landscape· Development _2!! Nearby Property, National Cooperative High-
way Research Program Report No. 75 (Washington, 1969), p. 62 for formulas on 
the noise level reduction effects from landscaping. 
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Ten dB noise reduction for every 100 feet of planting depth may be 
achieved with trees at least 15 feet tall and sufficiently dense so that no 
visual path between them and the highway exists. Multiple rows of inter-
vening buildings and structures, such as houses, apartments, etc., will 
reduce noise levels by as much as 10 dB, whereas very smooth, nearly new 
asphalt pavement may reduce noise levels at the source by nearly 5 dB.* 

Recent actual measurements of expressway noise taken at some 
Northeast Corridor Region expressways show 93 dBA at the source on the 
urban sections of the New Jersey Turnpike, 89 dBA at the source on the 
Baltimore Beltway, 87 dBA at the source on the Long Island Expressway, 
arid 90 dBA at the source on the Connecticut Turnpike. At 150 to 200 
feet from the nearest lane, the New Jersey Turnpike shows noise levels 
ranging from 75 to 68 dBA. ** 

The projections of impacted areas from highway noise sources lean 
somewhat on actual measurement on noise from arterial, main roads, main 
residential, and minor roads taken during the London Noise Survey. A 
summary of the highway noise measurements from the London Noise Survey 
appear in Table C2-4. From these figures we have assumed equivalent 
PNdB levels for each highway type as shown in Table C2-5. The affected 
areas projected using the noise curves shown in Figure C2-3, are not shown 
for noise levels below 85 PNdB. Even though most of the highway noise 
incidence is in the 85 to 60 PNdB range, we have not projected areas below 
this level to ensure against the double counting of noise areas. Current and 
projected impacted areas from. highway noise are shown in Table C2-5 and 
Table C2-6, respectively. Differences between these projections and those 
in Volume 2 are due to different definitions of excessive noise and methodologie1 
This methodology is based on daytime noise levels whereas the data presented 
in Volume 2, Chapter V are projections in terms of nighttime noise impacted 
areas. 

* Serendipity, Inc., 2E!. cit., p. 88 
** John H. Brinton, Jr., and Joel N. Bloom,~ cit., pp. 68-75. 
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Location 

At curbside 

Within 25 feet, full view 

20 to 50 yards, full view 

Above 50 yards, seen 

Above 50 yards, screened 

~ NA = not available. 

TableC2-4 

NOISE LEVELS FROM ROAD TRAFFIC 
(10 percent noise level by day) 

Arterial Road Main Road Main 
Residential Road 

Average Range Average Range Average Range Level Level Level 
dBA dBA dBA dBA dBA dBA 

80 73 to 88 76 67 to 85 73 63 to 82 

77 70 to 85 76 67 to 79 71 64 to 82 

72 67 to 76 78 76 to 82 70 67 to 79 

68 64 to 73 67 64 to 70 NA NA 

66 63 to 73 67 63 to 70 67 64 to 70 

Minor Road 

Average Range Level 
dBA dBA 

70 63 to 82 

72 63 to 79 

68 64 to 73 

NA NA 

NA NA 

C) Source: Ministry of Public Buildings and Works, Building Research Station, London Noise Survey (Her Majesty's g Stationery Office, 1968), p. 23. 
00 ,..._ 

(\) 
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Table C2-6 

NEC AREAS AFFECTED BY·HIGHWAY NOISE SOURCES, 1985 

Highway Types Route PNdB at PNdB Areas in Sauare Milesa 
Miles 100 Feet ~110 110-95 95-85 

Rural 

Principal Arterial 3,035 82 -- -- 99 

Minor Arterial 9,125 75 -- -- --
Collector Roads 23,724 70 -- -- --
Local Streets 68,366 65 -- -- --

Municipal 

Interstate 2,083 87 -- 87 118 

Principal Arterial 3,158 82 -- -- 103 

Minor Arterial 9,609 75 -- -- --
Collector Road 6,988 70 -- -- --
Local Streets 65,513 65 -- -- --

Total - 87 320 

a. Impacted areas are not extended below 85 PNdB to avoid double counting 
of noise areas. 
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'• Railroad Noise 

Propulsion systems and wheel/rail interaction are the major sources of rail-

:oad noise, with diesel locomotives generating the highest noise levels. The maxi-

num 10 percent noise level observed in the London Noise Survey was 91 dBA within 

~5 feet of some railways, with several other railroad noise observations following 

~loseby. Railroad noise level during the day at different locations followed the 
:ollowing pattern:* 
I 

Average 
Level Range 

Location dBA dBA 

At curbside 78 67 to 91 
Within 25 feet, full view 80 70 to 91 
20 to 50 yards, full view 79 79 
Above 50 yards, seen 73 67 to 79 
Above 50 yards, screened 63 

e British railroad noise measurements are comparable with their US counter-

arts, which show railroad diesel engine noise at 100 feet from source at 85 dBA.** 

e noise levels from electric motor engines are almost 10 percent lower, as illus-

ated by some of the measurements on the BART system in San Francisco-Oakland.*** 

e noise measurements used for the projection of railroad noise impacted areas 
pear in Figure C2-3, basically exhibiting a noise attenuation of 6 dBA per distance 

ubled in accordance with recent measurements taken on the London Subway~*** 'The 

* London Noise Survey, ££.•cit. , p. 23. 

* T. F. W. Embleton and G. T. Thiesen, "Train Noises and Use of Adjacent 
d," Sound: _!!!~and Controls, I, 1(January/February1967). 

Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Tudor, and Bechtel, Acoustic Studies, Report No. 8, 
epared for the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit Demonstration (June 1968). 

I 

E. K. Bender and M. Heckl, Noise Generated .ex Subways Above Grotuld and 
Stations, Department of Transportation Report No. OST-ONA-70-1 (Washington, 

. C. , Jant1ary 1970). 
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prqeotimls :of ·~ U'eas me based on 19S ;a:nd 371 route miles of rail npkl 

trans.it in '1ihe Wwhast 'Co-l"ll'idor for i.9?'0 and 1985, respectively. 

The ~ilims it!>f mtemc1ty ..umad .mise impacted area pose the problem -of 

seldomlfSeClm.eight lines mn:ong the ll.;888 route miles in the Northeast Corr.idor 

region. However:., accorclil\gto Peat, Marwick, Livingston, & Co.,* most passen-

ger lineB,, \Whidh amoUJit ·oo :~,475 route miles as shown in Table C2-7, also serv.e .as 

heavy traffic .freight lines, with the most notable exceptions occurring in the New 

York ·CtW ·area. Thus, we have used the passenger route miles to project the inter-

city railroad :noise lmpacted areas, assuming that 'there is little traffic on the rest 

of 1:he >1Wstem to justify projections above the 85 PNdB level. The railroad noise 

impacted .areas Gare shown in Tables C2-8 and C2-9. 

The .DEMO Rall using the present improved right-of-way will not add any 

slgiif.ficant noise impacted area over the 1970 level. This occurs because the 

DEMO :Rall, with perceived noise levels of around 90 PNdB at 100 feet from 

source, even after adjustments for the number of hourly occurrences of inter-

mittent noise (2 to 7 passenger trains per hour) will not contribute significantly 

to the noise of those heavy traffic freight rail lines. Thus, no major increases 
in affected areas are projected as the result of the DEMO program. 

* Peat, Marwick, Livingston, & Co., Freight and Commodity Networks, 
prepared for the Office ·of High-Speed Ground Transportation, Department of 
Transportation -(July 1968), pp. 6-8. 
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Table CZ-7 

NORTHEAST CORRIDOR RAILROAD ROUTE MILEAGE 1968 

Passenger Total 
State Route Route 

Mileage Mileage 

Connecticut 273.5 735 

Delaware 24.0 293 

District of Columbia 13.5 95 

Maryland 206.1 1,009 

Massachusetts 441.3 1,623 

New Hampshire -- 435 

New Jersey 631.5 1,991 

New York 797.2 1,686 

Pennsylvania 511.0 1,935 

Rhode Island 47.0 154 

Virginia 530.3 1,427 

Total 3,475.4 11,383 

Source: Peat, Marwick, Livingston, & Co. , Freight and Commodity Networks 
(July 1968). 
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Table C2-8 

NEC NOISE IMPACTED AREA, 1970 
(in square milei:J) 

PNdB Areas in Sauare Miles 
>110 110-95 95-85 

Noise Source 

Industry -- -- --
Aviation 178 545 862 

Highways and streets -- 58 268 

Urban Rall Rapid Transit -- 5 22 

Intercity Rail -- 98 3$. 

Total 178 706 1,547 

Land Use ImEacted Area 

Residential 14 1i>9 262 

Air 45 3 --
Rall - 103 166 

Highways and Streets 19 195 49'l 

Institutions, <.;ommercial, and IndustrJ 38 132 256 

Open Space and Undeveloped Land 62 1'64 :367 

Total 178 706 1,547 
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Table C2-9 

NEC NOISE IMPACTED AREA, 1985 
(in square miles) 

PNdB Areas in SQuare Miles 
~110 110-95 95-85 

Noise Source 

Industry -- -- --
CTOL 326 990 1,642 
Highwav and Streets -- 87 320 
U,.bl!.t1 Rail Rapid Transit -- 10 42 
Intercity and Demo Rail -- 98 395 

Total 326 1, 185 2,399 

Land Use lmEacted Area 

Residential 26 196 470 
Air 48 -- --
Rail and Demo 3 108 155 
Highway and Streets 46 333 653 
Institutions, Commercial, & Industry 92 246 460 
Open Space and Undeveloped Land U4. 3 302 661 

Total 326.3 1,185 2,399 
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5. Summary Projections and Analysis 

The 1985 projections of noise impacted areas show a relatively small 
proportion of the total Corridor area subject to excessive noise, However, 
a significant proportion of the noise affected area is residential. Less than 
4 percent of total Northeast Corridor region is currently subjected to noise 
levels above 85 PNdB, which will increase to 6. 3 percent by 1985. Areas 
above 95 PNdB are currently around 1. 5 percent and will become 2. 5 percent 
by 1985, whereas, noise impacted areas exceeding llO PNdB will become 
O. 5 percent in 1985 up from their present O. 3 percent of the total NEC 
area. The contribution of aviation noise is dominant, since it not only 
contributes all of the noise above llO PNdB, but 85 percent of the area 
above 95 PNdB, and nearly 73 percent of the area above 85 PNdB. It should 
also be noted that to avoid double counting of noise impacted area no estimates 
were made of impacted area subject to noise levels below 85 PNdB, the level 
at which most highway traffic has its noise impact. 

The percentage of residential land impacted by excessive noise levels 
is estimated to increase by 60 percent. Three percent is currently subjected 
to noise levels above 95 PNdB, which will rise to 5 percent by 1985. The 
proportion of the entire residential land use subjected to noise levels above 
85 PNdB is 10 percent currently and almost 16 percent by 1985. Urban 
residential neighborhoods typically exhibit noise levels of 60 to 70 PNdB. 

An active noise abatement program will have several major program 
elements: 

(1 \ hardware and equipment modification changes, 
(2) operational changes, 
(3) facility location policy, 
(4) substitution of less noisy technology for CTOL, and 
(5) a tunneling program component. 

Earlier in the section dealing with aviation noise, the potentials for 
reducing noise through hardware and equipment modifications were noted. 
Area reductions of 35 percent and in some instances 40 percent could be 
achieved through the lined nacelle retrofit and NASA's 11 quiet11 engine program. 
Implementation requires resolution of issues regarding the financing and 
allocation of the burden for retrofitting the entire jet fleet. Also, in the 
aviation noise area, it is shown that significant payoffs are still possible 
in reducing affected areas through improved operational changes, a short-
term immediate solution that can be put into effect at lower costs and shorter 
time than the hardware modification alternatives. 
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Relocation of the most affected airports in terms of residential areas 
subjected to noise NEF ~ 40 is also a possibility. These relocations will 
not affect the total Northeast Corridor area affected by high noise levels, 
but will diminish the residential land use component of the affected 
areas. Proposals to build new 16, 000 acre jetports in Boston and 
New York regions should be considered in this light. 

Regarding the rail noise, the better prospects for noise reduction 
consist of substituting the BART type cars for the current rail cars in 
use. In dense urban areas tunneling or subway development should be 
promoted; however, this will require an investment in a tunneling program 
capable of achieving higher rates of advance than the 85 feet per day currently 
projected for the coming decade. A recent projection of benefits from tunneling 
for rapid rail transit in urban areas came up with benefit projections that 
justify a multi-year program of $227 million of 1965 dollars, 
considerably in excess of the total program funding for tunneling R&D 
by all the federal agencies. * 

*Armando M. Lago, "United States Subway Requirements, 1968-1990· 
Projections and Benefits, 11 Traffic Quarterly, January 1969. 
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C3. Air Pollution 

1. Introduction 

This section addresses the problem of air quality in the Northeast 
Corridor, as it is affected by present and future transportation activities. 
The nature and sources of air pollution are discussed briefly and evidence 
of air pollution problems in the Northeast Corridor is presented. The 
contributions to air pollution problems made by conventional transportation 
activities are sumr1arized and are projected to the year 1985. 

2. Nature of Air Pollution 

Air pollution problems are characteristic of urban concentrations 
of people and activities. Public awareness of the problem has grown 
rapidly in the last two decades as a result of severe smog problems in 
Los Angeles and other cities. 

The work that has been done indicates the complexity of the problem. 
Many substances entering the atmosphere have the potential to produce 
adverse effects on plants and materials, as well as endangering the health 
of the population in the polluted area. As in the case of photochemical smog, 
the physical and chemical mechanisms can be quite involved. A given 
substance may be emitted from various types of sources, so that problems 
of targets for regulation and control are incroduced. Finally, the fluid 
and meteorological aspects of air pollution defy political and administrative 
borders and cause jurisdictional problems for control. 
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Within the Northeast Corridor, the amount and variety of human activity 
creates the potential for air pollution problems of all kinds. Emissions 
that are of concern include sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, particulates, 
nitrogen oxides, non-methane hydrocarbons (as sources of photochemical 
oxidants), lead, carbon dioxide, and objectionable odors. This study will 
deal quantitatively with sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, particulates, 
nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons. Transportation-related activities 
(fuel combustion in vehicles and for electric power production\ weigh heavily 
in the production of all these emissions except for most objectionable 
odors. The effects of increasing levels of carbon dioxide on the thermal 
properties of the world's atmosphere are uncertain, and carbon dioxide 
emissions have not been treated in this study. Dangers from increasing 
lead concentrations (due primarily to the use of lead additives in gasoline) 
have evoked substantial concern, and have started trends which we feel 
will result in substantially lower emissions of lead over the next 15 years. 
This study does not deal quantitatively with the emissions of lead from 
transportation-related activities. 

:3, Evidence of the Problem 

The U. S. Government, through the Clean Air Act, the Air Quality 
Act, and administrative actions has made progress in defining the nature and 
extent of air pollution problems. Working with State and local authorities, 
it is beginning to exercise control over the problems that exist. Investigations 
into the effect of air pollution by the National Air Pollution Control 
Administration (NAPCA) and others have served as the basis for establishing 
air quality standards. Tables C3-l through C3-5 list concentration standards 
for some Air Quality Control Regions (AQCRs) and other organizational units 
in the Northeast Corridor, as well as relevant Air Quality Criteria reported 
by NAPCA. Tables C3-6 through C3-8 summarize the air quality status of 
eight AQCRs that have been designated or proposed in the NEC. The figures 
(taken from Reports for Consultation for each area) present the range of 
daily emission rates in the AQCRs, the total annual emission for the areas, 
and the range of concentration of sulfur oxides, particulates, and carbon monoxi1 
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Table C3-l 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Sulfi.tr Oxides 

Area Yearl~ Average b 24-Hour Average Sho11:er Periods 
pJ!./m3 & nnm U1!/m3 nnm µ1!./m3 DPm 

BostonAQCR 73 .03 300 .11 800 .29 
Annroved Standard (1 hr. max.) 

Providence AQCR 
Proposed for 9/73 66.6 .024 
Pro1>osed for 9/75 53.3 .019 

Conn. Clean Air 57 .02 428 .15 1.425 .51 
Comm. Stds. 8/70 (1 hr.) 
New York state 285 .10 710 .25 
Air Quality to to to to 
Standards--12/69 428 .15 1,140 .40 
99% of vear '1 hr.\ 
Air Quality Cri-
t.erla Report 2/69 
NAP CA 
Adverse health 
effects. 115 .04 300 .11 

Visibility reduced. 285 .10 

Adverse effects 
on materials. 345 .12 

Adverse effects on 
veiretatlon. 85 .03 

. . . a. Micrograms per cubic meter • 
b. Parts per million. 
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Table c3.:2 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS 

Area 

BostonAQCR 
Anoroved Stds. 
Providence AQCR 
Proposed Stds. 

9/73 
9/75 

Conn. Clean Air 
Commlsslon-
Standards 8/70 

New York state 
AmblentAlr 
Quallty Stds--
12/69 

Alr Quallty Cri-
teria Report, 2/69 
NAP CA 
Adverse health 
effects. 
Excess deaths, 
increased illness. 

Type of Pollutant: ParticUlates 

Yearly Average 
µv./m3 nnm 

75 

70 

80 

24-Hour Average 
uJ!/~3 DDm 

180 

60 
50 

210 

24 hr. period 
45to100•/50% of valu~s 
70tol50/84% of valuei; 

7 50 (w /SQ2.' 
w /630µ.g/m:j 

Shorter Periods 
µf!./m3 nnm 

Reducedsunllgh~ .,__..1_00.__~~---~--+---------------------~+----~~~---~--1 

Reduced visJ.bllity~ 150 
..,_~~~~~~~-t-----~---------~~--+~~~~~~~~ 

Adverse materlals 
effects. 60 
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Table C3-3 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Carbon Monoxide 

Area Yearl~ Average 24-Hour Average Shorter Periods 
µJE./m3 nnm u.rt/m3 nnm µsr./m3 nnm 

Conn. Clean Air 10 
Commission--Pro- (8 hr. avg.) 
nosed standards 

Maryland Dept. of 
Health--Proposed 
standards Baltl- More than one 8-hour 
more SMSA & Md. period annually with: 
portion of National 
Capital AQCR 
"Adverse level" 11,500 10 
"Serious level" 23,000 20 

Pa. Air Pollution 8-hour period 
Commission-- 12,000 10 statewide 
Standards 

Delaware Water 8-hou.r period 
and Air Besoumes. : 99. 9%,ofyc •. 8 
Commission-stds.. . .1$.of"yr .. 12 

;adapt:edt (11/70): 
I 

1-ltour PM!lod 
' 100$ of TI";,, 50 ' 
i 

D-. C ... Health Sen• · , 8-itaur pertod 
:Adm...-proposed . 

, 
atd&~ ~2/tO)· . t 
sroat fur 1980; ; s 
New York Stat& &-hour average 

·Ambient Alr l~of"yr. 30 
Qualtly Stds-- 8$%.ofyr-. 15 
12/69 1-hour average 

99%-of vr. 60 
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Table C3-3 (Continued) 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Carbon Monoxide 

Area YearlI Average 24-Hour Average Shorter Periods 
P..rt.fm3 unm µ..r(/m3 nnm prtfm3 nnm 

Air Quality Crl-
terla Report 3/70, 
NAPCA 
Possible lmpalred 
psychomotor per- 35,000 30 
formance. Evi- 8 hours or more dence of stress 
ln heart disease 
patients. 

I Impaired time- 58,000 50 
interval dlscrim- 11/2 hours I 
!nation. 
Impaired perfor- 115,000 100 i 

mance of some I 

1>svchomotor tests Intermittently : 

II 

I 
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Table C3-4 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Hydrocarbons 

Area Year!}' Average 24-Hour Average Shorter Periods 
µrr./m3 nnm US!./m3 ppm µg/m3 ppm 

Conn. Clean Air 3 hr. period 
Commission - -
Pronosed stds. .08 

Maryland Health 
Dept. Proposed 6 a.m. -9 a.m., 
Stds: Baltimore more than 4 
SMSA+ Md. porttor instances annually 
of National Capital 
AQCR 
"Adverse levels" 167 .25 
"Serious levels" 200 .30 

Pa. Air Pollution 
Commission. 6 a.m. -9 a.m. 
Statewide 
Standards 131 .20 

Delaware Water 6 a. m. - 9 a. m. 
and Air Resourcee 
Commission--stde • 99.9% of yr. .20 
adonted Cll/70) .1% of yr. .30 

D. c. Health Serv. 6 a. m. - 9 a. m. 
Adm. --proposed 
stds. (12/70) .25 
sroal for 1980 .14 

Air Quality Cri-
teria Report 3/70, 
corrected 9/70, 
NAP CA 
Level associated 6 a. m. - 9 a. m. 
with production of 
photochemical 
oxidants adve rselJ 
affecting human 
health. 130 .2 

Injury to sensitive 1.15 .001 
plants. to to 

575 .5 
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Table C3-5 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Photochemical Oxidants 

Area Yearl)'. Average 24-Hour Average Shorter Periods 
µrr./m3 nnm u.!!./m3 oom µS!./m3 DDm 

Pa. Air Pollution 1 hour max. 
Commission--
~.Andards 100 .05 

Maryland Health 
Dept. --Proposed 11 a. m. - 5 p. m. , 
Stds. Baltimore more than 4 days/ 
SMSA+ Md. portion year 
of National Capital 
AQCR 
"Adverse levels" 166 .08 
"Serious levels" 200 .10 
Delaware Wa~r 1 hour period 
and Air Resources 
Commlssion--Stds 99.9% of yr. .06 
adooted (11/70) .1%ofvr. .10 

D. c. Health Serv. 1 hr. between:. 
Adm. --proposed 11 a. m. -&:p•m... 
stds. (12/70) 166' •. OJi· ' sroal for 1980 1181 .. 0.6i 

. 
' 

New York state 4. hour.· periods:: t 
Ambient Air 100 .05 20'0· •. i:o ~ 
Quality Stds ... - to 1 hou:r-pe.rlods:- ~ 

12/69 200'. .10· ' 300, .l!.5: 

'Air Quality Crl-
teria Report, 3/70 I 

corrected 9/70, ' 4 hours ' NAP CA 
Vegetation DamagE ; 100 .05 
Eye Irritation Peat value 

200 .1 
Aggravation of 
respiration dis- Maximum dally valuE 
eases--asthma 490 .25 

Impaired pc rfor- 1 hour 
mn.nces of physi-
cal aetlvit;y ~ 130 .07 
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Table C3- 6 

Am QUALITY STATUS--AQCRs IN NORTHEAST u. s. * 
1966-1968 Period 

Type of Pollutant: Sulfur Oxides 

Emission Total Annual 
co:~/~ftion Range ~=iual) Area Rate Range Emissions 

(ton.Ani2 /day) (1.000 ton/vr) 
Boston Metropolitan (.2 to) 5 428.1 .01 to .05 

Merrimack Valley-- <.1 to 1. 5 101.8 ( 5 to) 30 (.002 to ).01 Southern N. H. 

Providence <.01 to) 2 139.2 < • 005 to ) • 04 

Hartford-Springfield <.osto) 5 347.7 <.01 to> .04 

N.J.-N. Y.-Conn. (.olto)30 1,591.4 (.01 to) .10 

Philadelphia <.2 to) 3 1,168.l <.01 to> .10 Metropolitan 

Baltimore (.05 to) 5 255.4 < .01 to> .os Metropolitan 

Washington, D. C. (.05 to) 20 247.1 (.01 to) .05 
National Capital 

-* From Hcports for Consultation for some AQCns, prepared by NAPCA prior to 
cstab!ishn1M1tof a1·cas. 
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Table C3-7 

Am QUALITY STATUS-AQCRs IN NORTHEAST u. s. * 
1966-1968 Period 

Type of Pollutant: Particulates 

Emission, Total Annual Concentration Range (Annual) 
Area Rate Range Emissions 

Cton/mi2 /davl (1. 000 ton/ vr\ 
µg/mJ ppm 

Boston Metropolitan <.os to> 1 84.4 30 to> 80 

Merrimack Valley-- <.01 to .4 
Southern N. H. 

28.3 < 2 to> 12 

Providence <.01to)1 23.6 < 5 to> 20 

Hartford-Springfield (.01to)1 55.l < 10 to> 40 

N.J.-N. Y.-Conn. .ooto)2 230.2 < 20to>100 

Philadelphia (.1 to> 2 231.4 ( 40to)100 
Metropolitan 

Baltimore (.05 to) 5 103.7 ( 40to)140 
Metropolitan 

Washington, D. c. (.05 to> 3 34.8 <soto> so 
National Capital 

* From r:('norts for Consultation for some AQCns, prepared by NAPCA prioi 
t·stabJi~;hment of areas. 
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Table! C3-8 

Am QUALITY STATUS--AQCRs IN NORTHEAST u. s. * 
1966-1968 Period 

Type of Pollutant: Carbon Monoxide 

Emission Total Arumal Concentration Range (Annual) Area Rate Range Emissions 
(tonAni2 /(lay) (1.000 ton/yr) µg/m3 ppm 

Boston Metropolitan (.5 to )10 980 .25to)2 

Merrimack Valley-- (.1 to 4 416.5 20 to) 80 Southern N. H. 

Providence (.1 to )5 437.4 not available 

Hartford-Springfield (.1 to )5 845.4 not available 

N. J.-N. Y .-Conn. <.1 to )30 5,296.4 (1 to) 5 

Philadelphia < 1. to )20 2,690.8 (1 to) 4 
Metropolitan 

Baltimore ( .05 to) 5 829.2 not available 
Metropolitan 

Washington, D. C. (.2 to) 50 1,258.7 (lto)6 National Capital 

* rrom Heports for Consultation for some AQCHs, prepared by NAPCA prior to 
establishment of areas. 
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Figures C3-l and C3-Z indicate graphically the ranges of concentration 
for sulfur oxides and particulates, against some of the relevant standards 
and criteria. 

These data indicate that sectors of several metropolitan areas in the 
Northeast Corridor exceed standards and criteria for annual concentrations 
of sulfur dioxides and particulates. Shorter duration peaks of CO 
concentrations are of more importance than annual means, and these 
have been found to range to high values in downtown Washington, D. C. 
Figure C3-3 shows a number of measured peaks, along with some 
standards and criteria.* From this evidence, we can conclude that carbon 
monoxide is a problem, also. Widespread air pollution episodes in cities 
in the Northeast Corridor during the past two summers involving photo-
chemical smog are indications of a trend toward dangerous levels of nitrogen 
oxide and hydrocarbon emissions, two necessary components of smog 
production. 

Table C3-9 summarizes the nature of the air pollution problem in the 
Northeast Corridor and indicates which transportation-related sources are 
associated with each of the five pollutants. 

4. Present and Future Levels 

Analysis of the present levels of emissions in the Northeast Corridor 
of .five substances (sulfur oxides, particulates, carbon monoxide, hydro-
carbons, and nitrogen oxides l was conducted using available published data. 
Emissions, in units of 1, 000 tons/year, were used as indicators of the severity 
of the pollution problems, as a proxy for concentration levels. The purpose 
was to show the relative importance of transportation sources of emissions 
in the overall picture of air pollution in the Northeast Corridor. Trends in 
rates of emissions were distilled from hearings, technical publications 
and administrative actions. These trends were applied to the 1970 levels of 
emissions, and projections to 1985 were made. Tables C3-10 through C3-14 
list the 1970 and 1985 emission levels and percent contribution by transpor-
tation source. 

* Calculating Future Carbon Monoxide Emissions and Concentrations from 
Urban Traffic Data, W. Ott, J. F. Clarke, G. Ozolins, NAPCA, 1967. 
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Figure C3-l: RANGE OF ANNUAL SOz CONCENTRATIONS FOR EIGHT NEC AQCRs AND COMPARISON 
WITH STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 
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Figure C3-Z: RANGE OF ANNUAL PARTICULATE CONCENTRATIONS FOR EIGHT NEC 
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Impaired time 
50-.------------ interval discrimination 

ricentratlon, 
ppm 

4 

Possible impaired psychomotor performance 
30-11------------ Evidence of stress ln heart disease patients 

2 

1 

• 
----------- "Serious level"--Maryland Dept. of Health 

• 

"Adverse level"--Maryland Dept. of Health 
----..,,....---~------ Proposed state-wide standards--Conn. 

• • • • 
• 

• • • • • • • • 

Clean Air Commission, Pennsylvania Air 
Pollution Commission 

0 ---------------------------------------------------Concentrations observed 
for peak traffic period ln 
Washington, D. C. during 
the period 9/64-6/65 

Relevant standards 
and criteria (8-hour 
periods) 

Figure C3-3: CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBON MONOXIDE 
OBSERVED IN WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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Table C3-9 

AIR POLLUTION PROBLEMS IN THE NORTHEAST CORRIOOR--1970 

Pollutant Evidence of a Problem Transportation-Related 
Source 

Sulfur Oxides High mean annual concentrations, Fossil-fueled electric 
indicating potential adverse power. 
health effects--several citles. 

Particulates High mean annual concentrations, Fossil-fueled electric 
indicating potential adverse power, fuel-burning 
health effects--several cities. vehicles. 

Carbon Monoxide High peak hour concentrations-- Gasoline powered vehicles. 
at least one cltv. 

Hydrocarbons Increases in photochemical smog Gasoline powered vehicles. 
enisodes. 

Nitrogen Oxides Increases in photocbe mlcal smog Gasoline powered vehicles, 
episodes. fossil-fueled electric 

power. 
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I Source 

NEC Intercity 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
DEMO Rail 
Auto 
Bus 

NEC Urban/Suburban 
Commuter Rail 
Mass Transit 
Auto 
Bus 

Extra Corridor 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
Auto 
Bus 

Other Transportation 

All Transportation 

Other Sources 

Total 

N.A. -- not applicable 
n. a. - - not available 
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Table C3-10 

SULFUR OXIDES 

Total NEC Percent Percent 
EmissionA Total NEC Increase 

(1, 000 T /year) Emissions (Decrease\ 
1970 1985 197( 1985 1970-85 

11. 1 32.6 • 2 • 3 193. 0 
n. a. n. a. . 0 

• 1 N. A. • 0 
1. 6 2.2 • 0 • 0 38 
n.a. n. a. 

n. a. n. a. 
n.a. n.a. 
78.8 114. 5 1. 3 1. 0 45 

n. a. n. a. 

26.2 60.5 .4 . 6 131. 
·n. a. n. a. 
n. a. n.a. 
n. a. n. a. 

12. 4 14. 6 • 2 . 1 18. 2 

130. l 224.4 2.2 2.0 72.5 

5,888.9 10,640 97.8 98.0 81. 0 

6, 019. 0 10,864 100. 0 ' 100. 0 80.5 
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Source 

NEC Intercity 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
DEMO Rail 
Auto 
Bus 

NEC Urban/Suburban 
Commuter Rall 
Mass Transit 
Auto 
Bus 

Extra Corridor 
CTOL 
Existing Rall 
Auto 
Bus 

Other Transoortation 

All Transoortation 

Other Sources 

Total 

N. A. --not applicable 
n. a. --not available 

C3-18 

Table C3-11 

PARTICULATES 

Total NEC 
Emissions 

(l.000 T/vear) 
1970 1985 

8.3 24.4 
n. a. n. a. 
. o N.A . 

l. 4 2.0 
n. a. n. a. 

n. a. n. a. 
n.a. n.a. 
68.1 98.9 
n.a. n.a. 

19.6 45.2 
n.a. n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 
n.a. n.a. 
42.7 50.4 

140.0 220.9 
973.0 124.5 

Percent of Percent 
Total NEC Increase 
Emissions (Decrease) 

1970 1985 1970-85 

.7 7.4 192.0 
n. a. n. a. n. a. 

• 0 N.A. N.A. 
0.1 • 6 42 
n. a. n. a. n. a. 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 
6.1 28.6 45. 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

1.8 13.1 130. 
n. a. n. a. n.a. 
n. a. n.a. n.a. 
n.a. n. a. n.a. 

3.9 14. 6 18.0 

12.6 64.3 57.7 
87.4 35.7 (87.) 

1,113. 0 345.4 100.0 100.0 (68. 8l 
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Source 

NEC Intercity 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
DEMO Rail 
Auto 
Bus 

NEC Urban/Suburban 
Commuter Rail 
Mass Transit 
Auto 
Bus 

Extra .Corridor 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
Auto 
.Bus 

Other Transocirta.tion 

All Transportation 

Other Sources 

'Total 

.N. A. --not ~pplicable 
n.A. -mot available 

C3-l9 

Table C3-12 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

Total NEC Percent of Percent 
Emissions Total NEC Increase 

Cl. 000 T /vear) Emissions ·(Decrease) 
1970 1985 1970 1985 1970-85 

64.2 188. 7 .4 5.1 94.0 
n. a. n. a : 

0 N .. A • 0 -- -
310. 53.5 1. 7 1. 5 (82. 7) 

n.a n.a 

n.a. n. a. 
n. a. n. ·a. 

15,5~0. 2,810. 86.S 76.5 (81.9) 
n.a.. n.a. 

153. 350.l .s 9.5 129 
a.a. n. a. 
.n. a.. n.a.. 
n.a. n.a. 

51.8 61.1 .3 1.6 18 

16,129. 3, 463.4 89.7 94. 2 (78. 4) 

1.855. 212. 10.3 5. 8 .(88.5) 

17~9:84. • 3, 675Al 100.0 100.0· (79. 6) 
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Source 

NEC Intercity 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
DEMO R~il 
Auto 
Bus-

NEC Urban/Suburban 
Commuter Rail 
Mass Transit 
Auto 
Bus 

Extra Corridor 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
Auto 
Bus 

Other Transoortation 

All Transnortation 

Other Sources 

Total 

N. A. --not applicable 
n. a. --not available 

C3-20 

Table C3-13 

HYDROCARBONS 

Total NEC Percent of Percent 
Emissions Total NEC Increase 

ll. 000 T /year) Emissions (Decrease) 
1970 1985 1970 1985 1970-85 

16. 8 49.4 • 2 3.0 194. 0 
n. ca.. n. a. 

• 0 N.A • . 0 
80.l lb. " 1. 0 1. 0 (78. 9) 

n._a. n._a.. 

-- - ~----

n. a. n. a. 
n. a. n.a. 

4,010. 891. 50.0 54.0 (77.8) 
n.a. n.a. 

39.8 91.5 .5 5.5 130 
n.a. n.a. 
n. a. n. a. 
n.a. n.a. 

3.3 3.9 .o .2 18.2 

4,150. 0 1, 052.7 51.7 63. 8 (74. 5) 

3,866.0 599.0 48.3 36.2 (84.Sl . 
8,016. 0 1, 651. 7 100.0 100.0 (79. 5) 

I 
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Source 

NEC Iutercity 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
DEMO Rail 
Auto 
Bus 

NEC Urban/Suburban 
Commuter Rail 
Mass Transit 
Auto 
Bus 

Extra Corridor 
CTOL 
Existing Rail 
Auto 
Bus 

Other Transportation 

All Transportation 

Other Sources 

Total 

N. A. --not applicable 
n. a. --not available 
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Table C3-14 

NITROGEN OXIDES 

Total NEC Percent of Percent 
Emissions Total NEC Increase 

(1, 000 T /year) Emissions (Decrease) 
1970 1985 1970 1985 1970-85 

8.1 23.7 • 2 • 8 192 
n. a. n.a 

0 N • .A• .o 
39.1 5.6 • 9 . 2 (95. 7) 
n. a. n.a 

. . 

n. a. n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 

1,957. 292.0 42.6 9.7 (85.1) 
n.a. n.a. 

19.2 44.0 .4 1.5 129 
n.a. n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 

7.1 8.4 .2 .3 18.2 
2,030. 373.7 44.2 12. 5 (81. 6) 

2,565. 2.629. 55.8 87.5 2.5 

4,595. 3, 002.7 100.0 100.0 (34. 7) 
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Emission levels of the five pollutants have been used in the projections 
presented for the NEC, instead of concentration levels. Because of the 
variations within the Northeast Corridor of sources of pollutants, there 
are wide differences in the resulting concentrations among areas in the 
Corridor. Any look at concentrations would have to address these 
variations in order to convey meaningful information. As of yet, data 
on present levels of concentrations are very liinited, both in tenns of 
the substances studied in depth in a given area, and in the geographic 
range of the study areas. (Data have been gathered on a few substances. in 
the major cities, but little information exists outside of the urban 
concentrations.) Efforts to model the relationship between emissions 
and concentrations have shown great promise, but require data collection 
and computing capability beyond the scope of this study. Gaussian 
diffusion models have been used with some success to study concentrations 
of substances in limited areas (of about metropolitan area size).* 
Phenomena on a global scale have been studied by means of dynamic and 
numerical mathematical models.** The use of the limited area diffusion 
models requires an enumeration of the sources and intensities of the 
emissions in the area, as well as meteorological data for that area. 
The larger-scale numerical models require similarly detailed data inputs 
and the use of the largest computers available for any meaningful resolution. 

Emission levels are attractive alternatives to the use of concentration 
levels because they are more readily estimated ( present and future), 
because they can be more closely associated with transportation vs. 
non-transportation causes, and because they represent a meas,ure: o.f the 
change in environm.ental quality--even though they are achnittedly 
less informative than concentration levels. Thus, from the diverse data 
that were found, annual emission levels of the five pollutants were 
developed by type of source,. aggregated to the entire Northeast Corridor. This 

* Particularly the work of D. B. Turner,, D. O. Ma,rtin, J. A., Tikva:rt;, 
W. ott,. J. F. Clarke, and G .. Ozolins. 

** R. E. Newell,, "The Global Circulation of Atmospheric Pollutants," 
Scientific American, January 1971. 
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approach does not reveal variations of emissions among and within 
metropolitan areas, nor does it illuminate the differential impact of 
shifts in the emission levels. It is capable of showing how much contribution 
to the pollution problem is made by transportation activities and how 
that responsibility may be expected to shift over the next 15 years. 

5. Derivation of Emission Estimates 

When we use available pollution data, as we did in estimating present 
and future emission levels in the Northeast Corridor, problems are 
encountered in a lack of uniformity of the phenomena measured and in 
variations in the boundaries of the areas tabulated. Consequently, we 
were forced to assimilate total NEC estimates for 1970 emission levels 
from data that ranged from m tionwide to metropolitan area size. As a 
measure of the intensity of pollution-causing activities, population was 
used for scaling among emission figures for different areas. 

The National Air Pollution Control Administration, together with 
local interests, is in the process of establishing Air Quality Control 
Regions (AQCRs) throughout the country. Studies of the existing conditions 
are made for each region to be proposed, and are summarized in Reports 
for Consultation. As of November 1970, reports were available for the 
eight areas within the core NEC region that had been designated by that 
time. These AQCRs are listed in the first portion of Table C3-15. 
For each of these areas, estimates of emissions of sulfur oxides, 
particulates, and carbon monoxide were made by type of source 
(transportation and non-transportation'. These findings are shown in 
Table C3-16 through Table C3-21 in kilotons and percent distribution by 
source. NAPCA estimates for nationwide emissions of these substances 
are also shown in these tables. 
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Area 

Metropolitan Boston AQCR 

l\Ierrimack Valley -
Southern N.H. AQCR 

l\Ietropolitan Providence 
AQCR 

\Vorce ste r I Fitchburg-
L0ominster Massachusetts 

liartford-Springficld 
AQCH 
New Jersey-New York-
Connectlcut AQCR 

Metropolitan Phlladephia 
AQCR 
Metropolitan Baltlmore 
AQCR 

Washington, D. C. 
National Caoital AQCR 

Core NEC 

Table C3-15 

AIR QUALITY CONTROL REGIONS (AQCRs) IN NORTHEAST CORRIDOR AREA 

Estlmated 
Repo.t for Size a Populatlonb 

Status a Consultation (Aooroxlmat:ely) (1960) x 106 

Designated FY 1969 December 1968 Boston SMSA, Brocton SMSAs 2.745 
olus 9 counties 

Announced for June 1970 Southeast 1/4 of New Hampshire .466 
Desiimatlon FY 1970 Northeast 1/10 of Massachusetts 

Designated FY 1970 July 1969 nhode Island + 1/5 of 1.042 
Massachusetts 

Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 1/5 of Massachusetts--2 SMSAs .419 
Air Renart 1970 

Proposed FY 1969 Aprll 1969 1/3 of Connecticut, 20 percent 1.640 
of Massachusetts 

Designated FY 1969 August 1968 16 Counties in New York, New 15.269 
Jerscv + Southwest Connecticut 

Designated FY 1969 October 1968 12 Counties in New Jersey, 4.976 
Pcnnsvlvania. Delaware 

Proposed FY 1969 Aprll 1969 Baltimore SMSA 1.804 

Designated FY 1969 July 1968 Washington, D. C. SMSA 2.064 

30.425 

Estimated 
NEC 

Population 
(1960) :x 106 

34. 883 

Percent NEC 
Populatlon ln 

AQCFs 
(1960 rates) 

87.3 

() 
U> 
I 
N 
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Table C3-15 (Continued) 

Estlmaw<l 

* Estimated NEC** 

Status* 
Report for Size Population"'-* Population 

Area Consultation (Annroxlmatelv} £1960) x 106 (1960) x 106 

Albany-Schenectedy- Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 1 SMSA, New York .658 
Trov. NewYork Air Renort 1970 

Allentown-Bethlehem- Selected for Cost of Clean Not Propo11ed 1 SMSA, Pennsylvania .492 
Easton Pennvslvania Air Renort 1970 

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 1 SMSA, Pennsylvania .372 
Air Report 1970 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 1 SMSA, Pennsylvania .278 
Alr Renort 1970 

Norfolk-Portsomouth/ Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 2 SMSAs, Vlrglnia .803 
Newport News-Hampton, Alr Report 1970 
Virginia 

Reading, Pennsylvania Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 1 SMSA, Pennsylvania .275 
Alr Report 1970 

Richmond, Vkglnia Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 1 SMSA, Virginia .436 
Air ~port 1970 

York, Pennsylvania Selected for Cost of Clean Not Proposed 1 SMSA, Pennsylvania .290 
Air Renort 1970 

Fringe NEC 3.604 4.512 
Total NEC 34.029 39.395 

·* The Cost of Clean !ll!:,. Second Report of the Secretary of HEW, March 1970; Reports for Consultation for·proposed AQCRs. 
** Statistical Abstract of the.!!..:.§.., 1970; Reports for Consultation, RMC estlmates. 

Percent NEC 
Population in 

AQCRs 
(1960 rates) 

79.8 
86.6 

() 
w 
1 
N· 
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Tabie C3-16 

INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORTATION AND ELECTRIC POWER ON EMISSIONS 

Type of Pollutant: SUlfur Oxides (1000 tons/yr) 

Air Quality Control Regionsa 

-;:& t:d iS: f P oo iS: -;:. "d rs: - tll ::i:: --z -;:. "d rs: '()al rs: -;:. z :E 
coO CD COO CD CO 11 CD I-' '"C ~ ~ rs: . ~ e; ~ \I'·~~ co ~ ~ O')l"ni+ · Cl')i:;.11 Cl'>~ "' 

co 11 11 Cl'> ~ Co! ~ Ei i::; 
Cl'> .... -a&a1 00 l:J' 11 -a .... a C> ~ ; -a ~ 11 ,_. ii a 01 0 ;:::,' Total Total -::s -CD - - Q. -~o I 0 - 0.. 0 I ::S cK Source 1 g~ ~ '8 .... 11 Cl'> 'C z CD 'C co 0 '"C g: ~ for u. s. 0 

CD 0.. .:::! g. . Jr; 0 Cl'> 11 0 ;:;: z a (') i: -· e: s: dm ~ -co AQCRs (1968) CD '°'" 0.. ;:;: i< § • "" ~ ~ .: ~ ~ ~ .§ .? 
::i:: < ;:;: t1 
·~ ~g ~· 

1 c cs . - . I ct 

Gasoline Vehicles 3.4 N.A. 
f 1. 7 

3.0 N.A. 

~ 
N.A. N.A. 

Diesel Vehicles • 5 N.A • 1.2 N.A. 
9.9 N.A. N.A. 

Aircraft N.A. N.A. .9 .o N.A. 
f 44.6 

N.A. N.A. 

Railroad • o N.A. . o .o N.A • N.A. N.A • 

Total Transportation 3.9 1.7 2.6 4.2 13.7 54.5 7.7 4.0 92.3 800 

Steam, Electric Utilities 138.3 67.4 87.3 217.7 625.3 481.8 146.6 155.7 r·920.1 } Fuel Combustion in Other 3,744.6 24,400 
Stationary Sources 283.4 31.8 49.0 132.9 887.8 262.l 91.0 86.5 1,824.5 

Other 2.5 I 1.0 0.3 0.6 64.6 369.7 10.7 0.9 450.3 8,000 

Totals 428.1 101.9 139.2 355.4 1, 591.4 1,168.l 255.4 247.1 4,286.6 33,200 

"-ources: Reports for Consultation prepared for each proposed AQCR by NAPCA. Boundaries of study areas for emissions do 
·of corr,'spond to adopted AQCR boundaries in all cases. 
:~ .. elude~ rQl").Il( -~ticut portion. 
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INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORTATION AND ELECTRIC POWER ON EMISSIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Sulfur Oxides (percent by source) 

Air QUallty Control Regions a 

,:::~~ -rn~ ,::: I'd ~ - rn ::i:: --z ,::: I'd ~ () bj ~ ,::z~ 
~~ (1) 

,... 't:I II> ,... !;:o' • 
c.o fl) Q c.o t; (') (0 t; c.o it ~ c.o e: () II> $1) (') (0 ~ $1) 
C'> ..... q C);:.. "1 O> 0 ..... m s· :4. C> ...... C> ~ ..... • ~ c-1- C> ..... t"/l 
....:i 0 0 00 ::::' t; ..;i < t; ....:i .... er cs w 

..;i i:> t; - t; CTI 0 ::r' Total Total 
-:::s't:I ......... Q ...... - E:.g - a:i 0 - 0. 0 ,... s 0 I :::S s· 

Source 0 'i s g g. :::? t; C> 't:I z (1) 't:I (0 0 't:I ge.~ for u. s. c :::s $1) (1) c. -o Q) ..., 0 - .:::! g.. 'g. s: .... z g. () ..... Q: I .:::!(1) ~ -a o AQCRs (1968) ..... (1) § ::<: i< § . ,..,, ;;· § i:> :::s 
::c < § .: 't:I w . $1) 

~g 
::<: t:I 

i::: $1) • 

(') -n 
'< as . 

I - . I 'O" 

Gasoline Vehicles .8 l 1· 2 
.8 

~ Diesel Vehicles .1 .3 .8 

Aircraft .o .6 .o 

f Railroad .o .o .o 3.8 

Total Transportation 0.9 1.7 1.9 1.2 .9 4.7 3.0 1.6 2.1 2.4 

Steam, Electric Utilities I 32.4 66.1 62.8 60.8 39.1 41.2 57.3 63.0 44.9 } Fuel Combustion in Other 73.6 
Stationary Sources 66.1 31.3 35.1 37.5 55.7 22.4 35.5 35.0 42.6 

! 
I t 

Other 0.6 I 0.9 0.2 .2 4.1 31. 6 4.2 .4 10.5 24.0! 

Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.o I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

a. Sources: Reports for Consultation prepared for each proposed AQCR by NAPCA. Boundaries of study areas for emissions do 
not correspond to adopted AQCR boundaries in all cases. 

b. Excludes Connecticut portion. 
c. Source: NAPCA Inventory of Air Pollutant Emissions, 1970. 
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Table C3-18 

INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORTATION AND ELECTRIC POWER ON EMISSIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Particulates (1000 ton/yr) 

Air QUality Control Regionsa 

-;:~a:: -oo a:: -;: 'ti a:: - 00 tI: --z -;: ~a:: '()' b:j a:: PZ~ ~ 0 CD ..... 'ti II' ~ a:: • C.O rn CD CO 11 CD ~ 11 ~ ·~ F~~ co ~ ~ O') .+ r+ (j) ~ 11 (j) 0 r+ 
Q) Ei' ~ (j) ~ :-i· O') .... 

...:i 0 11 00 ::r' 11 ...:i ;S. ~ ...:i II' 11 ..... s ~ CTI 0 ::r' Total Total - 1:1 .g '-""' (t) .... 
- 0. ..::! a.s. O' er~ .. - 0. 0 I 1:1 <[ Source ~ a ~ CD 'g .... 1-j C) '8 z ~ '8 co 0 '8 g e. for u. s. c 

g = (I) c.. ...:i • 
~s; 

C) 11 .... :z ~ Q: I -, ;< ,.::! CD ~ -oo A QC Rs (1968) r+ 
CD i ~ II' ~ II' 1:1 

tI: < 'O .. 

·~ ~9 
:::;: t:i e. . 

~ OS 0 

I -C"' 

Gasoline Vehicles 4.6 
f 2.5 

3.9 N.A. 
f 17.1 

N.A. N.A. 

Diesel Vehicles 1.4 2.6 3.3 N.A. N.A. N.A. 
Aircraft 1.8 

~ .2 
.1 .4 N.A. 

f 7. 5 
N.A. N.A. 

Railroad .o .1 .o N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Total Transportation 7.8 2.7 2.8 7. 6 34.6 24.6 13.0 6.2 99.3 1,200 

Steam, Electric Utilities 23.7 6.2 10.4 14.0 40.0 35.9 35.7 9.9 { 175.8 } Fuel Combustion in Other 410.4 8,900 
Stationary Sources 27.6 5.2 4.1 18.9 94.3 54.5 20.6 9.4 234.6 

I 
Other 25.3 14.2 6.3 14.6 61.3 116.4 34.4 9.3 281.8 18,200 

Totals 84.4 28.3 23.6 55.1 230.2 231.4 103.7 34.8 791.5 28,300 

a. Sources: Reports !'2! Consultation prepared for each proposed AQCR by NAPCA. Boundaries of study areas for emissions do 
not correspond to adopted AQCR boundaries in all cases. 

b. Excludes Connecticut portion. 
c. Source: NAPCA Inventory of Air Pollutant Emissions, 1970. 
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Table C3-19 

INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORTATION AND ELECTRIC POWER ON EMISSIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Particulates (percent by source) 

Air Quality Control Regionsa 

-;:::: ttl ~ -oo ~ -;:::: I'd ~ -oo::i:: --z -;:::: I'd s:: 'O ~ a:: -;:::: z ==: ~o ro ..... 'O Ill ~ a:: • (.0 0 (1) (.0 '"'l (1) (.0 '"'l (.0 Er (1) ~ ~~ (.0 ~ ~ 
(j') l:'ll "" (j') la '"'l O'> 0 "" O'> i;· '"'l (j') (1) c..c O'> .... <+ O'> .... 

.=? 8" 6 CX> ::r '"'l ~ ~. 6 ~ :::; (j') "" • ~ $1) '"'l .... a CTI 0 ::;l" Total Total 
f:j 'O 

..._... ('O ..... 
- 0. - a.s.. 0 I d w - 0. 0 ~ g 'O I f:j c§: Source a g (1) 'O .... '"'l (j') 'O z t'D 'O ~ e. for u. s. c g. :::i g. ('D 0.. .... 0 en 11 o .... :z ~ n .... .... I ..:3 e. . ~~ .=? t'D :;: -oo AQCRs (1968) "" ('D § 0.. .... Kl 

§ "" . ri>' § § .§ .? 
::i:: < § w 

·~ ~g 
;:<: tj e. . 

~ 
0 OS . -· I O" 

Gasoline Vehicles 5.4 
~ 8.8 t 11. 0 

7.1 

~ Diesel Vehicles 1.7 6.0 7.4 

Aircraft 2.1 

~ 
.4 .7 i 3. 2 ;Railroad .o .7 .4 .o 

Total Transportation 9.2 • 9.5 11.8 13.7 15.0 10.6 12.6 17.8 12.5 4.2 

Steam, Electric Utilities 28.0 I 21.9 44.2 25.4 17.3 15.5 34.3 28.5 22.2 } Fuel Combustion in Other 
32.7 I 31. 3 

Stationary Sources 18.3 17.3 34.4 41.1 23.5 19.9 27.0 29.6 
I 

Other 30.1 50.2 26.7 26.5 26.6 50.4 33.1 26.7 35.7 64.5 

Totals 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

a. Sources: Reports for Consultation prepared for each proposed AQCR by NAPCA. Boundaries of study areas for emissions do 
not correspond to adopted AQCR boundaries in all cases. 

b. Excludes Collllecticut portion. 
c. Source: NAPCA Inventory of Air Pollutant Emissions, 1970. 
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Table C3-20 

INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORTATION AND ELECTRIC POWER ON EMISSIONS 

Type of Pollutant; Carbon Monoxide (1,000 tons/yr) 

Air Quality Control Regionsa 

-;:& ~ a:: - tll a:: -;:& "d a:: -;:.~= --z -;:& "d a:: '(;' td a= -;oz~ 
~ rn (!) t; 0 (!) co "1 (!) co ., s. t; a:: • co e: ~ f ~~ co a. ~ 
O') "' c+ Q> a "1 Q) 0 .... 

Q) i;· Q) ~ ~ Q> ..... "1 Q) ... 
__, 0 "1 00 ::T "1 __, < "1 -;:i .... O') "1 .; __, II' 0 .... a 

er§ i Total Total 
-=1 ~ -(l) ... - o:.g -°:3? g I 0 - g.'t:J ~ g 't:J Source g ~ m g. Q) 'g z ~e for u. s. c ..... (D c. -;:i • -t;' & ~ "1 g. .... :z: ~ 0 .... Q: I - ..... - (!) ::; -o AQCRs (1968) c+ 

(!) g ::; ~ e: "' r:1 ::c: < ~.: II'§ ~ ~F 
·~ 

~i 
::; t1 e· 

'i 0 . - . I C' 

Gasoline Vehicles 872.4 t 371. 0 ~ 407.9 
782.0 N.A. 

~1,845.9 
N.A. N.A. 

Diesel Vehicles 7.5 1.8 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Aircraft 10.5 

i 
7.6 6.9 N.A. f N.A. N.A. 

Railroad • o 6.9 .o .o N.A • 19.8 N.A. N.A. 

Total Transportation 890.4 377.9 415.5 790.7 5,061.8 1,865.7 793.8 1,242.9 11,438.7 63,800 

Steam, Electric Utilities 6.5 .3 .4 0.8 4.6 2.0 0.9 1.2 

t 
16.7 } Fuel Combustion in Other 139.5 1,900 

Stationary Sources 6.8 .6 2.2 7.0 53.6 37.6 10.5 4.5 122.8 

Other 75.81 37.7 19.3 46.9 176.4 785.5 24.0 10.1 1,175.7 34,400 

Totals 979.51 416.5 437.4 845.4 5,296.4 2,690.8 829.2 1,258.7 12,753.9 100,100 

a. Sources: Reports for Consultation prepared for each proposed AQCR by NAPCA. Boundaries of study areas for emissions do 
not correspond to adopted AQCR boundaries in all cases. 

b. Excludes Connecticut portion. 
c. Source: NAPCA Inventory of Air Pollut:mt Emissions, 1970. 
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INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORTATION AND ELECTRIC POWER ON EMISSIONS 

Type of Pollutant: Carbon Mono.xlde (percent by source) 

Air Quality Control Regionsa 

,::& t:J:I ~ ',::& 00 ;s: ,::& Id ;s: - 00 ::r:: --z ,::& Id == () t:J:I == ,::&Z~ ..... "O jl) ~ ;s: • coo co «>oco (0 "1 C'D co "1 ~5~ 11' ~~ (0 ~ jl) (j)tll .+ O)g "1 0) 0 .+ 
O> 6' ~ 0) ~ :-c 0) .... tll 

-:i"'l-I 100::::'"1 -:i ;S. ~ ~ M> O') "1 .. -:i jl) I-I .... a C11 0 ::T Total Total -§ o ·-co ..... - 0. - o,s, 0 I 0 - 0. 0 ~a "O I t:1 S° 
Source 'g g s C'D "O ..... I-I C') 't:I z ~ 'g O> 0 0 ~eia for u. s. c ..... jl) t:1 g. C'D 0. -:i 0 • 'g. a: ..;i ~ i::: .... z () () ..... ,_. I - ..... -c 0 AQCRs (1968) C'D § 0.. ~ i< - .+ § . ~ § .; ;· ~ ~ .§ .? 

::r:: < ~o 
·~ 

~~ e· 
0 (") 

'1 
I -0"· 

Gasoline Vehicles 89.0 
~ 89. 0 l 93.3 

92.6 
~ 68.6 Diesel Vehicles .8 .2 

Aircraft 1.1 
f 1. 7 

1.7 .8 

i Railroad .o .o .o .7 

Total Transportation 90.9 i 90.7 95.0 93.6 95.6 69.3 95.7 98.7 89.7 63.8 

Steam, Electric Utilities I .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 } • 7 I .1 
Fuel Combustion in Other i 1.9 I 

Stationary Sou1·ces • 71 .1 .5 .8 1.0 1.4 1.3 .4 1.0 

Other 7. 7 ! 9.1 4.4 5.5 3.3 29.2 2.9 .8 9.2 34.4 

Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

a. Sources: Reports for Consultation prepared for each proposed AQCR by NAPCA. Boundaries of study areas for emissions do 
not cor.respond to adopted AQCR boundaries in all cases. 

b. Excludes Connecticut portion. 
c. Source: NAPCA Inventory of Air Pollutant Emissions, 1970. 
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In preparing The Cost of Clean Air- -Second Report, * HEW analysts 
selected several metropolitan areas for inclusion in estimating the costs 
of achieving various air quality goals. Nine of these areas are within 
the Northeast Corridor (one in the core area\ and are listed in Table C3-15. 
Since that time, actual AQCR boundaries have been proposed for several 
of these areas, which vary considerably from the assumptions that went 
into The Cost of Clean Air report, and Reports for Consultation have not 
yet been obtained. We will rely primarily, then, on data from the eight 
AQCRs that have been proposed or designated within the NEC. 

By 1960 estimates, these eight areas contained about 86 percent of the 
core NEC population, and about 75 percent of the total population. If 
the other nine areas are added, then about 87 percent of the total NEC 
population lives on the AQCRs assumed in the Cost of Clean Air report. 
In this study, we draw conclusions from the Reports for Consultation, 
the Cost of Clean Air report, and other sources, and apply them to the 
entire Northeast Corridor area by scaling according to population. This is 
a reasonable procedure, because the AQCRs encompass such a large portion 
of the population. (It should be noted that population shifts between 1960 
and 1970 have occurred largely within the metropolitan areas that are 
represented by AQCRs. Even the continued suburban development or 
satellite city growth that may occur by 1985 will stay largely within the 
near-contiguous group of AQCRs found in Table C3-l5\. 

A comparison of percent emissions by source for the eight NEC AQCRs 
and a national estimate** (Tables C3-17, C3-19, C3-21) shows transpor-
tation a relatively more important source of particulates and carbon monoxide 
in the NEC than elsewhere in the U.S. Explanatory phenomena concerning 
the distribution of vehicular vs. industrial sources among the regions of 
the country make this a reasonable observation to accept. 

*Senate Document No. 91-65, March 1970. 

** NAPCA Inventory of Air Pollution Emissions, 1970. 
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Tables C3-22-C3-24 show the percent distribution of emissions by 
source for sulfur oxides, particulates, and carbon monoxide, and the cal-
culated 1970 emission rates for the Northeast Corridor. Here, the 
8-AQCR rates were scaled up to total NEC, and then adjusted for population 
increase to 1970. Table C3-25 then shows the proportion of total U.S. 
emissions of the three substances that have been calculated to come from the 
NEC. In Tables C3-26 and C3-27, the percent by source figures correspond 
with the NAPCA Inventory national distribution for hydrocarbons and 
nitrogen oxides. 

Since these substances were not surveyed in the Reports for Consultation, 
other means for scaling were necessary. Because transportation emissions 
of hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides, as well as carbon monoxide are dominated 
by gasoline vehicles, the same relationship between U.S. and NEC rates 
found for carbon monoxide was used for the other two substances. Knowing 
the total transportation emissions of hydrocarbons in the NEC and the assumed 
distribution by source, the 1970 rates for other sources were found. The 
analog between nitrogen oxide and sulfur oxide emissions from steam power 
plants was used to calculate the 1970 NEC emission of nitrogen oxides, and 
the other sources were filled in as for hydrocarbons. 

Thus, we now have, in the third column of Tables C3-22 through C3-24, 
C3-26 and C3-27, estimates of 1970 emission levels for the five substances 
of interest in the Northeast Corridor, by type of source. Emissions 
associated with each specific transportation activity within the Northeast 
Corridor were then calculated, based on the ratios of vehicle miles or 
vehicle trips. The projections for intercity travel were derived for an 
inter-modal analysis prepared by the NECTP staff for the DOT /NASA Civil 
Aviation Research and Development Study. The estimates are average values 
resulting from a series of modal runs depicting a variety of transportation 
scenarios for the NEC. The intracity auto estimates were prepared by 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company for the NECTP. The values used 
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Table C3-22 

SULFUR OXIDES 

Percent Emissions (1000 tons/vr) . 
by Source Core NEC Total NEC 

(1970) (1970) (1970) 

Gasoline Vehicles 1.3 71.·1 80.4 

J:>tegeI vehicles .2 11.0 12.4 

Aircraft .6 32.9 37.1 

Railroads .o .o .o 

Total Transportation 2.1 115.0 130.0 

Steam. Electdc Utilities 44.9 2,391.0 I 2,700.0 

Other Fuel Combustion 
from Stationary Sources 42.6 2,270.0 2,555.0 

Other Sources 10.5 562.0 634.0 

Totals 100.0 5,340.0 6,019.0 
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Table C3-Z3 

PARTICULATES 

Percent Emissions (1000 tons/vrl 
by Source Core NEC Total NEC 

(1970) (1970) (1970) 

Gasoline Vehicles 6.2 61.5 69.5 

l>lesel Vehicles 3.3 32.7 37.0 

Aircraft 2.5 24.7 27.9 

Railroads .5 5.0 5.6 

Total Transportation 12.5 124.0 140.0 

=::;~"""'"&• Eic"~ ... ~c u~ii.i.t.i.es 22.2 218.0 246.0 

Other Fuel Combustion 
from stationary Sources 29.6 292.0 330.0 

other Sources 35.7 351.0 397.0 
·-

Totals 100.0 985.0 1,113.0 
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Table G3-24 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

Percent Emissions (1000 tons/vr) 
by Source Core NEC Total NEC 

(1970) '1970) (1970) 

Gasoline Vehicles 88.2 14,040 15,850 

Dlesel Vehicles .3 48 54 

Aircraft 1.2 191 215 

Railroads .o 0 0 

Total Transportation 89.7 14,280 16,129 

;:;~\;; ......... ~c;v~J. ~\; v~U.i~ies .1 I 21 I 24 

other Fuel Combustion 
from Stationary Sources 1.0 153 173 

other Sources 9.2 1,468 1,658 

Totals 100.0 15,922 17,984 
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Table C3-25 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL U.S. EMISSIONS BY SOURCE FOR NEC 
(1970) 

Total NEC Sulfur Oxides Particulates Carbon Monoxide 

Total Transportation 15.90% 11.40% 24.60% 
Steam, other stationary fuel combustion 21.10 6.35 10.10 

Other 7.74 ..bl! 4.70 

Total NEC Sources 17.80% 3.86% 17. 58% 

Core NEC 

Transportation 14.1 10.1 21. 8 
Steam, fuel combustion 18.8 5.62 8.96 

Other ~ 1.90 4.16 

Total Core NEC Sources 15.8 3.43 15.6 
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Table C3-26 

HYDROCARBONS 

Percent Emissions (1000 tons/vr) 
by Source Core NEC Total NEC 

(1970) 0970) {1970) 

Gasoline Vehicles 51.0 3,620 4,090 

D rliset . Vehicles .2 12 14 

Aircraft .7 50 56 

Railroads 0 0 0 

Total Transportation 51.9 3,682 4,150a 

~lGC&om, :;;Iev~L ic U1.ij,i1.i~1:1 } } } Other Fuel Combustion 2.2 156 176b 
from Stationary Sources 

other Sources 46.0 3,260 3,690b 

Totals 100.0 7,118 8,016 

a. Used proportion of total U.S. for 1970 as were found for transportation 
emissions of carbon monoxide. 

b. Stationary fuel combustion and other sources distributed according to 
national distributions of HC by sources. 
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Table C3-Z7 

NITROGEN OXIDES 

Percent Emissions (1000 tons/vr) 
by Source Core NEC Total NEC 

(1970) (1970) 11970) 

Gasoline Vehicles 43.4 1,770 1,996 

Dlesel Vehicles .2 6 7 

Aircraft .6 24 27 . 
Railroads -0 0 0 

Total Transportation 44.2 1,800 2,030a 

S~\;;Am., ;;~C\;~J. l\; U lUl~lt:~ 22.5 940 1,035b 

Other Fuel Combustion 
from stationary Sources 29.8 1,212 1,370 

Other Sources 3.5 150 160c 

Totals 100.0 4,102 4,595 

a. Used same proportion of u. s. total for 1970 as was found for CO, 
because of same source (auto) being the driving factor in both pollutants. 

b. Used same proportion of u. s. total for 1970 as was found for so2, 
because of common source for both pollutants. 

c. Used average of so2 and CO proportions of U. S. totals. 
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are summ.arized below. The resulting emission distributions are found 
in the first column of Tables C3-10 through C3-14, for each of the 
substances. 

NEC Intercity 
CTOL (vehicle trips )a 
Demonstration Rail (vehicle miles) 
Auto (vehicle miles) 

NEC Urban/Suburban 
Auto (vehicle miles) 

Extra Corridor 
CTOL (vehicle trips' 

1970 

183, 000 
8. 8x106 

4xlo9 

200xl09 

435,000 

a. Includes CTOL and STOL vehicle trips for 1985. 

1985 

559,000 
N.A. 

5. 5x109 

290x109 

l, 000, 000 

It should be noted that the estimates made here for 1970 emissions for 
the five air pollution substances were derived not from a summation of 
individual sources, but rather by employing more aggregated estimates 
for the NEC, and then dividing these into their component sources. This 
approach keeps the focus on the relative importance of transportatiqn vs. 
non-transportation sources, and (within the transportation sources\ on the 
split among NEC inter-city, NEC urban/suburban, and extra-NEC trans-
portation. A building-block approach would have required detailed estimates 
of both activity levels and emission characteristics of the great variety 
of transportation sources that exist in the Northeast Corridor, a task 
that would have required more resources than were available for its 
performance. Projecting 1985 emissions based on expected changes in 
activity levels and emission control trends maintains the perspective 
afforded by the broad view and allows comparisons among sources of 
emissions to be made, within the context of overall pollution levels in the 
NEC. A translation of the emissions in Tables C3-10 through C3-14 to 
emission rates by mode has little meaning, since the relative changes in 
activity rates and degree of control were used to develop the inner consistency 
of those tables. 
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No~e that appropriate data were not found for some modes. For the 
rail modes, the primary source of power and volume diminish the 
importance of the emissions. The fraction of electric power generation 
that goes to transportation uses is probably small; consequently, 
transportation's share of the resulting pollution would also be small, 
but this is an area for further clarification. Bus and extra-corridor 
auto are of more concern, but bus (diesd-powered) emissions are 
recorded in these tables as "Other Transportation" and automobile 
travel is dominated by Urban/Suburban trips. 

In projecting 1985 transportation emission rates, two factors were 
considered: changes in activity levels and changes in the technology 
of conventional modes. The table above contains the assumed trans-
portation activity levels; the assumptions made about technological 
change are summarized below. 

SOx and particulate vehicle mile emission rates for autos are 
unaltered. 

Allowing for control mechanism degradation and vehicle half-
life, researchers at NAPCA have set 1980 emission rate goals from 
motor vehicles for CO, NOx and HC that are small fractions of 
the actual rate prevailing in 1967. * If the goals were met and 
vehicle miles increase 1. 3 percent per year, then the output of 
CO from all autos then operating would be about 12. 4 percent of 

1967 1980 Rate 1980% 1980 Rate as 
Rates Goals Contr.ol a :% of 1967 

co 82.6 g/mi 6.16 g/mi 92.5 8.2 
NOX 5. 93 g/mi • 38 g/mi 93.6 6.85 
HC 14. 84g/mi .15 g/mi 99.0 10. 25 

the present output. Other work by NAPCA, reported in the First Annual 
Report of the Council on Environmental Quality, ** indicates that with 
strict standards for 1975 vehicles in effect, CO emission from autos 

*Federal Motor Vehicle Emission Goals for CO, HC, and NOx Based on 
Desired Air Quality Levels, D. S. Barth, .J. C. Romanovsley, E. A. Schultz, 
N. P. Cernansky, in Air Pollution - 1970 Hearings, Part 5, pp. 1639-1650. 

** Environmental Quality, 1970, p. 79 
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will decline to about 32 percent of present levels. Tighter standards 
were assumed for auto emissions by 1985, but the 12. 4 percent versus 
32 percent difference between projected standards and projected results 
leads to doubt that the projected standards will be met by 1985. As 
a compromise, it was assumed that by 1985, effective emission rates would 
still be 50 percent higher than the projected standards. This still 
represents a significant decrease in vehicle-mile emissions from 
1970 rates: 

co 
NOX 
HC 

Effective Vehicle Mile Emissions 
1985 as a Percent of 1970 

12. 5 
10. 3 
14. 5 

Emissions of all substances from aircraft are complicated by the 
changing mix of vehicle types, sizes, emissions, and changes in 
control technology. * Air and ground congestion lend another 
complicating influence. Because of this set of opposing trends 
and a lack of time to trace the details more analytically, we 
made the assumption that 1985 aircraft generated pollutants 
per landing and takeoff cycle at the same rates as 1970 CTOL 
aircraft. 

*See Nature and Control of Aircraft Engine Exhaust Emission, Senate 
Document 91-9, December 1968. 
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• otner transportation sources are assumed to grow at the same 
rate as population for the area; here assumed to be 1. 0% per 
annum. 

Non-transportation sources are projected using the following assumptions: 

• Sulfur oxides were projected by NAP CA in October 1969, indicating 
an increase of SOX emissions between 1970 and 1985 of 81. 5%. * 
This rate has been used for the NEC. 

• In the second Cost of Clean Air Report projections of emissions of 
particulates are made, with and without controls. Over an 8-year period 
uncontrolled emissions would grow at the rate of 1. 3% per annun1 
nationally. With the proposed controls, it would fall, instead, by 
nearly 90%. We will assume that the 1975 goals in that report 
are met for stationary sources, and then growth at 1. 3% per 
annum begins again to 1985. This results lil a projected decline 
of Other Sources of particulates in 1985 to 12. 8% of 1970 values. 

• The same decline and slow rise pattern is assumed to apply to 
carbon monoxide, with 1985 values equalling 11.4% of 1970 values 
of stationary Other Sources. 

• Goals for nitrogen oxides are still unclear, and in the absence of a 
coordinated control program, we assumed that a shift towards 
nuclear fuel for electric power generation would cause a 20% 
decline in NOx emissions from those sources and that the 
remainder of Other Sources would grow 1 % per annum. 

• As was done for particulates and carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons 
were assumed to decrease, under the influence of control procedures. 

* "Must We Breathe Sulfur Oxides?" by T. K. Sherwood, Technology Review, 
Vol. 72, No. 3, pp. 24-31. 
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The emission ?"ates in Tables C3-10 to C3-14 were converted to percent by 
source for 1970 and 1985 to illustrate the changes in causes of pollution. The 

percentage change in absolute level between the two years is shown in the last 

column of each table. * 
Briefly stated, Table C3-10 indicates that the Northeast Corridor will see a coll 

tinuing increase in sulfur oxide emissions in the next 15 years, due primarily to 

increases in the production of electric power by fossil fuels, in other stationary 

fuel combusion and in industrial processes. Transportation activities will continue 

to play a very small part in sulfur oxide production. 

Table C3-ll indicates that overall levels of particulate emissions will decreas 
by a large amount by 1985, under the influence of intense abatement activity for 

stationary sources. At the same time, however, increases in air and automobile 

activity will cause a 73 percent increase in the level of emissions from transportation, 

and transportation's contribution to the resulting particulate emission levels will 

shift from 12. 6 percent to 66. 0 percent of total NEC emissions. 

Carbon monoxide emissions will continue to be dominated by the internal 

combustion engine, but very strict controls now adopted and being proposed should 

cause a net reduction of emission levels of about 80 percent from present levels 

(Table C3-12). 

Hydrocarbons will face a similar reduction, due both to regulations on gasoline-

fueled vehicles and to controls on some stationary sources (Table C3-13 ). In 1985 

transportation will account for more than 64 percent of all hydrocarbon emissions 

(up from about half at the present time). 

Nitrogen oxides will decline by about 34 percent between now and 1985. 

Anticipated tight control on motor vehicle emissions will account for most of this 

decline, and the contribution to nitrogen oxide emissions from transportation will 

drop from 44 percent to 13. 2 percent (Table C3-14). 

* A re-examination of the 1970 estimates, from which 1985 projections 
are made, indicates that the total level of HC for both years may be too hlgh, 
but the role played by auto remains as indicated. Also, the levels of emission 
for the air modes may be high, but the small role played by all transportation 
in the production of SO minimizes the severity of this discrepancy, and an 
adjustment of HC from"autos would keep the percentage distributions about the 
same. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The estimates of emission rates of the five pollutants are summarized 
in Figure C3-4 showing the overall emissions in 1970 and 1985 and the portion 
contributed by transportation. In the case of sulfur oxides transportation 
systems will play a small part in the increased generation of these 
substances. The primary burdens will continue to rest on electric power 
and other industrial activities. All of the other substances are estimated 
to be decreasing over the next 15 years as a result of already existing 
trends. Although total levels of suspended particulates and hyrocarbons 
will decrease by 1985, the relative contribution by transportation activities 
increases. The decrease in carbon monoxide emissions will still leave 
motor vehicles as the major contributors. The importance of transportation 
activities to 1985 emissions of nitrogen oxides will be minor. 
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Figure C3-4: EMISSION ESTIMATES (IN 1, 000 T /YR.) FOR FIVE SUBSTANCE 
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PORTATION RELATED (SHADED AREAS, AND NEC INTERCITY 
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C4. Other Environmental Effects 

1. Introduction 

This section briefly examines three additional sources of 
pollution that impact on the environmental quality of the Northeast 
Corridor region. These are: the generation and disposal of solid waste: 
thermal pollution of water and air; and the pollution of rivers, lakes, 
and oceans. These three sources of pollution typically stem from 
activities within urbanized areas where large concentrations of people 
reside. Since the NEC contains a disproportionate number of 
metropolitan centers as compared with the nation as a whole these 
environmental impacts are of concern, particularly with regard to the health 
and well being of urban populations. 

2. Solid Waste 

The nature and magnitude of the solid waste problems in the 
U. S. is revealed by data compiled by the Council on Environmental Quality 
and reported in the first annual report.* These data show that for the 
nation in 1969, over 4300 million tons of solid waste were produced. 
Over half of this total originated from agriculture and livestock. Forty 
percent arose from mining and industrial processes. The remaining 
8 percent was classified as residential, commercial, institutional, and 
industrial solid wastes. 

* Executive Office of the President, Council on Environmental Quality, 
Environmental Quality, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washiigton, D. C. , 
August 1970. 
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In the Northeast Corridor, the relative proportions of these solid waste 
sources is different from the U.S. average; less comes from agriculture 
and mining and more from urban sources. However, the total is still 
very much dominated by the non-urban activities. 

Although the urban waste material is a small portion of the total solid 
waste produced each year, it is potentially a greater danger to health and 
the quality of urban life, since it accumulates where people live. 
Agricultural and mineral wastes are generally spread more widely over 
the land and are more removed from metropolitan areas. 

For the most part, the environmental impact of solid waste is a problem 
separate from transportation and not affected by it. One major exception is 
the disposal of abandoned autos. Of the nearly 2 million automobiles that 
are retired from service every year in the NEC, it is thought that 
approximately 15 percent are abandoned on city streets, vacant lots and 
rural roads. This represents nearly 2 million tons, or approximately 3 
percent of the total NEC urban solid waste production. The problem is 
further complicated by the difficulties in collection and disposal of abandoned 
autos. 

Even with the 85 percent of the autos that are properly turned in by their 
last owner, the problem of recycling and disposal is complex. By 1985 
the problem will become more severe as auto travel increases and more 
autos are produced and retiren each year. An increase of nearly 50 percent 
can be expected by that date. 

As pointed out by the Council on Environmental Quality, any attempt to 
solve the problem of abandoned cars must consider the complex problem of 
fluctuating demand for scrap metal, steel production technology, and the 
technology for shredding auto hulks. Otherwise, the problem of removing 
abandoned autos could be solved at the expense of larger junk yards. The 
auto disposal problem is, therefore, a complex issue and will require both 
advances in technology and policy changes before it is solved. 
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3. Thermal Pollution 

All activities that involve energy transfer necessarily entail energy losses 
due to inefficiencies. Thermal pollution has recently become a. major concern 
of environmentalists although the engineering profession has long been involved 
in decreasing its magnitude by striving for higher mechanical and thermal 
efficiencies. Consequently, much of the machinery and other devices 
that cause injurious heat concentrations have been the objects of improvement 
efforts which have ameliorated the problem somewhat. 

Still, there exists legitimate concern over the sizable heat outputs of 
electric power generating and industrial processing plants. Fish kills and 
other changes in a body of water's ecological balance are potential consequences 
of the use of available waters for cooling. Release of heat to the atmosphere 
can produce local weather changes and may contribute to longer term 
global effects. The effects of heat releases are still being investigated; 
and there is no consistent body of opinion among investigators. 

We can assume, however, that localized increases in levels of thermal 
releases have negative effects on the environment. It follows that concentrations 
of thermal outputs, such as those from power plants, may be more serious 
than those distributed over a large area, such as those associated with 
internal combustion engine exhausts. Thus, it is desirable to consider 
the environmental consequences of the activities of electrified transportation 
modes. 

Over the next three decades, electric power generation will become dominated 
by nuclear sources of heat production. Present-day conventional fission 
reactors have thermal efficiencies considerably lower than fossil-fueled power 
plants. Although breeder reactors and fusion reactors should have thermal 
efficiencies about equal to fossil-fueled plants, these devices will not be 
available until the late 1980s, at the earliest. Thus, electric power may 
become more thermally polluting into the 1985 time period. Table C4-l 
shows, for 1970 and 1985, the proportion of generating capacity that is 
nuclear and fossil-fueled, the heat rates for each type of power plant and 
the resulting heat rate that can be expected in 1985 from the use of electric power. 
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Table C4-l 

THERMAL EFFEC'IB OF PRODUCING ELECTRIC POWER 
(BTU/KW HR) 

Fossil-Fueled Conventional 
Steam Generating Nuclear 

"Heat Rate"--Thermal Input per 
Unit of Electrical Output 9,487 12,434 

Heat Lost to Environment per 
Unit of Electrical Output 5,903 8,850 

Mode of Generation 1968 81.9% .8% 

Mode of Generation 1985 48.0% 40.0% 

Approximate Heat Output 1968 4, 845 

Approximate Heat Output 1985 6,380 

Other 

0 

17.3% 

12.0% 

Sources: Statement by John N. Nassikas, October 28, 1969 at a meeting before 
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Environmental Efiects of Producing 
Electric Power. Part 1, p. 35. Statement by Harry Perry, p. 234, memorandum 
by William P. Bebbington, Part 2, Vol. II, p. 2464. 
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The major electrified mode being considered in this study is the Tracked 

Air-Cushion Vehicle (TACV). It is estimated that its power requirements with 

the usage being projected for 1985 is about 3, 560, 000 kilowatt-hours daily, or 

1. 298 x 109 kwh/year. This is compared with projected total power usage in the 

Northeast Corridor of about560 x 109 kwh/year. Thus, the TACV mode will 

contribute less than O. 25 percent of the total electricity-related thermal pollution 

in the Northeast Corridor, or about 8. 28 x 1012 BTU/year. 

4. Water Pollution 

Although water pollution in the Northeast Corridor comes from many sources, 

the major ones are industrial, municipal, and agriculture. Industry has been 

found to be the biggest polluter of this region's water; steps have begun to bring 

this problem under control. More than half the volume of waste discharged into 

water comes from four major industries--paper, organic chemicals, petroleum, 

and steel. 

A growing source of water pollution in the NEC can be attributed to the 

discharge of waste material from the fleet of federally registered commercial 

vessels, unregistered fishing vessels, federally owned ships, and nearly 2 million 

recreational watercraft. Additional pollution occurs when ships discharge bilge 

and ballast water with high concentrations of oil and other pollutants, particularly 

in harbor and river locations. 

The awareness of this problem has been recognized and many states have 

enacted new control measures to deal with watercraft waste. The Water Quality 

Improvement Act of 1970 likewise contains federal legislation for controlling 
vessel wastes. It calls for the establishment of effluent standards and 

penalties for non-compliance by vessel owners. 
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D. Environmental Impact References 

l.. Introduction 

D-1 

This outline documents by subject matter, the technical references 

used in preparation of Section D, Chapter s, Volume 2, Environmental 

Impacts, of the 1971 NECTP Report. Numbers within semi-colons or 

parentheses refer to the paragraph 4. List of References. Page 

citations follow the reference number where appropriate. 

2. Noise Effects 

Measurement of Noise Bf fects 

Physical properties of noise. (l; 2) 

Measuring subjective response to excessive noise. (3) 

Physical measures of sound. (4) 

"A" weighting (dBA) of sound frequencies. (5) 

Perceived noise in decibels (PNdB). (6) 

Composite Noise Rating (CNR). (7) 

Noise Bx:posure Forecasts (NEF). (8; 9) 

Significance of NEF levels. (10) 

Modified NEF criterion. (10, p. A-2; 11) 

TACV Noise Effects 

1985 TACV noise emission characteristics. (12; 13; 14; 15; 16) 
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Primary sources of noise from LIM-powered TACV. (14, pp. 

12-13) 

Annoyance levels of TACV noise. (13, p. 9) 

STOL and VTOL Noise Effects 

1985 V/STOL noise emission characteristics. (11; 17; 18; 

19; 20, 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26) 

Noise impacts of low-level V/STOL overflights. (27) 

1975 V/STOL noise emission characteristics. (11; 17; 18; 

19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26) 

CTOL Noise Effects 

Recent estimates of NEF levels for representative air-

ports. (28) 

AUTO and BUS Noise Effects 

Description of the 1985 intercity highway network. (29) 

Highway noise evaluation criterion. (30) 

Highway noise measurement model. (31) 

Air Pollution Effects 

Introduction 

Pollutants selected as measures of air pollution effects. 

(32; 33; 34; 35; 36) 

Landing and takeoff (LTO) cycle emissions as a measure of 

air mode air pollution effects. (34; 37; 38) 
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Air Mode (STOL, VTOL and CTOL) Air Pollution Effects 

Descriptions of hypothetical 1985 aircraft. (39) 

Engine characteristics of hypothetical 1985 aircraft. 

(41; 42; 43; 44; 45) 

Kinematics of V/STOL landing and takeoff (LTO) cycles. 

(17; 18; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 34) 

Air pollution emissions of aircraft gas turbine engines. 

(42; 46; 47) 

Future changes in air pollution emission characteristics 

of aircraft gas turbine engines. (42) 

TACV Air Pollution Effects 

Current energy sources used in Northeast Corridor elec-

tricity production. (48) 

Future changes in energy sources used in Northeast Corridor 

electricity production. (49) 

Negligible importance of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons 

produced by stationary electric generating plants. (50) 

Emission control technology for oxides of nitrogen (NO). (51) x 

Emission control technology for oxides of sulfur (SO). (52) x 

Emission control technology for particulate matter (PAI.TS). (53) 

AUTO and BUS Air Pollution Effects 

Government standards and emission control technologies 

for motor vehicle air pollution emissions. (33; 3S; S4; SS; 56) 

Comparaeive Modal Air Pollution Effects 

1985 air pollution emissions from non-transportatiGn •owrces 

in the Northeast Corridor. (57) 
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